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Abstract 
 
 
This project investigates how to accelerate our transition to ecological sustainability.  It 

examines three opportunities to do so: the theoretical potential of captology; the creation 

of an ecologically-sustainable private transport fleet; and, political participatory action to 

aid policy development. 

 

In examining captology – using computers to change behaviours, attitudes and values – it 

became apparent that the legacy of post-modern discourse generated vast uncertainty 

about establishing definitive ethical frameworks.  Post-modernism holds that truth is 

‘subjective’ and ethics ‘relative’.  However, a reinterpretation of Descartes’ work enables 

one to postulate that subjective experience is a component of objective knowledge and 

that objectivity is communally, lexicographically established through truth-telling.  

Furthermore, ethical principles can be empirically grounded.  They are derived from our 

values which, although esoteric and removed from their experientially-grounded origins, 

can largely be determined by reflecting upon the conditions that create individual 

happiness and contentment.  To apply these principles, a captological design manifesto 

was nominated, extending the ‘ecological imperative’ to include a command to action 

that recognised a trio of opportunities to ‘make whole’ individuals, communities and 

ecosystems. 

 

The project’s practical dimensions, using futuristic scenario, the idea of ‘story-telling for 

sustainability’ and political participatory action, investigated how to create an 

ecologically-sustainable private transport fleet.  However, implementing any new 

transport regime depends upon Australia adopting a reliable high-grade energy source to 

replace fossil-fuels and this required assessing, then dispelling, nuclear myths.  Extending 

the ‘triple bottom line’ to a ‘quintuplet’ of principles that included energy efficiency 

principles and bio-diverse biomass replenishment demonstrates the truth of this decision.  

Implementing these recommendations to accelerate the transition to ecological 

sustainability involved a political participatory action strategy and making appropriate 

representations relating to the assertion of responsible and informed political leadership, 

not that which responds to the lowest common denominator of information, public 

opinion polls.  

 

 

(300 words) 
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Chapter one 
 

Introduction and chapter descriptions 
 

1.1    Establishing the parameters of the project  

 

There is always ‘a day of reckoning’ and it has arrived now when, four years after the 

project commenced, academic convention requires due diligence to be paid to the 

process of scribing this lengthy, circuitous, investigation succinctly.  So,  with 

reference to Wisker’s handbook (2001) and the University guidelines (CDU 2006), the 

task of providing the overview and rationale behind the activities and publications 

produced throughout the author’s doctoral candidature (conducted with concurrent 

teaching responsibilities) begins here with this ensuing dissertation which I have 

entitled, “An emergent communication strategy to accelerate the transition to 

ecological sustainability”.  With hindsight, the critical guiding considerations to aid 

the achievement of this goal of accelerating our becoming an ecologically-sustainable 

society, and provide coherency to the evolving investigations, required deliberation of 

the following, preliminary questions:  

• How could we be sure that any determined course of action was correct and 

ethical?  

• What particular, attainable and measurable fundamental sustainability goal or 

goals would contribute to helping this state of affairs to evolve? 

• How could the project’s findings be most productively implemented? 

The search for answers to these questions prompted the researcher to investigate 

several domains of established academic inquiry: 

• The philosophical discourse pertaining to the evolution and ontology of ethical 

principles.  

• New computing initiatives, particularly captology, and their potential for 

improving the effect of web-based communication. Captology (Fogg 2003) is 

the acronym for ‘computers as persuasive technology’ and seeks to harness 

their multi-media, interactive potential for ‘changing behaviours, attitudes and 

values’.    

• The application of ideational, generative techniques to aid the emergence of 

practices that could assuredly be ecologically sustainable.  This eventually 

resulted in focussing on one particularly significant sustainability challenge: 

the question of how to create a sustainable private transport sector.  And, 

finally,  
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• The potential of participatory action in the political arena to assist with the 

implementation of the policy initiatives, not only devised, but eventually 

advocated by the researcher.   

Before proceeding further it is important to define the author’s use of the term 

‘ecological sustainability’. 

 

1.2  Defining ecological sustainability 

 

There are many definitions of what constitutes ‘sustainability’, ‘ecological 

sustainability’ and ‘ecologically-sustainable development’, however, the terms can all 

be garnered towards a similar destination.  For example, ecologically-sustainable 

development implies the requirement of judicious management - dominion with wise 

stewardship - to achieve the goal of ecological sustainability.  Ecological sustainability 

can be described as the term which represents nature’s ability to self-perpetuate life 

through supporting increasingly diverse interrelationships between ever-diversifying, 

fluctuating communities of co-dependent species which, together with their legacy of 

modifying the physical parameters of their local environments, help to create the 

ecosystem functions that collectively create the conditions we can describe as ‘a 

biosphere amenable to life’. Management, dominion and stewardship are important 

dimensions of the comprehensive definition for they recognise the potential humans 

have in thwarting or assisting ecological sustainability to manifest. Recognising this 

dimension of responsibility, Kerkhoff and Lebel (2006) nominate as a ‘classical’ 

definition of sustainability that made by the World Commission on Environment and 

Development (United Nations 1987) as: development which ‘meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs’.  Their own personal ‘approach’ maintains sustainable development as ‘the 

process of ensuring all people can achieve their aspirations while maintaining critical 

ecological and biophysical conditions that are essential to our collective survival’ 

(Kerkhoff and Lebel 2006). This latter definition, which emphasises ‘maintenance’, 

still falls short of reflecting the reality of the situation we face – we desperately need to 

restore and replenish the biosphere’s life-supporting propensity. Desertification, for 

example, is ‘in train’ globally (Atkinson 1990; Atkinson 1992). This macro-climatic 

process is epitomised on the micro-climatic scale by the ‘edge-effect’ where shade and 

moisture are no longer afforded to protect vulnerable species from direct sunlight, 

harsh winds and the greater temperature threshold variations at the edges of forest 

subject to severe disturbance, logging, fire and wholesale clear-felling,  all of which 
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cause ‘dieback’ at the perimeter of the disturbance (Florence 1979).  This modest edge-

effect reduction in diversity has ramifications because the dying species’ dependent 

species deprived of their hosts, food or simple protective structure are, in turn, subject 

to stresses that can result in death.  This simple chain-reaction of destruction can be 

described as the process of ‘ecosystem simplification’ (Atkinson 1992) and it is 

happening in innumerable, diverse ecosystems globally. Furthermore, critical to any 

progress towards achieving the goal of ecological sustainability, is the recognition that, 

globally, our combined exploitive activities are not now ecologically-sustainable 

(Boyden 1990; Boyden 1992) and any suggestion of being able to create such a world 

must necessarily include both minimising the damage we do to the life-sustaining 

propensity of the biosphere and immediately seek to repair and replenish this 

propensity through bio-diverse strategic plantings aimed at restoring complex, life-

sustaining biomass at every possible opportunity.  We cannot afford the time now 

needed for the ages-old processes nature has (like wind-blown reseeding) to repair the 

damage our post-industrial legacy: human intervention and strategic management are 

needed to accelerate this process. Hence, the author chose to direct efforts towards 

accelerating our transition to an ecologically-sustainable state-of-affairs, a state 

necessarily sympathetic to the parameters dictated by our absolute dependence on the 

natural world’s life-supporting systems and their health.  

 

1.3  Description of the structure of the investigation 

 

The initial strategy to accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability sought to 

use the media opportunities provided by computers and the world-wide web.  It was 

triggered by the personal dismay experienced by the author when Australia became 

embroiled in two ‘resource scarcity’ wars (Afghanistan and Iraq) which were a 

predictable outcome of our socio-cultural dependence on the unsustainable use of fossil 

fuels inherited from our ‘helter-skelter’ episode of industrialisation, now exacerbated 

by global capitalism. This position only minimally supports the notion that the wars 

were a response to terrorism as portrayed in the media.  Thus, the research direction 

and fundamental aim to promote ecological sustainability were a direct extension of the 

candidate’s previous Master of Philosophy work which sought to help journalists 

improve their reporting of ecological issues (Atkinson 1990).    

 

Although there is a great deal of literature relating to the goal of ecological 

sustainability in policies produced by businesses, councils and boroughs, research 

institutions, and State and Federal Government departments, the preliminary literature 
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search undertaken by the candidate discovered that the intention to ‘accelerate the 

transition’ to this state appeared to be novel. It was absent from the policy agenda of 

the newly incumbent Northern Territory Government’s, their Opposition’s and Federal 

counterparts’ policy initiatives.  It was also absent in computer program design 

literature.  However, three changes of supervision (a perennial hazard in small, isolated, 

regional university campuses) resulted in several modifications to the research project 

as initially proposed.  The changes caused disengagement from, firstly, solely 

investigating the malfeasance of reporting associated with Australia’s involvement in 

the Iraq War (the resultant essay, ‘Oilism1’ is included in Chapter two and provides a 

significant section of the thesis’s paradigmatic framework2) Then, the second change of 

supervision resulted in disengagement from exclusively attending to and embracing 

opportunities for computer-mediated communication, specifically3 captological 

programs, to accelerate our transition to ecological sustainability. Notwithstanding this, 

the captological investigation proved important for, in its formative stages, captology 

lacked a sound philosophical foundation to allow ethical applications of its computer 

design initiatives.  The candidate’s research was able to supply one such theoretically-

supported ethical basis and in so doing, bridged a significant intellectual divide 

between the humanities’ post modernist thinking and that of the biological and physical 

sciences.  This work is described in Section two.   

 

Following the departure of the computer design specialist and the appointment of a 

‘supervisory team’, the candidate’s research re-engagement sought to make a more 

comprehensive and practical attack on the particular problem of accelerating the 

transition to ecological sustainability.  This resulted in an ‘applied’ dimension to the 

research effort and reflected the new supervisory panel’s expertise4. The specific 

problem addressed was, ‘If burning oil and other fossil fuels was causing such 

significant ecological harm and havoc, and private transport was a huge contributor to 

this, what alternatives could we adopt, and how do we accelerate their 

implementation?’  Responding to these questions led the candidate to investigate 

current alternatives through generative workshops and resulted in the author’s 

conclusion (supporting that of many other eminent thinkers such as Cohen 1990, 

Comby 1994, Hardy 2006, et al) that we, Australians, need to embrace a nuclear-

                                                 
              1 Oilism: ‘the fossil-fuel-dependent, compelling, economic base energising and underpinning 
all 
                critical infrastructural developments in the modern, particularly the Western, world                 

2 Supervisor, Political Scientist Professor Bob Catley 
3 Supervisor Computer Design Specialist, Dr Nicola Bidwell 
4 Professor Bruce Campbell, Dr Andrew Finegan & Prof Stephen Garnet 
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powered future without delay, a particularly politically-unsavoury proposition at the 

time.  This research is described in Section three.   Yet nuclear advocacy alone was too 

simplistic a solution and provided no attention to repairing the parlous state of the 

living biosphere, in particular, replacing the world’s depauperate5 forests (arguably as 

much a contributor to climate change as burning fossil fuels).   So the journey towards 

completing this section of the doctoral thesis required an extension of the policy-

makers conceptual aid, ‘the triple bottom line’ to a quintuplet of principles.  The triple 

bottom line asked policy-makers to consider the economic, social and environmental 

consequences of their decisions, but it was not comprehensive enough to help them 

choose sensibly on the weighty issues of alternative energy sources to fossil fuels when 

these considerations alone provide for equal merit to be accorded to using nuclear-

power, wind-power and solar energy.  This resulted in the formulation of ‘the quintuple 

bottom line’ which includes the injunctions for policy-makers to note, a) energy 

efficiency and conservation principles and, b) act upon the need for massive 

afforestation.  These concurrent conceptual extensions were thought necessary to 

advocate to offset the panacea, complacency-effect nuclear power adoption might 

induce in the minds of policy and political decision makers still not fully conversant 

with ecologically-sustainable paradigms.  If adopted, ‘the quintuple bottom line’ could 

provide a more substantial conceptual aid for accelerating our transition to humans 

living comfortably and sustainably within the ecological parameters of the biosphere.  

To date this idea has been published as a conference paper (Atkinson and Van Der 

Sommen, 2006) and in the author’s submission to the Federal Government’s Uranium 

Mining, Processing and Nuclear Energy Review 2006. 

 

Then, because public acceptance of nuclear energy as a feasible energy-basis upon 

which to construct alternative sustainable opportunities for private and public transport, 

when first mooted, was virtually non-existent, rather than remaining in the familiar 

fields of main-stream media and educational involvement, the candidate chose to tackle 

the issue of public edification on this subject (complimentary to the candidate’s 

primary aim of accelerating the transition to ecological sustainability) through political 

participatory action and this in turn resulted in the emergent communication strategy 

described in the ethnographic memoir in the concluding section of this thesis, Section 

four. My involvement with Members of Parliament, party affiliates and policy-makers 

was subject to strict confidentiality provisions and thus this involvement remains 

unreported, but it is important to note that this political participatory action, undertaken 
                                                 

              5 Depauperate: diminished in species diversity and biomass as opposed to simply 
being few in species. 
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independently from the University and culminating in the decision to stand as an 

independent candidate in the next Federal election, was the catalyst for the personal 

conclusions described in the thesis’ concluding section.     

 

Thus it can be seen that the thesis is constructed in four parts. 

   

The first section provides the introduction; the philosophical rationale, the theoretical 

paradigms that have been applied to philosophically position this thesis, including the 

methods chosen to devise solutions to the problems identified. 

 

The second section is comprised of an analysis of the emergent discipline of captology 

and includes the associated published papers: with each publication presented as a 

separate chapter.  The author apologies for the slight duplication of content that 

consequently appears (necessary to contextualise each paper): time constraints preclude 

summarising all this material as a monograph. 

 

The third section consists of the results and analysis of the ideational6, generative 

workshops devised by the candidate to determine how to overcome our dependence on 

fossil fuels for private transport et al.   

 

The fourth section provides the ethnographic memoir relating to the candidate’s 

political participatory action strategy and thoughts pertaining to the emergence of a 

communication strategy to accelerate our transition to ecological sustainability.   

 

A brief outline of all of thesis contents follows. 

 

1.4   Section outlines and chapter contents 

 

Section one provides the traditional contextualisation of the 

research project.  It consists of chapters describing the project’s 

objectives, the philosophical and established theoretical bases 

upon which the thesis relies, and the methods chosen to enable 

more comprehensive understandings and contributions to 

knowledge to be generated through the qualitative and applied 

dimensions of research endeavour followed by the author.  

                                                 
              6 Ideational: the adjectival form of to ‘ideate’ – form ideas, imagine, conceive. 
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1.4.1   Chapter one: Introduction. 

 

The introduction (this chapter) articulates the project’s guiding questions and 

objectives.  It provides a guide to the overarching structure of the thesis and an account 

of the content of each particular chapter.  The introduction has also provided a new-to-

the-literature, expanded, working definition of what constitutes ecologically-

sustainable development.  

 

1.4.2 Chapter two: Theoretical bases elucidated 

 

The philosophical positioning of the thesis required a considerable investigative effort 

which was essentially epistemological in nature.   Chapter two provides an appraisal of 

the relevance of the traditional categorisations for research (pure or applied, qualitative 

or quantitative) and describes the author’s position in relation to established 

philosophies such as constructivism, relativism and positivist theories.  It then 

elucidates the very specific paradigms that have provided useful background theory, 

such as Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1968), Boyden’s Biohistorical 

analysis (1990), Werkmeister’s logic (1948), Bonhoeffer’s ethics (1927) and 

Weizenbaum’s computing genius (1976). The paradigms described include the author’s 

own essay on ‘oilism’ which provided her with the personal impetus to undertake the 

PhD candidature. 

 

1.4.3  Chapter three:  Methods chosen 

 

This chapter presents a brief summary of the methods of inquiry used to establish the 

conclusions reached in the thesis proper.  The methods chosen include traditional logic, 

the principles of ethnography, ideational generative techniques and the application of 

an ethnographic memoir.  The thesis, throughout its entirety, draws upon the fruits of 

significant literature reviews. 

 

It was unfortunate, but eminently understandable, that the Phd candidate’s political 

involvement was not able to be reported in its entirety due to the confidentiality 

strictures in place in political party meeting rooms.  

 

Section two provides the discussion of the search for the 

philosophical rationale to justify acceptance that objectivity can 
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exist and that our values can be grounded in empirically-based 

facts provided by the assurance that objectivity per se exists.  It 

includes three published papers, chapters five, six and seven, all 

of which harness the application of the new insights yielded 

through the philosophic inquiry described in Chapter four.  The 

papers help to establish a more assuredly ethical framework for 

the application of the new computer design initiatives emerging 

from the fledgling discipline, ‘captology’.  Their peer-reviewed 

acceptance attests to the academic significance of this work. 

 

1.4.4  Chapter four:  Towards definitive ethical principles  

 

This chapter establishes  the rationale to allow us to have confidence that the project’s 

resultant findings and consequent recommendations would be ethical: that is both ‘right 

and responsible’ (Atkinson 2007a).  To determine that something is ‘right’ requires 

that one justify through logic the fundamentally ‘objective’, not ‘subjective’ status of 

the inquiry.  This required one to leave behind - dismiss - what Kirkhoff and Leben 

(2006) have termed an ‘acrimonious’ and ‘key controversy’, arguably generated by 

post-modern dialogue, that claims ‘all knowledge is uncertain because observations 

are subject to interpretation’.  Consequently, the initial inquiry involved a wide-

ranging review of diverse literature to establish an ethical and philosophical framework 

that could counter this lack of certainty. This search resulted in a single new insight: 

recognition that the bridge from the subjective to the objective is built through ‘truth-

telling’ and that subsequent, lucid communication relies upon concordance of 

definition.  These thoughts provided a theoretical basis that enabled the author to leave 

behind the relativism of post-modernism, and reassert confidence in the objectivity of 

the findings and predictions of our social and natural sciences. The evolution of this 

discourse, with reference to Descartes’ Discourse on Method (Descartes 1637), 

provided conclusions that were able to be immediately applied with certainty to a 

critical review of captology: the study of interactive computer technology to change a 

person’s attitudes, values and behaviour (Atkinson 20006a).   

 

1.4.5 Chapter five: Captology: a critical review 

 

First published in the conference proceedings of Persuasion06 at Eindhoven, and more 

recently submitted for republication in the Journal of Behaviour and Information 

Technology, this paper harkens to the original dissertation proposal which was to 
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investigate the opportunities provided by the worldwide web and information 

technology to accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability. As such it provides a 

critical review of B.J. Fogg’s book Persuasive Technology (2003).  It regards captology 

as an eclectic and formative work.  The review commences to define more carefully 

what constitutes persuasion and draws attention to the distinction between persuasion 

techniques in general and the behavioural changes that result from advocacy and 

education. The reviewer concludes that a fundamental ethic be, that the designer’s 

intention for the program be exposed at the commencement of the user’s engagement.  

It proffers the idea of persuasion resulting in a conviction induced by others as an 

helpful extension of the definition of persuasion underpinning captology. 

 

 

1.4.6 Chapter six: Building an Ethical Framework for Captology through 
Philosophy and Lexicology  

 
 
This paper address two discipline-based ethical concerns relating to captology’s 

formative discourse: firstly, the need to respect established rules of nomenclature and, 

secondly, the need to clarify whether or not ethical persuasion by computers is 

possible. It establishes the need to differentiate captological objectives from 

manipulation and propaganda and provides an investigation of the ontology of ethics 

and several universal values. It provides a philosophical discussion seeking to clarify 

the foundational premises upon which the emergent discipline of captology will be able 

to consolidate. In conclusion, four ethical safeguards are suggested to help guide 

captological applications.  These include the need to respect truth-telling; the need to 

inform the user of the designer’s intent; the need to peer review captological initiatives; 

and the need to establish a professional code of practice.  The paper was accepted for 

inclusion in the Persuasion edition of the Journal of Behaviour and Information 

Technology, 2007. 

 

1.4.7  An applied design manifesto to guide captology 

 

Captology’s persuasion techniques could be ethically-applied to enhance user-

engagement with programs designed to further well-being. The idea of well-being is able 

to be ethically enriched by adopting an extension of the principles embodied by ‘the 

ecological imperative’.  This imperative may serve to define the parameters of a code of 

practice for the emergent discipline’s macrosuasion (overall persuasive intent of the 

program) and microsuasion (actual persuasion techniques) principles.  An extension of 
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the concept of the ecological imperative embraces individual well-being, the well-being 

of our communities and the imperative to replenish the life-supporting functions of the 

biosphere.  Chapter seven also begins to provide the intellectual bridge into the 

following, more practical and applied dimension to the research undertaken by the 

candidate as is scribed in Section three.  This paper was accepted for inclusion in the 

Persuasion edition of the Journal of Behaviour and Information Technology. 

 

Section three relates to the applied research dimension of the 

project: it is a body of work that specifically and practically 

commenced with generative ideational workshops to try to 

fathom a way of overcoming our socio-cultural dependence on 

fossil fuels for our private and public transport fleets.   The 

analysis of the findings generated quite specific 

recommendations.  The first was the need to consider nuclear 

power as a practical and sustainable alternative power source. 

The second, if ecological sustainability was to be achieved, was 

the need not to neglect our responsibility to replenish and restore 

the living biosphere which will be particularly aided by massive 

reforestation initiatives to sequestrate atmospheric carbon 

dioxide.  The ‘quintuple bottom line concept’ was thus devised to 

provide a conceptual aid to more appropriate and comprehensive 

decision making, that sympathetic to enabling real ecological 

sustainability to be achieved.  This section also outlines the 

commencement of the strategic communication needed to dispel 

nuclear myths. 

 

1.4.8 Chapter eight:  Workshops described 

 

This chapter describes the search for what could constitute a sustainable private 

transport sector. Tackling the problem of transiting from a fossil-fuel-dependent private 

transport fleet required a series of workshops to identify a certain pathway to a more 

sustainable future.   The workshops used story and futuristic scenarios and 

brainstorming with logical analysis to reach the particular conclusions, described in 

Chapter nine. 
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1.4.9  Chapter nine: Workshop findings 
 

The workshops and resultant analysis recommended electric vehicles for localised 

private transport and hydrogen gas for heavy-duty, long-distance transport.  The logical 

corollary to this development required the generation of stable, high-grade electricity 

and for most of Australia, the economical and sustainable source of this will be nuclear 

power.  Nuclear power became the acceptable alternative only when energy efficiency 

considerations and carbon sequestration through bio-diverse biomass plantings on a 

massive scale were also recognised as essential components of any policy seeking to 

practically advance the cause of ecological sustainability 

 

1.4.10 Dispelling nuclear myths 

 

Chapter ten is representative of the work commenced by the author to dispel nuclear 

myths. One could not ethically advocate the use of nuclear power if it would result in 

public harm, so this effort represents a significant extension of the research undertaken, 

one that would eventually provide political and public edification on this important 

issue.  The invaluable role of plutonium in assuring the sustainability of the uranium 

ore resource is also introduced.  The conclusion suggests that wise political stewardship 

necessitates following expert advice, not populist sentiment, and that in relation to 

nuclear issues the Australian media must assume greater responsibility for building a 

bridge between the information rich and information poor. These strategic steps are 

necessary for responsible leadership to flourish in Australia and be able to respond 

appropriately to the challenge of enabling genuine ecological sustainability to emerge 

from the legacy of the industrial era.  This work is intended to build a bridge of 

understanding from the scientific community to the general public.  It was not designed 

as an academic paper, although it represents a significant, interpretive communication 

exercise,  the goal of effective ‘science writing’ as such work is know in media 

parlance.   
 

1.4.11 The rationale supporting the quintuple bottom line 
 

Chapter eleven specifically describes why it was thought necessary to extend the ‘triple 

bottom line’ (Elkington 1998) conceptual device to a ‘quintuplet’ of guiding principles 

that could be more useful for ensuring that genuine ecological sustainability emerged 

from policy deliberations.  Without this extension, nuclear energy remained only one of 

numerous alternative energy options. 
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1.4.12 The quintuple bottom line concept 
 

Chapter twelve presents the published paper articulating the quintuple bottom line 

concept.  This ‘short’ paper was published as part of the conference proceedings of the  

Enviroinfo conference at Graz, entitled Managing Environmental Knowledge (Atkinson 

and Van Der Sommen 2006).  It suggests how the processes of moving our world 

towards an ecologically-sustainable phase of human activity may be aided by extending 

the ‘triple bottom line’ concept of economic, environmental and social concerns, to a 

quintuplet of guiding principles that includes: i. energy-efficiency and energy-

conservation assessments; and, ii. makes provision for replenishing bio-diverse 

biomass.  It describes how the investigation to accelerate the transition to an 

ecologically-sustainable private transport fleet concluded that nuclear power generation 

would enable a sustainable future. Advocating this position was not necessarily 

deducible from the ‘triple bottom line’. The implementation of the ‘quintuple bottom 

line’ results in nuclear advocacy and the formulation of projects like the case study by 

van der Sommen, which uses a ‘functional’ landscape approach with GIS technology to 

replenish diminished forest resource, not only in rural areas, but also in densely 

populated urban areas.  Although a co-operative effort, the candidate initiated the paper 

and remained responsible for the final editing to conform with CDU candidature rules 

and the conference guidelines. 
 

Section four encompasses the project’s conclusions and proffers some 

directions for further research.  
 

1.4.13 Ethnographic memoir 
 

The ethnographic memoir provides some of the thoughts relating to the 

candidate’s political participatory action.  Political action was embraced by the 

candidate to avoid the tragic waste of her work joining numberless dissertations 

gathering dust in library archives and respond, in part, to the concerns raised by 

McNie in her analysis of ‘the problem of reconciling supply and demand of 

scientific information for decision-making’, (McNie 2006 (in press)).   
 

1.4.14   Conclusions and further research opportunities 
 

The conclusion draws attention to the original contributions to knowledge made in the 

thesis proper.  It also suggests some new directions for further research.  
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1.5 Summation of thoughts 

 

If a successful doctoral research project can be measured by a number of publications, 

then the work has been moderately successful so far.  But if success can be measured 

by a very definite change in policy direction, not the one initially sought, but a certain 

stepping-stone towards attaining the goal of an ecologically-sustainable private 

transport fleet (that resulting from advocating nuclear power generation because it is 

needed to supply the stable current required to charge the batteries of the advocated 

private electric vehicles and to produce hydrogen gas sustainably from the electrolysis 

of water, not to mention the myriad of vital industrial and communication functions the 

modern world requires), then the project has surfaced as an example of ‘the right idea, 

in the right place, at the right time’ (Atkinson 2006c).  That in some small measure it 

may have done so will confound the prominent authorities on how participatory action 

is best explained through the calculated exercise of engagement and power (Kerkhoff 

and Lebel 2006, p471). It was a case of the perceived-to-be least powerful scientist in 

an institutional environment, a PhD student, establishing that essential component of 

effective communication, trust, then applying through the disempowered, an opposition 

party, to approach the genuinely powerful with ‘truthful’ petitions that coincided with 

this turning of the tide.  The persuasive potential of institutional power was present but 

by virtue of a personal, informal association with the Australian social establishment 

provided by six generations of native-born forebears, not through institutionalised 

position or university power or direct, professional affiliation with Government. So the 

position adopted by the Prime Minister in advocating a nuclear energy course for 

Australia (October, 17th 2006) within the next decade to help combat global 

atmospheric pollution, more clearly reflects the immutable logic of the position 

advocated than a calculated application of more traditional avenues of influence. 

Perhaps this result can be explained with reference to the ages-old saying that 

‘knowledge is power’.  We can extend this quite confidently to attest that ‘certain 

knowledge is more certain power’ by referring to the philosophical position that forms 

the basis of this dissertation: that the route from the domain of subjective relativism to 

the realm of objective certainty is through truthful discourse that adheres to the 

established conventions of rational logic.  
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Chapter two 

 

Theoretical basis elucidated 
 

 

 

2.1  Theoretical bases elucidated 

 

To place one’s research in proper academic perspective, Creswell (1994) suggests that it 

is important to articulate the basic paradigm, or worldview, that is being supported or 

applied by the researcher.  But this is far too simplistic an injunction to doctor of 

philosophy candidates seeking to address comprehensive social problems; a lone 

paradigm is insufficient.   

 

To attempt to provide any particular paradigm immediately takes us to the quandary, a 

relic of post-modern discourse, described by Smith and Deemer in Denzin and Lincoln, 

2000, as ‘a dialectical tension’: 

 

The problem of representation will not go away. Indeed at its heart lies an 

inner tension, an ongoing dialectic, a contradiction that will never be 

resolved. On the one hand, there is the concern for the validity, or certainty 

in the text as a form of isomorphism and authenticity. On the other hand, 

there is sure and certain knowledge that all texts are socially, historically, 

politically and culturally located.  [And they argue,] ‘it is not really about 

paradigm choices now. Rather it is about taking account of the world we 

have inherited (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, p1058/9).  

 

They conclude that modern sociological research requires multi-paradigms and methods, 

and this warrants what Denzin and Lincoln have suggested to be a new epoch of 

sociological research: ‘the seventh moment of sociological research’, which is essentially 

an age of reconstruction using all the tools provided by past episodes of enquiry. This 

new, seventh moment episode, they say, requires a form of enquiry that ‘erases the idea 

that nothing is value-free’ and ‘no representation of reality complete, we need to hear 

many voices and many realities before that sense of completion manifests’ (p1055).  ‘The 

seventh moment’ also accepts thoughts like ‘the demise of empiricism’ and ‘relativism is 

not about paradigm choice, but the way we are in world’ (p1049): hence the ‘dialectic 
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tension’ caused by an inherent contradiction, for when we investigate it thoroughly, 

empiricism reveals relativism and it reveals the role subjective relativism has in creating 

the objective, communally knowable world with which we intellectually, spiritually and 

physically engage and it is this insight in fact resolves the aforementioned ‘inner tension’ 

that worried Smith and Deemer. The following discussion describes how this resolution 

is possible.  It is an important discussion from the author’s point of view for it helps to 

establish the intellectual framework and definitions needed to underpin the philosophical 

assertions that follow in Section two. 

 

2.2  Asserting that which is ‘knowable’ 

 

The formative discourse associated with the emergence of sociology’s ‘seventh moment’ 

ideal could be made more substantial by defining clearly what is meant by worldviews or 

paradigms.  This can be aided by noting that we have individual worldviews and that it is 

possible to have a collective worldview.  Individual worldviews consist of our individual 

experiences made with reference to our own selves and includes the representations of 

the collective worldview that we, as individuals, encounter through other individuals and 

through all the means we have to access the body of knowledge collectively established 

and ratified with reference to phenomena grounded and steeped in the traditions of 

rational discourse.  In contrast, the collective worldview could be described as the sum 

total of all of a cultural or language group’s knowledge: it is the ultimate multi-voiced 

representation of all people’s recorded and remembered knowledge, of which most 

individuals can only access a small part. This knowledge is created and is accessible 

through mutually agreed definitions. Such collective worldviews can be divided into 

what we call ‘paradigms’.  A paradigm is made up of a large parcel of that which is 

known and people who share the paradigm hold to the same underpinning beliefs, natural 

laws, assumptions and foundational principles. It is probable that only the omniscient can 

access a collective paradigm in its entirety and certain that omnipotence is required to be 

privy to the many paradigms that prevail, all constituents of knowledge in its entirety.   

 

It is also important to define knowledge. Knowledge is all that is known and our ideas 

about all that is known. It includes all that is known in many languages. Knowledge is 

not ‘a flow’ (Snowden 2002), nor is it something that can be thought of as pluralistic or 

relative; it is an absolute, indivisible, categorical term and it means ‘all that is and has 

been known’. We humans actually categorise and compartmentalise parcels of 

knowledge into less comprehensive, but eminently more manageable and accessible 

units, such as academic disciplines or paradigms (Kuhn, 1968, 1970) or, in sociological 
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ethnographical parlance, as ‘sacred, performative, pluralistic ethnologies’ (Denzin and 

Lincoln 2000).  In recent literature these small parts of the collective world view are 

represented generically as ‘knowledges’ (Kerkhoff and Lebel 2006) but they are really 

categorisations, or sub-categories of knowledge, because knowledge is an inclusive, 

generic, term. It will consist of all that will be known and it is all that we have 

determined to be ‘objective’. It is not appropriate ‘speciate’ knowledge (into ideas like 

‘scientific knowledge’ versus ‘feminist knowledge’) because when we do so, there are 

huge overlaps and the eventual result of the discourse that does this is semantic confusion 

and the subsequent failure of extrapolative logic when we compare the supposed 

different ways of knowing. We can have a ‘feminist body of knowledge’ or a ‘feminist 

paradigm’, but by saying there are different forms of knowing, rather than different 

parcels of thought constituting and contributing to knowledge in its entirety, we support 

the notion of everything in the world being relative and that no objectivity is possible, 

and this is not the conclusion of this thesis.  This thesis asserts that subjective relativism 

is a necessary component of that which is objective and known. What is known is 

known, it is an absolute term, not a relative or compartmentalisable categorical word. 

However, that which constitutes knowledge, the facts, and ideas that have objective 

status by virtue of their being thought and expressed, are ultimately derived from 

‘subjective experience’ and subjective thinking. That particular parcels of knowledge 

have great significance is reflected in the efforts we make to preserve oral histories, 

establish academic disciplines and to provide ‘first class’ education. Such education 

seeks to provide the most relevant and empowering ideas, recollections, and accurately 

predictive theories, to its recipients. Hence, it is not quite right to suggest that we no 

longer need empiricism, as formative ‘seventh moment’ discourse suggests.  Empiricism 

is a tried and true route to proving the validity of our subjective experience, which, if 

authentic becomes part of the collective, objective body of what is known (and if not 

authentic, that it has been represented still provides it with objective status, for we can 

say with certainty that that particular representation exists but is not authentic – i.e. it 

may be a ‘lie’ or ‘false’).   

 

This consideration aside (and it was mentioned to illustrate the philosophical 

underpinnings of this discourse which strongly adheres to maintaining the rules of 

language relating to the construction of definitions, as is represented in the discipline of 

lexicology), it is useful to consider the eclecticism provided by the term, the seventh 

moment (the equivalent of sociology’s seventh moment is found in science’s integrated, 

systems thinking (Capra 1982)) for it allows us to apply various theoretical perspectives 

and idea-generating/problem-solving techniques to address particularly ‘wicked 
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problems’ (Rittel 1974; Weber 2000) and be confident that our findings can be objective 

and provide truthful, definite courses of action to follow.  And we need the confidence 

certainty provides to overcome the inertia created by the post-modernist’s adherence to 

truth being only a ‘subjective’ creation and ethics being ‘relative’.  The post-modern 

worldview or paradigm, by denying objective certainty, robs us of confident hope and the 

assurance that we can be right in our assessments of problems and their proposed 

solutions.  Hope indispensably inspires, and with inspiration, energy, positive outlooks 

and creativity flourish. 

 

Hence, multi-paradigms embracing several domains of knowledge (academic disciplines) 

will be referred to as the theoretical basis of this work not because of subjectivism’s 

relative plurality but because accelerating the transition to ecological sustainability 

epitomises the ‘wicked problem’ which can only be solved by integrative, multi-

disciplinary thinking.  Such ‘systems thinking’ is required because wicked-problems 

have at least ten distinguishing properties evidencing some of the following 

characteristics:   

• ‘no ends to the causal chains’;  

• ‘that in order to describe a wicked-problem in sufficient detail, one has to have 

developed an exhaustive inventory of all conceivable solutions ahead of time’;  

• ‘solutions to wicked-problems are not true or false, but good or bad’;  

• ‘…any solution, after being implemented, will generate waves of consequences over 

an extended, virtually unbounded, period of time’;  

• ‘every implemented solution is consequential … large public works are effectively 

irreversible, and the consequences they generate have long half-lives’;  

• ‘despite seeming similarities among wicked-problems, one can never be certain that 

the particulars of a problem do not override its commonalities with other problems 

already dealt with’;  

• ‘marginal improvements do not guarantee overall improvement’;  

• that those who address wicked problems are ‘planners (are) liable for the 

consequences of the actions they generate’: planners do not have the luxury of the 

solution proffered being ‘only a hypothesis for refutation (Karl Popper)’ (Rittel in 

Atkinson 2006a) 

 

So it is apparent from investigating the nature of complex problems, such as the problem 

of how to efficiently and expediently become ‘ecologically sustainable’, that devising 

solutions will require integrating multi-skilled, multi-disciplinary, systems thinking to be 
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able tackle them successfully. This type of thinking is all we have ever had to contribute 

to the transcendence of complex problems.  Solutions will manifest as a sum of the 

intellectual endeavour that reveals all the components of the problem and their inter-

relationships. Solutions that are judicious and concur with the fruits of many disciplines 

are required to be strategically applied.  This means that in the 21st Century solutions will 

only be acceptable if they concur with the evolution of human rights and understandings 

gleaned by all forms of enquiry; such solutions now need to be made with reference to 

positions respectful of all persons and all living things and the symbiotic, mutually-

dependent relationships revealed by wholistic, ecological thinking.  Hence, Creswell’s 

injunction to articulate a single paradigm cannot be followed to the letter.  There are 

many paradigms implicit in, and helpful to, the compilation of this research effort, all of 

which have associated theoretical foundations, several of which are described below.   

 

2.3  Applying traditional research categorisations and established philosophies 

  

Primarily, the research strategy developed in this doctoral dissertation fits into the 

‘qualitative’ and ‘ideational’ research arena.  It is qualitative because it addresses the 

questions of ‘how and why’ rather than the quantitative considerations of ‘when, how 

much, and how often’1.  It is ‘ideational’ in that it is believed that the application of the 

ideas generated as solutions to the problems we address can have a tangible effect on our 

modus operandi: ‘Ideational theories suggest that fundamental change is the result of 

mental activity – thoughts and ideas’ (Fetterman, 1989, p16).   

 

The project in its entirety also embraces the two most commonly discussed divisions of 

research: ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ research.  Patton (1990) makes the following distinction 

between pure (or basic) research and applied, evaluative research: 

The purpose of basic academic research is to generate theory and discover 

truth, that is, knowledge for the sake of knowledge … Basic research is 

judged by its contribution to theory and explanations of why things occur as 

they do.  

In contrast,  

The purpose of applied research and evaluation is to inform action, enhance 

decision-making and apply knowledge to solve human and societal problems 

… Applied evaluative research is judged by its usefulness in making human 

actions and interventions more effective and by its practical utility to 

                                                 
1 The author actually believes the distinction between ‘qualitative’ and quantitative’ research to be artificial, for the 
decision about what to ‘quantate’ is essentially predicated by ‘qualitative’ questions.   
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decision makers, policymakers and others who have a stake in improving the 

world (1990, p12). 

 

The thesis consistently makes small contributions to pure (also called basic or qualitative) 

research by suggesting, for example, in the introduction, the working definition of 

ecologically-sustainable development and in this chapter, the idea of ‘oilism’ as providing a 

more pertinent paradigm than Huntington’s Clash of Civilisations to explain the recent 

wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.  ‘Oilism’ describes a worldview that is now redundant 

because it has failed: it has proved to be an incredibly harmful human activity, causing 

wars and damaging to the life-supporting propensity of the biosphere.  The damage not 

only relates to the pollution episodes that have killed thousands of people and caused acid 

rain, nor to the deaths associated with the automotive industry every year; it is now know 

to have contributed to climate change at a pace that is inimical to further complacency.  

There are other original ‘pure’ theoretical contributions made throughout the work in its 

entirety.  Chapter three epitomises the fruits of ‘pure’ research in its discussion relating to 

demolishing the post-modern claim that truth is subjective and ethics are relative.  The idea 

of the ‘quintuple bottom line’ is also an example of a ‘pure’, theoretical contribution to 

knowledge.  However, the bulk of this research project is constituted by the application of 

existing, well-known and classical theoretical frameworks.  For example, the published 

assessments of captology (presented as Chapters four, five and six) have relied 

substantially on the theoretical musings of Joseph Weizenbaum (1976) and the logical 

precedents documented so precisely by Werkmeister (1948).  Some of the ethical 

recommendations to emerge were a result of the theoretical discourse provided by the 

Oxford School of Philosophy’s (Hart 1984; Waldron 1984; Raz 1985) and Deitrich 

Bonhoeffer’s (1927, 1996 English edition) eloquent musings.   

 

The ‘applied’ dimensions of this investigation, Section three, (workshopping to determine 

what we can do to create a sustainable private transport sector and the analysis of these 

results) used well-known techniques but used them in a novel way (they are described in 

Chapter three, Methods chosen).  These techniques also have particular philosophical 

underpinnings.  For example: the applied-research methods selected by the candidate 

acknowledge the relevance of ‘interpretivist’ theory which asserts, while the whole truth is 

out of reach, each ‘situated’ perspective is relative and relevant.  But while an interpretive 

study recognises ‘truth as a situated, relativistic and perspective-orientated phenomenon, 

understood only in context’ (Suchman 1987; Buchanan 2000; Buchanan 2003), this 

research asserts and embraces the notion that through the individual’s ‘truthful’ expression 

of that which is subjective, we can create a tangible, albeit, negotiated, objective construct: 
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‘the degree of truthfulness measurable by the extent of concordance with reality’2. Some 

‘conceptual constructs’, ideas, like facts grounded in material reality, are readily 

transferred, understood and are non-negotiable as a result of their predictive capacity, their 

relevance and conceptual richness and thus, they too can be dealt with as tangible entities. 

(Dawson’s idea of ‘memes’ – ideas with a survival imperative that are readily transferred 

(Brodie 2002) – is useful here.)  This principle, acknowledged, will help confer semiotic 

accuracy to our communiques3.   

 

The collective research perspective and strategy also reflects philosophy’s ‘positivistic’ 

perspective that ‘meaning’ exists independently of the capacity of the individual to discern 

its presence and thus differs slightly from the ‘constructivist’s’ perspective which, as 

described by Charmaz (2000), assumes: ‘that people create and maintain meaningful 

worlds through dialectical processes of conferring meaning on their realities and acting on 

them’ (p521).  The candidate is happier with the idea that meaning (reality) exists 

independently of its articulation by mere humans. The individual’s ‘relativistic’ perspective 

is not lesser in this instance, and it is thought that the description (or verbalisation) of our 

understandings of the world evolves through mutually-committed, purposeful endeavours 

and this understanding’s relevance is enhanced because it is a meaningful component of the 

whole, interdependent community communication endeavour that continually strives to 

share accurate observations of our world: that which we know: knowledge. 

 

2.4   Specific ‘qualitative’ guiding paradigms 

 

A paradigm provides a far broader perspective than a theory: it is a worldview and several 

have been found to be useful in the construction of this thesis. 

 

a) Extrapolating Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 

 

One particularly useful paradigm is Thomas Kuhn’s (1968) work which, here and 

elsewhere, has been applied to explain the dynamics of a scientific revolution.  The process 

of changing from one worldview to another he called ‘a scientific revolution’.  But his 

work, logically extrapolated, embraces another relevant theoretical perspective that serves 

to contribute to the construction of a further guiding paradigm, that of ‘the 

problem/solution dynamic’ (Atkinson 1990; Atkinson 2007).  Kuhn postulated that it is the 

identification and articulation of contradictions and anomalies within worldviews or 
                                                 

2 This  latter thought being the fruit of personal communication with Brother Regis Hickey, 2007. 
                  3  Communiqués:  French: official statements. 
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paradigms that trigger the search for more fulsome explanations and then, when they are 

discovered, the emergence of new world views. Only the correct questions will reveal a 

‘truth-filled’ answer.  Hence, one can say that it is the correct identification of the problem 

that leads to the generation of the solution (see more detail in Atkinson 1990).  The 

extension of Kuhn’s philosophical paradigm here is that if the questions we ask determine 

the answers we will receive, then it is possible to say that we will be able to create any 

future we can imagine. Questions and answers depend on the same constituent thoughts 

and facts in their construct.  What we imagine, or envision, can consist of a new 

combination of facts and ideas (for example, we can watch birds flying.  People can’t fly, 

but imagine if they could! This imaginative thought has led to humans to being able to take 

to the air in huge bird-like structures: winged aeroplanes). This simple idea is important for 

it shows the crucial contribution that futuristic visions, and the factual recombinations 

provided by our imaginings, have in shaping our enterprises.  Not only do individuals and 

communities need to have futuristic visions, ideals and excellence upheld before them so 

that they have something tangible to strive toward (for example, see Cortese and 

McDonough 2001), futuristic visions can be productively harnessed in the applied research 

arena.  By proffering ‘stories’ and ‘futuristic scenarios’ of the probable and predictable 

consequences associated with the hegemonic resistance to altering consumption patterns 

(patterns that will result in the total depletion of readily-accessible fossil fuels and ever-

worsening environmental and atmospheric degradation) we can generate interest in how to 

avoid the unpleasant consequences of more resource-scarcity wars and prevent further 

atmospheric contamination happening.  In implementing the findings from this sort of 

consequential consideration (imagining the future we seek to avoid), using the 

problem/solution dynamic, we should be able to construct policy likely to aid our transition 

to ecological sustainability. 

 

b)  Boyden’s biohistorical analysis 

 

From Stephen Boyden’s work a  more particular, positivistic, guiding paradigm (in the 

sense of assuming the external world ‘can be described, analysed, explained and 

predicted’ or ‘grounded’: see Charmaz (2000)) emerged.  It is one summarised nicely by 

Boyden’s  (1990) book  Our Biosphere Under Threat  and furthered by his bio-historical 

account of humans and their interactions with, and impact upon, the planet they inhabit 

(Boyden 1992).  The prediction presented by Boyden is that the fourth phase of human 

existence (the industrialist, fossil-fuel-dependent stage) is not sustainable but, through 

human’s propensity for innovative cultural adaptations, it is possible to create a ‘fifth 

phase’ of human existence, the ecologically-sustainable phase. 
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c)  Denzin and Lincoln’s Seventh Moment and the creation of a bricolage 

 

In a similar fashion to the biohistorical perspective provided by Boyden, qualitative 

sociological research over the last century also provides a useful paradigmatic framework 

in the idea of the ‘Seventh Moment’. This idea encourages the researcher to incorporate 

any or all of the foci of (and techniques pertinent to) the preceding qualitative research 

episodes to create appropriate solutions to complex problems. The preceding ‘moments’ in 

qualitative ethnographic research, all with characteristic methods of inquiry, are defined by 

Denzin and Lincoln as: the traditional (1900 – 1950); the modernist (1970 – 1986); the 

crisis of representation (1986 – 1990); the post-modern and a simultaneous period of 

experiential and new ethnographies; post-structuralism; and now ‘the seventh moment’.  

The Seventh Moment uses the metaphor of a bricolage (which means a beautiful 

assemblage of diversely quilted pieces) produced by interpretive bricoleur, where the 

bricoleur-er is a ‘jack of all trades’ or a kind of ‘do-it-yourself’ person: the innovative, 

problem-solving researcher.  It is characterised by the overlapping and simultaneous 

operation of (harnessing the relevance of) all preceding episodic moments in the social 

sciences’ traditions of qualitative research.  In this moment the researcher ‘deploys 

whatever strategies, methods or empirical materials are at hand.  If new tools or 

techniques have to be invented, the researcher will do this.  The choice of research practice 

depends upon the questions asked, and the questions depend on their context’ (Nelson et al 

1992 in Denzin and Lincoln, 2000 p4).  

 

The candidate found the idea of combining several research methods to create an amalgam 

of techniques, useful, relevant and attractive. In very simple terms, the ‘bricolage’ 

approach is the sociological manifestation of that represented by modern sciences’ systems 

thinking and acknowledges that complex, inter-dependent and consequential relationships 

need to be taken into account for real problem-solving progress to be made.  In this thesis, 

the author’s original bricolage can be paradigmatically represented as the response to the 

problems produced by ‘oilism’. Oilism, a term invented by the author, is defined as ‘the 

fossil-fuel-dependent, compelling, economic base energising and underpinning all 

critical infrastructural developments (such as food production, transport, energy-

generation, hence communication) in the modern, particularly the Western, world’.   

‘Oilism’ can be seen to be a prima facie reason guiding the adoption of the various 

paradigms, theories and methods of inquiry used throughout the thesis in its entirety.  In 

this sense ‘oilism’ acknowledges Boyden’s (1992) identification of the energy issue as 

being one of the most serious problems we face.  The massive socio-cultural transition 

required to redress this harmful dependence reflects all of the components of a classical 
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scientific revolution as described by Thomas Kuhn (1968) but the thesis’s investigations 

and application of its deliberations in totality seeks to circumvent a great deal of confusion 

and the generational entrapment such revolutions entail by providing more than a plausible 

solution.  It does so, after careful consideration and analysis of the fruits of generative 

workshops, by unambiguously and unhesitatingly advocating the adoption of nuclear 

power (with commensurate energy conservation principles and encouraging massive, 

multi-trophic-layered afforestation efforts to begin to sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide 

and allay further climate-change damage, as represented in Section two) and concluding 

with the candidate’s participatory action research that resulted in strategic and practicable 

communication to aid the acceleration acceptance of such monumental changes (Section 

three).  

 

d)  Oilism and the need to create a sustainable private transport fleet 

 

Even a modest embroilment in the hallowed halls of academia, halls traditionally seeped in 

responsibility for maintaining professional standards, reinforces the maxim of journalists to 

respect the injunction issued by Thomas Jefferson: that ‘the price of freedom is eternal 

vigilance’.  Our freedom is jeopardised when ‘truth’ is deliberately hidden for when this 

happens our ability to effectively manage our world is lessened.  The quest to expose 

‘truth’ is a foundational raison d’etre of both professional journalism and academia.  The 

candidate’s previous research had investigated ways in which journalists could improve 

their reporting of ecological issues (Atkinson 1990). It recommended a change in news 

values and the implementation of a generic news formula, one which incorporated 

dimensions such as describing a problem in terms of both its global implications and 

personal ramifications, and suggested including solution-strategies to avoid the effect 

contended and so well-described by Weibe (1973) as ‘the syndrome of well-informed 

futility’.  This effect, in essence, describes the tendency people have to despair when they 

hear bad news and can personally do nothing to alter the situation.  Conveying potential 

solutions to problems helped to offset this syndrome’s manifestation, a very different 

approach to that which would otherwise result in doctoring ‘news’ about the reality of our 

world: if we do not know what is wrong, how can we possibly find the right way of dealing 

with a solution?  So, with a watchful academic-eye monitoring and advocating responsible 

journalism, it was initially very disturbing to note the inconsistencies associated with the 

reportage of who was responsible for the Twin Towers incident.  The first startling fact 

found is that Osama bin Laden, himself, denied responsibility for this calamitous incident. 

Australian Associated Press released excerpts from two ‘face-to-face’ interviews with 

Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan in the week following the United States Government’s 
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attribution of blame, initially published in the Warrnambool Standard and The (Melbourne) 

Age’s coverage of September 11, 2001.  The first quote featured the disclaimer ‘Don’t 

blame me, blame American policy’; in the second, within the week of the charge being first 

made, the denial was unequivocal and unwavering.  This denial, by all civilised standards, 

was worthy of investigation and could have provided the International Court of Justice in 

Hague with a challenging task, but alas, this was not to be realised, at least not yet.  The 

press’s usually insatiable, inquiring nature, which might have eventually advocated due 

legal process, was usurped by the adroit manipulation of its own internal organisational 

machinations: machinations such as the pressure to publish quickly and the news 

manufacturers’ dependence on official press releases and other such ‘news pegs’ (Friedman 

1983; Morgan 1988).  This, coupled with its own inherent trust of public officials and 

elected representatives (Parlour 1980) – that is until they prove untrustworthy - meant that 

the reportage followed the line being provided by the ‘hegemonic’ sources of most news: 

international agencies.  So, the United States Government’s attribution of blame to Osama 

bin Laden dominated news coverage in the West.  Independent reports were difficult to 

secure, Afghanistan being very isolated. 

 

A further inconsistency supporting the suggestion that ‘all is not as we have been led to 

believe about the Twin Tower episode’ is to note that in discussion with David Hicks’ (the 

Australian man imprisoned in solitary confinement at Guantanamo Bay for five years 

without trial), first lawyer, Kenny, who said in a personal interview (before a press 

embargo was placed on his comments) that Hicks reported that he and the people he was 

with, knew nothing about that particular incident until a fortnight after it happened. To help 

establish the truth of the Al Qaeda involvement, it would seem very important to hear 

David Hicks’ and Ossama bin Laden’s stories.  It could well be that Ossama bin Laden was 

blamed because he presented an easy bifurcation target for propaganda purposes.  He was 

certainly not an esteemed colleague of the young President Bush, for he withdrew financial 

backing for oil exploration from the Bush family company when he assumed control of his 

father’s business.  This resulted in a huge loss of finance and ‘face’ for the young George 

and the beginning of enmity between the two men4. The real reason for the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan would seem to have been that the United States wanted to secure unfettered 

access to Caspian Sea oil reserves in the long term – a pipeline would have to traverse  

Afghanistan – and Middle Eastern reserves immediately. There is some evidence to suggest 

                                                 
4 The notes pertaining to this research, based on a thorough examination of internet sites, were some of the documents 
that ‘disappeared’ from the candidate’s files but the name of the Pakistani data base was given to Australian Defence 
Forces for their scrutiny. 
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that the Iraq War was planned to happen in advance5 and this is highly plausible if the oil 

supply to the West were to be jeopardised, suggesting that the whole war mongering 

scenario, and Australia’s support of it, had elements of deliberate pre-planned policy.  If 

this were so, it also reveals that there was an opportunity ‘on high’ to consider the problem 

of oil shortages and ensuing disruption in some detail. That we, the Australian nation, still 

chose to become embroiled in a dreadful war reflects the significant failure of our 

intelligence organisations and our bureaucratised public service to plan more intelligent 

strategy for the long-term benefit of this, and other, nations.   

 

It will not be profitable to enquire further down this particular line of inquiry at this stage: 

many decisions are taken to protect national security and are founded on information that 

most people do not have access to, and cannot have, for many years. The account of the 

deaths of six Australian newsmen in Indonesia by Rodney Tiffin (2001) for example, 

shows the extent to which the ‘truth’ of a situation can be buried by Governments.  The 

murder of the newsmen was known to the Australian Government on the day that it 

happened, but it was not reported because to have done so ‘could have exposed the extent 

to which Australian Intelligence was reliably interpreting Indonesian Military affairs’.  

The invasion of East Timor by Indonesia in 1975 led to the death of more than 200,000 of 

the 700,000 island population dying: ‘from a combination of massacre, dislocation and 

starvation’ and ‘no-one is able to accurately tally the numbers of those killed, raped and 

tortured’ making it ‘proportionately one of the deadliest episodes in recent history’ 

(Tiffen, 2001). Part of Tiffen’s conclusions are that the national outrage at the murders 

might have provoked the wrath of the Australian people and forced the nation to war – an 

eventuality which in that instance the governing powers of the day believed needed to be 

avoided – as would all those who believe war is a violation of respect for sanctity of life 

and travesty against our propensity for urbane, civilised living. 

 

In both the militaristically-speaking ‘non-involved’ East Timor episode and the more 

recent ‘involved’ military engagements with Afghanistan and Iraq, the Australian people, 

and perhaps even their leaders, would appear to have been denied access to the truth. 

Without factual truth we are not in a position to act in a fully informed manner.  Being 

fully-informed enables us to consider all dimensions of a problem, and this consideration is 

a pre-requisite for the best solutions to emerge. 

 

                                                 
5  I can relay this evidence to the examiners in confidence. A Federal Minister told a senior member of the Australian 
Defence Forces that Australia would invade Iraq months before the declaration of war was made.  This man aksed ‘why, 
what have they done to us?’.  The Minister replied: “Oh, I thought you were one of us’. The soldier  resigned the 
following day. 
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That the truth is still not fully known about the Twin Towers incident (the formally 

attributed cause of our involvement in the Afghanistan war) shows that the ideal of a 

socially responsible press (McQuail 1987) – which argues, in part, that the media should 

provide us with an accurate view of the world (the truth) to enable us to position ourselves 

into planning strategically informed and uplifted lives – was subsumed by the preparedness 

of the combined United States Federal Government and oilism’s cartels (huge vested 

interest) to blame and ‘demonise an enemy’ (a phrase we can attribute to Throssell, 2002) 

not in a position to retaliate or effectively, rhetorically defend himself. The same vested 

interests can explain the premeditated invasion of Iraq. 

 

James Parlour (1980) predicted this type of circumscription in the reporting of incidents 

which significantly challenged prevailing status quo when he wrote his theory explaining 

the media’s entrapment by ‘hegemonic ideology’ in relation to the then fledgling 

environmental movement:  

Hegemonic ideology is shaped and maintained by elites – social, political 

and economic elites – anywhere power is concentrated and involves 

reciprocal relationships with the powers of State and law.  These 

reciprocal arrangements serve to filter out ‘the expression of any radical 

or revolutionary alternatives to existing social, economic and political 

conditions’ (Parlour, 1980). 

The hegemony at play here, that which is foisting wars upon the world, is not caused by the 

fundamental differences between the Middle East and the West, between Christians and 

Muslims, as Samuel B Huntington’s (1993) ‘clash of civilisations’ theory would have us 

believe.  Pre-dating the afore-mentioned recent wars, this interpretation of the root of 

possible future conflict shows only a nominal understanding of the religions involved.  In 

fact, those religions have a great deal of common ground and emphasising that 

commonality is, fortunately, one of the possible avenues for future accord.  The great, 

clanging ‘clash of civilisations’ he wrote about is not inevitable at all.  Huntington 

underestimated the common sense of purpose that our shared humanity yields, that is the 

goodwill that exists universally to create and preserve peace and prosperity.  It does not 

take brilliance of mind to deduce that we could fundamentally attribute the war in 

Afghanistan and the more recent war in Iraq, not to the immediate need to stifle support for 

more ‘terrorist’ activity (mindful that one man’s terrorist is another’s freedom fighter 

(Wright 2003)), nor to overthrow Suddam Hussein (a man who was assisted to his position 

of power by the activities of the United States-based Central Intelligence Agency (Pilger 

and Lowery 2000), nor to rid Iraq of its nuclear arsenal (North 2005) – none found – but 

rather to the monetaristic and infrastructural implications of ‘oilism’.  Huntington’s idea of 
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inevitable enmity between the Middle East and the West is only a rationalisation: the more 

reasonable suggestion for the ‘clash of civilisations’ is that oil is to blame.  Remember 

oilism is all encompassing: it is the fossil-fuel-dependent, compelling, economic base 

energising and underpinning all critical infrastructural developments (such as food 

production, transport, energy-generation, hence communication) in the modern, 

particularly the Western, world.   One can properly understand a national leader exerting 

all means to secure access to such a resource: oil can represent the ‘life-blood’ of a nation. 

The same motivation prompted The Gulf War (1990 – 1991): 

Kuwait having huge oil reserves and an immense amount of capital in the 

Western banking system, was deemed by the United Nations as being of 

particular importance (Freeman, 1993).  The White House pressured the 

Security Council into putting the United Nations operation under US 

command.  Iraq received an intense aerial bombing and suffered many 

casualties, the allies suffered few (Charles Darwin University 2005). 

 

Failure to protect access to oil could threaten the very heart-beat of a nation. Fellow PhD 

candidate, Trevor Le Livre’s (2005) summary of the literature relating to the oil situation in 

the Middle East and the US’s needs (Table 2.1) reveals that prior to the Iraq invasion there 

was a tendency for petroleum prices to inflate markedly, that US reserves would supply 

their domestic consumption needs for sixty days or less and that the US had a growing 

dependency on Middle East to satisfy their domestic needs (see Table 2.1 on the following 

page). So we Australians, staunch allies, followed the United States to war. A war caused 

by the United States’ dependency on unfettered access to oil, particularly triggered by the 

Iraqi’s retaliatory action in view of the sanctions imposed on them: their denial of United 

States access by stopping all exports.  The United States intention to go to war was then 

declared almost immediately. But all that is noble in the ethos of civility does not excuse 

the manifestation of war as a solution to what is essentially a resource-scarcity issue.  

The real solution is to end dependence on the scarce resource and go over to 

something that is ecologically sustainable for the developed and developing world’s 

energy infrastructural needs.   
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Table 2.1: War’s Precipitous Events 
Re: OPEC 
Int. crude prices predicted to remain stable (presently at $US27.99 per barrel ie pb) as OPEC 
decides not to lift output.  OPEC decided in Mar-02 to limit output to 21.7m barrel.per.day.  
OPEC members own 80% of known oil reserves, yet pump only 1/3 to inflate prices.  OPEC 
says demand will rise at ½ av. of ‘90’s – 2001 was smallest gain in 20 yrs.  OPEC members 
need oil at $US20 pb to maintain fiscal surplus. 
(AUs: 13-May-02 p.28.) 
International Energy Agency (IEA), est. in 1973-74 to counter future oil supply shocks, says 
OPEC will not be able to meet projected shortfalls from loss of Iraq and Kuwaiti oil, and 
threatens to tap strategic reserves.  This worries OPEC, as they do not want the market 
flooded and a corresponding fall in oil prices. 
(AFR: 14-Mar-03 p.36.  In ‘Oil/Gas – World Markets: Oil.’) 
Re: Iraq 
*Article correlates stats. showing world’s top oil reserves cf. producers – argues that Iraq, as 
10th largest producer with 2nd largest reserves is reason Bush is waging war.  Also exposes 
extensive oil connections in Bush cabinet. 
(Crikey.com: www. 31-Jan-03 ) 
Re: Australia’s Oil Inventory 
Oil industry dispute figs. From International Energy Agency that say Aus. has 270 days 
supply under Liquid (transport) Fuels Emergency Act – (Aus. refineries purchaser 
20%/Middle East, 40%/Asia, 20%/AUs.) 
(AFR: 21-Feb-03 p.7.) 
Re: US Oil Inventories  
***Article exposes US growing dependency on Middle Eastern oil (Predicted to rise from 
present 30% to 70% by 2020) US National Energy Policy cited as promoting ‘energy security 
a priority of our trade and foreign policy’. (Many other figures given, such as US a net 
importer of 52% vs Aus. = 8%) 
(AFR: 31-Jan-03 p.83.) 
US heating oil inventories at 30% lower that 12 months ago, helping push oil to $US35 pb.  
Potential Middle East situation – esp. possible unrest in Saudi Arabia – could send oil to 
$US75 pb. 
(AFR: 10-Feb-03 p.26.) 
US oil inventories lowest level for 27 yrs, meaning potential Middle East situation – esp. 
possible unrest in Saudi Arabia –could send oil to $US75 per barrel (pb). 
(AFR: 17-Feb-03 p.29.) 
Cold US winter threaten global oil prices – US not fearful of exorbitant price hike due to inter 
alia strategic petroleum reserve and OPEC buffer reserve.  
(AFR: 20-Feb-03 p.30.)               Compiled by Trevor le Livre 2005 

 

 

Both nations, Australia and the US, have the intellectual capacity to rise above such 

unsustainable dependence and organise energy from a plethora of sources more 

sympathetic to the health of the biosphere.  That they have resisted doing so efficiently 

until this point in time will appear in history books as a very brutish episode in humanity’s 

lessons about how to manage itself in the biosphere responsibly. 

 

At this point, it seems judicious to reveal an inherent bias held by the researcher, and this is 

that there are no winners in warfare.  As T.H. White pointed out in his delightful book, The 

Once and Future King: ‘might is not right: right is right’ (White 1962).  The bullish, facile, 

selfish, juvenile international squabbles over the control of resources result in nothing like 

the slight bruises to skin and ego emerging from a childish scrap.  War is, and always has 

been a blight and scourge for humanity. People are killed or maimed for life: physically 
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and psychologically.  The retaliatory enmity can take generations, even aeons, to abate or 

overcome. There is now deep hurt and a strong sense of injustice in the Middle East.  In 

part, the deep hurt is derived, for example, from the United Nations’ sanctions against 

Suddam Hussein’s Government in Iraq, which arguably resulted in the deaths of 500,000 

Iraqi children (Pilger and Lowery 2000).   

 

It also seems fair to say that the author believes a predictable war, such as those triggered 

by resource scarcity, could be an avoided war.  Our intellects and creativity flourish in 

environments free from intimidation and fear. These environments help the ‘autonomous 

individual’ (Raz 1985), and tolerant, educated, civil society, to emerge and to flourish.  

Great and enduring civilisations are built on values respectful of individual differences.  

We are happiest and most productive when we have a sense of belonging and are loved and 

can love in return.  Machiavelli – who is regarded as the founder of political science – 

provided humanity with the persuasive, pragmatic, highly destructive claim that ‘the means 

is justified by the end’, a claim devoured and clandestinely adhered to by the princedoms of 

Europe as eminently practical, although it was publicly denounced as ‘immoral’ from the 

pulpit (Wildhaber, Engelberg et al. 1995).  It was, and remains, a persuasive premise 

because it allows us to rationalise any behaviour to attain a goal that may be deemed 

worthy.  But its logic is spurious and its application can result in gross immorality.  

Philosophically, the only reality any of us have, to enact responsible government for 

ourselves and others, is in the current moment: the past is not changeable and the future is 

not always predictable, therefore no ‘end’ goal can be guaranteed as absolute, and so the 

‘means’ we adopt cannot be certain to guarantee a particular outcome.  Machiavelli’s 

postulation is therefore a non-sequiter: it is fallacious logic because all of our actions will 

have consequences, not all of which can be predicted (see Rittel’s descriptions of the 

wicked problems associated with planning for the future (1974, described on page 7)).  

Pragmatic Machiavelli’s solution to uncertainty in dealing with uprisings in relation to 

intentions to conquer or plans to institute statehood was to eliminate not only the 

ringleaders of dissident groups but to annihilate all resistors.  One could then rule over the 

remnant population by intimidation and fear. The tortured idealist turned pragmatic cynic, 

Machiavelli says this method ‘is effective, though not glorious’ (Machiavelli in Gardiner 

1975; Wildhaber, Engelberg et al. 1995). Agreed.  That which is glorious does not emerge 

from mere pragmatism, it emerges from striving towards the realisation of higher ideals, 

the pinnacle achievements of humanity ‘sparkle’ with glimmers of the manifestation of 

idealism. 
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The legacy of Machiavelli’s rationalisation has surfaced time and again.  Catley calls him 

‘the father of political science’ (pers. comm. 2003).  It was used by Hilter’s regime to 

eliminate the ‘Untermenschen’ (the unmentionables).  Men like Eichmann, sickened, 

afraid, weak, could rationalise their compliant behaviour because there was not enough 

food to go around and he thought quick, efficient killing was better than letting people 

starve to death (Arendt 1963). The genocide was made easier because euthanasia had been 

introduced as a test case to gauge the level of resistance to Hitler’s grand plan of Gypsy 

and Jew extermination (Throssell 2002).  The same rationalisation is epitomised by the 

arguments proffered in Richard Nixon’s book The Real War (1980) where, under the guise 

of Machiavellian pragmatism, he describes this same sort of preparedness to act ruthlessly 

to retain control of energy and hence, power. While most of the book is concerned with the 

Cold War, justifying the war in Vietnam and the need for the United States to maintain 

global supremacy, Nixon predicted that the ‘real war’ of the future would be a power 

struggle between the US and China, and his solution was very definitely Machiavellian: 

To create an equilibrium in the conflict – to preserve our safety – we need 

either more power to offset their inherent advantage or clear evidence that 

our will to use our power to defend our interests is equal to theirs (Nixon, 

1980).  

Reading Nixon’s book in its entirety, it is apparent that both Presidents Bush have adhered 

to the policy advice it contains, almost to the letter, as is evidenced by the effort made to 

protect their own and United States’ oil interests in the Middle East and in their attempts to 

maintain access to reserves like those under the Caspian Sea (Chossudovsky 2002). This 

‘might is right’ (White, 1962) tactic has come at an horrendous cost to the US: it has 

resulted in them attracting the enmity of groups from all around the world and it has 

devastated the economy and infrastructure of Iraq and impeded the possibility of 

progressive engagement aiding the development of Afghanistan possible through an 

alternative modus operandi:  the constructive exercise of international goodwill.   

 

Fortunately, even within our entrenched hegemony, independent thought can still surface 

albeit often as curiosity pieces, critical of status quo.  Michael Moore’s documentary 

Farenheit Nine/Eleven and Michael Chossudovsky’s (2002) independent investigations in 

War and Globalisation step outside the ideological constraints imposed by our hegemony 

and strongly implicate ‘oilism’ (and the profits possible through armaments manufacturing) 

as the fundamental rationale for the recent wars.  It is also reassuring to find that in 

academia, self-critical examination still prevails and the opinions expressed here by the 

author have had the opportunity of being ‘aired’ in public discussions at the Charles 

Darwin University Defence Symposium, 2003.  So, this premise, that the fundamental 
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cause of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq is due to ‘oilism’ is forthwith taken as ‘given’.  It 

is also ‘given’ that it represents a most damaging and regrettable aberration of humanity’s 

potential for civil and enlightened conduct.  It is important to make our futures better than 

our pasts, and idealism plays a profound role in this endeavour, thus, a pre-eminent concern 

of accelerating our transition to ecological sustainability relates, ideally, to the problem of 

how to remove ourselves from dependence on ‘oilism’ and the question of what to use in 

its stead emerges.  This problem is addressed in Sections two and three of the thesis and it 

required the commencement of the applied dimension of the research project, which 

harnesses a distinctly different type of methodology than that revealed by the philosophical 

positing, theoretical discourse and analytical interpretation thus far presented in this, 

Section one.  

 

2.5   Applying the paradigmatic bricoleur to guide the selection of methods 

 

Locating one’s own research within a suitable methodological framework also necessitates 

a theoretical investigation of the PhD project’s chosen method’s underlying assumptions to 

assess their relevance to the problem.   If, as a consequence of knowing that our 

articulation of a problem enables us to find solutions, (the problem/solution dynamic: when 

we do not know what is wrong, we are confounded; when we can articulate what is wrong 

we are in a position to implement solutions (Atkinson 1990)) and that the questions we ask 

will determine the answers we find, then, by applying diverse and appropriate methods of 

enquiry, we can endorse Denzin and Lincoln’s contention (2000, p1061) that ‘we have 

enormous opportunity to make of the future what we wish it to be’.  Thomas Kuhn’s (1968) 

work leads one to conclude that the very question we ask will determine the outcome we 

receive: the problem and the solution are part of the same thought construct. To harness 

this conceptual power effectively, in Naisbitt’s words (1982 in Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 

p1052), all we require is ‘a clear sense of purpose, a clear vision of the road ahead’.  So 

you can see … that which we can imagine, we can create!  Thus, the selection of all of the 

various research methods employed in this investigation to the practical problem of 

providing an alternative to fossil fuel use can be explained with reference to Naisbitt’s 

injunction. As such, the project seeks to aid the construction of a vision to accelerate what 

Boyden calls ‘the fifth phase of human existence’ (Boyden 1992): the ecologically-

sustainable phase.  The particular ‘futuristic’ goal (‘to leave in our wake’ the fossil-fuel-

dependent private transport sector) became an important component of the development of 

ideas to support a communication strategy to accelerate the transition to ecological-

sustainability: in essence, it ‘grounded’ (Glasser and Strauss, 1967 in Charmaz, 2000) the 

applied research effort of this dissertation.  The aim to accelerate our transition to the 
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realisation of the vision of ecological sustainability also harnessed the opportunity to 

hasten social learning through the adoption of ‘political participatory action’.   

 

The following chapter specifically describes the methods chosen to help provide solutions 

to the challenge of accelerating our transition to ecological sustainability.   In order to 

elucidate answers to the vexing, qualitative questions of ‘How could we be sure that any 

determined course of action would be correct and ethical’, ‘What particular, attainable 

and measurable fundamental sustainability goal or goals will contribute to helping us to 

‘to leave in our wake’ the fossil-fuel-dependent private transport sector?’, and ‘How could 

such findings be most productively implemented’ (see ‘guiding questions’ page one) one 

was required to apply logic, analyse assumptions, understand the principles of ethnographic 

enquiry, and create an ideational and ‘applied research’ assemblage of methods.   
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Chapter three 

Methods chosen 
 

 

 

Post modern discourse asserts that all truth is relative and all ethics are subjective.  If we 

want to confidently assert positive directions to enable ecological sustainability to happen, 

then we would have to be able to overcome this philosophical impasse.  In attempting to 

provide answers to this first, critical question, ‘How could we be sure that any determined 

course of action would be correct and ethical?’, methodologically, one was required to study 

and analyse the antecedents of the identified problem then devise the argument to support a 

new proposition: this requires a philosophical inquiry which is dependent upon logical 

analysis.  In seeking to provide answers to the two other questions, ‘What particular, 

attainable and measurable fundamental sustainability goal or goals will contribute to 

helping us to ‘to leave in our wake’ the fossil-fuel-dependent private transport sector?’, and 

‘how could such findings be most productively implemented’, it was recognised that the 

researcher would have to use applied methods and work with highly informed people to 

harness their knowledge and ideas economically and expeditiously: this meant organising 

workshops and focus groups. This choice of engagement resulted in the practical requirement 

to become familiar with established ethnographic principles.  After this assessment was made 

the method of group engagement chosen was in the form of ‘ideational workshops’.  To 

stimulate ideas, the generative techniques of story-telling, futuristic scenarios and 

brainstorming (in the form of the Global Management Approach (Gannon 1997)) were 

harnessed.   

 

3.1 Logical Analysis 

 

An indispensable tool in all forms of generative, ideational inquiry is the use of logical 

analysis to determine the relevance of the ideas generated which produces that which we 

know to be substantiated, truth full and reasoned discourse.  Eliminating the unreasonable is 

one fruit of philosophic inquiry. 

 

In the selective process of trial and error which is man’s long history, reason 

and understanding have increasingly reduced the elements of error and have 

put man in such a position that rational control over broad aspects of human 

existence has become possible and may yet be decisive in cultural 
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developments.  This does not mean that man has learned to employ reason to 

his best advantage on all occasions or that he always lives up to his insights 

and understandings.  The actual course of history and the great confusion of 

our own time are proof that this is not the case.  Reason and unreason are still 

intermixed in our lives (Werkmeister, 1948 p xv). 

 

While some may conclude that there are no absolutely wrong or right perspectives, this thesis 

in its entirety presents the idea that such a view denies the trend for logical enquiry to expose 

higher realities and more effective truths. Philosophic advancement is possible only when we 

believe that our facts have ‘objective’, not ‘subjective’ status.  In the sciences, our ideas, 

rarely initially right, are incrementally refined through forms of inquiry such as the iterative 

cycle and the standard scientific Descartian method of breaking the problem into component 

parts, observing, theorising, experimenting and repeating this process.  Success in creating 

closer parallels or reflections of truth is aided if the complexity of the task can be kept to a 

manageable level and early feedback generated (Hunger, 2003). 

 

These principles can also be applied to the conceptually-laden thought of the social sciences.  

In Werkmeister’s (1948) words:  

 

Unless the methods and criteria of rational analysis are applied outside the 

field of sciences, social ideals and evaluations remain in the ‘dubious company 

of myths, delusions, and fantasies’; and prejudices and fashions of the day 

continue to determine our course of action (xvi). 

 

Werkmeister calls the fruits of methodical inquiry, the ‘rational ideal’. 

 

The rational ideal is the application of critical habits of thought to all 

practical problems of human existence, and the employment of rational 

criteria in the evaluation of all opinions and prospective beliefs.  Reliable 

information concerning all relevant matters of fact must be obtained.  Specific 

hypotheses and plans of action must be developed in conformity with the facts.  

The plans and hypotheses conceived must be developed toward the attainment 

of socially acceptable ends.  And these ends themselves must be evolved in the 

course of co-operative and critical thinking.  (xvi) 

 

One would hope that the journey of developing a Doctor of Philosophy thesis enables the 

refinement of the candidate’s thinking to the point where opinion and fact ‘can be examined 
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and evaluated in unfettered and critically rational discussion’; and ‘on the basis of rational 

considerations, a distinction made between mere opinion and factually warranted belief; 

between guesses and conjectures and reliable information’ (Werkmeister, 1948 xvi).  It is 

furthermore hoped that the discourse will demonstrate respect for the principles of logic, 

those ‘which state the general conditions under which the truth or falsity of certain 

propositions determines the truth or falsity of certain other propositions’  (Werkmeister, 

1948 xvii) and that these principles have not been flouted by invalid inference or fallacious 

relations between propositions.  The candidate also hopes that she has not fallen prey to the 

narcissistic indulgence of idiosyncratic thought. Peer review continues to assist in this matter 

and examiners will be able to judge this work in the fairly absolute terms through their 

familiarity with this oeuvre’s precedential thought.   

 

3.2 Ethnography 

 

Ethnography carries the proud tradition of describing other individuals or another group or 

culture, particularly noting how others live and why they live as they do (Conquergood 1985; 

Fetterman 1989; Bruner 1993; Jackson 1998; Buchanan 2000; Eckstein and Throgmorton 

2003; Throgmorton 2005).  This anthropological investigative heritage leads to the sort of 

challenge issued to the ‘academy’ by way of ‘open letter’ like that made by Michelle Russell, 

(1981): 

…. How will your work help alter these conditions? … As teachers, scholars, and 

students, how available will you make your knowledge to others as tools for their 

own liberation? (Russell, 1987, in White, Mogilka et al. 1998) 

 

A moral dimension is implicit in these questions for they are questions that simultaneously 

become an injunction for us all to operate upon higher conceptual, ethical ground.  Jackson’s 

work also introduces this realm of ethnographic, ethical responsibility, when he concludes his 

appraisal of Minima Ethnographica with the idea that we all have three meaningful 

dimensions in our lives: ‘we matter to others, we matter to ourselves and there is the memory 

and legacy of what we do that matters beyond our lifetimes’ (Jackson 1998). These ‘higher 

ground’ considerations are actually implicit in this particular research project and not only in 

the following chapter’s assessment of truth and ethics.  The seminal, value-laden question, 

‘what can we do about private transport that is unsustainably-dependent on ‘oilism’ 

translates to that which asks ‘how can we prevent the atrocities and depravity associated with 

resource-scarcity wars manifesting again in our life times?’  The deeper ethnographical 

probing of why we remain committed to our ways of living when they are not sustainable is 

not studied here because, after the manner of ‘ideationists’ (in Fetterman, 1989, p16), it is 
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held as a truism that more correct thinking - that which can tell us what to do as an alternative 

when effectively communicated - will enable our cumbersome socio-cultural machinations to 

commence slowly turning in the proposed new direction for realigning our socio/cultural 

edifices and actions with more highly principled thought.  

 

For any particular problem, (and identifying alternative, sustainable private and public 

transport options is a particular, practical focus) anthropologist David Fetterman advises 

intending ethnographers to find and work with the people who will make the project happen.  

It is a form of what he calls ‘judgemental sampling’  where: ‘The selection of a place and a 

people must be intellectually honest, they must fit the problem’ (Fetterman 1989).  The 

‘problem/solution dynamic’ as applied here, reveals that what is required is a comprehensive 

account of the dimensions of the opportunities and impediments associated with producing 

cars that depend on oil and those that don’t.  Accordingly the focus groups’ participants were 

deliberately recruited for their knowledge in this area from peer-nominated engineers, 

inventors, mechanics, energy-gurus and car dealership representatives. Their collective 

expertise enabled ‘a better knowledge of cause and effect, trends and uncertainties’ 

(Wollenberg, Edmunds et al. 2000 p 7) in this field and, thus, they were positioned to 

enhance the accuracy of the predictions made and the options discussed. 

 

The conventions associated with the ethnographic realm of enquiry also include the 

injunction to protect one’s participants.  

 

‘Participants have the most at stake in any research endeavour: the 

information they provide can work for or against them.  The ethnographer 

takes many precautions to protect the participant.  The single most important 

guide to protecting participants is doing good work.  An honest and thorough 

job presented in a clear and compelling manner will serve the participant well.  

A less than rigorous effort will result in misperceptions, misunderstandings, 

and factual inaccuracies that may confound the most altruistic parties in their 

efforts to understand and assist a group.  Ethnographers must maintain the 

quality of process as well as the outcomes of their efforts. … A lack of rigor or 

energy at any stage will diminish the quality and accuracy of the final product.  

Similarly, any decay in human relations during fieldwork will have an adverse 

impact on the ethnography or ethnographically informed report.  Any of these 

weaknesses can endanger the group under study through misrepresentation 

and misunderstanding’ (Fetterman, 1986 p136). 
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Fetterman also asserts that confidentiality is another important consideration:  

The ethnographer has an obligation to protect the privacy of his or her contacts.  

This obligation also protects the quality of the research effort.  Errors, 

miscalculations, and poor judgement in human relations can be as devastating to 

the research effort as any notational or statistical error (Fetterman, 1989, p133). 

 

In the two areas of engagement where ethnographic principles were needed to guide the 

research, generative workshops and political participation, confidentiality became an 

important consideration.  The politicians and the political party operatives chose to have their 

activities remain private and confidential.  In the case of the workshop participants, some 

exercised this right; others were not averse to having their contribution acknowledged.   

 

Trust facilitates truthful discourse. So establishing the trust of one’s participants was also an 

important consideration, as was efficiently using time and generating a cordial atmosphere of 

happy, collegiate inquiry.  Fetterman advises that, in part, establishing trust is aided by the 

researcher being ‘impartial and non-judgemental’ and that ‘Ethnographers must be candid 

about their task, explaining what they plan to study and how they plan to study it’ (1989, p48 

& 130).  We are also reminded by Fetterman that actions speak louder than words: ‘An 

ethnographer’s behaviour in the field is usually the most effective means of cementing 

relationships and building trust’ (1989). 

 

Some thought needed to be given to the idea of reciprocity and providing workshop 

participants with gifts. Again, Fetterman’s advice proved worthy of consideration:  

Ethnographers use a great deal of people’s time, and they owe something in 

return … they can offer the results of their research in its final form as a form of 

reciprocity.  However, direct payment is not a highly recommended form of 

reciprocity.  This approach often reinforces patterns of artificial dependence and 

fosters inappropriate expectations.  Direct payment may also shape a person’s 

responses or recommendations throughout a study.  Reciprocity in some form is 

essential during field work and, in some cases, after study is complete, but it 

should not become an obtrusive, contaminating, or unethical activity’ (1989, 

p134, 135). 

The candidate elected to follow all of this advice to the letter.  The workshop participants 

were all privy to the very transparent and open research objectives and promised copies of 

the resultant recommendations. Where required, confidentiality – not only in relation to 

individuals but also to proceedings - was maintained. In the workshop section of the project, 

the immediate need for reciprocity was addressed in the following manner: small gifts of 
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handmade chocolates were provided to workshop participants and all of the contributors were 

given the opportunity to preview and comment on the project’s emergent recommendations 

before they were finalised. 

 

3.3   Generative  techniques:  a) Story-telling,  b) Futuristic scenario and,  

c) brainstorming 

 

a)  Story 

To attract and engage potential workshop participants the idea of using a ‘story’, a concept 

initially derived from Story and Sustainability (Eckstein and Throgmorton 2003), and a 

‘futuristic scenario’ (Wollenberg, Edmunds et al. 2000; Bidwell, O'Brien et al. 2002) were 

combined to construct the invitation to the selected workshop participants. The story was 

required to articulate the motivation for the research (genuine, personal narrative) and, 

through scenario, compel thinking about alternatives by describing the likely short-term 

developments dependency on oil might trigger (the story of what might be). 

 

Using a story to accelerate change can be an enlightened and beautiful concept:  

Carefully told and carefully heard, stories do have the potential to act as a 

bridge between engrained habits and new futures, but their ability to act as 

transformative agents depends upon disciplined scrutiny of their forms and 

uses (Eckstein 2003). 

Story-telling anchors us to our ages-old human roots of spoken communication, before 

technological communication racketed in and, arguably, de-nurtured the substance and 

quality of our spoken languages.  When one reads Shakespeare, slowly, and tries to 

absorb the incredible imagery and wealth of conceptual thought behind his writing, 

(which was easily and readily absorbed by his audiences in Elizabethan England) and 

then compares such lyrics to the parlance that happens everyday in our university classes 

or in the café, one can be saddened to observe there is a huge reduction in the quality of 

thought and expression.  Perhaps for some, this quality is found now only in ‘pillow-

talk’, but it is certainly not readily apparent in most ‘street’ conversations.  A similar 

trend can be observed in the efforts of cinematographers.  Compare the dialogue by Fran 

Walsh in the recent film version of Tolkein’s Lord of the Rings with the detail provided 

in the actual book.  Compare the richness of script in pre-1960 cinema (before television 

crowded conversation out of our living rooms), particularly the movies of the 1930s that 

first carried sound, with that offered in the 1980s and 1990s.  Compare also the quality of 

academic writing found published prior to the advent of computerised word processing 

(1970) to that found circulating now.  There appears to be a general diminishment in the 
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quality of both the written and spoken communicade in the latter half of last Century. The 

instantaneous world of computers and ready access to information may not produce 

wisdom, the fruit of profound deliberation and a time consuming task (Brother Regis 

Hickey, pers. comm.).  These generalisations are worthy of more sophisticated appraisal 

to substantiate them definitively, but they are pertinent because they form part of the 

rationale for the candidate’s decision to use story-telling.  It was wonderful to discover 

that proponents of literature and narrative have turned their imaginative and poetic 

attention to the huge problem of ushering in ecological sustainability using ‘stories’ to do 

so.  Discovering Eckstein and Throgmorton’s book Story and Sustainability (2003) 

marked an exciting turning point for the ideas revolving around developing this thesis’ 

methodology, helping to provide the enthusiastic impetus to eventually strongly advocate 

accelerating the adoption of ecologically sustainable strategies in the political arena.  For 

example, in one chapter of the book, Reardon (2003) describes the confronting dream of 

transforming a slum into a safe and attractive, thriving community.  The seminal story 

told in this instance was that provided by a black community church worker, Ceola.  Her 

truthful acknowledgement of where and why previous well-intentioned intervention 

programs had failed, coupled with her sincerity and determination to make real change 

happen, bridged the gulf of complacency and the normal void of communication between 

the hugely disparate worlds of ‘prosperous white’ and ‘poor black’ America.  From that 

point on, the intellectually-sophisticated harnessing and channelling of the energy 

generated by the realisation that, even without money, change could begin, resulted in the 

ghetto’s transformation.  This story, initially, was further etched into the project 

participants’ - the black men and women and white architecture students who would 

eventually supply the project’s labour and know-how - consciousness through an actual 

encounter: they saw with their eyes, they heard with their ears, they smelt the filthy decay 

with their noses.  Not all stories can be communicated so graphically, but a good story 

can turn ‘the frontier into a crossing and the river into a bridge’ (de Certeau quoted by 

Eckstein, 2003 p13).  

 

Eckstein writes that the central values of stories reside in ‘their ability to bring order to 

the chaos of events’, and in the powerful effect wielded by ‘disrupting the habits of 

thought and action that control everyday life’.  Rather than précising the story to reduce 

subjectivity and emotion and ‘seek factual truth in people’s memories and then dismiss 

their story when that memory strays from the documented fact’, Eckstein favours 

Portelli’s  (1991) thoughts on ‘the invitation to story-telling’ are that is should be ‘ the 

inter-view’ that ‘re-opens dialogue between two human worlds which long ago ceased to 
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speak to each other’.  Such communication conveys ‘emotional truth’ and should harness 

‘the art of fruitful surprise’ (Eckstein 2003). 

 

Rousing stories are now seen as indispensable to the further evolution of democracy, the 

progress of which is described in another chapter of the book by Beauregard (2003), as 

moving from representative democracy as conceived in the late 19th Century to the 

participatory democracy of the 1960s involving street protests and resulting in greater 

citizen involvement in policy-making [such as invitations for members of the public to 

comment and legislation i.e. Freedom of Information Acts].  The subsequent, emergent 

forms of democracy ‘are not mutually-exclusive’, and have led to the idea of what he 

calls ‘discursive democracy’ where the views of minorities find expression and ‘compel 

policy-makers and their advisors to give up their claims to privileged knowledge’ 

(Beauregard, 2003, pp66 & 67).  

A discursive democracy is one in which people’s interests are not pre-

social, but emerge out of social interactions.  People reveal their feelings 

about an issue, listen as others speak, reflect on what they have said and 

heard, and search for common ground.  Out of this interaction arise 

interests that are intrinsically collective, not predetermined or the 

aggregation of individual interests.  Storytelling is very much a part of this 

discourse (Beauregard, 2003, p72). 
1 

Beauregard suggests that discursive ‘story-sharing’ democracy can assist sustainable 

development because sustainability requires ‘more than a concern with the natural 

environment’: it is ‘situated at the intersection of environmental protection, economic 

growth and social justice’ and the reconciliation of these interests must necessarily occur 

within ‘a social matrix where each individual must adapt, more or less, to resource 

constraints and the needs and desires of others’.  He uses the idea of the ‘ecological 

footprint’ to illustrate this pre-requisite for sustainability thoroughly. Beauregard’s 

enriched notion of democracy requires ‘widespread engagement and public 

deliberations’: ‘And public deliberations require storytelling.  When people can share 

their stories and negotiate their understandings and interests, they are more likely to be 

concerned with the sustainability of their shared world, now and in the future.’ 

                                                 
1 His description of this ideal of the evolving democratic state seems to harness the ‘dialogic’ idea advocated 

by the German philosopher’s, Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1927, 1996 English edition) reflections as described in 

Sanctorum Communio, although it does not include the moral dimension of response-ability Bonhoeffer 

thought neglected in sociological discourse, but essential to the civilised world.  
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But for a world dependent on that which is unsustainable (sustainability is a future 

aspiration) the stories that need to be told must include vision and hold hope.  In the 

chapter, Imagining Sustainable Places, Throgmorton (2003), asks us ‘How can we wake 

from our toxic dream?’ and ‘How can we build a future that gives us reason to value 

life?’  His answer is through storytelling that embraces ‘acts of environmental 

imagination’; and this is a thought that very largely compliments the theoretical and 

philosophical positioning of this work. Ecological sustainability is eminently possible to 

achieve, the question to investigate is ‘How shall we make this happen?’ 

 

Inspired by the latent power residing in even the most humble story, the author sought to, 

fairly tentatively, apply this method to garner workshop participation and co-opt support 

from unpaid strangers for the idea of working together to accelerate ecological 

sustainability.  

 

b)  Scenario 

 

A scenario is the story of what might have been or what could be.  We use scenarios ‘when 

we need to explore possibilities’ and when ‘it is necessary to stimulate new ways of thinking 

about an uncertain and complex future’ (Wollenberg et al, 2000).   

 

Scenarios have been used in business planning (Wack, 1985, Van der Heijen, 1996 and Shaw 

et al, 1998 all in Muller 1997, 2006), in computer design, and in engineering (Floyd, 1987, 

Carroll, 1995, Erickson, 1995, Kensing, Simonsen and Bodker, 1996 all in Muller 1997, 

2006; Bidwell, O'Brien et al. 2002). Muller has compiled an extensive list of scenario-based 

methods particularly useful for artefact design, they are listed as components of other 

generative techniques. But after appraising all of these references, it is a community forestry 

worker, Eva Wollenberg (2000), who describes the purpose of the scenario most eloquently: 

 

The aim of using scenarios is to help people change their habits of thinking or 

mental maps of how things work so they can deal better with the uncertainties 

of the future and perceive the consequences of their actions in the short and 

long term.  During times of rapid change or complexity, existing ways of 

thinking are often based on rationales that are no longer valid or limited 

observations that prevent us from seeing new relationships.  Psychological 

barriers also affect our ability to think clearly and with foresight. We tend to 

undervalue things that are hard to remember or imagine, to remember better 
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and give more weight to recent events, to underestimate uncertainties, to deny 

evidence that does not support our views, to overestimate our ability to 

influence events beyond our control, to be overconfident about our own 

judgements and to overestimate the probability of desirable events.  Scenarios 

introduce hypothetical possibilities that spur our imagination to overcome 

these tendencies and enable us to think freshly about things…. The new ways 

of thinking derive their power of explanation by showing new interactions 

(Wollenberg, Edmunds et al. 2000, p4) .  

 

Wollenberg identifies several techniques to stimulate creative thinking through scenario, 

including vision, pathway, projection and/or the use of multiple, alternatives scenarios:   

 

The vision scenario serves to elicit people’s hopes and dreams. The projection 

scenario shows what people think are the consequences of their current 

situation. Pathway scenarios create comparisons of the present and a desired 

future to create strategies for change. Alternative scenarios show a range of 

possible changes in the future to help people ‘frame’ uncertainty (Wollenberg, 

2000 p32).    

 

There is significant overlap in all of these techniques and the distinctions made between the 

different types of scenario meld into a conglomerate of useful principles to follow.  The 

scenario applied in this research project incorporated a ‘projection scenario’ – the sudden 

prevention of access to oil and petroleum – as a highly probable development. The projection 

scenario ‘shows a single snapshot image of the future according to people’s expectations 

rather than their desires’ and its purpose is to predict ‘what is likely to occur if a current 

trend continued’ (Wollenberg, 2000, p24). In this sense the scenario used by the author 

provided the launching point for discussion about what could be done now, if the scenario 

described were so.  It gave the ‘currentness’ required to prepare for the future today. This 

meant that all of the profferings of the workshops were grounded in what was actually 

thought achievable in our day, and thus made the results eminently and immediately 

applicable to solving the problem of accelerating our transition to an ecologically-sustainable 

private transport fleet. The participants’ examination and response to the scenario was guided 

by a series of particular questions and the responses to these questions, which once assessed 

logically, became part of the pathway to ‘create strategies for dealing with the constraints 

and opportunities’ (Wollenberg, 2000, p27) that such a transition requires.  The story and 

scenario are reproduced in Chapter eight. 
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c)  Global management approach and brainstorming 

 

Group brainstorming is a rather efficient way of gathering all that is known about a subject.  

It is now often used as a synonym for ‘creative thinking’. 

 

The basis of brainstorming is generating ideas in a group situation based on 

the principle of suspending judgement – a principle which scientific research 

has proved to be highly productive in individual effort as well as group effort. 

The generation phase is separate from the judgment phase of thinking2.    

 

The term was invented by Alex Osborn in Applied Imagination3.  It was originally developed 

and researched at the Creative Education Foundation, Colorado, US. There are many 

variations to employ (for example : Silent Brainstorming and Kaleidoscope Brainstorming 

(Murthy 1996), The Idea Trigger Method and Deferred Judgement Method (Dawson 2002), 

and Affinity Diagrams (Brassard 1988; Fuss 2002; Hunger 2003)). In brainstorming, other 

people’s thoughts are often used as the catalyst to launch participants’ thinking in new 

directions. Brainstorming, flinging whatever idea seems vaguely related to the problem at 

hand into an arena where their merit can be seriously appraised later, is a tool for devising 

novel solutions to entrenched problems.  More formally described, it is the ‘collaborative 

effort of a group, or the unbounded effort of an individual, to achieve creative solutions to 

problems.  It works by focussing on a problem, then deliberately coming up with as many 

solutions as possible (DiMartino in BPR Tools, 1997).  It is an ‘ideational’ tool. 

 

The idea of using brainstorming actually came from the candidate’s familiarity with the 

United Nations’ Global Management Approach to Economic and Social Development, GMA 

(Gannon 1997).  Brainstorming is a significant part of the Global Management Approach 

which Gannon describes as: 

 

…a tool for channelling community energy into a progressive help process 

thereby enabling people to analyse their own situations, generate solutions to 

their problems, plan their own developments and evaluate the results (Gannon 

1997). 

 

The author was trained in this technique while working for the Queensland Forest Service, 

1992. This management approach emphasises entrepreneurialship.  Empowering people to 
                                                 

2 (caveman, 1996 inhttp://members.ozemail.com.au/~/caveman/Creative/Techniques/brainstorm.htm). 
3 (caveman, 1996 inhttp://members.ozemail.com.au/~/caveman/Creative/Techniques/brainstorm.htm). 
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take responsibility for problems, and their solutions, is a key component of training in this 

method.  Through brainstorming processes of creatively stimulating, then recording ideas, 

problems are articulated and potential solutions mooted.  The system then evaluates the 

plausibility of the solutions with reference to identifying constraints, obstacles and 

opportunities.  Strategies are then devised for the commencement of the implementation of 

the most feasible solutions to the problems.  The various techniques entail six steps: 1. 

preparation, that is, allowing participants to explore the topic before they meet to 

‘brainstorm’; 2. brainstorming requires that the question or issue to be solved must be clearly 

defined; 3. a mental ‘warm-up’, beginning with a ‘fun’ exercise, has been found useful in 

generating a relaxed, happy atmosphere ‘advantageous to creativity’; 4. idea generation is 

then best achieved if the ideas are free from evaluation or criticism, and if opportunities for 

silent contemplation are provided, time is limited and ‘spring-boarding’ facilitated (spring-

boarding allows participants to move from lots of ideas to concentrate and refine a single 

idea); 5. ‘idea evaluation’ is subject to the same ‘liberal’ scrutiny entailing the critical 

examination of each thought with subsequent culling and refining of ideas; 6. and finally, 

‘implementation’. This requires discussions about how to achieve the goals determined as 

pertinent to solving the problem (BPR Tools 1997).  

 

For this project, the Global Management Approach (GMA) was modified slightly.  In its 

entirety GMA normally works with only one group of people; its structure of problem 

analysis, solution generation, evaluation and plans for implementation are carried out with 

the same group.  But in this research project, the problem analysis and the evaluation of the 

results involved two workshops with different participants: assessing options with inventors, 

engineers and those most familiar with the technology being separated from the solution 

generation phase which required the independent advice of an expert coupled with the 

candidate’s own logical assessment of the situation. Furthermore, the implementation of the 

findings required working with another distinctly different group of people: politicians and 

policy-makers.  This multi-grouped approach proved to be a very productive, strategic 

manoeuvre because it garnered much more knowledge and expertise than would have been 

obtainable from a single group. 

 

3.4  The ethnographic memoir 

 

In this research, permission to document the political participatory action undertaken by the 

candidate was not forthcoming: all that happened in the party room and in executive policy 

planning meetings was to be kept confidential.  This turn of events could have seriously 
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circumscribed the scope of the PhD.  The stricture was circumvented, however, by the 

application of the principle of an ethnographic memoir.   

 

When we produce ethnographies we try to convey another’s or other’s stories accurately.  

But Bruner tells us this is an impossibility because our own actions continually influence 

outcomes: 

 

The idea of a scientific, supposedly objective, ethnographic report that left 

the individual observer out of the account is not only a cliché, it is an 

impossibility … The events of the memoir and the events of the 

ethnography occur simultaneously in experience, and to separate them in 

the later writing stage takes some considerable mental gymnastics and 

does violence to the lived experience (in Benson, 1993, 2 ,4). 

 

Thus the idea of an ethnographic memoir evolved.  The ethnographic memoir is generally 

used within attempts to understand other cultures and societies to reveal the disposition and 

perhaps even the prejudices that the author/researcher may hold.  It is the autobiographical 

note that the researcher makes to identify their personal influence in the unfolding account. 

Fetterman justifies its role in the following:  

 

Ethnographers try to be unobtrusive, to minimise their influence on the natural 

situation.  Their purpose is to describe another culture as it operate naturally.  

However, ethnographers are honest.  They recognise that their presence is a 

factor in this human equation.  Thus, rather than present an artificial and 

antiseptic picture, ethnographers openly describe their roles in events during 

field work.  The ethnographic presence tells the reader how close the 

ethnographer is to the people and to the data.  The technique can contribute 

credibility to the researcher’s findings.  These embedded self-portraits 

simultaneously serve as a quality control documenting the degree of 

contamination or influence the ethnographer has on the people under study 

(Fetterman, 1989, 116) 

 

Rather than embed the memoir in a traditional ethnography about the political dynamics as 

they unfolded, the author used the idea of an ethnographical memoir independent of the 

ethnographical subject to try to further an understanding of the opportunities political 

participatory action could provide to accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability.  In 

this way the confidentiality strictures imposed could be upheld while at the same time critical 
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information could be distilled and communicated from the candidate’s involvement.  The 

ethnographic memoir is used to describe the conclusions reached by the candidate from her 

political participatory action (presented in the concluding section to the thesis).  

 

3.5          Participatory action research 

  

Finegan (2001) in his summary of the work of Galliers (1992) and Yin (1994) described 

‘action research’ as follows: 

 

This is applied research where there is an attempt to obtain results and 

benefits of practical value to groups with whom the researcher is allied, 

while at the same time maintaining a holistic perspective and adding to 

theoretical knowledge.  The underlying philosophy is that the presence [the 

candidate says rather ‘the leadership and corrective actions’] of the 

researcher will change the situation under investigation (Finegan, 2001, 

14). 

 

Participatory action research is a strategy that acknowledges the reality of Rittel’s (1974) 

‘wicked problem’ observation that all new courses of action will have unforeseen 

consequences. To minimise harm from such developments, participatory action research’s 

advocated monitoring and close responsiveness provides an avenue for responsible, 

remedial, or more appropriate action, to happen as required.  It enables its implementers to 

retain close control, and so make forward progress even when dealing with ‘non-

equilibrium conditions, multiple aspirations and ambiguity’; it is a process that asks of the 

academic and scientific community to incorporate significant elements of ‘social learning’ 

in pursuit of the practical application of their theoretical goals (Sayer and Campbell 2004). 

The social learning referred to here is actually the teaching efforts of the academic 

researcher in their work with the community.  As such, one hopes: ‘Undertaking action 

research in Australian organisations may generate outcomes of practical benefit’ (Finegan 

2001). 

 

The participatory action research model inspiring the construct of this research was that 

proposed by Campbel et al (2005).  It lies within the realm of ethnographic studies and 

employs the bricolage notion representative of Denzin and Lincoln’s Seventh Moment of 

Qualitative Research.   My understanding of this particular ethnographic method is that, 

in essence, it advocates that we academic researchers respond to urgent situations (and 

ecological restoration is an urgent situation) by harnessing and applying all the resources 
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we have at our disposal  (social capital, management skills, current scientific knowledge 

and so forth) to improve or provide solutions to the challenge at hand with the 

organisations and people who are able to effect solutions postulated.  In doing so, we 

need to remain observant of results and exhibit a preparedness to modify and change 

tactics according to whether our progress is furthering our goals or thwarting them.  We 

do this in real time, in the real world. 

 

Participatory action is perhaps most fully developed in relation to ecological sustainability by 

the Natural Resource Management initiatives by the Centre for International Forestry 

Research (CIFOR 2005) and in investigating how to introduce sustainable development 

(Sayer and Campbell 2004; Campbell, Hagmann et al. 2005).  It is inspiring for it enables the 

researcher to work on real world problems and respond creatively to the dynamic flux 

presented by, both, the momentum created by implementing solutions, and the impinging, 

variable, situated-context of the problems  (Suchman 1987; Buchanan 2000).  It means that 

the researcher is involved in a constant ‘work-in-progress’ and the reportorial obligations to 

document results must necessarily reflect results as a ‘snap-shot’ in time.  Fortunately, 

although the observations of the political processes that led to the conclusions represented in 

the ethnographic memoir cannot be reported in this instance, the conclusions are the fruit of 

the political participatory action undertaken in its entirety.  

 

3.5.1 The rationale behind harnessing political activity 

 

Central to the concerns of this thesis is the fact that eminent ecologists have despaired that 

despite their dedicated lives’ work, a sluggish inertia prevails to thwart change.  An analysis 

of the contributions made to Thomas Brinsmead’s (2005) discussion forum revealed that 

genuinely embracing ecological sustainability remains hampered by three significant factors 

(Dovers 2005):   

 

i.    research was not often translated into effective, on-the-ground action; 

ii   there was a lack of confidence in how best to proceed;  

iii  and, most significantly, there exists a lack of political will. 

 

The first premise was the most daunting: the second and third considerations could be 

addressed by the workshops and political activity, but how to translate research into effective 

outcomes required more familiarity with the impediments that exist.   There are many well-
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documented efforts of scientists attempting to suadere suas4 policy makers to be more 

responsive to the plight of the biosphere, but theirs has been a cumbersome and slow journey.  

It seemed wise to investigate some of the possible impediments to policy implementation 

before embarking on an enterprise to circumvent such sluggish decision-making.  

 

3.6    Examining the premise that research is not often translated into effective, 

on-the-ground-action 

 

Knowing how to effectively convert good ideas into political reality is a challenge that often 

thwarts the very best efforts of researchers and academics.  Too often their findings remain 

ensconced in journals that are read and reviewed only by their peers.  Sharing good ideas 

with the public can involve embracing the melee of the daily press and the hoi-polloi antics 

of its adversarial reporting.  These encounters can be distasteful and anxiety-ridden for those 

not accustomed to press invasion; they also involve huge communication efforts from the 

academic: translating highly disciplined discourse into something able to be comprehended 

by ‘the person on the street’. Also contributing to retarding progressive discourse is the 

tendency to be highly protective of one’s original ideas, accompanied by an unwillingness to 

share them freely without due recompense.  There can be a heart-warming humility 

associated with this reticence: perhaps ‘what I think may not necessarily be the best strategy’ 

or it can be felt ‘the ideas are still formative’ and constitute a ‘work in progress’.  So a time 

lag happens: solutions to social problems, well-known in academic circles, can take quite 

some time to translate to political reality.  Even lobbying, being appointed to bureaucratic 

policy-making positions and co-operating with committees of inquiry, are tactics that do not 

necessarily result in translating ‘right and responsible ideas’ into intelligent, effective and 

respectful of all people and the natural world, policy.  

 

This concern, that research is often not translated into effective on-the-ground, political 

action, can be widely upheld.  Dovers describes how an organisation, Australia’s Resource 

Assessment Commission, was established to report on economic, ecological and socio-

cultural impacts of developments, then was disestablished when its recommendations 

alienated ‘the mining lobby and other political figures’ (Dovers, 2005). 

 

Another, perhaps more serious example of good advice unheeded can be found in the 

resource-life-prologuing concept A Cradle to Grave Concept for Australia’s Uranium, first 

submitted to the Australian Government in 1991 then shelved for fifteen years before being 

                                                 
4 Latin: to urge 
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seriously reconsidered and advocated as public policy for the Northern Territory by the 

Country Liberal Party in 2006.  This long delay meant that an opportunity to remain at the 

leading edge of nuclear research and generate vast income, was forfeited. We Australians 

then, in 1991, owned the technology that would have enabled us to build such infrastructure 

independently of other nation’s significant involvement.  The delay to implement this project 

has cost this nation billions of dollars not only in the forfeited production of fuel rods: we 

have since sold the technological ‘processing’ patents to other nations and our most valuable 

resource, the home-grown intellect of our nuclear physicists, has left for other countries 

where careers could be more profitably pursued (Hardy 2006). 

 

A similar lost opportunity is apparent in the following scenario when, in 1969, the Australian 

Government’s Federal Cabinet decided to follow the recommendations of their best scientific 

advisors and build a nuclear power plant at Jervis Bay.  But two years later, this decision was 

abandoned, not essentially because of a change of Government, but because we relied on the 

lowest common denominator of information available at that time to govern the decision-

making process: public sentiment based on fear.  We also followed advice from another 

nation that reinforced, that which can retrospectively be called, a disproportionate fear, but in 

actuality, enabled a highly exploitative situation to develop: the sale of our enriched uranium 

ore bodies at significantly less than their potential price given the incredible value of 

plutonium for its role enabling depleted uranium, 99 percent of the ore, to become useful for 

power generation. Dissuading other nations from utilising their natural uranium and 

producing plutonium enabled the United States to establish the greatest reserves of plutonium 

on the planet, reserves that will enable them to become energy secure for hundreds of 

thousands of years.  

 

There are many reasons for these poor decisions and countless others like them.  Kuhn 

explains them as a part of the entrenched resistance to new worldviews that is part and parcel 

of the ‘nature of scientific revolutions’ (Kuhn 1968).  Parlour’s (1980) explanation of  this 

phenomena is that it represents the power of ‘entrenched hegemony’ (Parlour 1980).  A large 

part of this hegemony is represented by vested private interests, like ‘oilism’ or the powerful 

economic influence of the coal burning and coal export industries that provide Queensland, 

New South Wales and Victoria with vast revenue and significant employment.  Instead of 

being agents of change, the hegemony can be reinforced and changes stalled by government 

bureaucracies.  Jackall (1980) provides some more specific and interesting insights into the 

functioning of bureaucracies and the role they have in impeding progress.  His observations, 

in part, attest to the truth of both Kuhn and Parlour’s assertions (above).  For example, in 

itself, bureaucracy can be viewed as an edifice and infrastructural manifestation typifying all 
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that is efficient in the predominant ‘industrialist’s’ worldview (see Cotgrove 1982) approach 

to decision-making.   Recognising the limitations of government bureaucracy is important 

because of its role as the workhorse for the development and implementation of our nation’s 

governing policies.  Indeed, most academics find themselves employed in a bureaucracy so 

Jackal’s  (1980) analysis of the effect of actual structure of organisations, logically derived 

from reductionism’s thinking, is pertinent.  His paper commences with an investigation of 

how immorality can manifest in the decisions and undertakings by bureaucracy (incidents 

such as ‘outright deception, deliberate lying, hurting people through bombing campaigns’) 

and he focuses his attention, not on the effect of the calibre of research, but rather on the 

bureaucratic nature of work and its organisational and structural idiosyncrasies and suggests 

how the supposedly ‘neutral mode of administration’ can actually foster an ‘abrogation of 

morality’. Practices like ‘cost benefit analysis’; ‘linguistic neutering’ (where words without 

moral resonance substitute more accurate description, i.e. ordnance, not bombs; price 

stabilisation not price-rigging); functional rationality replacing the golden-rule-governed 

course of more normal social interactions; the separation of consequences from actions; 

‘fixed levels of responsibility’ which result in ‘myopic’ behaviours (not seeing the whole); 

segmentation (the breaking of tasks into small component parts to obtain speed through 

repetition); and specialisation, which demands exhaustive but narrow expertise on some 

aspect of a problem and separates workers from a final product and experts from the use to 

which the final product is put (Jackal 1980, p55).  Through all this:  

 

‘Bureaucracy is making the moral classification of right and wrong irrelevant and 

replacing it with the technical classifications of correct and incorrect, logical and 

illogical, efficacious and non-efficacious’ (Jackal, 1980)   

 

This functional rationality predictably eliminates qualitative concerns, the very same 

concerns that enrich and ennoble humanity. As such, it is one manifestation of post-

modernism’s ethical relativist rationalisations resulting in the demise of moral standards, 

supporting attitudes like ‘look out for number one’.  It is the same perspective that nominated 

economic rationalism as the ‘bottom line’: economic rationalism being the prevailing 

determinant of post-modern policy decisions. Such thinking, entrenched in bureaucracy, 

compounds its influence by its impact on person and personal capacity which Jackal 

describes in the following manner:  

 

Bureaucracy rationalises not only the work process and the attainment of goals but it 

also lays the groundwork for, and indeed puts a premium on, the rationalisation of 

self, that is, the conscious streamlining or tailoring of the self to fit or appear to fit 
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bureaucratically defined moulds.  In the calculating and calculable world of a 

bureaucracy, that which is important is not what a person is but how well  his 

persona meshes with the organisational ideal; not what he believes, but how well he 

has mastered the rhetoric and vocabularies of motive widely accepted in his 

organisation; not what he stands for but whom he stands with in the shifting factions 

and cliques that are characteristic of every big organisation.  In short, the person 

most likely to succeed in a bureaucracy is the one who treats himself in a 

quintessentially bureaucratic way – namely, as an object to be manipulated to 

achieve a certain result (Jackal, 1980, 57). 

 

Sincere commitment to others and society’s well-being can become less apparent in the 

policy initiatives of such organisations: they tend to develop a self-serving, self-perpetuating 

momentum.  These observations, which albeit concentrate on the negative aspects of 

bureaucracy, have been more recently supported by colleague Scott Knight’s (2005) work 

which shows that quantitative decision-making, not qualitative, value-laden decision-making, 

prevails in Australian bureaucracies.  His research showed that at the levels of the 

bureaucracy where most instrumental research was carried out, providing evidence-based 

research was equated with ‘information which is “measurable”, “quantifiable”, “real data”, 

“statistical data”, “data-base extracts” and so on’. Qualitative, ethical, considerations were 

generally omitted and only occasionally surfaced in the upper-echelons of the organisations.  

With this omission the sense of certainty that comes from knowing the ‘right’ thing to do is 

lost and so our decision-making capacity is pauperised.  Aside from the epistemological 

qualification that, in fact, a qualitative decision is required to establish exactly what to 

‘quantate’ (so the idea of anything being purely quantitative is spurious), quantitative 

research does not expose the philosophical roots and consequent rationale for the decision-

making process.  So we have ideas like economic rationalism manifesting and a 

socio/cultural mentality emerging devoid of compassion for those with less economic 

aptitude.  We forget that there are ways of living that elevate all of humanity and there are 

ways of living that detract from our collective ability to be fully human and sensitively 

response-able to help elevate the lot of all.  While quantitative research enables us to 

establish the frequency of what is happening (it asks who, how many, how much, when and 

where) and can reveal important omissions and correlations, qualitative research investigates 

‘how’ and ‘why’ something happens (this is the more empowering avenue of enquiry for it 

enables the problem/solution dynamic to manifest: when we understand what is wrong we are 

in a position to solve the problem).  Knight concluded from his research that:  
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‘the evidence based rhetoric that permeates government, is just that, 

rhetoric’ and that ‘qualitative research is contextual data and needs to be 

more accessible to the policymaker as legitimate data or complementary 

data for “evidence base” usage’ (Knight 2005). 

 

Jackall’s and Knight’s conclusions suggest loudly and clearly that it is time to reassert a 

strong, qualitative and moral dimension to our bureaucratic decision-making.  Post modern 

relativism, that which can safely nominate ideas like ethical relativism which, when 

combined with economic rationalisation, can fairly simply slide into justifying ‘greed is 

good’, has dominated decision making.  It is an ethical framework, or an episode, which has 

proved harmful and unsustainable.  By taking note of the philosophical dimensions revealed 

by the route to objectivity, that is truth-telling and truth-recognition through sophisticated 

collectively responsible response-ability, we can justify the inclusion of higher conceptual 

principles in our decision-making.  This type of thinking allows us, very assuredly, to judge 

those organisations and individuals that fail to do this as being lesser or even immoral (the 

following chapter expounds more fully on this perspective).   

 

More recently, more support for the theoretic perspectives described thus far emerges in a 

different, experientially-based assessment of bureaucratic limitations. Lea’s (2005) address 

Giving Honest Advice to Governments, describes, ethnographically, the experience of a 

researcher trying to influence policy from within the Northern Territory Public Service.  It 

concluded that successful implementation is hampered by a great many factors: 

 

‘… the actual instances of research information and transforming the daily routines 

of social policy formulators and implementers are few on the ground.  Researchers 

are naive about the chaotic and complex world of politics and bureaucracy, and 

underestimate what they are up against in using research to actually translate into 

genuine improvements for people on the ground’ (2005) 

 

She notes in her ethnographic assessment that it is ‘hard to topple deep-seated practices’; 

‘that policy repeats established strategies’ and that ‘uncritical research aids this process’.  

Lea says that researchers can be ‘rendered inarticulate by all we know’ when confronted with 

lack of comprehension exhibited by those they seek to persuade i.e. ‘we are not able to 

pierce the ignorance bubbles’.  Alarmingly, like Knight, Lea concludes that for ‘most policy 

‘… ‘capricious decision-making prevails’ (Lea, 2005).   
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In the Australian Government, the Ministers (all elected parliamentarians) have the final 

‘say’: their word can literally be ‘law’.  It is one reason why, in Lea’s words, ‘capricious 

decision-making’ can prevail.  But this very fact also provides us with an entrée to more 

constructive interaction.  The latter, particular truism, as articulated by Lea, provided this 

project with the rationale to search for a more direct method of influence and the decision to 

engage directly with politicians and party policy-makers was a direct consequence of 

listening to Dr Lea’s presentation.  After considering the insights provided by this lecture,  

the candidate postulated that the application of the Participatory Action Research model 

(Campbell, Hagmann et al. 2005) and submitting ecological-sustainability ideas directly to 

the political sphere of activity may provide a useful methodological vehicle to accelerate the 

nation-wide transition to ecological-sustainability.  

 

3.7  Conclusion 

 

Too often we researchers are constrained by social status and employment conditions to 

working effectively in only one very small arena.  We have highly specified responsibilities 

articulated for positions such as an Australian Officer Level Four, Five Six or Seven, or an 

Academic Level B or Associate Professor. We are not encouraged to transcend the assigned 

level of responsibility and to do so may even imperil our career as we can be thought to be 

‘undermining’ our superiors.  Also, there may be confidentiality clauses associated with 

intellectually-engaged employment which prohibit contributions being made external to 

one’s affiliated organisation.  Mostly, our research and its resultant recommendations are 

streamlined and filtered through several bureaucratic levels and organisations to eventually 

reach the desk of quality assurance officers and from there be translated into submissions to a 

director-general then, finally, become incorporated into recommendations to government 

ministers. We rarely harness a more direct political approach.   So because of the huge 

impediments to influencing policy from within the bureaucracy, this project sought to 

influence policy constructively from outside established bureaucracy5. Hence, the researcher 

postulated: if one is able to adopt ‘a direct political approach’ and establish a trustworthy 

rapport in the political policy-making arena then one may be in a position to persuade the 

general public, politicians and policy-makers to respond more affirmatively to the challenge 

of accelerating ecological-sustainability. 

 

                                                 
5 The candidate’s first research degree, a M.Phil sought to influence public opinion through the media, but discovered that the 
media is more often responsive to the agenda set by outside agencies, particularly the political agenda, rather than being ‘the 
agenda-setter’.  
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Thus concludes Section one of the thesis.  In this section, the candidate has sought to 

articulate the quest behind the research effort to accelerate our transition to an ecologically 

sustainable society, the underpinning theory and philosophies applicable to generating 

solutions to accelerating ecological sustainability and the methods chosen by the candidate to 

attempt to make this goal more than an esoteric ideal.   The following Section specifically 

investigates the stifling legacy of post-modern discourse that thwarted the assertion of truth 

as an objective entity and ethics as more definitive than relative.  These findings are then 

applied in the publications provided as separate chapters relating to the endeavours of the 

new discipline called ‘captology’. 
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Chapter four 

Towards definitive ethical principles 
 

 

This chapter explores the question of ‘how we can be sure that any determined course of 

action is correct and ethical?’  In so doing it bridges a key humanities/science divide 

attributable to post-modernism’s injunction that ‘truth is subjective’ and ‘ethics relative’ 

that served to undermine confidence in the assurance of certainty provided by objective, 

factual thought, upon which all of our sciences rely implicitly.  Providing an answer to this 

question was a necessary precursor to assessing and confidently recommending an ethical 

application of ‘captology’ to assist the project’s main aim of accelerating the transition to 

ecological sustainability. 

 

4.1   Introduction 

 

Humanity found itself at the cusp of a monumental scientific, socio-cultural revolution last 

century and our new understanding of the world requires us to shift from ecologically 

unsustainable ways of living to systems of living which will be ecologically sustainable. 

The ideal of ecological sustainability represents a new worldview vision, very different 

from that which developed as a result of ‘helter-skelter’ industrialisation.  It is derived from 

the recognition of the collective harm human activities have inadvertently imparted to the 

biosphere resulting in a diminishment of its capacity to support life. These activities, we 

have determined, have led to an ‘unsustainable’ state of affairs.  The practices that are 

unsustainable are those that will inevitably result in the simplification of ecosystems and 

the extermination of many diverse forms of life on Earth, impairing the life-supporting 

functions of the biosphere in the process. Rectifying this situation is the goal of ecological 

sustainability: accelerating the process of rectification is the purpose of this PhD project in 

its entirety. This chapter seeks to provide the philosophical grounding needed to advance 

confidently the cause of accelerating ecological sustainability.  The ideological hurdles it 

straddles includes the legacy of post-modern individualism and relativism which 

entrenched the undermining of certain confidence in ‘objectivity’ per se and it asserts an 

epistemological and grounded base for the confident exercise of, not only solutions to the 

identified problems, but also the ethical rationale for why we should do so. Establishing 

epistemological, grounded support for high-order conceptual thinking and ethical values is 

the purpose of this chapter.  If this certainty, once provided by religious doctrine, can be re-
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established, we are in a position to tackle more constructively the transition to ecological 

sustainability, for instead of asking ‘why should we?’ we regroup and ask ‘how can we?’ 

 

4.2  Assessing the potential of captology to help accelerate ecological 

sustainability 

 

One of the investigations assigned for this candidature was to assess the potential of a new 

field of enquiry, captology, for its potential to accelerate the transition to ecological 

sustainability. Captology (Fogg 2003) seeks to examine and devise ways of using the 

interactive medium provided by the worldwide web to persuade people to ‘change their 

attitudes, values and behaviours’. If part of the problem of not achieving ecological 

sustainability relates to entrenched attitudes, values and behaviours of people, then one 

dimension of implementing steps towards achieving ecological sustainability could 

concentrate on the various means we have to change recalcitrant attitudes, values and 

behaviours to those which will be conducive to ecological sustainability.  

 

Being a new field of enquiry, the initial expression of captological foundational principles 

was at times ambiguous and resulted in some confusion.  In particular, Fogg’s use of the 

term ‘persuasion’ did not provide a significant distinction from the manipulation, 

connivance and coercion possible through the application of techniques reminiscent of the 

type of persuasive potential entailed in propaganda. In the discourse devised to account for 

some of the observed incongruities (see Chapter four) it became apparent that some more 

certain, objective ethical guidelines were required to help ensure that captological 

endeavours would be wholesome and beneficial (Chapters five and six).  At this point, an 

entrenched philosophical impasse was reached: that objectivity had long ceased to be 

confidently associated with ethics and morality. Indeed, even to assert this need attracted a 

scathing response in the form of the post-modernist’s discourse that ‘all truth is subjective 

and all ethics are relative’ (Buchanan 2003). More recently, this same impasse has found 

expression as an ‘acrimonious’ and ‘key controversy’ that claims ‘all knowledge is 

uncertain because observations are subject to interpretation’ (Kerkhoff and Lebel 2006). 

This sort of sentiment is logically able to pave the way towards enshrining nihilism.  It 

results in ideas such as ‘what is right for you is not necessarily right for me’ and so ‘I am 

entitled to do as I please, and because if it is right for me, it is right, regardless of other 

considerations’.  Such thinking contributes to justifying laissez faire morality in all human 

relations. One consequence of this type of thinking was that we could not be certain that we 

could establish and advocate ‘ethical captology’ definitively, and so would be unable to 
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create the solid guidelines needed to steer captology away from any possible self-serving 

opportunism of its progenitors and/or the exercise of discredited manipulation and 

propaganda, all at the expense of its participants’ well-being. 

 

A sound examination and assessment of captology necessitated: firstly, the development of 

a philosophical rationale to justify the assertion of particular ethical principles as not being 

subjective and relative (this investigation forms the basis of this chapter); and secondly, the 

articulation of exactly what these right and responsible principles might be (the results of 

which have been either published or submitted for publication and appear in this section as 

Chapters five, six and seven).   

 

 

4.3  Ontological principles to lift ethics from the domain of subjective relativity 

 

Ethical discourse asserts many and varied definitions for what constitutes ‘ethics’ and a 

great deal of obtuseness prevails. Many of these definitions possess a normative1, not an 

empirical, core (Stevenson 1944; Fletcher 1966; Peukert 1981; Preston 2001): essentially 

‘Ethics in General stands confronted by Science in General’ (Stevenson, 1944, p321).  As a 

potential remedy for this state of affairs, it is appropriate to suggest that ethical thought has 

two significant dimensions: it is the expression of that which is ‘right’ and that which is 

‘responsible’.  Establishing that which is ‘right’ requires one to have confidence that what 

we determine to be correct can be anchored in objectivity: that is to say that there is an 

unshakable dimension of ‘fact’ and ‘truth’ involved in any assertion of what is ‘correct’.  

Establishing what is ‘right’ also requires the confident exercise of value-judgements which 

assert that some behaviours, principles and ideas are more appropriate than others; while 

establishing that which is ‘responsible’ entails respect for all of the dimensions of 

productive relationships with others, including human rights (Hart 1984; Waldron 1984; 

Raz 1985), response-ability (Bonhoeffer 1927, 1996 English edition; Preston 2001), and the 

philosophical fruit of dialectal discourse.  This definition, that ethical behaviour and 

principles are ‘right and responsible’ is not upheld by the post-modern pluralistic ethical 

discourse, primarily because that discourse has undermined confidence in our being able to 

assert the requisite objectivity to assert right and responsible actions. This is a state of 

affairs that need not prevail. 

 

                                                 
1 Known phenomena being the norm - that which is - but not ‘grounded theory’ which after 
Glasser and Strauss, 1967, is theory developed from established facts 
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4.3.1  The legacy of modernism 

 

Christians has studied this problem - attempting to prove more certain thought pertaining to 

what is ethical and moral - in detail in his search for ‘universal values’ (Christians 1997; 

Christians and Traber 1997).  Christians maintains that the legacy of the ‘modernist period’ 

has created ‘a crisis of validation’ and that post-modern assumptions do not support that 

metaphysical truths exist.  He quotes Stout, who describes this situation thus: 

 

Transhistorical certitude has been replaced by philosophical relativism, 

that is, by the presumption that moral principles have no objective 

application independent of the societies within which they are constituted.  

Nihilism (no moral truths exist) and scepticism (moral propositions cannot 

be justified) are prevalent responses as well (Stout in Christians, 1997, p5). 

 

Christian’s work asserts that this problem (the search for more certain universal values, 

ethical principles and morals) can be overcome in an ‘ontology provided by normative 

universalism and philosophical anthropology’.  This essentially means that he maintains 

universal values exist because they are and always have existed and that the evidence for 

them can be found in many cultures. But we can strengthen this position and need not 

abandon reference to the ‘tried and true metaphysical props’ that form the epistemological 

base that provides us with the logical foundations of objective discourse derived from 

rationality and empiricism.  We can find support for the proposition that objective truth is 

possible (and as an eventual consequence, responsible for definitive ethical and moral 

standards applicable to all humanity) by analysing the relationship of subjective truth to 

that which is objective.  

 

4.3.2 Building a bridge from the subjective to the objective 

 

While it is a truism to say that truth is a relative and personal phenomenon and, that this is 

so, forms the basis of all reality being ‘subjective’, we must also accept that this idea is, in 

fact, only a part of our reality.  It is a very little part, ballooned out of proportion by post-

modernism’s attention to the minutiae of detail (which, for example, has enabled us to 

understand to a level of sophistication possibly never before attained by humanity, through 

psychotherapy and behavioural therapy, how and why individuals behave as they do) and 

not the whole as revealed by the logical predicate to reductionism: integrated, multi- and 

trans-disciplinary ‘systems thinking’.  This perspective gained ascendancy at the expense of 

the reality of the idea of truth being able to be seen more fully as an objective, 
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communally-derived and communicated commonality-of-mutual-understanding, of which, 

individual subjective experience and judgement is an essential, but rather small, part. It is 

possibly more correct to say that the subjects’ truth-telling of their experiences, thought 

processes, and senses, when grasped and understood by others enables us to establish 

objective reality. Werkmeister’s (1948) tome on critical thinking reiterated the ancient, 

inviolable idea that ‘truth is fact’ and in this thesis’ parlance factuality is equated with 

objectivity. An individual’s subjective judgments and experiences are the elemental 

building blocks used to construct and establish that which we collectively regard as 

objective, definitive knowing. It is the truthful expression of our personal observations 

which creates knowledge – that which we know – and the ‘objective’ dimension to our 

discourses. 

 

This is very different from the concept of reality being relative phenomena. For example, 

spring and summer happen in the Southern Hemisphere despite our being present in the 

Northern Hemisphere’s winter. The mouse in the house has its own lifecycle and raids the 

pantry whether we are at home or not: we discover the nibbled edges of foods not properly 

stowed.  The sun sets while I am in my study working: I did not see it sink below the 

horizon, but it is night-time now and I need artificial light.  These phenomena testify to an 

objective reality independent of our subjective presence and subjective sensing.  That we 

know they exist is because we have witnessed, sensed and cognised this independently; we 

may have been recipients of reliable communication to ascertain this information, or, 

through logical enquiry, we may have deduced, adduced or induced such phenomena’s 

‘objective’ existence. 

 

4.4  The influential, antecedent discourse of Descartes 

 

A study of the legacy of Descartes is useful for it exposes the antecedent thoughts - the 

particular way of thinking - that enabled science’s reductionist thinking to be so influential.  

Of equal importance, an analysis of his conclusions in Discourse on Method shows that the 

sociological realm of enquiry and the philosophical antecedents of post-modernism, like 

that which elevated individualism and enshrined it in principles of relativity and 

subjectivity, can be traced to his assertion: ‘I think therefore I exist’, or ‘I am thinking 

therefore I exist’.   That this foundational thinking was pervasively influential beyond the 

realm of science supports a position postulated by Habermas (1971), Kuhn (1968, 1970) 

and Capra (1982): that the logic of our socio-cultural sciences follows that of the pure 

sciences. 
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Descartes’ success and influence as a thinker possibly, in part, depends on his application 

of Bacon’s precedential ideas about how science should be conducted. Bacon’s 

contribution to the discovery of helping to establish that which is ‘true’ was the articulation 

of the inductive method founded upon empirical observation (Bacon in Wildhaber, 

Engelberg et al. 1995).  This process of ‘hypothesis, experimentation, observation and 

analysis’ revealed many valuable facts and ideas and enabled humans to more effectively 

manage and manipulate their material world.  Descartes’ work carefully articulated how 

empirical observation could be most constructively applied to establish that which was 

reliably ‘true’: truths which could be ‘clearly and distinctly affirmed without question’.  It 

was a discourse which commenced with the idea of ‘radical doubt’ (from the Skeptics, 

followers of the ancient doctrine of Pyrrhoism, who maintained that real knowledge is 

unattainable (Moore 1999, p1204)), but then proceeded to ‘construct’ the ‘positivistic’ 

perspective by asserting an objective basis to knowledge.  His method drew on several of 

the logical principles already established by Aristotle, but abandoned much of the ‘analysis 

of the ancients’  because ‘there is such a complete slavery to certain rules and symbols that 

there results a confused and obscure art that embarrasses the mind, instead of a science 

that develops it’ (Descartes 1637 in Wildhaber, Englelberg & Lansing Hays 1994).  

 

The logical precedents followed by Descartes are both simple and profound.  In his own 

words: 

The first was never to accept anything as true if I had not evident 

knowledge of it being so; that is, carefully to avoid precipitancy and 

prejudice, and to embrace in my judgment only what presented itself to my 

mind  so clearly and distinctly that I had no reason to doubt it. 

The second, to divide each problem I examined into as many parts as was 

feasible, and as was requisite for its better solution. 

The third to direct my thoughts in an orderly way; beginning with the 

simplest objects, those most apt to be known, and ascending little by little, 

in steps as it were, to the knowledge of the most complex; and establishing 

an order in thought even when the objects had no natural priority to one 

another. 

And the last, to make throughout such complete enumerations and such 

general surveys that I might be sure of leaving nothing out. 

Those long chains of perfectly simple and easy reasonings by means of 

which geometers are accustomed to carry out their most difficult 

demonstrations had led me to fancy that everything that can fall under 

human knowledge forms a similar sequence; and that so long as we avoid 
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accepting as true what is not so, and always preserve the right order for 

deduction of one thing from another, there can be nothing too remote to be 

reached in the end, or too well hidden to be discovered…(Descartes 

translated in Wildhaber, Engelberg et al. 1995). 

 

Even more importantly, for the purposes of this discourse, is the legacy of the thoughts 

Descartes expressed in the conclusion to his Discourse on Method, for they provide the key 

to logically and rationally usurping the pinnacle position post-modern discourse has 

attributed to the individual’s subjective perspective at the expense of more certain 

application of an objective perspective capable of defending the existence of definitive 

ethical and moral principles. It is possible to conclude that a prevalent interpretation of 

Descartes’ original discourse shows how sociology was able to elevate the individual’s 

subjective self at the expense of the individual’s contribution to objectivity, and how the 

relegation of subjective emotional states to a bracket of experience unreliable for 

contributing to more objective discourse, happened.  It would appear that there is 

incomplete or fallacious thinking in these foundational thoughts and in the actual 

interpretation given to his words. Rectifying this situation will provide new discourse with 

its requisite philosophical underpinnings to enable us to anchor ethical principles and 

morality in objective discourse.   

 

I  had noticed long before, as I said just now, that in conduct one 

sometimes has to follow opinions that one knows to be most uncertain just 

as if they were indubitable; but since my present aim was to give myself up 

to the pursuit of any truth alone, I thought I must do the very opposite, and 

reject as if absolutely false anything as to which I could imagine the least 

doubt, in order to see if I should not be left at the end believing something 

that was absolutely indubitable. So, because our senses sometimes deceive 

us, I chose to suppose that nothing was such as they lead us to imagine.  

Because there are men who make mistakes in reasoning even as regards 

the simplest points of geometry and perpetrate fallacies, and seeing that I 

was as liable to error as anyone else, I rejected as false all the arguments I 

had so far taken for demonstrations. Finally, considering the very same 

experiences (pensees) as we have in waking life may also occur while we 

sleep, without there being at that time any truth in them, I decided to feign 

that everything that had entered my mind hitherto was no more true than 

the illusions of a dream.  But immediately upon this I noticed that while I 

was trying to think everything false, it must needs be that I, who was 
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thinking this (qui le pensais) was something.  And observing that this truth 

‘I am thinking (je pense) therefore I exist’ was so solid and secure that the 

most extravagant suppositions of the skeptics could not overthrow it, I 

judged that I need not scruple to accept it as the first principle of 

philosophy that I was seeking (Descartes 1637 in Wildhaber, Engelberg & 

Lansing Hays, 1994, p60).   

 

In this account of the ‘first principle of philosophy’: ‘I think, therefore I am’ or ‘I am 

thinking, therefore I exist’, it is possible to interpret the ‘I am thinking’ as providing us with 

two possible conclusions.  It is a statement that can be used in the pure sciences as 

providing evidence for ‘objectivity’: ‘I am’ or ‘I exist’.  It has also been interpreted in 

sociological discourse to provide evidence for the subjective self to assert a priori, laissez 

faire pre-eminence resulting in the thought that ‘all knowledge is uncertain because 

observations are based in subjectivity’; in other words, the emphasis is placed on the 

inflation of the individual’s experience as a subjective being usurping the potential of the 

individual’s observations and experiences for contributing the objective discourse which is 

required as an antecedent to the establishment of grounded knowledge. This provides the 

philosophical foundations for understanding sociological reductionism and the consequent 

inflation of individualism. A variation of this same emphasis and literal, subjectivity-

favouring interpretation is ‘I am, therefore I think’ (Haynes pers. comm.2006). This 

statement is also an assertion of the subjective state’s existence.  But the real brilliance of 

Descartes observation is apparent if we interpret and extrapolate his thought as ‘I think’, 

which is the totally subjective domain, an activity only a subject can undertake, and note 

that this ‘therefore’ creates the objective domain of ‘I am’.  The act of thinking 

demonstrates the objective dimension attributable to the status of the individual. These 

simple words ‘I am’ are incredibly rich in meaning: they assert the individual’s objective 

status and they verify that the subject ‘I’ is an object and that this cannot be refuted, it is 

true, I am here! 

 

How do we continue to discover that which is actual (factual) and objective? Simply put, 

the bridge from the realm of subjectivity to that which is objective is built through truth-

telling. Ethnographers would say it is built through narrative, through story-telling and 

through performance (Conquergood 1985; Jackson 1998; Eckstein and Throgmorton 2003; 

Throgmorton 2005). But more properly qualified, the bridge is built through the truthful 

expression of the subject’s thought and its accurate communication to others, this enables 

us to have confidence in our individual objective being and in objectivity per se: it is the 

expression of what I am thinking and even the process of thinking, not that it is ‘I’ who is 
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thinking, that provides us with our entrée into the world of objectivity.  Objectivity can also 

be established through the mere assertion of words for the assertion of all words leave an 

epistemological trace: they can be heard and remembered; they were expressed at a 

particular time; they happened.  Even if what we spoke was fallacious, that spoken 

assumes, nay has, objective status: we call it a ‘lie’.  It is the literal and lopsided inflation of 

the role of ‘self’ as interpreted in Descartes’ foundational discourse that has led to 

sociology’s post-modern discourse and its radical doubts about objectivity.  

 

4.5   Language, truth and meaning 

 

Michael Jackson approaches this problem of the impasse between subjectivity and 

objectivity in a slightly different fashion.  He says that ‘There is something foreign and 

forbidding about a landscape that has not been named, but in giving a name to a hill, a 

ridge, a bay, we bring it, an external object, into our own immediate experience. Naming is 

a sign that we, who have language, are able to incorporate things that lack a language for 

themselves into our world.  In this way we go some way towards closing the gap between 

subjectivity and objectivity’ (Jackson 1998p 175).  His thoughts about this differ from those 

developed here, in that here it is thought more appropriate to say the external object has 

status and presence independent of our experience and without our naming of it. In other 

words, the subject can be an object.  Objectifying the subjective (note the scripture, Micah: 

even the rocks and stones themselves will start to sing) is singularly empowering and so 

humanity is, as a result of this ability, charged with ‘dominion’ of the world. 

 

Words, or language, enabling the truthful expression of one’s state of mind or one’s 

thoughts, through mutually-agreed, established and understood definitions, are the key to 

accumulating objective knowledge and know-how. The establishment of meaning and the 

communication and accumulation of knowledge require unambiguous, mutually-shared 

definitions. The role of agreed, established definitions which constitute our language are 

almost indispensable for developing and further refining our understandings of the world. 

Where discourse strays from mutually-understood definitions and applications of words, 

confusion results.  Agreed lexical definitions are the foundation of language, upon which 

most of our communication endeavours are based, and these definitions emerge as a result 

of us having established a shared understanding of something’s description being accurate 

and ‘full of truth’: truthful. Similarly, when discourse is false or based on misinformation, 

no reliable conclusions can be reached. Ford’s (1996) work, The Psychology of Lies is 

pertinent here.  He identifies more than thirty discernible behaviour patterns or conditions 

that involve the distortion of truth: they are all pathological and reduce their perpetrator’s 
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capacity to function properly. If someone is not honest or truthful, such maladaptive lapses 

can jeopardise our survival, both individually and communally.  Ford’s work also shows 

that at any point in time, any one person can only partially express truth and knowledge. 

Our efforts to communicate accurately are often ‘rough’ and can involve incomplete or 

partial understandings; they often require reiteration and refinement.  However, it is the 

general and pervasive inclination towards truthfulness that provides the constructive 

communique: the degree of truthfulness and the intention to be truthful contribute to the 

reliable grounding necessary for solid facts to eventually emerge. This sort of personal 

honesty is experientially based.  Between one another, how can we be sure what we are 

being told is ‘truthful’?  We intuit truth, we look for indications of evasiveness, for 

inconsistencies and omissions in discourse.  We can also, through logical extension, 

deduce, induce, reduce and adduce (skills refined in the domains of philosophy and pure 

science) to create verifiable factuality.  Like-mindedness, our ability to co-relate, and our 

intuition, all provide us with the foundations of empathy. This empathy nurtures 

kindredness and compassion, qualities which are necessary to establish intimacy, which in 

turn, provides a route to more fulsome, reliable and truthful expressions of subjective 

experience. We can understand now why ‘non-violence’ joins ‘truth’ as one of the 

foundational universal values as described by Christians (in Christians and Traber 1997). 

Fear-free, truthful expression establishes the path towards the interconnectivity between our 

subjective, individual selves and the objectivity that encompasses our communally-

dependent existence.  It enables us to begin to build our understanding of, and have 

confidence in the existence of, an objective world.  When our expression does not coincide 

with our sensual and cognitive records, we experience personal discord, disquiet, or lack of 

resolution born from inherent contradictions.  This disquiet, when it occurs personally and 

in collective understanding is, in Kuhn’s (1968) words, the trigger for the search for 

resolution of the contradiction.  

 

The elimination of the contradiction happens when an idea or conceptual thought congruent 

with all the know facts is expressed: this is the problem’s solution.  The solution comes 

from understanding all of a problem’s constituent parts and their interrelationships.  The 

new idea or concept may require the formation of a new word, which will of course, be 

defined by the antecedent descriptors of the dimensions to the problem. 

 

Our descriptions and understanding of our world become more accurate because our ideas 

and understandings of that which constitutes the body of objective knowledge are 

continually refined and collectively enriched. We see this process most clearly in academia 

where the agreed, shared, definitions are applied with great care.  Meanings are often 
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expressed conditionally and eventually new words are invented and defined for new, 

refined understanding, knowledge and insights: new words whose definitions more closely 

match the objective reality that encompasses us and our understanding of this world as it 

unfolds and as far as our experiential, sensual and cognised enquiry allows.  One cannot 

help but wonder at the wisdom of the ancients as recorded in the Old Testament.  We have 

the Biblical scripture saying, ‘First there was the word and the word was good’.  Perhaps 

the very first word from ‘Adam’s apple’ – Adam’s larynx – was in fact ‘apple’.   How 

empowering and revolutionising the discovery and implementation of language must have 

been! How fitting an accolade to remember as ‘The First Man and Woman’ those who 

initiated communication in this fashion: words whose meaning, hence, definition, were 

unambiguously understood. It explains why Genesis attests to many others being present in 

the Garden of Eden at that time, but they are not accorded with the status of the first human 

family.  However, one also wonders why the ancients attest to the ‘fruit of the tree of 

knowledge’ being ‘forbidden fruit’ and why this was ‘a fall’ for humankind instead of the 

beginning of the great journey of gradual enlightenment?  Perhaps the idea of a fall and 

eviction from the Garden of Eden has been mistranslated and what happened was that 

humanity’s propensity to exploit their surrounding world, totally destroyed the Garden of 

Eden, presumably the ‘Edom’ of the Middle East today.  This would explain much of the 

mystery enshrouding the ages-old testimony that Adam and Eve were the first man and 

woman as described in the Book of Genesis. 

 

Our objective understandings are continually refined, they enlarge as our collective and 

subjective experiences and cognitions develop and grow.  Hence the idea of a ‘tree of 

knowledge’: new ideas sprout new branches and redundant ideas are discarded like a tree 

discards dead branches.  Just because this process is ongoing and infinite, it does not follow 

that the objectivity revealed is less real.  We slowly discover that our universe holds infinite 

variety and continually reveals new truths. Our understanding of the world is always 

incomplete because the expression of our understanding is limited by what an individual 

can grasp and, in Pasquali’s terms, the ‘meontic norms: the purely not yet’ (Christians, 

1997) and in Bookchin’s terms ‘unfolding potentials’ (1987).  Our journey of discovery is 

inherently creative and mirrors the omniscient creativity that enfolds and includes each and 

everyone of us.  Some of our descriptions are culturally specific; some are inadequate.  

Some phenomena may be deduced: not all phenomena can be witnessed by human senses, 

they are known only through applied and cumulative logic or particular tools, like 

microscopes.  Yet varying descriptions and further definitional refinement do not obviate 

objectivity.  For example, Europeans describe only four seasons, but the Aboriginal people 

of Bathurst Island identify twelve: they are delineated by the frequency of storms, the dry-
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lightening season, the onset of the wet, the blossoming and fruiting of particular trees, the 

prevailing winds and colour of the ocean and so forth (Munkara 1996). The seasons still 

come and go, though our description of them varies. 

 

The acceptance that objectively verifiable truths are able to describe an objective, material, 

albeit ever-changing world is required for us to accept the findings of all that is revealed by 

our collective, truthfully-expressed enquiries.  Knowledge is not relative, although, in 

human terms, it will always remain incompletely expressed.  If objectivity is seen to be that 

which is true and if subjective truthfulness is a foundational quality of all that is objective, 

we are logically in a position to establish that there are some absolute, objective values 

worthy of upholding and defending: they are those values that support truth and that which 

is factually verifiable emerging.  These values do not emerge under conditions of individual 

coercion, confusion and manifest contradiction: they require respect for truth and non-

violence (for this allows for the intimacy and trust for more fulsome subjective expression) 

and what Oxford philosopher, Hart, calls ‘our one inalienable human right, the right to 

freedom’ (Hart 1984), which can be more particularly qualified as ‘freedom for self-

expression’. 

 

4.6   The unreliability of emotions challenged 

 

Descartes’ formative and influential prose also contains ideas that provide the beginnings 

for the pure sciences to reject emotion as a contributor to objective knowledge:  ‘because 

our senses sometimes deceive us’.  It is important to reassess the merit of this observation in 

view of the inconsistencies revealed by thought stemming from this foundation because it 

can be argued that ignoring the contribution of the sensate to that which we collectively 

value is an intellectual precursor to the enshrinement of ethical relativism.  The social 

sciences acknowledge the reality and impact of emotions, but because they are not 

accorded with contributing to the establishment of that which is reliable and objective at 

this foundational level, they have been used to reinforce the notion of post-modern 

subjective relativism. 

 

Descartes insistence that our ‘senses (extrapolated logically to include emotional 

expression) are unreliable’, has only limited truth.  Our senses and their resultant emotions 

are a significant and profound part of all that we humans have to begin interpreting the 

world we live in.  Stimuli from the whole body pass through the reflexive cortex of the 

brain, the brainstem, from there to the emotional cortex, and finally to the conceptual 

cortex: this is our primal sensory pathway. Damage to the brainstem results in impairment 
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of the body’s reflexive, vital life support functions and can prevent the emotional and 

cognitive cortex from functioning.  The damage that happens through emotions that are 

unable to be cognised in the conceptual mind can cause impairment of behaviour and 

confusion in mental, conceptual abilities, so that the person is less than optimally 

functioning (Skinner and Cleese 1983). Our emotions also assert a very strong governing 

function over our cognitions.  For example, fear engenders ‘flight or fight’ not rational 

discourse.  Further research is required on this point, but the comprehensive analysis of 

motivation provided by (Ford 1992) looks to provide a fruitful beginning to understanding 

this topic more fully.  When our ‘senses deceive us’, we note this as a form of illness - 

paranoia, delusion, fantasy - but these conditions are the exception, rather than the rule.  

One could argue that Descartes’ profoundly influential foundational reasoning that 

disregarded the influence of the sensory was the beginning of removing credibility, 

reliability and objectivity as associates of ‘subjective’, which must necessarily include  

emotional, discourse.  The literal interpretation of Descartes, in turn, results in the idea that 

the emotional self cannot be trusted to provide substantial evidence for facts, the fruit of 

scientific enquiry; whereas, in fact, the subjective self in its entirety (that includes the 

formative influence of emotions) provides the only route we have towards establishing 

objectivity: the observations and experiences grounded in the subjective become objective 

when they are truthfully conveyed and the intended meaning is understood by the 

communicade’s recipient.   

 

4.7   The significance of emotional states for establishing values and ethical 

principles 

 

There has been some significant historical thought that recognised that a certain emotional 

state, ‘happiness’ (and one presumes its corollary, unhappiness), was very important and 

worthy of enshrining in doctrine to protect its manifestation. Bentham and Mills are 

attributed with first recognising the importance of happiness and used it in the development 

of the communitarian concept of ‘utilitarianism’ which sought ‘the greatest amount of 

happiness for the greatest amount of people’. Utilitarianism became a foundational ethical 

principle (Rosenstand 1994; Preston 2001).  Thomas Jefferson included the same respect 

for the state of ‘happiness’ as a foundational constituent of the rights of all humans in his 

declaration that every single person is entitled ‘life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness’.  

More recently, Boyden and Shirlow (1989) concluded that ‘meliors’ (the things that make 

us happy) are indispensable to human well-being. But establishing an objective basis to the 
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inclusion of happiness as a foundational ethical principle or right has proved elusive.  To do 

so, it is important to recognise the role the emotions contribute to our individual well-being.   

 

Before stimuli reaches the forebrain, the source of conscious thought, language and 

conceptual development, collective sensual experience of humans passes through the 

brainstem, that which controls reflexive responses, such as heart-beats and breathing, and 

from there to the emotional cortex, then the cognitive cortex.  The emotions create ‘states 

of mind’ that can lead one to ‘fight’ to ‘flee’, or to quiet contentment and happiness and 

they can provide an accurate guide to the state of a person’s social and personal, mental 

health. Emotional states like happiness, contentment and self-satisfaction are some of the 

states of mind that contagiously inspire and energise us all (to say exactly why requires 

more research), as such, they provide a marvellous guide to enable us to value the 

circumstances that facilitate their manifestation: ‘right’ (correct and good) circumstances 

enable these states of mind to flourish. When our ability to communicate is impaired or 

subjective processes are distorted by reflex damage or emotional states that result in 

cognitive confusion, or when thwarted by misinformation, we become unable to apply logic 

and make accurate predictions and deductions, our ability to establish ‘truth’ is impaired. 

Emotional ‘damage’ and emotional states of mind can preclude rational thought emerging.  

When the exercise of logic and the expression of truth is warped by emotions, like anger, 

frustration, fear or coercion, I think we are entitled to conclude cautiously that the cause of 

the distortion, distress or impairment is a pertinent guide to what is harmful and undesirable 

and therefore, ‘wrong’.  It is our individual emotional states that provide the best and most 

fundamental guide for us to make an assessment of the rightness or wrongness of what we 

experience and from this recognition, we are able to establish, and rank according to the 

degree of the experiences’ impact, attendant values.  Logical extrapolation show Descartes 

to be only partially right – the emotion itself does not directly contribute to ethical 

objectivity, but understanding the causes of the emotional states does.  By asking or noting 

what situations and experiences make us happy or result in confusion and oppression, 

whether we are energised and happy or whether are we oppressed, whether as a 

consequence we are able to respond fulsomely or whether our response-ability has been 

impaired, we can make a value judgement about the situation, action or behaviour’s 

appropriateness and determine whether they are ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.  The identification of 

emotional states, the assessment of the rightness or wrongness of the actions that engender 

the emotion and their attendant value judgements then have an objective, grounded basis: 

they are grounded in what the subject actually experiences in the world, and this, when 

truthfully expressed provides us with the facts we know to be objective. They are ‘right’ if 

they contribute to our well-being and ‘wrong’ if they contribute to hurt or confusion. That 
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the actual, specific experiential grounding contributing to the emergence of our ethical 

principles may have been long-forgotten is possibly why ethical principles have been 

thought to belong to the philosophic realm of normative ontology, rather than 

epistemology.  But if we are patient, it will be possible to trace the ethic to its ‘grounded’ 

first principles. 

 

Thus association between our emotional health and its foundation in tangible experiences 

would seem to provide the most fundamental and objectively-based guide to the emergence 

of ethical and unethical principles. The identification of these valued circumstances is a 

gradual process: they will inevitably emerge from communal, socially-committed 

consideration and communication. They eventually result in associated principles to govern 

behaviour and then become enshrined as socio-cultural maxims: ethical principles designed 

to nurture good and minimise harm; human rights enshrined and expressed as laws; and 

morals, rules to guide ethical behaviour and right conduct emerging.  They may take 

generations to emerge and be articulated because it can take a lifetime or more to 

understand the consequences of particular experiences but eventually they allow us to say 

with conviction and certainty things like: ‘the action of the rapist and the paedophile are 

wrong because of the harm they cause to the well-being of another person’.  Hence, our 

ethical stances can be grounded (Glasser and Strauss, 1967, in Charmaz 2000) and 

supported by reams of veracious, verifiable, objective, factual evidence. This evidence, for 

example, enables us to advocate good nutrition for expectant mothers to produce healthy 

infants; that smoking is damaging to health; that enjoyment aids learning while fear and 

intimidation occlude comprehension, therefore we need to minimise the behaviours of 

those with authority and influence that can produce fear and intimidation and we can 

confidently say that violence and bullying are ‘bad’ and so forth … 

4.8 Balancing subjectivity with collective good 

 
Jackson’s thoughts concur with those proffered here: 

 

 ‘negotiating the troubled boundary between them – between the world one 

claims as one’s own and the world one relinquishes rights in and forfeits to 

otherness – constitutes the central dynamic of human action … sociality is 

achieved neither in masochistic abnegation, reclusiveness, or fatalism, nor in 

totalitarian excess, hysteria and megalomania, but in ceaseless cybernetic 

adjustment of contending needs and interests’ (Jackson 1998 p20). 
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In the emergence of the principles that we collectively value to guide our behaviours, (our 

ethics) and then enshrine as right conduct (our morals) and even institutionalise in our laws 

and bills of rights, there will be some slight juggling and juxtapositioning of collective 

well-being versus individual autonomy, but social and cultural values appropriate to the 

wisdom of the day, respectful of all persons concerned, gradually emerge because the 

collective is made up of its constituents. The autonomous, creative, free-thinking individual 

is undoubtedly the most productive, and possibly the most responsive, state of the human 

condition. Raz (1985) describes the autonomous individual as: 

 

… the one who is author of his own life.  His life is his own making.  The 

autonomous person’s life is marked not only by what is but also by what 

might have been and the way it became what it is.  A person is autonomous 

only if he has a variety of acceptable options available for him to choose 

from and his life became as it is through his choice of some of these 

options.  A person who has never had any significant choice, or was not 

aware of it, or never exercised choice in significant matters but simply 

drifted through life is not an autonomous person’ (Raz in Waldron, 1985). 

 

But the development of such a person, Raz notes in his eloquent, classical essay 

contemplating rights-based morality, requires the autonomous adult understanding that a 

fulfilled individual requires collective good and collective opportunity for their realisation.  

Because ‘no man is an island entire of itself’ (John Donne 1572 – 1631 meditation xvii) 

and because our actions impede upon the well-being of others, this individually-free ‘state’ 

of autonomy requires moderating through social accountability. The ideal is to achieve a 

balance, for the collective (our society and culture) should nurture individual well-being, 

just as individual well-being helps to establish that which is collectively good. Thus, the 

notion of espousing the free and autonomous individual is a goal that requires tempering by 

Bentham’s principle of Utilitarianism or the Greatest Commandment, ‘Love one another’ 

or the Golden Rule’s injunction: ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you’, the 

latter being principles helping to build a more sophisticated bridge than utilitarianism alone 

is able to provide from blatant and self-interested individualism to collective responsibility. 

  

A more comprehensive form of social accountability is possible when we absorb 

Bonhoeffer’s idea of responsibility being implicitly tied to our ‘response - ability’ 

(Bonhoeffer 1927, 1996 English edition). If we do not receive genuine, sincere and truthful 

information, the only valuable sort, from others, if we inflict fear and pain on others, we 

lose their trust.  Without trust, empathy and intimate communication are impossible and the 
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essential process of being able to convert subjective experience through mutually agreed 

definitions into more objective realms of knowledge is distorted or thwarted, hence, this is 

why non-violence is nominated as a normative, a foundational and universal value like 

‘truth-telling’ or ‘truthfulness’ by Christians and Traber (1997). 

 

4.9 Conclusion: universal ethical principles and values can be grounded in 

objectivity 

 

Truth-telling, is a stand alone critical quality, implicitly tied to our ability to create shared 

understandings through the development of unambiguous language.  The foundation of all 

our objective facts is dependent upon the truthful account of our subjective observations, 

experiences and thoughts.  Put very simply, the bridge from the subjective realm of 

experience to that which we regard communally as ‘objective’ is through veracity: truth-

telling (the ‘telling’ component of truth-telling implying communication through accurate 

use of language and unambiguous definitions). Objectivity is established through 

conveying and communicating subjective experience truthfully. Discourse that is not 

truthful fails to establish objectivity. The word ‘objectivity’ used in this sense equates with 

‘facts’, which, in turn, establish what is ‘known’ and that which is known forms the 

constituents of ‘knowledge’ collectively.  The role of language and the creation of mutually 

agreed-upon and understood definitions for the words we use are indispensable for the 

creation of accurate knowledge.    

 

This clarification has far greater application than has been used in the argument presented 

to date.  For example, the legacy of post modern thought that truth is subjective only, and 

not a component of establishing that which is objective, is evidenced in a great many facets 

of modern scientific discourse and has permeated a great deal of academic rhetoric and is 

used to undermine discursive certainty when it comes to, for example, assessing the merits 

of solar panel energy harnessing, compared to nuclear power.    We find it proffered as an 

excuse for poor science, such as that found in the Research Discussion paper, Aboriginies 

and Uranium: Monitoring the Hazards (Tatz et al 2006):  ‘What underpins our discussion 

paper is the truth that much science is not accurate, precise or unassailable’.  The science 

is poor in this instance because several of the conclusions reached by the authors are not 

substantiated by the evidence they provide.  It is not the scientific inquiry that has failed in 

this instance, but its application has been distorted, perhaps to ensure continuity of research 

funding. 
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This chapter has also noted the importance of non-violence in helping to enhance each 

person’s propensity to be truthful.  Non-violence is a foundational, universal value because 

it is necessary to allow ‘truth-telling’ to flourish.   Ford (1996) found a foundational cause 

of compulsive lying to stem from ‘fear’.   Accordingly, attributing foundational ethical 

value status to the principle of ‘the sacredness of life’ (Christians and Traber’s third 

normative universal value) should be self-evident.  Without according life this status, we 

have no life, or damaged life, which amounts to an inherent contradiction and so logically 

not according life this sacrosanct status results in nonsense.  Without it, we rationalise life, 

like Hilter’s regime did when he disposed of those then called ‘mentally deranged’ and 

later the ‘unmentionables’ through the practice of euthanasia, because ‘it was better to kill 

them quickly than let them starve to death’. 

 

This discussion has recognised our need to facilitate the emergence of ‘autonomous 

individuals’ for  this condition enables another foundational ethical value to be articulated: 

the need to respect our free wills. Mackie (1978) and Hart (1984) in Waldron (1984) both 

nominate that if there is one natural or fundamental human right it is the right to liberty, to 

be free, to ‘take as central the right of persons to progressively choose how they shall live’. 

This can also be described in the sense of the right to the freedom to establish and assert 

personal autonomy. Personal autonomy requires freedom of thought, which when 

culminating in freedom of responsible expression, is critical for all humans to eliminate 

contradictions, reduce cognitive dissonance and resolve or ‘make whole our gestalts’ (Perls 

1951) to use psychology’s classical term. Cognitive dissonance results from an inability to 

comprehend the information we receive from the world, or from emotional obstruction, or 

it can also result from the implanting ideas, i.e. the bully’s imposition of ‘you will think 

this’,  that have not evolved from the conscious exercise of our free will (thus be able to be 

blended into our own unique and comprehensive worldviews).  The resolution of 

contradiction through the development of understanding creates the state of mind of 

contentment and this state of mind does not hinder truthful expression emerging to describe 

our subjective experiences. 

 

It is also important to re-emphasise that the role of our emotions has been radically 

underestimated in relation to the formation of ethical principles because the conditions 

which contribute to their formation, grounded in the domain of empirical subjectivity, can 

be translated to the realm of the objective.  Our emotional states are a significant guide to 

the experiences that provide a measure of our well-being or otherwise.  Those experiences 

that enhance well-being and emotional contentment are valued as ‘right’:  hence we can say 

some experiences are more valued than others.  Thus, our value judgements have objective 
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underpinnings that can be empirically established and, consequently, the ethical positions 

(that which attests to ‘right’ and ‘responsible’ positionings) we assert as a result of these 

value judgements also have empirical and objective underpinnings. 

 

To return to the candidate’s original quest as described in the beginning of this chapter, 

there are immediate conclusions to draw in relation to the assignment to assess the potential 

of captology to aid our transition to ecological sustainability.  The need to facilitate 

personal autonomy and personal integrity provide us with a fundamental ethical premise 

applicable to captology: informed consent is required for participation and this means the 

intention of the programmers must be made clear and be expressed truthfully from the 

outset of the user’s engagement with the program and these thoughts are represented in the 

following chapter, Chapter five, Captology: a critical review.  The need for clear and 

unambiguous definitions also provide for the creation of a constructive, appraisal of the 

emergent discipline and this discussion forms the basis of Chapter six, published as 

Building an ethical framework for captology through philosophy and lexicology.  

 

The ethical perspective that we can now regard as being ‘right and responsible’ (one that is 

substantiated by reams of research directed towards elevating the lot of all humankind)  

will, in this century, provide for the well-being of individuals, the well-being of their 

communities and the well-being of the biosphere that supports their life. The 

comprehensive worldview embraced by understanding the ‘ecological imperative’ (Falk 

1971; Boyden 1990; Atkinson and Van Der Sommen 2006).  This idea can be applied  to 

create a conceptual guide to the manifestation of such ‘right and responsible’ behaviours, 

attitudes and values and Chapter seven, An applied design manifesto to guide captology, is 

dedicated to this articulation.  Chapter seven also begins to provide the intellectual bridge 

into the following, more practical and applied dimension to the research undertaken by the 

candidate as is scribed in Section three. 

 

To conclude, there is now epistemological support, as well as an ontological and normative 

rationale for understanding ethics as being based on foundational truths, real knowledge.  

The new-found confidence in ‘objectivity’ per se and clarification of what constitutes 

knowledge (presented in the introductory Chapter two) also enables the confident assertion 

that research findings that reflect state-of-the art-expert opinion, can be accepted with 

confidence and acted upon. All that is known can be harnessed to provide solutions to that 

which we are able to confidently judge as harmful and wrong.  This sort of thinking lifts 

ideas like the very contentious advocacy of nuclear energy out of the domain of the 
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accusation of being a subjective opinion, to that which carries far more weight, an 

objectively informed position, a position which it is responsible to support. 
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Chapter five 
 

Captology: A critical Review 
Published in Persuasive Technology 2006, IJsseleteijn, de kort,  

Midden, Eggen & den Hoven. 

Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS 3962)  Springer, p171 – 182 

 

Abstract. This critical review of B.J. Fogg’s book Persuasive Technology regards 

captology as an eclectic and formative work.  It summarises two other reviewers’ work 

and identifies several new strengths. It scrutinises Fogg’s functional triad - computers 

functioning as tools, media and social actors - and some categorical changes are 

recommended. It investigates further Johnson’s concerns about specific ethical 

omissions, nominating a new term, compusuasion, for the unintended, exogenous 

behaviour/attitude change effects of captological design. The review commences to 

define more carefully what constitutes persuasion and draws attention to the distinction 

between persuasion techniques in general and the behavioural changes that result from 

advocacy and education. The reviewer concludes that a fundamental ethic ought to be 

that the designer’s intent be exposed at the commencement of the user’s engagement with 

the program and proffers the idea of persuasion resulting in a conviction induced by 

others as a helpful definition. 

 

5.1 Introduction: Overview of the strengths and weaknesses of Fogg’s analysis 

 

In 2003. B.J. Fogg published a book, Persuasive Computing: Using Computers to 

Change What We Think and Do, a book which bravely brings the association between 

computers and persuasion to topical debate (Fogg 2003).  There are two recent reviews of 

this book.  The review by Robert Johnson highlights several shortcomings (Johnson 

2004).  Johnson reprimands Fogg for his claims to not only have created ‘an entire new 

discipline’, Persuasive Technology (Captology), but also his claim to have developed the 

first undergraduate course in information design. In particular captology presented 

several areas of ethical concern for Johnson, notably the work’s design focus.  Johnson 

says that while ‘the book portends to be interested in end users – office workers, 

teachers, students (young and old), and the general public -  … in practice, the book is 

designer-centred and system-centred’ (Johnson 2004).  Hence, the omission of user-
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testing and user-input into the development and refinement of the products is regarded as 

a serious oversight by Johnson.  Such an omission is not at all in keeping with current 

user-centred, useability-design philosophy.  Furthermore, because, as Fogg writes, 

‘Captology does not include unintended consequences: it focuses on the attitudes and 

behaviour changes intended by the designers of interactive technology products’ 

(Johnson 2004), an ethical design impasse is created.  Responsible, user-centred design 

necessitates a sound examination of both the intended and unintended consequences of 

the technology and this is, in part, assessed by the useability testing procedure that is now 

almost mandatory for information technology designers (theoretically derived from 

Suchman’s (1987) interpretation of Heidegger’s work). 

 

In a kinder appraisal of the book, Anastasis Petrou (2003) thought that the ethical 

problems persuasive computing confronts had been adequately addressed by Fogg and 

she  highlighted some of the work’s particular strengths, for example, the seven types of 

persuasion technique particularly suited to the computer medium  (Petrou 2003, p 1169).  

In brief, they are as follows: 

 

Reduction – simplification of a complex activity, making the end task easy to accomplish; 

Tunneling – leading a user through a series of steps, but once you start you are 

committed to every twist and turn and give up a level of self-determination; 

Tailoring – producing information relevant to the user’s needs, to their educational level, 

and applying information gathered on previous visits; 

Suggestion –  ‘intervening at the right time’, noting personal dispositions and 

appropriate environmental conditions; 

Self-monitoring – ‘allows people to monitor themselves’, noting and recording  progress 

towards a particular goal; 

Surveillance – ‘allows one party to monitor the behaviour of another party’: overt and 

covert; 

 Conditioning – positive and negative reinforcement (the principles of operant 

conditioning) to change behaviours.  (Adapted from Fogg 2003; Petrou 2003) 

 

My own review of Persuasive Technology: Using Computers to Change What We think 

and Do, shows that Fogg’s ethical reminders are at this point in time, ‘short reminders’ 

(Petrou’s words), and not soundly, philosophically and theoretically, incorporated into his 
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discourse. Without sound theoretical underpinnings, captology designers could stray from 

being able to ensure their designs are actually of benefit to humans. This omission, in 

part, probably stems from the seminal status of the work and its presentation to date as an 

essentially eclectic compilation, garnering all ideas closely and remotely related to the 

topic of ‘computers and persuasion’. For example, omitted is the essential definition of 

what actually constitutes persuasion and a sound analysis, in a more rigidly-defined 

context, of what constitutes an ethical application of ‘persuasion’ principles. Even more 

importantly, one specific generic definitional concern relates to the language used 

prolifically throughout the text, a text that lazily attributes an autonomous subjective 

status to computers as agents of persuasion.  Computers per se are not subjects, they are 

objects.  They cannot of their own volition persuade: they are machines that perform their 

designers’ intent.  The acronym, captology, ‘computers as persuasive technology’, is in 

fact nonsensical and is indicative of a trend many information technology writers adopt: 

anthropomorphising their machines. Lexicologically, it is more appropriate to study the 

relation between computing and persuasion as ‘computer-mediated persuasion’.  Fogg 

dismisses the idea of categorising ‘captology’ as such, as a matter of being relegated to an 

incorrect discipline - computer-mediated communication, CMC - preferring to relegate it 

to the domain of human-computer interaction, HCI (p16).  Both design endeavours 

overlap significantly, but correct definitional assignation requires an examination of 

fundamental definitions, not disciplines, considerations which will be addressed later.   

 

However, there are some appealing and redeeming aspects to Fogg’s compilation: these 

include the many examples of what I prefer to call ‘enhanced useability’ evidenced by 

Fogg’s guiding research strategy that asserts ‘you can create more likable and persuasive 

interactive technology by leveraging principles from social psychology’. These principles 

include: the use of praise; the creation of strategies to enhance a sense of affiliation and 

similarity; simulating personality traits; and, among others, harnessing the principle of 

reciprocity (see Fogg’s Chapter five).   

 

Fogg’s review of the potential influence of ‘simulations’ is enlightening and he 

demonstrates where:  

Simulated environments can persuade through creating situations that 

reward and motivate people for a target behaviour; allow users to practice a 
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target behaviour; control exposure to new or frightening situations; facilitate 

role-playing, adopting another person’s perspective (Fogg 2003, p63). 

 

There is also a wonderful list of factors that contribute to site credibility (Fogg 2003 p 

147 - 181). Another strength that both reviewers noted is Fogg’s ‘functional triad’ which 

they see as being a useful conceptual design tool.  However, on close examination, the 

triad, as it now stands, seems to incorporate several ‘categorical’ or definitional errors, 

and at this stage, the idea does not stand up to close theoretical scrutiny. There is room 

for clarification and functional refinement of the concepts attempted to be contained by 

this triadic framework. 

 

5.2  The functional triad 

 

Fogg describes the ‘functional triad’ as follows: 

The functional triad shows that interactive technologies can operate in three 

basic ways: as tools, as media, and as social actors.  These three functions 

capture how people use or respond to virtually any computing product,  … 

In their role as tools, the goal of computing products is to make activities 

easier or more efficient to do. …  There are two categories of computers as 

media: symbolic and sensory. Computers function as symbolic media when 

they use symbols to convey information (for example, text, graphics, charts, 

and icons).  They function as sensory media when they provide sensory 

information – audio, video, and (rarely) even smell and touch sensations. … 

While both symbolic and sensory media can influence people, captology 

focuses primarily on computers functioning as sensory media – especially 

computer simulations – because in this role, computers have unique 

capabilities to provide interactive experiences that motivate and persuade. … 

The third corner of the triad depicts the role that computers play as social 

actors or living entities.  When people use an interactive technology, they often 

respond to it as though it were a living being (Fogg 2003, 25, 26, 27).  
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5.2.1 Tools 

 

Does a computer function as a persuasive ‘tool’? If the tool is something we use to 

achieve an objective we have previously independently established, does the user’s 

application mediate persuasion?  The answer is ‘no’. For captology the computer is the 

tool of the designer, not the tool of the user.  The computer is the mechanism for 

conveying, or mediating, its designers’ intent. 

 

5.2.2 Medium 

 

A similar categorical error happens with the use of the category ‘medium/media’ as one 

of the triad’s functional elements.  Consider this: in all functions the computer operates as 

a medium, using various forms of media to convey its designer’s purposeful information. 

Medium, by definition is ‘the means by which something is communicated’, or ‘the 

intervening substance through which impressions are conveyed to the senses’ (Australian 

Oxford Dictionary,1999). To aid any ‘tool-like’ operations (for example, a calculator) 

visual, textual, audio qualities and numerical symbols are used. To create a simulated 

social presence various media are harnessed.  If Fogg’s definitional use of the term 

‘medium/media’ relates primarily to ‘computer simulations’ which involve the use of 

life-like scenarios ‘to create a compelling experience to persuade people to change their 

attitudes or behaviours’, then the functional persuasive element is not the ‘medium’ or the 

media, but the compelling simulated experience. Fogg proposes three types of simulation: 

‘simulated cause and effect scenarios; ‘simulated environments’; and ‘simulated objects’.  

These ‘simulations’, I believe, more accurately suit the definitional purpose proposed for 

‘medium’ element of captology’s ‘functional triad’ (Fogg 2003, 61 - 89). 

 

However, a further quandary is introduced by saying persuasion has happened and has 

been effective through the use of the Fogg’s functional triad, and in particular, 

simulations. Does the drink-driving simulator ‘persuade’ its users to avoid drink driving 

(Fogg 2003, 79 – 81) or rather, does it educate about the hazards associated with driving 

under the influence and so create a greater awareness? The fact that one is knowingly 

participating in such an exercise suggests that persuasion is less of a force than is general 

curiosity, enquiry or self-education, or even ‘window-shopping’.  Fogg (2003, 147) also 

writes: ‘…you’ll see that many sites seek to persuade users in some way …’.  But this 
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could be rewritten as ‘many sites offer a service or proffer goods for sale’.  Persuasion is 

more powerful than a proffering, it seeks to convince people to adopt new ideas. Should 

we equate people’s browsing (which indicates that they are keen to explore and 

experiment) with that they are being persuaded?  Should we equate curiosity, the thirst 

for new knowledge and experience, as a function of persuasion?  No.  People doing so are 

not necessarily being swayed from their own convictions, rather they are enriching their 

conceptual schemata of the world. 

 

5.2.3 Social Actors 

 

At this point the defining attributes of the functional triad have significantly melted away 

from constituting a rigidly defined and useful conceptual framework, it might be more 

suitably considered a provisional functional duplet consisting of ‘tools’ (sometimes) and 

‘simulated experiences’ (sometimes), especially so because the triad’s third functional 

element, ‘social actors’, also presents categorical and definitional challenges.  Fogg’s 

preliminary work tells us that: 

 

…as social actors computers can persuade people to change their attitudes 

or behaviour by rewarding them with positive feedback, modelling a target 

behaviour or attitude or providing social support (Fogg, 2003, 27). 

 My own research … confirms that people respond to computer systems as 

though the computers were social entities that used principles of 

motivation and influence (Fogg 2003, 90).   

 

…at times people do respond to computers as though they were living 

beings. … at some level we can’t control these social responses; they are 

instinctive rather than rational.  When people perceive social presence, 

they naturally respond in social ways – feeling empathy or anger, or 

following social rules such as taking turns  (Fogg, 2003, p89). 

 

In my opinion, these observations and conclusions involve a false assumption. That we 

respond to computers in such a fashion is more probably a result of us being human, 

socially gregarious beings who do not possess ‘synthetic’ non-social communicative 

alternatives, rather than to have actually incorporated a belief that the machine is in fact a 
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real social actor. It is eminently probable that we would respond similarly to any object 

that replicated our human social mannerisms.  We, being human and social creatures, 

have no real choice in the matter, we have no inherent mechanical mode of 

communication (unless we imitate mechanistic objects themselves, in a manner similar to 

the lyrebird’s ‘chainsaw, trail bike and waterfall’ warbles). However, we can create 

lexical and logical solutions by inventing new words to describe mechanistic, artificial 

phenomena in non-social language: macrosuasion, microsuasion, captology and 

compusuasion  (defined later) are examples of such. 

 

This ‘social actor’ category also involves a semantic error.  Machines are not 

‘socializable’ because they are not social creatures, they are not fellow human beings. 

That a computer can be designed to recognize aspects of the surrounding environment 

and monitor its own mechanistic processes are man-made imitative functions and 

mechanistic phenomena.  To infer ‘personality’ is an incorrect inference. That it exists is 

a contrivance and is representative of work like Fogg’s application of principles learnt 

from social psychology.  For example, 

 

 If something is physically attractive, people tend to assume they also have a host 

of admirable qualities such as intelligence and honesty’; and, ‘physically attractive 

computing products are potentially more persuasive than unattractive products’; … ‘if 

an interface, device or onscreen character is physically attractive… it may benefit from 

the halo effect; users may assume the product is also intelligent, capable, reliable, and 

credible’ (See Fogg, 2003, 90 to 94).   

 

Fogg says that social presence can also be derived from simple dialogue boxes without 

any onscreen characters, voices or artificial intelligence. These sort of ‘cues’ are derived 

from an extrapolation of the results of research to understand psychological traits, then 

simulating these traits to create a sympathetic human/machine dynamic.   

 

The search for enhancement of social cues that exacerbate and strengthen our innate 

tendency to make the inference of ‘sociality’ in computers rings alarm bells. These ‘cues’ 

are features normally associated with living creatures: physical features like faces, eyes, 

voices and voice tonality and the type of language employed; social dynamics, like taking 

turns offering praise or answering questions; adopting roles such as that of an advisor, 
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doctor, friend, and so forth (Fogg, 2003, 90). Using this concept of social actor 

uncritically, if we are not careful, will perpetuate an illusion, compound Baudrillard’s 

(1983) Procession of the Simulacra and cause us to fall victim to Rene Dubos’(1965) 

warning that humans continue to adapt to maladaptive situations. 

There are many dangers associated with being beguiled into believing we are interacting 

with genuine personality. But do we interact with computers, do we interact through them 

or do we simply use them?   Fogg (p16) says that ‘the computing product is a participant 

in the interaction’.  I beg to differ. 

 

5.3 Machines and social presence 

 

This sort of rationality and the lexical legitimisation of a social presence, when it is only 

simulated, is sometimes attributed to Orr’s (1996) ethnographic study of the way 

computer technicians work with their machines and converse about them amongst 

themselves. It is a study which, in turn, cites Bruno Latour’s early assertions (1986; 

Latour 1988) that machines participate in society.  The summary introduction to Orr’s 

book tells us that: ‘machines are a social presence through their participation in this social 

world’, and,  ‘The social interaction happens, in some sense, and happen in the way they 

happen because the machines need to have technical things done to them.  The 

technicians have the ability to do those things and the rest of the relationship follows 

from the contact between the customer’s need and the technician’s ability’ (Orr 1996, 3). 

 

Orr himself quotes several authorities that support this perspective, for example: 

 

Latour tells us that machines prescribe human behaviour, forcing us to do 

certain things to use the machines or other things to accomplish our ends 

without using the machines. This is part of his argument that machines 

participate in human society to such an extent that neither technology nor 

society can truly be considered apart from the other (Orr 1996 p 105). 

 

But it is our engagement with the machine, not the machine’s engagement with us that 

gives the semblance of sociality. The relationship is not one of equals, it is a utilitarian 

association, the computer is our machine, it is like a mobile library, we engage it for its 

functional purposes. It is not capable of independently instigating a genuine relationship, 
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nor any relationship, without other human beings providing it with that simulated 

capacity. 

 

It is odd that Orr’s ethnography (in particular the summary introduction) is attributed and 

credited with promulgating this type of semantic rationalisation when he also presents the 

following principles which fairly and squarely replace the interactive initiative with 

humans, not computers. Such a thought is, I believe, a more correct representation of his 

own, considered perspective represented in more depth in the body of the work: 

 

 The machines never participate with intent…. Machines represent 

the intent of their designers and so are an extension of human interaction 

with humans.  Furthermore, intentions and their results must be considered 

in their social settings; the machines must be seen simultaneously as 

products of the social context of their design and production and as 

participants in the goals of their users (Orr 1996 p 105). 

 

Weizenbaum’s (1976) horror at discovering that inexperienced computer users actually 

accredited their program Eliza with independent personality and intelligence shows that 

this mistake is still possible, but, I believe, less likely today when most users are more 

familiar with the machines’ internal workings and aware that they are interacting with 

designers’ programs.  However, if we allow this lexical duping to continue, we may 

indeed be tempted to say that computers do persuade us.  But humans deserve better than 

to be duped. 

 

5.4 Persuasion and compusuasion 

 

If we agree that some computer products and programs can mediate ‘persuasion’ (and to 

establish this clearly, a new conviction, that intended by the designer, would have to have 

happened and this would be a good measure of whether one had been ‘persuaded’) Fogg 

has coined some appropriate terms for the composite elements of computer-mediated 

persuasion (which we should always clearly distinguish from education and self-

education) and those are macrosuasion (p17) which Fogg used to describe the overall 

persuasive [designers’] intent of the product, in other words, the specific behavioural or 

attitudinal change intended by the designers, and microsuasion (p19) which incorporates 
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smaller persuasive techniques to achieve the macro-goal (such as the rewards used to 

help users stay on a site, or with a task, longer). It is my understanding that microsuasion 

techniques could be regarded as similar to those persuasive elements used by rhetoricians 

and mastered in sophism, such as the appeal to emotion, repetition, association and 

bandwagoning.  The ethical omission, that which ignores unintended changes in attitudes 

inherently associated with or caused by the product, is both a theoretical and a design 

oversight.  Such unpredicted, unforeseen and unintended consequences categorically do 

not belong with having been persuaded, because genuine persuasion includes the 

intention to persuade. It is appropriate to provide a name for such phenomena, unintended 

behaviour, attitude or belief changes, and I nominate ‘compusuasion’ as an appropriate 

term. 

 

5.5 Can we plan for new technologies? 

 

That a modern exploration of new computing potential can omit an assessment of what 

might be the ‘exogenous and unintended impacts’ of a technology specifically designed 

to influence people’s behaviour is representative of a far more comprehensive problem 

for society at large.  Axup (2002) says the lack of planning associated with 

comprehending and predicting the behavioural influences of many new technologies 

(including: those derived from innovative architecture; Napster - an easy-to-use software 

program – which enables ‘the easy exchange of music files via the internet [and] results 

in large amounts of stealing’; mobile phones; the news genre; many kinds of drugs; 

transportation; television; and the internet) is common.  Axup notes, in particular, the role 

zestful (largely unscrutinised?) marketing strategies have played in accelerating the 

distribution and adoption of such technologies.  But he is more concerned with 

technology that is created ‘with the specific aim of altering social behaviour of a target 

group of users in a particular way (which) could be considered ‘social engineering’, 

particularly ‘persuasive computing’ and ‘affective technology’: 

 

Moral and ethical issues rapidly come to mind as one considers the idea of 

technology being used to influence people’s behaviour. Whether it happens 

consciously or unconsciously really isn’t the issue, although the latter might 

be more dangerous.  In either case, society is affected. …  And yet, in 

retrospect, it seems like there should be ways to predict that the telephone 
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would revolutionise the entire world and that the introduction of automobiles 

would have environmental effects.  Some level of accurate prediction must be 

possible’ (Axup 2002).  

 

Given the potential problem of compusuasion (captological endeavours generating 

unintended impacts), can we plan to minimise harm? Axup proposes an ‘impact 

statement’ for new technologies. But such a statement, specifically designed to predict 

and thwart deleterious exogenous effects, encroaches on what we know to be the domain 

of the ‘wicked-problem’ and the difficulties associated with such prediction-based 

assessments are numerous as Rittel’s (1974) wicked-problem thesis showed. 

 

Rittell observed that policy planning’s systems analysis had evolved from the 

examination of questions like ‘what are they made of’ to ‘what do the systems do’ to 

‘what should the systems do’, leading him to conclude that such analysis involves 

confronting ‘wicked-problems’ whose resolution, Rittel suggests, ‘rely upon elusive 

political judgements’.   

 

Rittel (1974) describes the wicked-problem as being characterised by at least ten 

distinctive properties evidencing some of the following phenomena:  

 

‘no ends to the causal chains’;  

‘that in order to describe a wicked-problem in sufficient detail, one has to 

have developed an exhaustive inventory of all conceivable solutions’;  

‘solutions to wicked-problems are not true or false, but good or bad’;  

‘…any solution, after being implemented, will generate waves of 

consequences over an extended, virtually unbounded, period of time’;  

‘every implemented solution is consequential…large public works are 

effectively irreversible, and the consequences they generate have long half-

lives’;  

‘despite seeming similarities among wicked-problems, one can never be 

certain that the particulars of a problem do not override its commonalities 

with other problems already dealt with’;  

‘marginal improvements do not guarantee overall improvement’;  
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that those who address wicked problems are ‘planners (are) liable for the 

consequences of the actions they generate’: planners do not have the luxury 

of the solution proffered being ‘only a hypothesis for refutation (Karl 

Popper)’ . 

 

Rittel was concerned that we have no definitive theory to help us determine a ‘societally 

best state’ which, in turn, could serve as a guide for us to assess the futuristic impact of 

new developments and policies: 

Instead, we have had to rely upon the axioms of individualism that underlie 

economic and political theory, deducing, in effect, that the larger-public 

welfare derives from summation of individualistic choices. …  One 

traditional approach to the reconciliation of social values and individual 

choice is to entrust de facto decision-making to the wise and knowledgeable 

professional experts and politicians.  …  Another traditional approach to the 

reconciliation of social values and individual choice is to bias in favour of 

the latter. … 

  We are also suggesting that none of these tactics will answer 

the difficult questions attached to the sorts of wicked-problems that planners 

must deal with.  We have neither a theory that can locate social goodness, 

nor one that might dispel wickedness, nor one that might resolve problems of 

equity that rising pluralism is provoking.   We are inclined to think that these 

theoretical dilemmas may be the most wicked conditions that confront us 

(Rittel 1974, p 38). 

 

Rittel painted a bleak outlook, but his description of the ‘wicked problem’ and his 

recognition of the complex, consequential nature of progressive and remedial societal 

initiatives remains useful, although his was seemingly a worldview bereft of familiarity 

with ethical philosophy. To harness all of the strategies he mentioned would be regarded 

as responsible action today and we have learnt from his aforementioned considerations 

that it is appropriate for the scientists, the politicians and those who will be affected by 

the technology to come together beforehand to exercise collective ‘judgement’ about 

which ‘solutions should be pursued and implemented’. Such an, albeit unwieldy, 

combination of people provides a more comprehensive analysis of the potential effects of 

new technology.  Where we now genuinely harness public consultation, exercise adaptive 
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management, facilitate social learning and apply multi-stakeholder negotiation 

(Campbell, pers. comm. 2005) we can reduce the unintended and unforseen consequences 

of social planning. To serve this end, the purpose of the persuasive design needs to be 

subject to scrutiny and the actual product exposed to rigorous user-testing.  Sometimes 

neglected is an older and often reliable method of assessment, that is, to gauge impact by 

current established philosophical, ethical, moral and human rights principles. These 

guiding principles reflect the pinnacle of a society or culture’s collective and responsible 

wisdom. This knowledge is the value of learning offered by schools of ethical and 

philosophic enquiry (now often abandoned by universities succumbing to economic 

rationalism).  Where we may not be able to accurately predict the future we can learn 

much by applying principles established by ages-old hindsight. It is at this juncture that a 

sound ethical framework should be at least thought about. 

 

5. 6 The ethics of persuasion 

 

Ethical principles can be defined as right and responsible action.  Philosophical, 

theoretical, ethical frameworks and established moral codes provide us with guides to 

minimise harmful consequences. And while Axup, Johnson and many others mention 

their concern about the ethical challenges presented by new computing developments, I 

am concerned that the reliance on ‘the axioms of [post modern] individualism’ (which 

can induce the sense of doubt and uncertainty about ethical rectitude) leads us, through 

logical extension of relativism’s fundamental premises, towards Nihilism: a nihilism 

which necessarily includes the rejection of moral principles and embraces the extreme 

scepticism that nothing in the world has a real and objective existence, it is all subjective. 

Post-modernism’s subjective individualism was popular, easy to digest rhetoric, but a 

study of ethical and moral principles and emergent human rights can take us beyond the 

nihilistic entrapment of subjective individualism (see Chapter four).  Fogg’s book, while 

touching on ethical issues, leaves room for further consideration: we are still left with the 

huge philosophical question, is computer-mediated persuasion ethical?   

 

Is it ethical to intend to change a person’s attitude, belief or behaviour?  It is ethical only 

if they are aware of the intention from the outset of their participation with the program. 

Anything that occludes this function is a form of manipulation which in turn can lead to 

coercion and be associated with propaganda and information that seeks to thwart and 
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distort individual autonomy and even sound reasoning.  This is based on the natural right 

theory that if human’s have one fundamental inalienable right, it is their right to freedom 

(Hart 1984), specifically freedom of choice. Such freedom allows us to resolve, 

individually and collectively (through insights gleaned from others), cognitive dissonance 

and helps create personal autonomy. 

 

Persuasion that operates without the user being aware of the programmers’ intent, it could 

be argued, might be ethical if the change in attitude, behaviour or belief is motivated 

from the perspective of wisdom, benevolence and genuine care for others.  But would not 

this sort of benevolent intent be better constructed and represented by the sound 

reasoning we know as advocacy or even education, where intent is exposed at the outset 

or revealed through simple inquiry about course content? Advocacy differs from 

propaganda in that it implores a right way, a better way of acting; education draws upon 

the body of truthful and established fact.  Exposure to both is cognitively enriching, and 

can result in attitude, belief and behavioural change, but both remain respectful of the 

individual’s own ability to synthesise the offerings provided by new information into a 

worldview that is meaningful for that individual.  If they do not, we decry the resultant 

impact as brainwashing. Convictions that arise from misinformation we call propaganda 

and such misinformation can result in prejudice, intolerance and stereotypical 

judgements.  Thus, we can distinguish the persuasion present in advocacy and 

educational endeavours from the persuasion efforts of brainwashing and propaganda 

because advocacy and education are respectful of primary moral criteria that can be 

missing from a simple exercise in the techniques of persuasion: justice (in the sense of 

respect for all persons), veracity in the sense of established fact and truth in the sense of 

personal honesty. These distinctions are important because we need to explore how to 

maximise the beneficial effects of our engagement with computerised, multi-media 

technology. 

 

My own conclusion is that an immediate ethical safeguard is required and this could be 

fulfilled if the purpose of the ‘persuasion’, the macrosuasion’s intent, was exposed at the 

beginning of one’s engagement with a program.  It would then be possible for the user to 

determine the program’s relevance and exercise their right to accept or reject its offering.  

This little hurdle has been overcome in the print media by the inclusion of the clause 

‘Advertisement only’ and similar clauses could be devised to inform the user of the 
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captological intent of the program or simulation.  This is the true purpose of ethical and 

philosophical enquiry: to devise appropriate guiding principles. 

 

5.7 Defining persuasion 

 

It is useful for an academic text, such as Fogg’s offering, to distinguish very clearly 

between persuasion and education (and self-education).  Education involves imparting 

established factual information and theory to its participants.  We do not call the sharing 

of this information ‘persuasion’. Self-directed enquiry is not persuasion.  Persuasion is 

associated with rhetoric, a singular perspective that might or might not be correct, which 

the disseminator wishes his audience to adopt as their own.  The techniques of rhetoric 

are the effective persuasive elements, some of which help to circumvent rational thinking. 

 

At the most primary level of involvement, if one turns on the machine one is choosing to 

interact, does not this preclude the machine from the domain of persuasion?  It is 

important to note that if we personally seek information to help expand our own 

worldview or achieve a pre-determined goal, then that does not constitute persuasion: we 

have chosen this course of action of our own volition.   Without having made this 

distinction, the lack of sound definition relating to what constitutes persuasion results in, 

I believe, incorrect categorisations and confusion.  

 

5.8 Conclusion 

 

Captology is an exciting concept.  It has seemed important to scrutinise captology in its 

formative stages to ensure that its future application will result in benefits to humanity.  It 

is possible that captology’s microsuasion principles could be harnessed to create 

interactive sites that serve to help humanity achieve the realisation of assuredly ethical 

concepts like the Falk’s (1971), extended by Atkinson (1990), ‘ecological imperative’: to 

become whole (in the old-English sense of a ‘hale’ human being), to create wholesome 

communities and to rehabilitate and restore ecosystems to their self-perpetuating and 

evolving state of continually enriched biodiversity. At this point in human history, the 

restoration of the biosphere requires a commitment that goes well beyond the reach of 

governments and non-government agencies and to paraphrase the words of Wilbur 

Schramm, the attributed founder of mass communication theory, ‘how fortuitous that in 
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our hour of greatest need we have the communication potential to help us tackle 

successfully the enormous challenges before us’. 
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Chapter six 
 

Building an Ethical Framework for Captology Through  

Lexicology and Philosophy 
Accepted for publication in persuasive edition of  

the Journal of Behaviour and Information Technology, 2007 

Abstract 

This paper will address two discipline-based ethical concerns: the need to respect 

established rules of nomenclature; and the need to clarify whether or not ethical 

persuasion by computers is possible. It establishes the need to differentiate captological 

objectives from manipulation and propaganda and provides an investigation of the 

ontology of ethics and several universal values. This philosophical discussion seeks to 

clarify the foundational premises upon which the emergent discipline of captology will be 

able to consolidate. In conclusion, four ethical safeguards are suggested to help guide 

captological applications.  These include the need to respect truth-telling; the need to 

inform the user of the designer’s intent; the need to peer review captological initiatives; 

and the need to establish a professional code of practice. 

6.1  Introduction 

Captology (Fogg 2003) is an acronym standing for ‘Computers as Persuasive 

Technology’.  Captology is an interesting and useful new word, one that it is possible to 

apply in relation to the emergent discipline of developing and applying the techniques of 

persuasion to capture and retain users’ participation in particular computer programs. As 

such, it has already provided programmers with significant design ideas. For example, the 

following lists present some of the techniques captological researchers have found useful 

causing behaviours, values and attitudes to be modified: 

Reduction: the simplification of a complex activity, making the end task easy to 

accomplish;  

Tunnelling: leading a user through a series of steps, but once you start you are committed 

to every twist and turn and give up a certain level of self-determination;  

Tailoring: producing information relevant to the user’s needs, to their educational level 

and applying information gathered on previous visits; 

Suggestion: ‘intervening at the right time’, noting personal dispositions and appropriate 

environmental conditions;  
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Self-monitoring:  ‘allows people to monitor themselves’, noting and recording progress 

towards a particular goal; 

Surveillance: ‘allows one party to monitor the behaviour of another party’; overt and 

covert; 

Conditioning: positive and negative reinforcement, i.e. the principles of operant 

conditioning to change behaviours (adapted from Fogg 2003) 

Fogg’s (2006) more recent research results suggested that the six most powerful 

techniques are:  

Social acceptance and our desire to avoid the pain of rejection; 

Threat of immediate punishment, found to be more powerful than actual 

punishment;  

Instant rewards, designed to cause delight and satisfaction;  

Simplicity, minimising frustration and reducing the barriers to achieve a 

particular goal;  

Fun, ‘when we are having fun, time flies’. Fogg (pers. Comm..2006) noted ‘By 

"fun" I mean having the sense that your competency is increasing: …efficacy 

may be better word’; 

Finally, the nagging computer, that which persists and urges us to do that 

which is required, and unlike a human being, the computer does not become 

worn out by providing constant reminders.  

However, its definition by way of an acronym, ‘computers as persuasive technology’ 

raises two discipline-based ethical concerns. The first is the need to respect established 

rules of nomenclature; the second, the need to clarify whether or not ethical persuasion 

by computers is possible. By thoroughly examining these two considerations it is possible 

to suggest a definition for captology that differs from the initial acronym and a new 

design framework or ‘manifesto’ (Donovan 2005 pers. comm.) that could ensure 

captological endeavours make a positive contribution to our well-being, our 

communities’ well being and the replenishment and restoration of the biosphere’s 

capacity to support diverse life. 

6.2  Principles of Nomenclature 

There are philosophical rules guiding the development of new definitions, particularly the 

connotative definitions required by sophisticated logic.  Logic becomes sophisticated 
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when it removes itself from the reality of directly verifiable experience and enters the 

domains of anticipating consequences and the deduction of information. Werkmeister 

(1948) provides a sound introduction to these principles.  In his terms, ‘the most frequent 

cause of intellectual confusion is the unanalysed and, therefore, uncritical employment of 

words’.   He identifies five rules in traditional logic governing the creation of new words 

and their definitions. In essence they relate to the new words having unique and univocal 

meanings, that is, having one proper meaning, not several; that the new words be 

unambiguous, clear and definite; they must be expressed in precise and fact-based 

language; they should be understood readily; and they should be expressed in positive 

terms: what is, rather than what is not. The specific rules are listed as follows: 

• A definition must state a sufficient number of essential characteristics (such as 

attributes, relations, conditions, and the like) so that through them the term to be defined 

is univocally or unambiguously related to the intended referent.  

• A definition must not employ terms which are synonyms of the term to be defined.  

• A definition must not be expressed in ambiguous or figurative language.  

• A definition must be so formulated that its meaning is within the grasp of those to 

whom it is addressed.  

• A definition should be given in positive terms unless the general context 

positively determines a limited number of alternatives through the negation of which the 

meaning of the term can be definitely identified (Werkmeister 1948, p170). 

Werkmeister describes  real, or in today’s parlance, ‘grounded’ (Charmaz 2000) 

definitions as those which ‘provide or constitute an analysis of the essential nature of the 

referent’.  Captology is a connotative word: the meaning of connotative words are 

derived with reference to other concepts and referent descriptions. Connotative 

definitions have ‘an increasing degree of abstraction’ but to be acceptably ‘grounded’ 

they must be able to be returned, through accurate definitions, to their derivation from the 

realm of demonstrable experience. If we are unable to trace the new word’s evolution 

through all of the concepts used to establish the new term and back to that which is 

grounded in ‘demonstrable’ truth and therefore able to be described as objective, we have 

created a nonsensical term.  The logic behind the ‘formulae for definitions’ acknowledges 

a very simple truth: that our shared knowledge of the world is built upon our descriptions 

of the world and if our descriptions are wrong or false, then our knowledge will be wrong 

or false. 
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6.3  Lexicographical examination of captology 

Captology’s purpose is to examine how best to design programs ‘to persuade’ people ‘to 

change their attitudes, values or behaviours’ (Irving Janis in Fogg 2003) but if we 

investigate its connotative derivation we find some of the rules governing lexicographical 

nomenclature have been contravened.  This does not necessarily mean that captology is 

wrong, rather, it reflects the seminal nature of the field and highlights the need for the 

foundational concepts to be more carefully aligned with precise thought.  This problem 

has been investigated in detail elsewhere (Atkinson 2006a) but some of the transgressions 

of lexicographical principles require close definitional scrutiny to eliminate ambiguity 

and to avoid captology becoming a synonym for manipulation or propaganda.  This form 

of enquiry and consequent submission for academic scrutiny is needed to help establish 

whether ethical persuasion is possible. 

 

The first objection stems from the fact that computers are not subjects, they are objects 

and of their own volition cannot persuade.  That this error happened relates to the 

tendency many information technology writers have adopted: anthropomorphising their 

machines. Although Orr’s (1996) ethnography is said to be supportive of one of Latour’s 

(in Orr p 105) arguments - that machines prescribe human behaviour and so have ‘social 

presence’ – however, Orr’s considered view, buried well within his text, is that ‘machines 

represent the intent of their designers and so are an extension of human interaction with 

humans’.  Computers do not persuade: they are the medium through which their 

designers’ intent can be conveyed (Atkinson 2006a). 

 

The acronym is also problematic because the idea of captology relies on a loose, not 

‘unambiguous’, application of the word ‘persuasion’.  Fogg notes that ‘persuasion’ has 

been variously defined, but he settled for it being the attempt ‘to change values, 

behaviours and attitudes’.  But this same definition, by way of its objective, can be 

similarly used for manipulation, propaganda and connivance. To avoid this ambiguity 

and establish a ‘univocal’ meaning, one that would enable the practice to be  worthy of 

inclusion as a bona fide, socially-responsible field of academic enquiry, captological 

objectives need to be established, extending and aligning the idea of captological 

persuasion to something that will allow captology to conform with a more academically 

de rigueur definition. This differentiation from manipulation and propaganda is made 

easier if we examine the objective intent of the manipulator and the propagandist and 

delve into understanding the important role professional ethics can contribute to help 

extend the ideas embraced by captological persuasion. 
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6.4  Examining and defining propaganda and persuasion with reference to ethics 

It is, at this stage, quite possible to conclude that captology is a singularly manipulative 

endeavour.  Reduction, tunnelling and social acceptance are strongly reminiscent of 

‘bifurcations’, ‘association’, ‘simplification’ through ‘glittering generalities’, ‘band-

wagoning’ and ‘identification’: some of the propaganda devices identified by 

Werkmeister (1948, p84).  They are described here in more detail: 

• Name calling and the use of invectives (denounces persons and causes by the use 

of derogatory adjectives and verbs which carry emotionally negative overtones). 

• Glittering generalities: appeals to the person’s idealism; to his love, religion, 

patriotism, generosity, to his sense of justice, pride, hope courage and the like…he 

employs ‘purr’ words. 

• Tabloid thinking employs hasty generalisations ‘you can’t change human 

nature’, ‘once a disrupter, always a disrupter’, …they fit in with man’s tendency to 

simplify, such generalisations are, as a rule, widely accepted before the propagandist 

uses them and they possess the suggestiveness of ‘a priori truths’. 

• Testimonials - but without reference to an authority who legitimately has 

competence, authenticity, verifiability and trustworthiness. 

• Bifurcation: it is the division of persons, things, ideas, groups, parties or 

countries into two mutually exclusive groups which are for or against us, leaving no 

room for intermediate groups, positions, attitudes or points of view:  The … is a 

destroyer or a creator.  If you want this…, on the other hand if you believe this,  this will 

happen.  

• Association: the attempt to establish a connection, a psychological association 

between the idea he presents and some object, person, party, cause, or idea which people 

respect, revere or cherish or which they fear condemn or repudiate…then transfer their 

attitude from the ‘thing’ or idea’ to the cause person or idea he wants them to cherish. 

• Identification: Identifying with the persons addressed, to ‘become one of the 

boys’ to win their confidence…I’m just one of you! Be wary and sceptical. 

• Band Wagon “Everybody is doing it!  All over the country!  An irresistible tide! 

Eighty percent of the people believe Lalor to be right! It is an appeal to the emotions 

rather than reason: an attempt to influence a person’s behaviour by suggestion rather 

than rational persuasion. 

• Card Stacking:  This is one of the most vicious of all propaganda devices, for it 

depends upon distortions, exaggerations, false evidence, forgeries, lies, misstatements of 

fact, and deception of all kinds. Sham and Hypocrisy characterise its devotees.   
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(Exposed by checking ‘to see if the information is ‘consistent’, whether the evidence is 

relevant to the point’. 

Close examination of propaganda reveals that the propagandist has one over-arching 

objective: to fulfil a self-interested purpose, one not necessarily beneficial to others.  

Essentially, propaganda is information which manipulates, ‘conditions’ or even lulls 

people into acting in a particular way, or, accepting what the propagandist desires.  It is 

information designed to disempower the public and empower the propagator of the 

information or misinformation.  It also ‘deliberately attempts to influence, persuade, and 

convince people to act in a way they would not otherwise act’ (McGarry 1967). 

Propaganda differs from education and advocacy because it provides a distortion of truth.  

It is biased, partial and lop-sided and can even include downright lies (see Huxley 1967; 

Atkinson 1990). 

To be credible and ethical, the definition of captology must remove itself from the 

manipulation, coercion and connivance that has been associated with propaganda. 

Captology, as it stands, provides us with techniques of persuasion and no ethical basis 

upon which to apply them.  In a similar fashion, the idea of ‘design for engagement’ 

(Knight 2006), which is a less ambiguous term and potentially more appropriate 

contributor to a refined definition for captology as an independent discipline, also is 

without an ethical framework to support its application and so, like propaganda, could 

result in applications that are not necessarily of benefit to its users.  In part this problem 

could be solved by deciding that captology’s persuasive efforts should be linked to 

‘human well-being’ (IJsseleteijn, de Kort et al. 2006), but without a thorough 

lexicological examination of the foundational premises of ‘ethical’ persuasion, we are 

still left with the difficulty of not being able to confidently defend our choice of what 

constitutes ‘well-being’. Ethics relate to right and responsible behaviour, so ethical 

persuasion must be assured that its aim conforms to our notions of what is ‘right’ which 

in turn requires us to be confident that we can establish objective ‘rights and wrongs’ and 

have a good understanding of what constitutes responsible behaviour. Philosophically, 

this question actually asks, can we have confidence in the ‘objective’ existence of 

definitive ethical and moral principles?  

6.5  The ontology of ethics 

Unlike an adherent to post-modernist theory - someone who would espouse that all ethics 

are relative and all truth, subjective, (Buchanan 2003); something we see epitomised by 

the consequent philosophy of laissez-faire individualism promulgated by Eighteen 

Century economist and philosopher Adam Smith and enshrined more recently in works 
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like Situational Ethics (Fletcher 1966) - I would argue that we can have confidence that 

definitive values and ethical principles exist and are worthy of upholding. They are 

ontologically derived from universal values such as ‘the primal sacredness of life, truth-

telling and non-violence’ (after Christians and Traber 1997).  These universal values can 

be empirically ‘grounded’(Glasser and Strauss, 1967, in Charmaz 2000) by returning 

from normative ontology to the established facts found at the base of their 

epistemological roots (essentially an exercise in lexicographical tracing).  In this way the 

worthiness of their endorsement can be established. For example: Anything less than 

regarding life as sacred contradicts its meaning: without life we have nothing. This 

philosophical stance establishes our entitlement to make collective and individual value 

judgements and to confidently assert that some actions are wrong and others are right.  

 

The blatant, some would say dogmatic, confronting and challenging ‘black and white’ 

position of this argument (called Legalism in philosophical terms) abates when one 

acknowledges that at any point in time, collectively and individually, our understandings 

of the world we find ourselves in are always partial, not inaccurate, but reflecting ‘the 

unfolding potentials’ Bookchin (1987) describes, and ‘meontic norms: the purely not yet’ 

(Pasquali 1997): we are not omniscient. Thus we have the concept of the human ‘tree of 

knowledge’ an ever-growing, expanding, dynamic body of thought which continually 

‘sprouts’ new ideas and explanations and sees others die because further observation and 

reflection show those ideas to be inadequate or fallacious.   Philosophically this position 

could be described as a combination of the positivists’ and the constructivists’ stances. 

 

That our ethical positions, those principles that guide our behaviour, even our morals 

(which are the established cultural rules for the pronouncement of conventional rights or 

wrongs, Haynes, 2006 pers. comm.), can be empirically ‘grounded’ means that they can 

be supported by reams of veracious, verifiable, solid ‘objective’ or factual evidence. This 

evidence enables us, for example, to advocate:  good nutrition for expectant mothers to 

produce healthy infants; that smoking is damaging to health; to teach our student teachers 

to recognise the role enjoyment plays in aiding learning and conversely how fear and 

intimidation can occlude comprehension; how cardio-vascular exercise aids overall 

fitness and such fitness helps prevent cardio-vascular diseases; we find evidence for the 

emotional and cognitive impairment caused by emotional and physical abuse, such as the 

abuse of the rapist, the paedophile, and so we can confidently pronounce these sort of 

activities as WRONG.   
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6.5.1  The role of subjectivity in establishing ethical principles 

A person’s subjective experiences reasoning and rationalisations, truthfully expressed and 

communicated accurately through language which has evolved with collectively 

determined, unambiguous meanings, are the foundations of collective wisdom and 

knowledge. When establishing truth is impaired or subjective processes are distorted by 

reflex damage or emotional states that result in cognitive confusion, or thwarted by 

misinformation that, in turn, limits our ability to apply logic and make accurate 

predictions and deductions, or the expression of truth is thwarted by fear and coercion, I 

think we are entitled to conclude cautiously that the cause of the distortion, distress or 

impairment is our guide to what is harmful and therefore undesirable.  I would like to 

suggest that it is our individual emotional states that provide the best and most 

fundamental guide for us to make this assessment of rightness or wrongness and 

establishing attendant values. By asking or noting whether a particular situation makes us 

happy or results in oppression and confusion, we can make a value judgement about its 

appropriateness.  Are we energised or depressed?  Are we made angry or are we uplifted?  

The state of our emotions is a marvellous index of our social and personal health. 

Happiness, contentment, self-satisfaction are the states of mind that contagiously energise 

and inspire us all and provide a marvellous guide to enabling us to value the 

circumstances that facilitate their manifestation. The recognition of such emotional states 

in turn leads us to value certain actions, behaviours, attitudes.  The identification of these 

‘valuable’ actions, behaviours and attitudes gradually and inevitably emerge from a 

communal, socially-committed consideration and communication; the idea of 

‘constructivism’ is useful here.  They will emerge over generations, because it may take a 

lifetime or more to understand the consequences of particular experiences.  Our ethical 

principles, those ideals which endorse all that we have determined to be right and 

responsible, evolve from these fundamentally subjective, but communally acknowledged, 

values.  It is possible to trace universal values such as respect for truth, personal 

responsibility and social response-ability as life-enhancing, back to their grounding in the 

subjective realm of experience. 

6.5.2 Balancing subjectivity with collective good 

In the emergence of the principles that we collectively value to guide our behaviours, 

(our ethics) and then enshrine as right conduct (our morals) and even institutionalise in 

our laws and bills of rights, there will be some slight juggling and juxtapositioning of 

collective well-being versus individual autonomy, but social and cultural values 

appropriate to the wisdom of the day, respectful of all persons concerned, gradually 
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emerge because the collective is made up of its constituents. The autonomous, creative, 

free-thinking individual is undoubtedly the most productive, and possibly the most 

responsive, state of the human condition. However, because ‘no man is an island entire 

of itself’ and our actions impede upon the well-being of others, this individually-free 

‘state’ requires moderating through social accountability. The ideal is to achieve a 

balance, for the collective (our society and culture) should nurture individual well-being, 

just as individual well-being helps to establish what is collectively good. Thus, the notion 

of espousing the free and autonomous individual is a goal that requires tempering by 

Bentham’s principle of Utilitarianism, the Greatest Commandment, ‘love one another’ or 

the Golden Rule’s injunction: ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you’, 

principles which help to build a more sophisticated bridge than utilitarianism alone is 

able to provide from blatant and self-interested individualism to collective responsibility.  

A more comprehensive form of social accountability is possible when we absorb 

Bonhoeffer’s idea of responsibility being implicitly tied to our ‘response - ability’ 

(Bonhoeffer 1927, 1996 English edition). If we do not receive genuine, sincere and 

truthful information, the only valuable sort, from others, if we inflict fear and pain on 

others, we lose their trust.  Without trust, empathy and intimate communication are 

impossible and the essential process of being able to convert subjective experience 

through mutually agreed definitions into more objective realms of knowledge is distorted 

or thwarted, hence, this is why non-violence is a foundational and universal value. Truth 

and truth-telling, together with the sacredness of life, have been nominated as other 

‘universal values’ (Christians and Traber 1997). 

 

Truth-telling, is a stand alone critical quality, implicitly tied to shared understandings and 

the development of unambiguous language.  The foundation of all our objective facts is 

dependent upon the truthful account of our subjective observations, experiences and 

thoughts.  Put very simply, the bridge from the subjective realm of experience to that 

which we regard communally as ‘objective’ is through veracity: truth-telling. 

 

Propaganda is regarded as unethical because it contravenes two foundational ethical 

principles: the propagandist has no mandate to be ‘truthful’; and, in exercising 

propaganda, the ideal of social responsibility, being concerned with the well-being of its 

users (creating the condition of being response-able), can be overridden by self-interest. 

To differentiate persuasion from propaganda, we need to define persuasion with reference 

to values that will ensure our design profferings respect truth, will result in individual and 

collective responsibility and will be life enhancing. 
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In our need to facilitate the ‘autonomous individual’ another foundational ethical value 

evolves: the need to respect our free wills. Mackie (1978) and Hart (1984) (in Waldron 

1984) both nominate that if there is one natural or fundamental human right it is the right 

to liberty, to be free, to ‘take as central the right of persons to progressively choose how 

they shall live’. This can also be described in the sense of the right to the freedom to 

establish personal autonomy. This freedom of thought, culminating in freedom of 

responsible expression, is critical for all humans to eliminate contradictions, reduce 

cognitive dissonance and resolve or make whole our gestalts. Cognitive dissonance 

results from an inability to comprehend the information we receive from the world; it can 

also result from the implanting ideas that have not evolved from the conscious exercise of 

our free will (thus be able to be blended into our own unique and comprehensive 

worldviews). The need to facilitate personal autonomy and personal integrity provide us 

with a fundamental ethical premise: for captological endeavours to conform with 

established wisdom, the designer’s intention for their program must be revealed to their 

user from the onset of their participation. If knowledgeable about the outcome intended, 

the user is then able to decide upon its relevance to his or her life and choose to engage or 

disengage. Persuasion not respectful of personal autonomy is manipulation, and not 

ethical. If we apply the ethical requirement of respecting a person’s ability to be 

autonomous and inform the user of the program’s intent from the outset of their 

engagement, then this actually means that the user can choose to open their minds to the 

program’s content. Fogg’s macrosuasion and microsuasion are useful new words: 

Macrosuasion relates to the overall objective of the program and its capacity to 

‘persuade’ us to engage; and microsuasion relates to the techniques that help the user to 

remain engaged with the program and open to the program’s objectives. 

6.6  Distinguishing between persuasion, advocacy and education 

When we choose to participate, the captology program users are ‘in the driver’s seat’ and 

not merely passive recipients of another’s controlling attempts. Participation in the 

program then becomes a mind-opening exercise and such persuasion is reminiscent of 

advocacy, even boarders on the aims of traditional education. Here the distinctions in 

definition relate once more to the objective of the designer.  The advocate does not 

necessarily seek to change values, behaviours and attitudes: the advocate seeks to 

represent a cause effectively. Ethical advocacy represents a cause that has been 

established as right and responsible. 
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Is advocacy ethical?  I think there is a role for advocacy to quickly communicate 

established or new truths, perhaps those truths associated with the world-changing 

paradigms of what Kuhn has called ‘scientific revolutions’ (Kuhn 1968).  I can think of 

several examples.  The 2000 year-old concept of forgiveness is hugely civilising, but one 

we have not mastered globally in our human family because it is incredibly demanding: it 

asks of us to override, through cognitive rationalisation, our more immediate, ‘natural’ 

emotional responses such as retaliation, fright induced anger and the inclination to ‘fight’. 

This self-mastery is possible if the individual develops an appreciation of the futility of 

cyclical vendettas. Captological efforts could be usefully employed in sharing the 

wisdom of the reasoning that results in accelerating the adoption of this type of 

sophisticated thought.  Democracy is another more recent, still-evolving concept that tries 

to elevate our socio/cultural existence from ‘might is right’ to a position that recognises 

the individual worth of all humans, women and children, in particular.  As an 

institutionalised concept ‘democracy’ continues to evolve, moving from majority rule 

towards the creation of legalised infrastructures that provide greater expression of, and 

tolerance for, individual differences. If persuasion is intertwined with the dissemination 

of new, ‘right’ ideas, correct in the sense that they reflect more ethically-comprehensive 

and truthful understandings of our world, the persuasion attempts become advocacy.  If 

what is advocated is adopted, the designer will have been persuasive.   

 

Advocacy is able to be ethically differentiated from propaganda if it is engaged with 

representing what we regard as truthful and beneficial, and in this sense, it resembles, but 

differs from traditional education endeavours. Our educational academies seek to impart 

our civilisations’ pinnacle truths to each new generation. They do not advocate particular 

causes, rather their established disciplines record and demonstrate the evolution of the 

thought process, with past mistakes and aberrations often included in the discourse, 

leading to ‘state-of-the-art’ thinking and its application in new techniques and new 

technology. If the logic behind the discipline’s development is immutable there is no 

sense of disquiet or dissonance.  If the thought process is incomplete, or contradictions 

surface, or the paradigm fails to provide a comprehensive explanation for all the facts 

known, anomalies emerge and the anomalies create the preconditions for new 

explanations to be devised and the generation of new ideas: the preconditions for a 

scientific revolution and the redirection of research efforts (Kuhn 1968).  Via a traditional 

education, that which is enshrined in our ‘hegemonic’ institutions, the recipients are 

enabled to apply their discipline’s culminated thought to meet the challenge confronting 

all of us, individually and socially: ‘the art of living well’. That which we teach as fact in 

institutionalised educational arenas is largely cemented by the processes of academia and 
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these processes include critical appraisal by peers to scrutinise contributions to 

knowledge for veracity and logic and paying rigorous attention to accurately defining 

concepts and hence, new words and their applications.  

6.7  Conclusion 

The considered opinion advocated here is that for ethical reasons, captology needs to be 

motivated by the objective furthering the well-being of its recipients, individually and 

collectively, and so several ethical safeguards have emerged from this investigation and 

the plenary discussions at the ethical session held at the Eindhoven Persuasive06 

conference:  

• The need to respect the truth (as we know it) and uphold values that are 

individually responsible, and collectively response-able, and life-enhancing; 

• The need to share the design intent with the user before their engagement with 

the program commences;  

• The need to peer review captological initiatives and this can be achieved by 

marrying captological efforts with institutionalized educational endeavours  

• The need to establish a professional code of practice to oversee the 

implementation of macrosuasion initiatives and the microsuasion techniques applied 

(Beatty 2006 pers. comm.).  

 

Given all of these considerations, the emergent techniques of persuasion, particularly the 

microsuasion techniques (which are now manifesting in publication under the conceptual 

umbrella of  ‘design for engagement’ (Knight 2006)) potentially provide us with a suite 

of tools and techniques to aid the goals of effective communication and thus, accordingly, 

have the potential to elevate our lives. By intertwining captological endeavours with the 

aims of traditional educationalists we can satisfy several ethical-safeguard requirements.  

We can have confidence that the aim of the persuasion effort will conform to what is 

socially and institutionally accepted as ‘right and responsible’ courses of action and by 

doing so we will have provided an established avenue for peer-review scrutiny to guide 

captological developments.  What has not been discussed and needs further attention is 

that the notion of ‘well-being’ can be comprehensively expanded by attending to our 

place in, and our influence upon, the biosphere (Capra 1982); and this can be achieved by 

the incorporation of the ecological imperative into the defining rationale underpinning the 

emerging discipline of captology. 
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Chapter seven 

An Applied Design Manifesto to Guide Captology 

Accepted for presentation at the Persuasion07 conference at Stanford, to be published in a volume 
of Springer, LNCS (lecture notes in computer science) also forwarded by the Persuasion07 

editorial committee to the Journal of Behaviour and Information Technology for publication in a 
special persuasion edition. 

 
 

Abstract:   Captology’s persuasion techniques can be described as seeking to enhance user-

engagement with programs designed to further well-being. These can be applied in an 

ethically enriched fashion by adopting an extension of the principles embodied by the 

ecological imperative.  This imperative may serve to define the parameters of a code of 

practice for the emergent discipline’s macrosuasion and microsuasion principles: its 

extension embraces individual well-being, the well-being of our communities and the 

imperative to replenish the life-supporting functions of the biosphere. 

 

Keywords: Captology, ethics, ecological sustainability, the ecological imperative 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Captology seeks to develop and refine techniques to help instil new values, attitudes and 

behaviours in its program users (after Fogg 2003). My preference is for extending the 

definition of captology beyond computer-mediated persuasion (Atkinson 2006a) to include 

that its application be guided by more particular ethical considerations.  The idea of 

captology being ‘persuasion for well-being’ (IJsseleteijn, de Kort et al. 2006) very closely 

satisfies this requirement for adherence to ethical principles, but the idea of ‘well-being’ 

can be more comprehensively extended by the idea of the ecological imperative (Atkinson 

and Van Der Sommen 2006). 

    Captological persuasion harnesses, among many other new ‘microsuasion’ techniques 

such as simulation and social-acting (the creation of a artificial, social presence through the 

application of human-like features (Fogg 2003, p90)), the techniques of the rhetorician and 

involves a specific intent from another person to ‘induce in others a belief or action’ 

(Nilsen 1958).  When a change in attitude, belief or values manifests, we can be said to 

have been persuaded, therefore, the concept of persuasion necessarily encompasses a new 

idea, one outside the user’s personal schema of the world and it is possibly something 

which, of his or her own volition, would not be a natural progression of thought or course-
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of-action, or as Dr Hardy (Pers. comm. 2008)  has pointed out, ‘it could involve an old idea 

which the user has not accepted before but which he/she is persuaded to accept later’.  This 

being so, we need to ensure that the new, or newly accepted, idea is one that will provide a 

benefit to the program user, and, preferably, also result in the utilitarian ideal of collective 

good (Bentham and Mills in Rosenstand 1994; Wikipedia 2006) being served. These 

considerations embrace the domain of ethics and their incorporation into the discipline’s 

discourse will enable a philosophically more sophisticated definition: this is needed to 

differentiate captology from manipulation and legitimise captological influence. Respect 

for ethical principles incorporates high-order conceptual thinking.  These principles are 

‘higher’ because they are enriched by values and as such provide a governing function to 

our activities: we will abandon or adopt certain positions because of our ethical perspective. 

The value-laden position will inevitably be a more sophisticated position to adopt because 

it is more accurately able to encompass all of our intellectual endeavours and, in particular, 

our emotional well-being. 

7.2  Ethical captology 

Several particular ethical safeguards have been recommended (in the ethics presentation 

and plenary discussion at Eindhoven, 2006) to help consolidate captology as a bona fide, 

ethical, academic endeavour:  

• The need to respect the truth (as we know it) and uphold values that are 

individually responsible, and collectively response-able, and life-enhancing; 

• The need to share the design intent with the user before their engagement with the 

program commences;  

• The need to peer review captological initiatives and this can be achieved by 

marrying captological efforts with institutionalised educational endeavours  

• The need to establish a professional code of practice to oversee the implementation 

of macrosuasion initiatives and the microsuasion techniques applied (Beatty 2006 pers. 

comm.). 

    However, the ethical safeguards developed to date still ignore the co-relational place of 

humans in the biosphere (Capra 1982; Boyden 1990; Boyden 1992). The crisis in the 

biosphere has created an imperative for all of humanity to adopt ecologically-sustainable 

ways of living.  This imperative obliges us not to ignore the opportunity to harness global 

communication mediums to attempt to facilitate the required transition to ecological 

sustainability expeditiously.  It may be possible to suggest another framework for 

captological design’s applications that goes beyond ‘well-being’: one that ethically extends 

the original ‘functional triad’ of microsuasion techniques proposed by Fogg (2003) and 
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acknowledges our global  need to live in an ecologically-sustainable fashion. In so doing 

we begin to move away from the realm of consolidating the foundational definition of 

captology (see Chapter five) into defining more carefully its potential applications which, 

in turn, allows for the commencement of discussion for developing a professional code of 

practice (Beatty 2006). The ecological imperative could provide such a code of practice 

with the value-laden, intellectually-rich governing function we can confidently assert as 

‘right and responsible’ (see Chapter four and  six). 

7.3  The ecological imperative 

The ecological imperative might be best incorporated into the emergent discipline of 

captology by adopting it as an applied ‘design manifesto’1. The term ‘ecological 

imperative’ was first used by Falk (1971), then Boyden (1990), to describe the ecological 

crisis in terms of a command for action.  But what action?  If we extend the notion of the 

imperative as a command to something more specific than the need to change (and we can 

do so mindful that ecology is the study of the ‘whole’), we can use the imperative as a 

guide to help the ‘whole’ - in the sense of ‘wholesomeness’ - manifest in three dimensions: 

in the personal, the socio-cultural collective and in our interactions with the ‘situated’ 

physical environment.  All of these objectives are interrelated and interdependent. 

Responsible, response-able (after Bonhoeffer 1927, 1996 English edition) people are 

required to enable the exercise of the wise stewardship and replenishment of the biosphere 

demanded by the ecological imperative’s injunction to live harmoniously and sustainably 

within the planet’s life-supporting parameters. This is only possible through co-operation 

that extends beyond our individual and socio-cultural perimeters to that which becomes 

cross-cultural and global in nature. Thus we can more fully describe the ecological 

imperative and aspire towards aims such as: 

1.     whole, healthy, fulfilled humans, in the olde English sense of the word hale; 

                                                 
1 This appealing term was applied by Donovan when he proffered the following guide for computer program 

designers: I believe that studying and respecting the movements of skilled people is important for designing 

computer interfaces that are a better fit for their work practice.  Rather than designing with an emphasis on 

cognition and thinking, I believe that the designers of computer interfaces should embrace a wider range of 

people’s bodily abilities.  I regard the design process as a central concern in improving the design of 

interactive systems and I work from a core principle that the people for whom I design must be engaged as co-

investigators and co-designers Donovan, J. (2006). My Manifesto. Brisbane, University of Queensland, 

pig@itee.uq.edu.au. 
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2.   nurturing wholesome communities – those which facilitate the emergence of hale, 

hearty, productive humans; and, 

3.      facilitating life-enhancing wholly-functioning ecosystems, those which support 

greater diversity emerging and the recreation of  complex biomass through replenishment 

efforts. 

Each of these categories provide almost infinite opportunities for ethical captological 

design. For example, the first category could have guided the design of the following, 

inspired captological developments: Improving Medication Adherence with Personal 

Digital Assistants (Sterns and Mayhorn 2006); Break the Habit! Designing an e-Therapy 

Intervention Using a Virtual Coach in Aid of Smoking Cessation (Grollerman, van Dijk et 

al. 2006); and, The Persuasive Mirror (Andres del Valle and Opalach 2006).  The 

revolutionary insights gained by behavioural therapists during the last century could also 

find captological expression and provide new routes for individuals to achieve genuine 

personal growth through enhanced understanding of ourselves. 

The second category, fostering the emergence of ‘wholesome communities’ could include 

innovations like the development of mobile navigation systems to facilitate shopping and 

tourist route-finding (Bidwell, Axup et al. 2005); Persuasive appliances: Goal Priming and 

Behavioural response to Product-Integrated Energy Feedback (McCalley, Kaiser et al. 

2006); Anti-Litter Bins: Persuasion through Non-interactive Design (Kaars, Wijermans et 

al. 2006); and virtual coaching as described in (IJsseleteijn, de Kort et al. 2006).  

Opportunities for creating a real sense of community in alien urban environments and 

isolated rural patches through Neighbourhood Watch programs, community news ventures 

and community art projects are just some of the networking opportunities that are already at 

work, helping to build happier and more prosperous communities. 

A particular challenge within the parameters of seeking to nurture wholesome societies 

relates to creating programs designed to engage users in the elimination of the prejudices 

which thwart us individually and communally from achieving peace, economic prosperity 

and ecological sustainability.  Understanding the concept of forgiveness; consolidating 

democratic accountability; understanding the causes and effects of domestic violence and in 

doing so, sowing the seeds for its elimination; and interactive programs teaching conflict 

resolution skills, taking us beyond theory into rehearsing practical applications of the 

ideals, dispelling nuclear myths; all of these program opportunities could strengthen our 

ability to engage more effectively and bring greater harmony to our conflict-riddled world. 
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The third category, which pursues the replenishment of the life-sustaining capacity of the 

biosphere, is slightly more difficult to envisage because this is truly a global challenge.  But 

the Club of Rome’s injunction to ‘think globally and act locally’ holds promise for 

providing web-users with meritorious initiatives. This category could include developments 

like applying functional urban landscaping principles to create ‘an interactive internet site 

designed to assist the public, and authorities, to select appropriate species with particular 

functions for specific site locations’ for the massive forestation efforts now required to help 

reverse carbon dioxide build-up (Atkinson and Van Der Sommen 2006). The creation of 

life-sustaining environments can also be aided by captological initiatives like Cueing 

Common Ecological Behaviours to increase Environmental Attitudes (Cornelissen, 

Pandelaere et al. 2006); we could devise informative sites for teaching how to reuse ‘grey-

water’ in drought –affected regions; we could share successful community ventures that 

have resulted in reversing aridity and reclaiming desert landscapes using drip-irrigation 

techniques. 

The realisation of the ecological imperative can be further assisted by extending the lay-

person’s understanding of what can constitute the fundamental premises of ecological 

sustainability. In this endeavour we have been aided by Elkington’s 1998 idea of the ‘triple 

bottom-line’ (Elkington 1998; Wikipedia 2006) which asks social planners, engineers and 

economists to consider the impact their decisions will have ‘economically, environmentally 

and socially’. However, the crisis we face encompasses two other critical concerns that 

should also underpin corporate and civil infrastructural planning decisions: the need to 

conserve and use energy efficiently; and the need to preserve biodiversity and replenish 

biomass.  These two considerations acknowledge the role the indiscriminate use of fossil-

fuels for transport and power have played in polluting our atmosphere, which when coupled 

with the destruction (50 percent) and degradation (30 percent) of the world’s forests (WRI 

2000) make it critical for non-polluting energy infrastructure (nuclear power facilities that 

recycle what is today thought of as ‘nuclear waste’ for the generation of more power) to be 

developed in conjunction with concurrent massive reforestation and afforestation efforts. It 

is absolutely critical that our generation apply these combined considerations to help 

reverse carbon dioxide atmospheric pollution.  Energy efficiency considerations will 

provide the route to economical, sustainable infrastructure and we must opportunistically 

look for where and how we can use shrubs and trees to generate wealth and restore bio-

productivity. Extending the idea of the ‘triple bottom-line’ to a ‘quintuplet’ of principles 

including energy-efficiency and the restoration of complex biomass,  (Atkinson and Van 

Der Sommen 2006) is a concept able to assist in this endeavour (these principles are 

discussed more fulsomely in the following Section three). 
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7.4   Conclusion 

Thus an applied captological design manifesto, or code of practice, could read: ‘guided by 

the ecological imperative captology seeks, through computer-mediated persuasion, to 

encourage users to adopt ‘new’ attitudes, behaviours and values to assist humans to 

become ‘whole’ in the sense of being ‘hale’ and healthy; to facilitate and nurture 

wholesome communities; and to support ecosystem integrity through the preservation and 

enrichment of biodiversity and biomass and the creation of wholly-functioning, energy-

efficient, life-enhancing, not life-stifling, environments’. The individual, communal and 

ecological challenges provided by this sort of manifesto are all encompassing and 

captology’s macrosuasion and microsuasion efforts, like those being designed for effective 

user-engagement (Knight 2006),  promise to provide new, rich dimensions to aid all of our 

educational endeavours to facilitate their realisation. 

 
 



 

 
Section three 
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Chapter eight 

Workshops 

 
Academics must be entrepreneurial, enterprising and independent in the 

pursuit of knowledge.  Ideally this knowledge will serve the highest 

purposes – enhancing individual and social enlightenment, self-awareness 

and understanding (Fetterman, 1989, 122). 

 

The goal of the workshops was to attend creatively to addressing the very specific need to 

find an alternative to the private transport sector’s dependence on fossil-fuels. The 

workshops were particularly designed to provide us with the sure knowledge of what we 

can constructively do to achieve this important sustainability goal, thus they addressed at 

their heart one of the two particular impediments scientists have thought significantly 

impeded progress towards the creation of a sustainable world (Dovers 2005) ‘not 

knowing what to do’.   The other impediment, ‘lack of political will’, was intended to be 

countered by the candidate’s intention to share results with and harness the expertise of 

policy-makers and politicians to implement them.  The workshops, it was hoped, would 

provide us with the knowledge of ‘what to do’.  

 

8.1 Generative ethnographic techniques applied 

 

The workshops used a number of ideational, generative techniques.  These included the 

application of the Global Management Approach (Mendenhall, Ricks et al. 1995; 

Gannon 1997) brainstorming and the construction of a hypothetical, but plausible 

futuristic scenario developed with reference to the role of inspiration as described in 

‘Story for Sustainability’ (Eckstein 2003; Eckstein and Throgmorton 2003; 

Throgmorton 2005).  The resultant research strategy epitomises the bricolage sought by 

‘the seventh moment’ qualitative ethnographies (Denzin and Lincoln 2000).  To serve 

this end, it applied the techniques of the bricoleur (various problem-solving methods) 

to produce a bricolage, the matrix of ideas, to help accelerate our transition to an 

ecologically-sustainable world.  

 

 An invitation was issued in the form of a ‘story’ to the most ‘car-minded’ and 

‘alternative vehicle’ knowledgeable people then available in the Northern Territory 

capital city.  The scenario to be addressed in the workshop was incorporated into the 

invitation.  This was necessary, not only to explain what we were to do, but to help 
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participants begin the mental preparation exercise necessary for the most efficient 

generation of ideas (BPR Tools 1997).  The first workshop was well-attended with an 

engineer, an alternative energy car inventor, a power-supply specialist and two 

automotive industry representatives contributing their expertise. The story, a) and the 

scenario, b) are reproduced here for the reader’s edification. 

 

a) The use of ‘story' to recruit workshop attendance 

 

You are one of the people chosen to help devise the strategy to accelerate our 

transition to ecologically-sustainable private transport in the Northern Territory.  

You will become a member of the first, People Deliberately Pioneering 

Sustainable Change in the Territory, team. 

Why?  The answer is easiest to describe in a story. 

Once upon a time, a young woman studied ecology and the more she learnt, the 

more she knew that some of our ways of living were really harmful to life. It was 

predicted in her youth that wars would happen to secure access and control of 

rare resources, petroleum in particular.  But she thought it would not come to that 

because no-one wins a war, not the victor and not the vanquished: the horror of 

the atrocities and carnage indelibly scar the minds of all who are involved, and 

those scars and psychological wounds to minds and hearts influence and hurt 

people for generations that follow.  She planted lots of trees and helped others to 

do so too.   

The woman reached her middle years believing that planting trees and forests was 

a very important thing to do, but one sad day her beloved country went to war 

against another country. And then, soon after, went to war against another.   

Australians were involved in the wars which killed people in Afghanistan and Iraq, 

people who included innocent women and children. They died with all around 

them the dreadful fear and screaming carnage associated with midnight bombing 

raids. She knew that for her, such an experience would be mind-numbingly 

terrifying and she wondered if it were possible to recover from such horror.  Most 

probably it was not. 

In the woman’s way of understanding the world, the fighting was very largely 

about trying to protect access to oil and petroleum. The wars were also about 

international politics and global power asserted by us, the powerful and fossil-

fuel-dependent people, to protect our interests and indeed our livelihoods.   It is 

terrifying to think that suddenly there would be no more fuel, for then there would 

be no transport, no travel, no plastics, no more food and very bad times would 

happen, almost immediately. She thought the wars were also about disciplining 

people who dared to assert independence from the western world and who might 
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have practised terrorist methods in our midst.  The wars were also intended to 

quell and quash people who used barbarous and despotic methods to subjugate 

their own people.  The wars were also about making money from the manufacture 

of armaments in the United States. 

But she also knew that these wars, which have created real enmity between the 

Middle East and the West, were preventable.  Education, cultural exchanges and 

generous support to demonstrate and indeed build alternative systems can help 

remove despotic regimes, but only removing ourselves from fossil-fuel dependence 

could remove the other causes of these recent wars.  

So that is what we are going to do.  We here in the Northern Territory of Australia 

are going to pioneer and hasten to accelerate the transition from fossil-fuel 

dependent private transport to that which is more ecologically sustainable; a 

change to allow our humanity and compassion and love of life to flourish.  At the 

same time, we will endeavour to discover and provide opportunities to create an 

even more enterprising economy, one that generates full-employment, so all 

Australians can have confidence in their futures.  Our example will be followed by 

the rest of Australia, and we will be in a position of strength to then help our 

neighbours in Indonesia and New Guinea to do the same.  We may even be able to 

share some of our initiatives with the people of Afghanistan and Iraq and help 

them to experience more compassion and love of life than they have hitherto 

known in their associations with people from the Western world. 

 
b) Workshop one task setting through the use of ‘scenario’ 
 

This is a future scenario we may face: 
 
Stable climatic thresholds have been so severely disrupted by the clearing of 

forests and addition of carbon into the atmosphere worldwide that more than two 

thirds of the world’s food production is jeopardised.  Hottest and coldest 

temperatures on record are killing whole plant communities and exacerbating the 

extinction of life forms globally; famine is affecting every continent on Earth. 

Droughts, floods, freak storms have destroyed the global surplus of food – there is 

nothing to export and nothing for international famine relief.  Two-thirds of 

Australia is now experiencing their tenth consecutive year of drought and several 

river systems, including the Darling, the Murray and the Snowy have been 

declared in danger of total death: the last of their billabong’s have dried and the 

platypuses and fish survive only in sanctuaries. 

Australian’s have asked the scientific community for their advice to help begin the 

process of nation-wide ecological replenishment.  One of their recommendations 

is for the nation to replant her forests.   

But even as we read this story, the World has suddenly gone to war over securing 

access to scarce fossil fuel reserves. There are no longer any avenues and 
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opportunities for importing petroleum products.  Australia’s independent supply of 

petroleum will supply 10 percent of the nations needs for the next ten years only.  

It is not an economic, nor an energy-wise, option to extract fuel from the 

remaining oil-shale reserves.  A nation-wide State-of-Emergency has been 

declared. The Government has asked the Australian people to help preserve 

Australia’s remaining oil reserves for defence and agricultural production only.  

This requires each region, state and territory to immediately commence the 

transition to more sustainable private and public transport.   

You have been invited to this workshop because your peers have nominated you.  

Collectively, we will be deciding specifically what technical courses of action are 

now required, however,  the final deliberations of the workshop will invite you to 

assume that you are the sole person entrusted to make these decision on behalf of 

the people of the Northern Territory.  You will be asked to document in writing 

your choices and responses to the following questions which will be considered as 

an anonymous vote.   

Please be advised that funding is not a problem, the Federal Government has 

decided to borrow from the future prosperity that will be generated by the new 

infrastructure and associated economic activity associated with the transition to 

sustainability. 

 

8.2 Workshop Tasks 

 

In the actual workshops, the very direct old-fashioned, Descartian scientific approach was 

used: breaking the problem into component parts, as listed below. Then, through the more 

modern idea of ‘brainstorming’, we generated all the options we could think of in 

association with the composite problem and recorded ideas, positive and negative, in 

relation to the options for implementation.  A confidentiality clause pertained to all 
contributions made, it read: “personal details will not be linked to any contributions 

made.” Other ethical guidelines were followed as required by the National Health and 

Medical Research Council in its Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving 

Humans, 1999. For example a Plain Language Statement was constructed so that that the 

purpose of the research was readily understood and transparent (see Appendix one). All 

contributions were accepted and recorded. Eventually the results were also distributed to 

participants for their edification and any further comments. 
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8.2.1 Specific tasks assigned to the first workshop 

 

1. To choose what sustainable energy resources could be harnessed for the City of  

 Darwin; 

2. To choose supplementary public transport to network and involve the commuting  

 public to their places of work, shopping and recreation; 

3. What conversion options do you decide for existing vehicles? 

4. What requirements will there be for technical training to convert existing  

 vehicles? 

5. How shall we dispose of redundant vehicles? 

6. What vehicles do you advocate for personal transport? 

7. Can we manufacture new vehicles and/or component parts here? 

8. What requirements will there be for technical training re’ maintenance of the 

 new fleet?  

9. Are there opportunities for Australian patents and export? 

10. What taxation and excise incentives can be created to minimise import costs?  

 

For each of the decisions made to the questions above we will also consider impediments 

and how to overcome them. 

 

A. What impediments do you immediately foresee in relation to each of these chosen 

options. 

B. What do we need to do to overcome the impediments? 

 

8.3  Summation of the ideational generative workshop’s findings 

 

The results of the first workshop produced an amalgam of ideas, not all useful.  The 

really useful results emerged from assessing the preliminary findings in a second 

workshop with an engineer and experienced consultant, Brian Forester.   

 

Although twelve people were invited to the second workshop (including all of those who 

participated in the first workshop) to analyse and assess the results of the brainstorming 

and only one showed, how very fortunate for the study that the person who came was in 

the business of planning infrastructure developments and faces the reality of having to 

make the company’s decisions cost-effective every day. The poor attendance suggested 
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that, for the invitees, their current work was a higher priority than attending this particular 

workshop.  Also a respondez s’il vous plais was not issued with the workshop invitations 

and this was an organisational oversight.  The poor attendance is indicative of a primary 

hazard associated with trying to form a group of unrelated and unconnected people then 

co-opt them, without financial incentive, to deal with a difficult problem.  This resulted in 

a change of the project as outlined in the candidate’s initial application to the University 

Ethics Committee: to cancel a proposed third workshop with a combined group of policy-

makers and politicians.  It was thought that it would be more profitable to present the 

recommendations made so far, in person, and discuss what these specialist public policy 

practitioners see as immediate impediments and opportunities. 

 

Fortunately, while only one person attended the second workshop with me, quality made 

up for quantity.  This involvement with a third party, not privy to the original 

brainstorming, was a slight departure from the usual brainstorming technique of 

continuing to work with the same group of individuals.  It enabled another person’s 

expert knowledge to be applied to help sift the valuable ideas from those which were 

either not possible or which would simply compound the problem.   For example, Mr 

Forester’s contribution resulted in the sure knowledge that the use of then widely 

advocated as feasible alternatives, bio-fuels, bi-fuels and ethanol, would result in 

increased carbon dioxide emissions.  The logical conclusion required us then to nominate 

electric batteries and hydrogen gas as the more suitable, non-polluting sources of 

transport power.  The question of how to accelerate our transition to ecological 

sustainability then became, how does one generate the power to charge electric battery 

vehicles and produce hydrogen efficiently without burning fossil fuels, as is the present 

case? This question presumed that hydrogen gas storage problems will soon be overcome 

through the production of polymers able to be produced from the complex carbon 

molecules found in fossil-fuels (DOE 2004; Cote 2005; Kroposki 2005).  We concluded 

that nuclear power may have to be an option to take seriously.  This conclusion was 

further reinforced by discussions with Dr Mitroy who pointed out that bio-fuels use 

valuable agricultural land and hence deprive us of valuable food production 

opportunities.  The candidate then commenced a study of nuclear energy, ably assisted 

with invitations to attend pertinent conferences by Dr Clarence Hardy, who was then 

(1986) serving as the Secretary of the Australian Nuclear Association.  This study and 

subsequent conference attendance resulted in the candidate’s confident and certain 

advocacy of nuclear energy as an essential precursor to the creation of an ecologically-

sustainable private transport fleet.  Apart from hydro-electricity, no other power source 

will efficiently produce the reliable, high-grade energy needed to supply the grid to 
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enable batteries to be recharged and the production of hydrogen through the electrolysis 

of water. The deliberations that resulted from the second workshop are reproduced in the 

following chapter. 
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Chapter nine 
 

Workshop findings 
 

 

9.1  The correspondence used to distribute the workshop findings 

 

Below are the considered results from generative workshops to establish an ecologically 

sustainable direction for private transport, refined with the help of the Director of 

Acer/Forester Consulting Engineers and President of the Northern Territory Branch of 

Engineers Australia, Brian Forester.  They are reproduced in the form sent to policy 

decision makers.  The discussion paper was headed with the following ideal, which it was 

hoped would inspire:  No dream of getting from here to there, a far-off, beautiful place, is 

impossible. It is the implementation of good ideas that makes wonderful change a 

certainty. 

 

9.1.1 Letter to policy makers 

Dear …., 

The following is some background information for you in relation to my 

research project at the university.  For my PhD I was given the task of 

developing a communication strategy to help accelerate the transition to 

ecological sustainability, and to tackle the private transport sector in 

particular. 

I was asked by my supervisors to develop a hypothesis for testing: that is a 

proposition with a measurable outcome.  I said that we in the Northern 

Territory could become the first state in Australia to have an ecologically-

sustainable private transport sector and in so doing we would inspire the 

rest of Australia.  The measure of the success of this proposal would be that 

it became our reality within ten years, sooner if possible.   

I am providing you [in this instance, the Lord Mayor] with this background 

because concurrent with the need to leave fossil-fuel supported private 

transport in our wake, we will need to up-grade our city’s cycling facilities 

and improve public transport. 

I believe you should be informed that in the course of investigating this 

idea it has become apparent that we will be wise to develop a nuclear 

reactor to produce electricity in the Territory.  This will be an even more 
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contentious issue and I believe it wise to share with you the results of my 

enquiry to date. 

Several factors have influenced the decision to advocate nuclear electricity:   

 

1. The undoubted increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide (see C Keeling’s 

work) and concurrent effect it has on global climate: hotter hots, colder 

colds, drier dries and more intense storm activity.   

2. Fifty percent of the carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere in Europe 

are from private transport. The ratio is probably similar, if not higher, in 

Australia because 38 percent of emissions come from our coal-fired power 

stations (www.greencarcongress.com/2005/04/duke, 21.11.05). 

3. When carbon dioxide accrued from the burning of fossil fuels is combined 

with the depletion of the world’s forests (and we have lost or severely 

degraded 80% of the world’s forests, UN World Resources Index) we may be 

creating a situation where the supply of free oxygen is in peril.  Rising 

carbon dioxide means falling oxygen.  No oxygen = no human life. 

4. Depletion of world’s forests accelerates desertification. Deserts are 

characterised by extremely hot and extremely cold temperatures.  Forests 

ameliorate climatic extremes, they have a cooling effect and create stable 

climatic parameters.  The shade they create and the moisture they retain 

means that it is cooler in Summer and warmer in Winter. 

5. Any move to counter carbon dioxide build up will only be effective if 

concurrent replacement of biomass happens.  The Commoner Principle 

(Atkinson, 1990) stresses that 33 percent of the land’s surface should be 

strategically replanted to maximise macro climatic effect and generate 

sustainable wealth.  The minimum dedicated to wildlife and biodiversity 

protection should be 10 percent of land’s surface area. 

6. It is not ecologically sensible to invest in ethanol and natural gas as 

transition fuels. Ethanol and natural gas fuel use still result in carbon 

dioxide emissions. 

7. Ethanol production takes food out of people’s mouths.  Its production 

prevents us from using agricultural land for food production and other land 

for the re-establishment of biomass. 

8. Plentiful natural gas is forecast to last ten years.  It is not a good transition 

fuel because we will still be faced with the need to develop a sustainable fleet 

in ten-years time. Natural gas is more useful to us in the production of 

plastics and synthetics. 
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9. Electric/solar, battery-operated vehicles, able to be charged at home from 

the grid and from power generated in situ, are a sustainable alternative for 

private transport.  The public transport sector fuels are likely to be hydrogen 

gas-powered buses and trains and electric funiculi. We are not far away 

from designing and implementing the technology. For example: a five ounce 

canister of hydrogen can provide 100 miles of power for an ENV motor cycle 

(Journal Sentinel, JS online, 21.11.05).  Some scientists say that hydrogen 

fuel cells will drive the cars, but that depends on how the electricity to 

produce the hydrogen is generated.  If it comes from coal, it is not 

ecologically sustainable, nor is it a wise use of our remaining fossil fuels – 

generations to come will require them for synthetics and plastics. 

10. A new industry of Australian-made electric/solar vehicles could be 

developed to generate new economic activity and future wealth for Australia.  

11. Heavy and long-distance haulage, air and sea transport needs can 

be met by hydrogen. Again new industry and manufacturing initiatives 

should be designed for wealth-generation. 

12. Hydrogen technology gives us hydrogen fuel cells and hydrogen 

gas. 

13. Hydrogen gas will be more practical than liquid hydrogen which is 

volatile and very difficult to store at the required sub-zero temperature and 

almost impossible to transport any decent amount safely. 

14. Remaining fossil fuels (including Australian coal reserves and 

natural gas) and bio-fuels can be used to produce the rigid, light weight 

polymers that will enable hydrogen gas to be stored (nanotechwire 

21.11.05). 

15. To create hydrogen gas we need a reliable supply of clean 

electricity and water.  Hydrogen made from fossil fuels, bio-fuels or methane 

gas results in carbon dioxide emissions. 

16. The Territory, on the doorstep of Darwin, has one of Australia’s 

most reliable supplies of water and plentiful uranium.  It is logical to 

advocate that we build a nuclear reactor here to supply Darwin’s future 

electric car fleet and to produce hydrogen for the rest of Australia to use. 

The rail transport could be used for this purpose.  A spin-off would be 

surplus electricity for air-conditioning and industry: component car-part 

manufacturing, hydrogen gas transport infrastructure, high-quality steel 

production, etcetera. 
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17. The facility should be a fourth generation facility: i.e. a reactor 

that is able to reprocess the plutonium continuously in situ.  This minimises 

both the waste to be disposed and the possibility of plutonium being used for 

nuclear weapons. Generation iv reactors are also characterised by passive 

safety features which use natural features such as gravity, high, temperature 

resistant materials and natural convection, rather than mechanical devices 

for ensuring the plant operates safely. Dr Clarence Hardy, from the 

Australian Nuclear Association, is familiar with fourth generation reactors, 

and recommends the following:  
I believe the nearest advanced reactor to commercialisation and a useful 

size and cost for Australia would be the South African PBMR which could 

be multiplied over a few years. We could not build it ourselves and would 

have to licence it from South Africa.  It would be no more difficult to build 

here(presume he means the surrounding infrastructure) than the $300M new 

research reactor at Lucas Heights, and 80% of the cost is in the civil 

engineering which we can do.  (Hardy, pers. com. 18.11.05) 

18. The facility should be government-owned and protected by our 

military for security. Government-owned to generate revenue for the 

Australian public purse and to replace revenue forfeited from the fossil fuel 

tax.   

19. Protecting the complex/s would provide a wonderful training 

opportunity for new Australian Defence Force recruits to become familiar 

with military discipline. 

20. Workers on the project should have an apprenticed team beside 

them so that following completion, two teams would be able to construct new 

facilities.  Similarly, each of these construction sites should have workers 

apprenticed to learn how to do the job, then, following construction, four 

new facilities could be developed.  In this way we could accelerate the 

transition to sustainability by having trained, competent workers to build the 

necessary reactors for all Australian cities.  

21. For a cost similar to the proposed five new coal-fired power 

stations, Australia could retain the use of her coal for essential plastics, 

synthetics and light-weight polymers and could have clean, sustainable 

energy produced from uranium. 

22. Carbon sequestration technology, to help make power stations 

ecologically sustainable, is perhaps twenty-years away from practical 

implementation (ANA, 2005). 
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23. The generation IV reactors prolong the life of existing uranium 

deposits by a factor of five, extending the life of know resources to at least 

500 years.  More discoveries of high-grade uranium are likely and uranium 

can be extracted from sea water in a desalinisation plant (Hardy, ANA, 

2005). 

24. It is sensible for Australia to re-develop competence in nuclear 

technology.  All of our neighbours are doing so.  To remain informed helps 

us to be alert and technologically prepared to counter any security risk.  

Ignorance and relinquishing first-hand knowledge of this most sophisticated 

technology is in fact a security risk for this nation. 

25. The non-proliferation allows plutonium to be used in present and 

future reactors for peaceful purposes by Non-Proliferation Treaty (NTP) 

signatories.  It is the safest means of disposal yet devised and the other nasty 

irradiated elements are looking like being interred in synthetic rock or 

recombined and incinerated for safe disposal in the not too distant future 

(Griffith, ANA conference, 2005). 

 

The ideas presented here are only small part of the rationale for a generation 

four nuclear reactor for the Northern Territory.  I hope that you can use this 

information wisely (if any of it is indeed new to you) and I may be able to 

help develop a strategy for dispelling fear – or at least help to implement 

existing strategies as the finishing touches to my PhD. 

It would be wonderful if the Northern Territory could lead Australia in 

creating a sustainable private transport sector!  I think the time is right.  

People need to be inspired that they can do something constructive about 

these horrendous global problems. 

Most importantly, concurrent with the turn-over to electric/solar vehicles, is 

the need to plant the Territory to maximise biomass.  This means trees, 

shrubs, vines and complex, trophic-layered forests.  Aim for 33 percent of the 

land surface area. 

 

Trees bring wealth: they lock-up Carbon and they help cool-down hot 

climates.  Think of volatile oils, scented barks like cinnamon, seeds like 

nutmeg, flowers for florists and perfumes, timber for cabinet wood, housing, 

laminating, fencing, honey production and so forth.  Strategic planting 

creates wealth for future generations and I think that we who live so well 

today could easily do something terrific for the children to come by 
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strategically, judiciously planting more trees. Giving all the land back to 

Aboriginal people might lock-up this opportunity, but equally, this purpose 

might serve to create employment for all Aboriginal people, especially the 80 

percent of them who are unemployed in the Territory.  Harness their love of 

the land: create employment to gather and grow the seeds, and then more 

employment to plant the seedlings and tend to their establishment.  

Supplementing a pension might be a very inexpensive way to do this. 

If the plantings are funded by the public purse, then the resource created 

becomes a community resource, for the good of all Australians. 

There now, food for thought. 

I look forward to having a chat with you about some of these ideas soon … 

Kind Regards from Bernardine Atkinson. 

 

9.2  Dissemination of workshop findings 

 

To accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability required that the workshop 

recommendations be distributed as effectively and as influentially as possible.   

 
9.3  Discussion of Findings 

 

In discussion with Mr Forester, more factors relating to harnessing public support to 

accelerate the transition to energy-efficient, sustainable private transport emerged beyond 

‘lack of political will’ or lack of leadership and the conundrum ‘people don’t know what 

to do’, were identified. It was thought that any persuasive communication strategy needs 

to consider and debunk fallacious thought associated with the following ideas: 

These included:  

• people not being aware of the need to change – ostrich’s or emu’s head-in-the- 

  sand mentality; 

• people not being interested, some simply do not care; 

• people not understanding the ecological imperative for change; 

• the technology we want is not yet fully developed; 

• existing infrastructure creates huge resistance to change; 

• attracting finance to develop the new infrastructure, parking, complimentary  

 public transport infrastructure may be problematic; 

• people will object to and resist any reduction in their quality of life (such as  

 slowing down, no access to air transport), they have grown accustomed to  
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 convenience; 

• no formal committee organised to advocate and organise the transition; 

• the nuclear power alternative (possibly the cheapest, cleanest and most efficient 

solution) is a ‘fear-laden’ concept and a program to dispel fear is required. 

 

Mr Forester’s professional experience led him to suggest that if one could identify a few 

things that could be done simply, the concept of accelerating the transition to a 

sustainable private transport sector could begin. This was good advice and so the 

semblance of a communication strategy began to emerge as a result of our considerations 

of the alternative solutions generated from the first workshop.  The candidate chose to 

concentrate on nuclear power advocacy, for the single most surprising unexpected and 

significant primary result emerging from the workshop and further deliberations was the 

need to advocate that Australia adopt nuclear power-generation as soon as possible.  This 

was needed as the logical precursor to being able to create an ecologically-sustainable 

private transport fleet based on battery-operated electric cars and hydrogen-gas powered 

vehicles.  Nuclear power was not then on the Australian political agenda, indeed it was 

seen as a particularly nasty, no-vote-winning policy by many political incumbents, 

Federally and locally.  However, the logic supporting this decision was immutable and 

provided the candidate with the confidence to begin nuclear advocacy work amongst 

political and social decision-makers. It became important to understand the perceived 

objections to nuclear power and then enlightening to discover that most of these were 

based on outmoded information and unrealistic fears (see, for example, a refutation of 

information provided by Engineers Australia 2006, Appendix two).  This discovery 

meant that appropriate information could eventually dispel the sources of public angst 

and antipathy towards a nuclear-power future.   

 

Further analysis and an assessment of the implications of nuclear power advocacy led to 

an evaluation of the appropriateness of the popular ‘triple bottom line’ conceptual device 

to aid real sustainability being achieved.   This conceptual aid requires decision makers to 

consider ‘social, economic and environmental’ considerations in their policy 

deliberations. When the concept was applied to help determine a sustainable private 

transport fleet, the confident advocacy of nuclear energy did not emerge. Nuclear became 

the logical alternative only when energy efficiency considerations and carbon 

sequestration through bio-diverse biomass plantings on a massive scale were also 

recognised as essential components of any policy seeking to practically advance the cause 

of ecological sustainability.  This position of advocating nuclear power adoption 

concurrent with global reforestation initiatives is substantiated by referring to the work of 
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Charles Keeling, whose research monitored closely the build-up of atmospheric carbon 

dioxide over a forty-year period. 

 

Table 9.1 The Keeling Curve 

 

 
 

The above oscillating curve clearly illustrates the consistent effects of the annual spring and summer growth 

to be expected in the deciduous forests of the Northern Hempisphere, coupled, of course, with crop 

production.  It provides this researcher with the confidence to advocate that massive reforestation efforts 

globally will reverse the build-up of atmospheric carbon dioxide.  Ascertaining and quantifying this exactly 

necessitates further scrutiny, but to the botanist, it makes eminent sense to suggest that photosynthesis in 

spring and summer is responsible for the regular annual oscillation. The graph (Harrison 2003) is copyright 

owned by NASA and is reproduced in this academic work without permission, assuming the courtesy of 

academic convention applying to university students’ scholastic discourse.  The vertical axis is parts per 

million, carbon dioxide. 

 

 

Charles Keeling’s  precise measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide from 1958 to 

1997 show a 15.2% increase in the mean annual concentration, with an annual variation 

from high in winter to lower in summer (Harrison 2003; Cdiac 2005; SCIO 2005).  The 

variations give us hope that re-foresting the world has the potential to significantly 

recapture carbon dioxide, there is a huge amount of carbon captured during the Summer  

in the deciduous boreal forests, but the Keeling Curve’s almost exponential nature of 

growth is alarming. The transiting private transport fleet in Europe alone is responsible 

for 50 percent of carbon dioxide emissions (EUROPA 2005),  and this is sufficient for us 
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to advocate that a  responsible public should be alerted to more viable, sustainable long 

term private transport options.  

 

The aim of helping to achieving ecological sustainability through new public transport 

initiatives requires that these two initiatives, non-atmospheric-polluting nuclear power 

and massive global reforestation, be realised as co-dependent elements of the objective.  

Nuclear power is required to provide the carbon dioxide emission-free electrical energy 

economically and sustainably while massive reforestation is required to bind the 

excessive and harmful carbon dioxide in botanical life, preferably by adopting the 

principles of sustainable forestry practices globally. Before being able to confidently 

advocate nuclear power and how to allay public fear the author then commenced work on 

the discussion paper, Dispelling Nuclear Myths and  introduced the idea of a ‘quintuple 

bottom  line’ conceptual device to the academic community (Atkinson and Van Der 

Sommen 2006).  The results of these deliberations are presented in the following 

Chapters ten, eleven and in the published paper, Chapter twelve. 
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Chapter ten 
 

Dispelling nuclear myths 
 
 

10.1  Rationale for the decision to advocate nuclear energy 

 

There is a qualitative dimension to advocating nuclear power for Australia, and that is 

that it is the ‘right’ thing to do. It is in making this determination, it was critical to be able 

to independently evaluate information with an open mind.  Independence requires 

familiarity with the science (or the time to develop this familiarity respected and not 

resented) without the possibility of being compromised by loyalty to an employer and 

ideally with encouragement for social good to be thought of as a worthy goal.  This is 

possible in academia where the independence required to assess the merits of the various 

arguments presented can be upheld.  While the legacy of post-modernism’s 

rationalisations does undermine the possibility of there being ‘authoritative sources’, I 

have tried to show in Chapter four, that this is fallacious thinking.  Post-modernism is 

happy with the idea that you are free to express your opinion, but that is all it is, an 

opinion. It is thinking that supports a position that discards as a worthwhile exercise 

making value judgements as to the correctness or fallaciousness of the opinion.  

‘Nuclear’, the word alone conjures fear.  Therefore it can trigger a very strong self-

interested emotional response in those not familiar with the science.  This emotional 

response prevents sensible discussion if it is considered to be as meritorious in value as 

an informed position, but I am confident that perhaps with appropriate name changes, 

like ‘nano-power generators’ instead of ‘nuclear power’, and with an educational effort 

that juxtaposes the fear-laden responses against evidence-supported facts, the public will 

become amenable to the sense of the proposition that Australia develop nuclear power.  

The process of education is a generational phenomenon and we do not have lots of time 

at our disposal. That this educational endeavour be prioritised is critical given that 

nuclear power will provide the energy and, for this nation, the wealth needed to help us 

become ecologically sustainable. Replenishing ecosystems on the scale required will be a 

hugely expensive undertaking. 

 

In this section Dispelling Nuclear Myths, I have attempted to dispassionately and fairly 

assess the merit of the very readily available and multiple sources of opposition to 

nuclear power generation by presenting information designed to reduce or eliminate the 

perceived and actual problems.  I have tried to do this by juxtaposing assumptions, 
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positions and claims next to current knowledge on the issues and it is my determination 

that the management and safety initiatives win the day: nuclear power can be managed 

safely.  The best sources on this specialised subject I found to be Keay and Cohen, 

supplemented by information provide by attending several Australian Nuclear 

Association conferences at the invitation of Dr Hardy, respected as Australia’s foremost 

nuclear scientist, who has served variously as the Association’s president and secretary. 

  

Nuclear power, carefully managed and judiciously and conservatively used, will free us 

from the need to burn coal and enable us all to have refrigerators, air conditioning, 

transport, and communication infrastructure.  It is the right thing to do because we now 

know how to manage the waste safely and the alternatives are either more harmful to the 

natural world, less able to provide support for essential industrial, communication and 

transport infrastructure or more wasteful of resources and energy.  Sound logic supports 

this decision and this section of the research deals with beginning to develop the pre-

requisite information needed to devise an effective communication strategy for public 

edification on this issue.   

 

There was a time in the history of nuclear energy development when it was right for 

politicians and journalists to be sceptical and cautious about nuclear energy, but that 

time-restricted position has been eclipsed by the meticulous work of nuclear scientists 

from all around the world.  Like all new technologies, we learn how to manage their 

potential through trial and error.   Exposure to petroleum is potentially lethal within a few 

hours, as was evidenced by the recent deaths of two young ‘petrol sniffing’ teenagers in 

the Northern Territory, 4th December 2005 (ABC News Online), who, while in the close 

confines of a shipping container, indulging in this behaviour, passed out and did not 

regain consciousness.  The spontaneous combustibility of petroleum also causes grievous 

bodily harm, not only through unsafe-handling, such as using the fuel near ‘live’ flames 

but through fires caused by the impact of vehicle collisions or roll-overs and there are 

more than 1,200,000 deaths every year from automobile accidents (Australia’s Uranium, 

2006).  Yet, we do not ban cars and petrol.  Collectively, we have grown accustomed to 

managing and minimising the hazards associated with fossil-fuels and we legislate and 

institute to teach how to avoid potential accidents so the technology is able to be used 

safely if proper precautions are taken.  Nuclear power is no different, it too can be used 

conservatively and cautiously and managed to minimise its potential for harm and 

maximise its potential for good.  
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Three significant considerations, besides the critical need to reduce carbon dioxide 

emissions through the use of fossil fuels and reserve what is left for future generations to 

use more wisely, persuaded this researcher to advocate nuclear power generation.  

 

The first consideration was that the advances in processing uranium and re-processing 

spent fuel rods have resulted in the life of the resource being prolonged by, hundreds, if 

not thousands of years (Cohen 1990; ANA 2005; Hardy 2006) which means that 

radioactive material suitable for sustaining the energy-generating nuclear chain-reaction, 

uranium 235 and plutonium 239, can be regarded as a sustainable, albeit incredibly 

precious, commodity. The second was the need for our civilisation to have reliable, high-

grade, energy for a) food production and storage; b) light and power generation; c) all 

forms of communication;  and, d) in the future, as revealed by the logical analysis of this 

project’s consequential-thinking workshops,  a reliable, high-grade source of energy for 

both private and public transportation needs.   The third consideration was recognising 

that foregoing any of these afore-mentioned essential commodities would result in a 

diminishment of all our civilisation has accomplished.  This latter consideration does not 

mean that we should not be conscious of our need to reduce energy consumption, but 

rather recognises that if someone we loved could be helped by the quick, convenient aid 

that is possible through modern communication, transport and sophisticated medical 

technology, and we abandoned these accomplished developments, ‘we would regard this 

as a diminishment of our quality of life’ (Brian Forester, pers. comm. 2005).   For these 

particular reasons nuclear power would seem to be the source of energy that will best 

enable our civilisation to continue to flourish.  Wisely and conservatively used, while it is 

not a ‘green’ technology itself, nuclear energy will enable us to become ‘green’ 

(Atkinson 2006d).  Conveying to the general public and policy-makers all the technical 

nuances behind this ‘advocacy’ position requires significant nuclear myth dispelling.  

 

10.2  Dispelling Nuclear Myths 

 

‘Mankind has not yet ever abandoned a new science or technology. Humanity’s task is to 

learn how to manage the opportunity provided by nuclear energy to minimise harm and 

maximise its potential for good’ (Phyllis Bryant, 1979, pers. comm.)1.   

 

                                                 
1 I remember this conversation clearly.  Miss Bryant, Governor Emeritus of Winifred West Schools 
recounted these comments several years before she died as being made to Prof Charles Birch who was 
seated next to her at a dinner. She said in response he turned his back on her and ignored her for the rest 
of the evening.  
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There is no doubt that nuclear power generation is potentially dangerous, but dangers are 

involved in the capture, rechannelling and application of all non-somatic energy, 

particularly petroleum, natural gas and coal.  Nuclear power production actually uses a 

very similar process to that of hydro-electricity generation and coal-fired electrical 

energy generation.  It harnesses the energy produced from the fission of uranium-235 (a 

natural, spontaneous ‘splitting’ of this slightly unstable form of the uranium atom’s mass 

which turns into a chain reaction of such breakdowns, releasing a great deal of energy, if 

the isotope uranium-235 is present in sufficiently concentrated amounts) to heat water, 

producing compressed steam to turn turbines and converts this resultant kinetic energy 

into electrical energy. This process is fundamentally the same in both hydro-electricity 

production - which captures as kinetic energy the gravitational energy associated with 

falling water to turn turbines - and in the burning of fossil fuels to produce heat which 

produces compressed steam to turn turbines to produce electricity.  The one significant 

difference in these processes being that the temperatures required to sustain the nuclear 

chain reaction are much higher and some of the by-products of the fission are radioactive 

isotopes which need careful management to ensure that their potential for medicinal 

purposes, or power-generation in the future, can be utilised and their potential for harm, 

contained.   

 

The challenge before us is to minimise and manage the danger and, unlike the general 

public’s often be-mystified and fearful response to nuclear energy problems, the 

engineering and scientific community regard such problems, in general, as not being 

insurmountable: they are the triggers for the refinement of theory and technology. This 

has been particularly the case in the nuclear power industry where: 

Every abnormal situation or incident, no matter how minor, is carefully studied  and 

analysed to determine the causes and draw conclusions for improving the equipment, for 

the design of future power plants, for the training of personnel, for the man/machine 

interface and for the safety of the plants’ (Comby 1994).  

Particularly since the Chernobyl accident (1986), (caused by archaic equipment and 

poorly trained on-site workers: an accident of this sort is simply not possible today 2) the 

                                                 
2 Chandler’s book (1998) provides a graphic description of the explosions and fire at Chernobyl and 
fairly accurately and correctly attributes the accident to ‘faulty reactor design, a series of human errors 
and a failure to follow prescribed safety regulations’.  However, it is worth noting: It is impossible for a 
power reactor to explode like a nuclear bomb.  The Chernobyl disaster was a steam explosion caused by 
an excursion of power under conditions the operators had not been warned about.  That ignited a 
chemical fire in the graphic moderator within the reactor core, causing widespread dispersal of the 
radioactivity.  The Chernobyl reactor had little protection for its highly radioactive core.  In the West, 
power reactors are required to have several layers of defence against the release of radioactivity: these 
include the use of refractory fuel - confined within stout cladding – in a core within a thick steel vessel – 
all contained within a reinforced concrete dome with walls of up to three metres thick. That is why only 
a trifling amount of radioactive gas escaped from the major core meltdown at Three Mile Island – 
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engineers and physicists investigating the use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes 

(power generation and medical/industrial isotope production) have concertedly refined 

their knowledge to the point where collectively their scholastic and professional 

communities are prepared to publicly advocate a nuclear and sustainable future for 

Australia, and, one would hope, her Pacific neighbours (ANA conferences, 2005, 2006). 

This confidence has grown from the wonderful safety achievements of the nuclear power 

industry, with no public harm attributable to such a facility since the co-operative, World 

Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) came into being in 1989.  WANO was 

established after the Chernobyl accident (1986).  The people instrumental in forming the 

organisation recognised that international co-operation was needed to ensure that such an 

accident could, and would, never happen again.  WANO is a not-for-profit organisation 

that works exclusively through an active, co-operative, international network to establish 

‘operational excellence’ in nuclear power plants.  They have achieved their excellent 

safety record through sharing operational, training and technical experience in peer-

development programs and peer-reviewed literature (WANO 2007).  

 

The requisite information to dispel nuclear mythology is largely found through becoming 

familiar with new innovations.  The innovations include: Australian Professor Ted 

Ringwood’s ‘synroc’ (synthetic rock) which precludes radioactive leaching and enables 

safe storage of ‘high level’ waste until that waste itself can be used to generate more 

electricity (Keay 2003; ANA 2005); the ability to use plutonium safely in generation-

four, mixed-oxide - and breeder-reactors and in so doing prolong the energy-generating 

life of the scarce resource (concentrated uranium ore) almost indefinitely (Cohen 1990; 

Keay 2003; ANA 2005); and in the highly, and strictly regulated, legally instituted, 

internationally enforced, management and engineering initiatives that have emerged to 

reduce and eliminate the chances of past problems and disasters reoccurring.  The 

communication of these sort of developments presents a classic challenge to science 

writers everywhere, for advocating nuclear-generated-electric-power encounters, and 

indeed epitomises, the resistance to new ideas so well described by Thomas Kuhn (1968), 

in his book The Nature of Scientific Revolutions.  It was Kuhn who observed that the 

speed of the transition to, nay, even the adoption of, a new worldview depends not only 

on its relevance and truth, but upon ‘how persuasively’ these new insights are presented. 

 

 
                                                                                                                                            

causing no casualties’ Keay, C. (2003). Nuclear Common Sense. P.O. Box 166, Waratah, NSW, 2298, 
The Enlightenment Press. 
 .   
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10.3 Sources of myth promulgation 

 

Developing a communication strategy to dispel nuclear myths and fears requires 

familiarity with the origins of the concerns being promulgated.  Five sources of 

influential nuclear mythology have been encountered in the course of this research 

project, and they provide a broad sample of the resistance typical to nuclear power.  

While it is not feasible to measure their actual influence, it is possible to analyse the 

substance of their opposition.  The sources were:  

i.  a widely-used secondary year ten general science text book (Chandler 1998); 

ii.  a local environment centre issuing ad hominem opposition;  

iii. the David Bradbury film, Blowin’ in the Wind, released in this capital city, 

Darwin, soon after the commencement of the distribution of this project’s workshop 

recommendations (March 2006);  

iv.  a draft discussion paper by a prominent professional association (Engineers 

Australia, in confidence); and 

v.  The media and national broadcaster, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. 

There are many similar concerns raised in each of these sources and as such they present 

the loci of misinformation from which to establish counter-points.  The counter-points are 

elaborated upon at length in the summation to this section (to avoid duplication) and they 

demonstrate that the ‘modern’ nuclear story is actually far safer than many would have us 

believe.  

 

i.  The Year Ten General Science book is an important source of misinformation for it 

will have had a formative influence in shaping the attitude of many school leavers, who 

may now be a significant part of the under-thirty voting population.   The concerns raised 

in the school-based textual material are all relevant but they are now largely historical 

having been superseded by more recent research and management initiatives. The small 

amount of misinformation that the book contained, amongst much useful foundational 

information, warrants a new edition being written for it has been the basis of general 

science in some of this state’s secondary schools for nearly a decade.   

 

The specific concerns associated with nuclear power generation, as outlined in the text 

were:  

a) thermal pollution;  

b) accidental overheating of the core;  

c) non-nuclear fires or explosions releasing radioactive material; 
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d) the supply of economic fuel for the reactor; 

e) the overall, comparative economics; 

f) hazards of radiation: genetic disruption and somatic effects; 

g) disposal of nuclear wastes; and 

h) political and strategic concerns  with nuclear technology. 

 

ii. The ad hominem opposition from a prominent environmental advocate and 

academic, highlighted how discussions about nuclear power can become volatile and 

emotionally-charged. Because this research led to the cautious advocacy of nuclear 

power, the author was rudely accused of ‘being in receipt of nuclear industry funding and 

falling for their propaganda’ all said in a rather heated fashion with hasty utterances of 

having read a great deal on the issue3.  The same accusing doctor was then not prepared 

to read the recommended, new information.  It was said that the information coming from 

the industry and nuclear physicists was ‘self-interested propaganda’ and the position 

adopted here, nuclear-power advocacy, was therefore not credible, and so the information 

I had to provide to counter objections was dismissed.  The conversation finished as an 

emotional ‘stand-off’ – quite a distressing, but revealing experience.  This scholar’s 

eventual response was to send to the association-proper a copy of the workshop 

recommendations for general consideration. 

 

Interestingly, Jacques Foos, in a foreword to Bruno Comby’s book Environmentalists for 

Nuclear Energy (1994), issues a particular and interesting challenge to the 

environmentalists who vehemently oppose nuclear energy.  

 

‘Scientists know that nuclear power is the least polluting energy source for the 

planet, at least when it is used in a proper way. … Nuclear energy opponents 

often hide behind their ignorance of physical phenomena and radioactivity in 

order to attract the largest possible number of followers, by means of heavy 

doses of pessimistic pronouncements concerning dangers that are real but 

often amplified and distorted.  In doing so, they do not serve the 

environmentalist cause that they believe they are defending.  … The many anti-

nuclear associations that believe themselves to be independent are not really 

so, because they live on their opposition to nuclear energy.  Their opinions are 

thus strongly influenced by financial necessity that requires them to take a 

                                                 
3 I have not been sponsored by anyone, except the Federal Government through the funding made available to 
this University and distributed as a rather inadequate post-graduate stipend which has always required 
supplementing with other employment to provide a living allowance.   
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partisan line to win ever more followers and therefore more financial support 

and greater political weight.  In fact, they themselves practice a lack of 

objectivity that they pretend to see in the nuclear industry’ (Foos in Comby 

1994, English edition, pp 29-30). 

 

Bernard Comby argues that the environmental lobby’s protests about nuclear power 

generation are completely misplaced.  He says that while nuclear power has been at the 

centre of the environmental debate for many years: 

 

‘the real environmental issues lie elsewhere: starvation, malnutrition, war, 

political unrest in third world countries, drugs, alcohol and cigarette 

addictions, destruction of tropical forests, chemical pollution of the 

environment, urban wastes, overpopulation … famine in poor countries, drug 

addiction’ (129-130) … The environmental debate on nuclear power … also 

serves as a scapegoat to avoid public debate of subjects that are of much 

greater concern for our health and the future of our society: smoking, 

alcoholism, the quality of our food, justice, education, the individual role of 

each person in society. … The real environmental revolution is to teach people 

… the fundamentals of a more positive lifestyle: how to eat better, sleep better, 

act positively, live in harmony with the people around us, respect the 

environment, work towards a better world, and educate our children properly.  

If such a positive approach to life were to become widespread, we would soon 

overcome the great scourges of our society – health problems, the growing 

deficit of state welfare, the tendency to depression, the general climate of 

morosity [moroseness] and pessimism, financial problems, the breaking-up of 

society and family, etc…  (131 – 132) 

 

iii. The David Bradbury, anti-nuclear film, Blowin’ in the Wind’.   While much 

of the film is historically accurate, and it is to be applauded in that it highlights many of 

the dangers which have manifest and still have the potential to manifest, the film also 

reveals and reinforces deep-seated prejudices about nuclear matters.  Some of the 

techniques of the propagandist (Werkmeister 1948) were cleverly employed to reinforce 

negative associations: pictures of deformed babies, horrifically desiccated, distorted, 

burnt bodies, nuclear arsenal, and reports of the death and the cancers associated with the 

testing of nuclear weapons on Australian soil in the 1950s and 1960s: all reinforcing 

previous truths, but not the whole truth, as we know it today.   
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It is true, the nuclear industry was an industry clouded in government secrecy.  There 

were accidents and deaths associated with atomic testing in Australia.  Intense radiation 

exposure does burn horrifically and cause cellular DNA to mutate.  Unnatural exposure to 

intense radiation can kill.  It is true that some of the ‘waste’ -  depleted uranium generated 

by the bulk of the world’s generation-one, -two, and -three power plants - has been 

incorporated into missile production for several decades and that  radioactive-clad ‘dirty’ 

bombs have been used against innocent people, notably the recent Iraq War (Pilger and 

Lowery 2000).  But this appalling use of contaminated material resulted from particularly 

immoral political decisions; wiser, more caring of all people, political decisions would 

have disallowed such harm to have happened.  It is also true that the mismanagement that 

resulted in the Chernobyl accident resulted in radioactive contamination of the 

surrounding environments and thyroid cancers in children who were not provided with 

potassium iodine tablets and sheltered indoors for several days until that particular danger 

could pass.  But Chernobyl also resulted in the formation of the World Association of 

Nuclear Operators, WANO, whose work to date has provided the world with no public 

harm from nuclear power facilities since its inception sixteen years ago (Hore-Lacy 2005; 

WANO 2007).  Bruno Comby actually now regards ‘the collective hysteria’ surrounding 

Chernobyl as ‘totally out of proportion to the gravity of the incident’.   

 

It is clear to everyone that another Chernobyl accident is totally unacceptable.   

In fact, it could have easily been avoided, in the design of the plant and in its 

operation especially on the night of the accident (Comby 1994, p34). 

 

Throughout the film in its entirety, no real distinction was made between the manufacture 

of nuclear armaments and the generation of nuclear power.  One cannot build a nuclear 

bomb through nuclear power generation processes.  But nuclear power has until now, 

almost inevitably been associated with nuclear war (read about this confusion in the 

campaigns to prevent uranium mining, see Australian Broadcasting Corporation 2005).  

In the eyes of the public, and similarly in this film, the ‘two’ were regarded as the ‘one’ 

nuclear problem.   But all facets of the potentially harmful misuse of nuclear power 

presented in the movie have been addressed by the world’s responsible scientific 

community who are intent on pursuing nuclear power for peaceful purposes through 

associations like the Australian Nuclear Association and independent university nuclear 

physics schools.  Industry, governments and the nuclear science community have learnt a 

great deal from all of the negative experiences associated with the development of 

nuclear technology.  This was evident in the presentations made at the ANA’s conference 

entitled The Facts on Nuclear Science, Uranium and Nuclear Power (ANA 2005), and 
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comprehensively aided by reviewing the work of Colin Keay and other authors (Keay 

2002; Keay 2003; Keay 2004; Keay 2005), Comby (1994), Cohen (1990), Price  (1990) 

and Bodansky (1996).   We now know how to avoid the harms so graphically portrayed 

in the movie happening in our handling, and applications, of radioactive materials. 

 

iv.     The Engineers Australia draft discussion paper, designed to elicit informed 

and up-to-date information from its membership, also made representations that 

perpetuated misinformation because it too has failed to take into account many recent 

developments.  However, such content enables the communicator (and no doubt the 

Association also) to identify further opportunities for the provision of accurate 

information to aid the construction of a communication strategy designed to help make 

nuclear energy more politically palatable and, eventually, to aid the education of the 

public at large.   For example, the uranium ore-body resource was said to be 

unsustainable because it will meet existing requirements for only fifty- to one-hundred 

years, but this was incorrect.  Utilising plutonium in mixed-oxide and breeder-reactors 

will prolong the life of the resource by at least a factor of five, so the known and 

quantified resource’s life can be expected to last at least 500 years, even thousands of 

years if the new generation of reactors are mixed oxide and ‘breeder’ reactors 4.  The 

draft also failed to mention the development of synthetic rock for enabling the safe 

storage of waste.  There was also a tendency to present both wind and coal power as 

viable, less costly alternatives to nuclear power, but this claim is simply not true, for 

cities especially, if resource and energy-efficiency principles are factored into the 

comparison.  

 

For the professional engineering community, the combined Engineers Australia and the 

Australian Nuclear Association’s 15th International Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference, 

Sydney October 2006, was able to provide state-of-the art information.  The conference 

theme, A Pacific Nuclear Future: Nuclear Science and Engineering for a Sustainable 

Society, provided a survey of the significant management achievements and future plans 

for nuclear engineering, science and technology in the Pacific region.  More than 200 

papers were presented and 400 persons attended.  This is a very small number compared 

to those who need to be informed on these issues.   The problem of disseminating 

information about the reports more effectively and to a wider audience relates to a 

fundamental problem in the press’s ability to provide informed news in this area.  There 

are few writers who are trained scientists, fewer still who are familiar with nuclear 
                                                 

4 I think the best description for lay-people about how these ‘breeder’ reactors work is to be found in Bernard 
Cohen’s work: The Nuclear Energy Option, 1990, reprinted in 1992. 
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science issues.  This is a perennial problem associated with the reporting of scientific 

issues and it is a manifestation of the old humanities versus science divide which causes 

most writers to be trained in, and be familiar with, only the humanities. 

 

 

 v.   The media and national broadcaster, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation.  

Throughout 2006, after the Federal Government announced that it would seriously 

investigate the nuclear energy option, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, the ABC, 

played, in their ‘adversarial-style’ of reporting the developments, ‘scaremongering’ 

quotes opposing the decision from, for example, a prominent Northern Territory 

environmental advocate, who told the Australian public on ABC National Radio ‘A 

nuclear power plant is the only thing that can power a whole city, it is also the only thing 

that can destroy a whole city’.  This perspective represents outdated information and, in 

view of the technological developments to manage nuclear power safely, was a ‘facile’ 

thing to say.  In the same interview, the same doctor also accused the government of 

‘sneakily’ introducing UMPNER (Uranium Mining Processing and Nuclear Energy 

Review) and said that the public were not allowed to comment.  False nonsense: the 

inquiry was well-publicised and it specifically invited submissions from all interested 

parties, the general public included.  Anti-nuclear activist, Dr Helen Caldicott, is also 

often quoted as an informed source of opposition, but her contribution to the field as an 

informed source was six papers between 1975 and 1988 (according to Science Citations 

Index – Sourcebook in Cohen, 1990, 1992 p7), compared to 155 by one of the scientists 

whose sort of work she publicly maligns, Professor Bernard Cohen.   Dr Caldicott’s 

recent denouncements particularly reinforce the idea that ‘nuclear waste will emit 

radiation for hundreds-of-thousands-of-years’: the truth of the matter is that such long 

term emission means that that form of waste is almost stable, and could present less of a 

hazard to humans than their daily exposure to the sun’s radiation does.   

 

As late in the day (mentioned figuratively only and relating to the completion of this 

thesis) as January 15th 2007, the ABC broadcast on National Classical FM Radio, the idea 

that bio-fuels and ‘clean coal’ power generation were sound alternatives to nuclear 

energy.  But they are not.  Bio-fuels can result in more carbon dioxide emissions than 

fossil fuels.  Their production does not allow for carbon sequestration, in fact, it deprives 

us of the opportunity to produce food and to plant the forests which will provide genuine 

sequestration.  ‘Clean coal’ burning technology is estimated to be twenty-research-years 

away before implementation can happen, and coal is the best source of complex carbon 

molecules needed to create plastics and polymers that will enable us to contain the next 
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generation of fuel: hydrogen gas (ANA 2005; Hore-Lacy 2005).   The considered view 

point in the nuclear science realm is that it is squandering a valuable resource (coal’s 

carbon-rich molecules) to burn it for electricity production.   

 

In the wider media, on the web and in the general press, other very loud protests from 

members of political and environmental groups are published: ‘Stop the nuclear madness. 

Don’t waste the Territory’ (The Environment Centre, NT); and, ‘Nuclear power no 

solution to climate change’ (Green Party, Friends of the Earth, Australian Conservation 

Foundation, Greenpeace Australia); and even Professor Ian Lowe’s ‘If nuclear power is 

the answer, it must have been a pretty stupid question’  (FOE 2005).  Some of the same 

people also seem seriously unaware of the dangers of continuing to prefer that Australia 

use fossil fuels which has resulted in the massive build-up of atmospheric carbon with the 

corresponding diminishment of free oxygen and significant disruption to stable climatic 

parameters.  Others happily advocate wind and solar power, both of which have 

legitimate application, but ignore the requirements of cities for reliable, high-grade power 

without uneconomical kilometres of wind turbines, toxic-chemical-reliant solar panels 

(toxic because ‘there are lots of poisonous chemicals used in fabricating solar cells, such 

as hydrofluoric acid, boron trifluoride, arsenic, cadmium, tellurium, and selenium 

compounds, which can cause health problems’ Cohen, 1994, 268), and conventional 

booster-support-infrastructure to elevate the low-grade energy they produce to that 

minimally required by the existing grid to power household ‘gadgets’ and essential 

infrastructure. 

 

10.4  Counter positions 

 

In all of the various media protestations about nuclear energy - and they are perpetuated 

and relayed by the lowest common denominator of informed opinion, not nuclear 

scientists, not energy specialists, not scientists collectively, not science journalists, not 

prestige press journalists ‘for the pattern is clear, the more one knows about nuclear 

power, the more supportive one becomes of it’ (Cohen, 1994, p44), but TV producers, 

reporters, journalists and environmental activists, who wield disproportionate influence in 

relation to the quality of information they have on this matter (Rothman and Lichter 1982 

in Cohen, 1994, 42 - 45) - in all of these protests the taint of propaganda appears.  It is 

known in the circles of sophisticated communication that if we can ‘trigger’ emotional 

responses from the public in our communiques, we can predict certain attitudes and 

behaviours emerging (Werkmeister 1948).  This sort of manipulation is the aim of the 
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propagandist.  Cunning propagandists will use images to stimulate particular emotions to 

influence our attitudes and behaviours.  Emotional responses can cloud and occlude 

rationale thought.  Nuclear matters do, and can be contrived to, ‘trigger’ fear, repulsion 

and rejection.  Nuclear energy is the unseen force very often associated with highly 

dangerous developments, like mutations and gross disfigurement, cancers, leukaemia and 

death, rather than anything clean, green, useful, profitable and manageable. The fearful 

reaction to nuclear energy inhibits rational discussion and cause people to remain close-

minded and prejudiced to its implementation.   

 

A recent example of the misuse of information in relation to the hazards associated with 

mining uranium has appeared in a submission made by the Australian Institute of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, Canberra, to the Federal Uranium Mining, 

Processing and Nuclear Energy Review Draft Report, 2006.   The submission very 

largely relied on an unexpectedly high incidence of cancer, nearly double the Northern 

Territory rate, in the Aboriginal community in close proximity to the Ranger Uranium 

Mine at Kakadu.   The implicit implication being that this 90 percent higher-than-

expected rate was due to the 120 leakages, spillages and surface exposures of 

concentrated irradiated waste from the mine in the course of its operations.  Although the 

report stressed that this was a preliminary finding, the finding itself meant that better 

monitoring of the population’s health was required.  This was the essence of the message 

broadcast by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation but in fact, if one reads the report 

closely, there is more cause to conclude that the cancers are lifestyle related rather than 

anything to do with the mine.  In essence, the facts negating the association between 

cancer and the mining, as implied by the AIATSIS report, Aboriginies and Uranium: 

Monitoring the Health Hazards (Tatz et al, 2006), include that:  

 

a) the same higher cancer rate was previously recorded in the Eastern Arnhem Land 

communities, nowhere near the mine and where there are no mines;  

b)  the actual rate of cancer for the Aboriginal people in whole Northern Territory is an 

estimated rate - the data is incomplete;  

c)  because there is no actual exact record of cancer rates for the whole Northern 

Territory Aboriginal population, the claim that the cancer rates were almost double is 

actually a false claim: it is a supposition, or at best an estimate;  

d)  there was no investigation relating to the cause of the four lung cancer cases – they 

could have been related to smoking. (Radon gas is one of the fourteen daughter progenies 

produced by uranium-235 when it decays, it has a short half life, five-and-a-half-days, 

and if it decays inside the lungs the decay particles bind with lung tissue and their 
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subsequent decay ‘irradiates’ the lung tissue and is the likely cause of the cancers 

underground miners have developed – but since this discovery, simply wearing paper 

masks prevents this hazard.  The hazard associated with Radon gas is not generally 

associated with above-ground mining).  

e)  given the date provided by the report, the few cancers reported could be either 

hereditary or life-style-related;  

f)  the cancer profiles of the community do not reflect the profile which has been 

associated with intensive radiation exposure hazards (they include liver and thyroid 

cancers); 

g)  the waste from the mine is very low-level radiation, which actually has no measurable 

effect on people.  Higher irradiation can be assessed by white blood cell count anomalies 

or by using a Geiger counter, but this high level of radiation is not associated with mine 

tailings; 

h)  it may even be that the anomalous findings of cancer relate to the presence of a good 

health clinic to serve the mine and the community – while monitoring the health of the 

Aboriginal people across the Territory may not receive the same attention. 

   

The report’s conclusion suggesting that better social and health monitoring happen for 

communities near mines, could actually be applied to the whole Territory, not only 

mining communities and if this were so, more realistic findings may be possible.   

 

What is not acceptable is that the mining operators have allowed spillages, leakages, and 

exposure of mine-tailings to the air and this is sloppy site management.  The 

ecologically-sustainable criteria is that the site be operated as or returned to ‘green field’ 

conditions as soon-as-is possible, with all waste and contaminants disposed of, or stored, 

safely. The tolerable level of waste is that which can be ‘naturally’ absorbed and rendered 

harmless by the surrounding natural environment, nothing more.   

 

Nuclear matters continue to be ‘blagged’ of their credibility by fear-inducing associations 

such as those that have been made in this, most recent, report. 

 

10.5   General Fears Associated with Nuclear Matters 

 

There are several main points to make in relation to these fears generally.  
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The first that needs to be said, loudly and unambiguously, is that a nuclear power plant 

will not explode like an atomic bomb.  The production of nuclear bombs utilises an 

entirely different form of uranium to that required in nuclear power generation. Bomb-

making relies on more than ninety-percent pure uranium 235 or plutonium-240, and 

require specialist facilities to produce: the fuel requirements for the different end uses, 

weaponry or electrical power, are two completely different processes.   

 

The second is that the energy requirements to build a nuclear reactor’s infrastructure are 

sophisticated, complex and intense, but they are one-off energy costs, and the power 

production that emanates harnesses a fission reaction produced from a critical mass of 

purified natural uranium or enriched uranium and this power is eminently more energy-

efficient than any form of fossil-fuel energy production and it produces no ‘un-

containable’ pollution.  One tonne of uranium provides the power equivalent of one 

million tonnes of coal (Keay, 2002, p7).  Used wisely and judiciously, we can still 

conserve and minimise the use of nuclear-generated power so that it is not squandered but 

allowed to stimulate productive, ‘green’ industry, while we, all the while, become more 

effective in our efforts to restore and replenish the natural world.   

 

The third point is that for government-supported nuclear programs to be trusted, their 

activities must be transparent and accountability established.  Part of the process of 

establishing transparency and accountability requires the circulation of information about 

the technological, mechanical, strategic and managerial advances made in the last twenty-

years that enable nuclear power generation to be managed safely; the rest relies on 

bureaucratic honesty and adherence to scientifically-profound international safeguards 

with rights of inspection to be uniformly and rigorously upheld by all participating 

nations.    

 

The fourth point to make is that since the creation of the World Association of Nuclear 

Operators (WANO) in 1989 ‘there has never been any public harm from any licensable 

reactor in the Western world (Hore Lacy, 2005, 1).   

 

It is also important to note the following: In the power plant itself, and in the 

manufacturing of fuel and handling of waste, ensuring safety revolves around minimising 

the duration and the frequency of exposure to high level radiation.  If appropriate 

shielding (using neutron absorbing material – water, concrete and lead) and remote 

handling is employed at the stages where materials emit dangerous levels of radiation, 

this danger can be almost made negligible.  The reason for this is that we are constantly 
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surrounded by a sea of radiation: cosmic, terrestrial and airborne.  Our bodies depend 

upon low-level radiation to function correctly and they have mechanisms to adapt to 

slight variations in the intensity of this exposure.  Slightly higher doses and they respond 

with a phenomena known as hormesis, which has the effect of a tonic, stimulating cells to 

be more efficient and remove less efficient or damaged cells.  If these low level 

thresholds are exceeded by 10,000 times, death and serious illness will inevitably result.  

But if they are reduced to only several times the levels of the natural radiation continually 

bombarding our bodies, we can actually experience a health benefit (Professor Ralf 

Parsons, Australia’s Uranium 2006, 220 & 279) and several times is the limit authorised 

and now upheld for mining, nuclear power and medical isotope industry workers 

(Australia’s Uranium, 2006, 289 – 307). 

 

Furthermore, Intermediate and Low level Wastes have relatively short half-lives and their 

storage can be undertaken above ground and safely managed within a human’s life-time.  

An excellent reference on this subject is the Australian Commonwealth Government’s 

Department of Environment, Science and Training called National Radioactive Waste 

Repository Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary (released in 2007).  In 

relation to High Level Waste, the precautions, beside not ingesting or inhaling radioactive 

particulate matter are to:  

• Limit exposure time 

• Increase distance because the intensity of radiation diminishes the further you  

 are from the source 

• Provide shielding, either through lead, concrete or water 

• Containment, keeping the material in the smallest possible space and out of 

contact with biological materials – hence burial in deep geologic repositories (in 

Radiation and Life, Uranium Information Centre, no date) 

 
There are several excellent comparisons of actual and perceived risks in the text by David 

Williams The Risks of Living in a Nuclear Age, 1998 and more in the tome, Australia’s 

Uranium, 2006.   

 

To further ‘dispel’ fear, one needs to tackle the other, specific sources of the myth, false 

assumptions and/or misinformation, such as those identified at the beginning of this 

appraisal.  To do so credibly, it is important to acknowledge that nuclear power is not a 

safe technology – is any high temperature furnace, geyser or volcano safe? - but that it 

can be managed to minimise the hazards and so be made ‘safe’ (as is evidenced by the 

amazing safety record for nuclear power generation facilities since Chernobyl (caused by 
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mismanagement and a foreseeable design fault that precluded such facilities being 

licensed in the Western world, in Australia’s Uranium, 2006, 322 - 324) ; and while it is 

not ‘green’ per se, it has the potential to enable us to become ‘green’ (Atkinson 2006).  

So, the commonly recurring, pervasive and worrisome themes associated with nuclear 

power generation are investigated below, following the sequence provided by Chandler’s 

(1998) general science text book. 
 

10.6 Recurring, pervasive, worrisome themes associated with nuclear 

power 
 

10.6.1 Thermal pollution  

Thermal pollution in a nuclear power plant is more or less the same for coal as it is for 

nuclear power production, both producing hot water or steam as a by-product (Mitroy 

pers. comm. 2006) which is cooled, depending on the location of the plant, either by a 

flowing river current, the ocean or cooling towers. The cooling water in a nuclear power 

plant is not radioactive for it is ‘never in contact with nuclear fuel’.  A nuclear power 

plant’s ‘cooling towers remove that part of the heat produced by the plant that is not 

converted into electricity.  Warm water from a heat exchanger … circulates in the 

cooling towers, and cools down from contact with the atmosphere.  It gives rise to a 

warm, humid current of air that slowly rises and escapes from the top of the stack.  As it 

cools through contact with the colder air outside the stack, the water vapour condenses 

into droplets and produces a characteristic large, ‘white cloud’ but unlike a coal-fired 

plant, that cloud has no toxins and releases no carbon dioxide (Comby 1994). It is 

particularly worth noting that no sulphur dioxide or sulphur trioxide is produced.  These 

are two of the by-products of coal combustion which can combine with oxygen, then 

water, in the atmosphere and produce sulphuric acid: acid rain.   

 

Chandler’s book acknowledges that the thermal pollution associated with nuclear energy 

production can be harnessed, particularly in a cold climate. For example, because it is not 

radioactive, it can be used to heat buildings or used to promote the growth of algae and 

water plants which, in turn, can be used to feed farmed fish.  It is also possible to harness 

the energy by using the convection currents associated with heating cold water to turn 

turbines and generate a second source of electricity.  It is quite possible that other 

affiliated industries can be networked to the hot water, for instance, in the Northern 

Territory, which is one of the few parts of Australia with plentiful freshwater, such water 

could be used to ‘scour’ (wash) the wool clip and the power plant’s energy be used to 
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spin and weave beautiful fine-wool fabrics and blankets, significantly value-adding to our 

wool staple’s potential to generate employment and wealth. 

 

10.6.2 Accidental overheating of the core  

 

The potential of an accidental over-heating of the core is now minimised by several 

procedures.   

 

Firstly, new facilities are designed to ‘shut down’ when the temperature reaches a 

particular threshold or ‘whenever an abnormal condition is detected, such as radioactive 

leakage … or disturbance to the flow of cooling water. The shutdown procedure is 

launched automatically by means of safety devices; the operators in the control room do 

not need to intervene (Comby 1994, p279).  

 

Secondly, the chain reaction of excess neutrons emanating from the unstable Uranium 

235 isotope and bombarding the more stable isotopes, changing their composition to, in 

turn, release more energy (and so provide the heat to transform water into steam to turn 

turbines) can be controlled or totally stopped, almost instantly, by the insertion of neutron 

absorbing material:  control rods, composed of the neutron absorbing elements boron and 

cadmium.  These control rods ‘are suspended above the reactor core. When released they 

fall by gravity and immediately interrupt the nuclear chain reaction.  The control rods 

function even if all control systems are destroyed and if there is a total electrical failure 

in the plant.  The control rods move in less than one second in the most modern reactors.’ 

(Comby, 1994, 2000 p279).  

 

Thirdly, if there is an earthquake or tremor, the new systems are designed to shut down 

the reactor quickly and safely with passive systems not requiring power to activate them.   

 

Fourthly, there are many safeguards installed to ensure that water is always continuously 

supplied for transferring heat, including alternative water storage sources, and alternative 

inlet and outlets to the reactor vessel. 

 

Finally, the least amount of fuel possible to generate the requisite heat is now processed 

at any one time (Garnett 2006).  
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10.6.3 Non-nuclear fires or explosions releasing radioactive material  

 

The chances of harmful radioactive material being released in association with accidental 

fires and explosions, perhaps from terrorist activity, is minimised by permanently 

reducing both the amount of fuel in a reactor and that which is stored on site at any point 

in time, and by specialised containment and numerous, alternative ‘back-up’ mechanisms 

should any one element of the reactor fail.   

 

‘In order to be licensed Western power reactors must be operated within 

containment vessels.  That is why only a wisp of radioactive xenon gas 

escaped from the Three Mile Island unit 2 reactor when its supply of cooling 

water was shut off and the core partially melted’ (Keay 2005, p7).   

 

Containment includes precautions like the metallic cladding of fuel rods, a steel reactor 

vessel (20cm thick) and mandatory, one metre-thick cement walls and ceilings to house 

the reactors (Comby, 1994, 2000 p279). Modern containment structures are also ‘totally 

airtight, so that radioactive particles cannot escape even if there were leaks in the 

primary (fuel element cladding) and secondary (reactor vessel) containments’.  In 

addition, the atmospheric pressure in the building housing the reactor is kept slightly 

below the outside pressure, thus an air leak would bring outside air into the building 

rather than let air leak out (Cohen, 1990, 1992, 228).  And while the steel containing 

radioactive material can ‘turn brittle’ through a combination of radiation bombardment 

and high-pressure temperature stresses, scientists have found a simple remedy: ‘reducing 

the quantity of copper in the steel alloy from which the vessel is fabricated. This remedy 

was implemented in 1971 and all reactor vessels fabricated since that time have had no 

problems with Pressurised Thermal Shock’ (Cohen, 1994 p97).  Older vessels are under 

constant surveillance with other precautions like fuel minimisation and reducing the 

suddenness of the introduction of water to minimise the potential for thermal shock.  In 

the past, leaks have been discovered in other system components, like ‘steam generator 

tubes’: [where] ‘eight separate classes of failure have been identified – denting, erosion-

corrosion, fatigue, fretting, inter-granular attack, pitting, stress corrosion cracking and 

wastage - but for all of these problems researchers have developed a number of 

different methods for reducing or avoiding them in new plants.  They have also 

developed new methods for detecting, locating, evaluating and repairing leaks (Cohen, 

1994, 100). 
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10.6.4 Supply of economic fuel for the reactor  

 

Australia has 40 percent of the world’s ‘reasonably assured resources’ recoverable at 

less than US $40/kg U: ‘The estimates include allowances for ore dilution, mining and 

milling losses’ (Lambert and McKay 2005). This rare, concentrated-ore resource 

abundance provides Australia with a ‘window-of-opportunity’ for the production of fuel 

rods, and their reprocessing, as described in Hardy’s A Cradle to Grave Concept for 

Australia’s Uranium (2006).  This concept involves leasing processed fuel rods to 

neighbours, then bringing the rods back to Australia for re-processing and extracting the 

heavier, incredibly valuable plutonium for its very useful role in new fuel rods as the 

enabler for the conversion of depleted uranium to altered, energy-generating, volatile 

isotopic mass – more plutonium (Cohen 1990; Price 1990; Bodansky 1996; ANA 2005; 

Hardy 2006).  This concept can not only ensure that the existing uranium ore body’s life 

is prolonged almost indefinitely through the production of more plutonium, it also has the 

benefit of ensuring greater international nuclear security.  The implicit scrutiny 

necessitated in Hardy’s leasing model will eliminate the opportunity for our neighbours, 

if they were so inclined, to produce material for the manufacture of atomic weapons from 

the reactor’s depleted fuel rods, although this risk is, even under the best conditions, 

incredibly difficult to do as… 

 

 the plutonium is only one-half of one percent of the waste generated and it is 

in a form that is totally unusable.  The spent fuel is also highly radioactive so 

that it can only be handled by large and remotely controlled equipment.  It 

therefore cannot be stolen or used for clandestine conditions. Without re-

processing, there is no use for plutonium, good or evil (Comby, 1994, 225 – 

256).    

 

10.6.5 Overall, comparative economics  

 

Processing uranium is now more economically competitive than generating energy from 

coal combustion.  Thirty nations representing two-thirds of humanity use 440 nuclear 

reactors to produce sixteen percent of global electricity (Hore-Lacy, 1994 1). An 

international survey showed overall costs ‘to be competitive in many parts of the world 

and steady reductions in operational and capital costs are improving this. … As carbon 

costs are imposed on fossil fuel power generation, such as through the European 

Emissions Trading Scheme – currently equivalent to almost four Australian cents per 

kWh from coal – nuclear power moves into an even stronger position’ (Hore-Lacy, 2005, 
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2).  Hore-Lacy also reports that the establishment capital cost of a nuclear power plant is 

similar to that of a brown coal plant but the fuel costs for nuclear power are low.  For 

example: doubling the cost of gas increases electricity production costs by about 70 

percent.  Doubling the cost of ex-mine uranium increases electricity production cost 

about five percent (Hore-Lacy, 2005, 3).  

 

A nuclear power plant’s economic cost-competitiveness has been calculated by Keay 

(2005, p36) who concluded that ‘had the Jervis Bay 600Mw power reactor gone ahead 

(in the early 1970s) it would have produced the cheapest electrical power in Australia 

during its operating lifetime’.   He notes that in Europe: 

Nuclear energy averages 0.4 cents/kWh, much the same as hydro, coal ranges from 4.1 

cents to 7.3 cents, gas ranges from 1.3 to 2.3 cents and only wind shows up better than 

nuclear, at 0.1 to 0.2 cents kWh average (UIC Briefing Paper 8). These are external costs 

that don’t include fuel. Fuel cost is zero for wind, but the cost of wind power (and solar) 

to the consumer is very high compared to nuclear because of its intermittency which 

demands expensive, continuous back-up (2005, p34,35). 

 

Of ten countries surveyed by the International Energy Agency and the OECD Nuclear 

Energy Agency, 2006, it was discovered that nuclear power was ‘generally the lowest 

cost option’ and ‘cheaper than coal in seven of the ten countries surveyed’ while, 

predictably, renewable energy sources ‘were found to be markedly more expensive’ 

(Australia’s Uranium, 2006, p191 & 194). 

 

Another relevant concern is the opportunity-cost associated with not pursing a nuclear 

future: 

Uranium has no other uses than concentrated energy production.  Natural gas is 

sometimes touted as a CO2-reduction strategy relative to coal.  But do we really 

want to squander such a versatile resource for base-load generation? It is most 

unlikely that our grandchildren will thank us for profligate use of it in large-scale 

power generation.  Gas is also a valuable chemical feedstock’ (Hore-Lacy 2005).   

 

Another important efficiency consideration that has a bearing on overall costs is the sheer 

quantities of resource needed.  

‘Weight for weight, nuclear fuels have 20,000 times the energy content of fossil-fuels.  

In OECD countries nuclear fuel is typically around one-third of the fuel cost for a 

coal-fired power station and one-fifth of the cost for a gas-fired station. (Keay 2005, 

p35).   
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And furthermore:  

‘It is very expensive to have power stations idling at reduced load while waiting to be 

cranked up to full load whenever the wind power dwindles … The cost of 

intermittently imported electric power is so high that it makes wind power decidedly 

uneconomic.  So much so that Denmark has announced they would rely no more on 

wind power farms which have given them the most expensive electricity in Europe 

despite assistance from the Nordic power pool.  They are constructing no more wind 

farms, either onshore or offshore, but they will continue to manufacture wind 

turbines for sale to whoever wants them (Jyllandspotsen, Danish Newspaper, 2004, 

February in  (Keay 2005, p36).  

 

It is also important to note that the comparative costs between fossil-fuels and nuclear 

energy rarely include all of the real costs associated with our reliance on fossil-fuels.  For 

example, the pollution control measures that are installed on every single vehicle 

manufactured are not included in the comparative costing related to the use of petroleum.  

But, through international law and convention, a more accurate assessment of current cost 

for nuclear power production is obtainable because the costs estimated not only include 

the infrastructure costs but must include the dismantling, returning the site to ‘green-

field’ conditions and waste storage costs.  If genuine comparisons were made, nuclear 

power would be recognised universally as a cheaper and more efficient means of 

generating energy (Cohen 1990; Keay 2005).  In the not too distant future - less than 

twenty years hence when generation iv mixed-oxide and breeder-reactors are anticipated 

to be available - there is the potential for phenomenal fuel cost reductions.   Furthermore, 

a concluding thought by Comby contextualises the relevance of these cost savings:  

 

In most countries that generate nuclear electricity, the electric power obtained 

in this way is less expensive than that produced by burning coal, oil or natural 

gas. Moreover the price of nuclear energy is especially stable as compared to 

the highly volatile prices of oil and gas seen in the crisis of 1973, 1987, and 

2000.  In an economically difficult period for every country and for the world 

economy as a whole, nuclear energy therefore represents an opportunity and a 

factor of stability and growth.  It favours progress in all other domains of 

society, in particular the fields of public health and the fight against 

unemployment.  It enables everyone to find his rightful place in a more just, 

more fulfilling, and more prosperous society (1994, 123). 
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10.6.6  Hazards of radiation 

 

Putting your hand into a furnace is dangerous.  You risk severe burning.  Nuclear energy 

is similarly dangerous.  We can be severely burnt handling it.  The energy released from 

the fracturing of the atom is called ‘ionising radiation’ (alpha, beta and gamma rays), and 

these particles are all capable of  ‘knocking electrons out of atoms and thereby breaking 

chemical bonds’ (Keay, 2005).   But our bodies are exposed to nuclear radiation every 

waking moment of our lives without significant harm happening and we have learnt how 

to manage the by-products of man-made nuclear activity to the point where the term 

‘waste’ is an old idea.  All of the by-products can eventually be usefully ‘recycled’ to 

harness their ionising radiation and thus render them harmless, with the exception of the 

actinides and transuranics (three percent of the depleted fuel in a spent fuel rod) the 

disposal of which, at the present time, it is thought that they be incinerated at high 

temperatures then encased in synroc, a process which reduces their radioactive half-life to 

three hundred years (not hundreds of thousands of years) and buried in deep geological 

repositories.  For the rest of the spent fuel, we have devised safe storage and reprocessing 

options to minimise close contact with that part of the by-product, high level waste, 

which is most immediately harmful.   

 

It is important to know that our planet and everything on it is literally surrounded by, and 

continually bombarded with, decaying atomic material.   The sun’s radiant heat, that 

which provides us all with life, is the by-product of a nuclear reaction - hydrogen fusion - 

and it emits radiation continuously, and yes, this sun’s light can hurt us: we can 

experience severe burning and even lethal sunstroke if we are subjected to too much of 

the sun’s radiation.  But equally, if we do not receive enough, we fall sick and can die.  

The point is that exposure to nature’s ionising radiation, and managing this exposure, is 

quite a ‘natural’ activity for humans. 

 

‘… every person in the world is struck by about 15,000 of these [ionising] 

particles every second of his or her life and this is true for every person who 

has ever lived and for every person who will ever live. These particles 

totalling 500 billion per year or 40 trillion in a lifetime, are from natural 

sources. … only about 1 percent of the fatal human cancers are caused by 

the 40 trillion particles of radiation that hit us over a lifetime. … you can 

reduce this risk by ten percent by living in a wood house rather than a brick 

or stone house, because brick and stone contain more radioactive materials 
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like uranium, thorium and potassium.  You could reduce it by 20 percent by 

building a thick lead shield around your bed to reduce the number of hits 

while you sleep, or you could cut it in half by wearing cloths lined with lead 

like the cover dentists drape over you when they take x-rays…. The moral of 

this story is that the hazards of radiation must be treated quantitatively.  If 

we stick to qualitative risk alone, we can easily conclude that nuclear is bad 

– it leads to radiation exposure which can cause cancer.  The trouble with 

this reasoning is that, by a similar type of qualitative reasoning, just about 

everything else we do can be shown to be harmful.  (Cohen, 1994, 50, 51) 

 

Subatomic particles like neutrons, electrons and alpha particles are the product of 

unstably-charged atoms, and they are ‘emitted’ by the atom in its process of ‘stabilising’, 

this emission is called ‘decay’.  Decay rates vary for different elemental compounds, for 

example, iodine’s radioactivity diminishes by one-half every eight days, and it is this 

‘fast volatility’ that makes it dangerous to humans.  If it is ingested it will very likely 

cause breakages in the atomic structure of elements that receive its emitted particles.  

Hence, we say that iodine has a very short half-life, but some radioactive elements have 

half-lives of thousands or millions of years.  A long half-life means that the element is 

very nearly stable and its radioactive emissions are consequently weak.  There is even a 

cure for exposure to radioactive iodine and its ability to harm humans can be minimised 

by ingesting potassium-iodine tablets that are not unstable.  But contamination by 

radioactive iodine is not likely to happen in association with nuclear power generation.  

That it decays very quickly means that if it and other ‘high level’ waste such as that 

found in fuel rods, can be stored at the power station where it was made, under water - for 

water absorbs the radioactive emissions very efficiently - for an appropriate length of 

time, perhaps three-years, then iodine and other volatile progeny of the nuclear chain-

reaction, will no longer present a direct hazard.  For example: 

 

After three years storage in a cooling pond close by the reactor in the power 

station the radioactivity of the spent fuel rods has diminished to less than one 

percent of the amount on exit from the reactor.  The fuel rods are then cool 

enough to be transferred to dry storage within air-cooled shielding.  After 

forty years the radioactivity has diminished to less than one- thousandth of 

the original level and permanent disposal becomes an option.  However 

there is no hurry and there are benefits to be had by reprocessing high-level 

waste to extract useful radioisotopes (Keay, 2003 p15). 
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Perhaps a fuller explanation of the concept of ‘half-life’ would be useful information for 

the public to digest.  The half-life concept relates to the time needed for half of the 

original unstable nuclei to disintegrate and this is constant for that particular isotope: it is 

very reliable, predictable phenomena and exact times, amounts and concentrations can be 

established.  This predictable decay enables scientists to monitor the use of nuclear 

material very effectively:   

 

After one half-life the number of the original nuclei remaining has dropped 

to half; after two half-lives it is down to one-quarter; after three half-lives to 

one eighth; and so on. The longer the half-life, the smaller is the intensity of 

the radioactivity ... to describe an isotope as having an infinitely long half-

life is another way of saying that it is stable, and thereby emitting no 

radioactivity whatsoever.  The most potentially dangerous isotopes tend to be 

those with half-lives comparable to the human life-span, and which can be 

taken up by the body chemically, by breathing or via the food chain and 

retained without being exhaled or excreted. Caesium-137 is biologically 

significant because it has a half-life of 30 years.  Isotopes with much longer 

half-lives have only a small probability of disintegrating within the body 

during the lifetime of the person concerned.  These considerations are 

fundamental to assessments of possible damage from the ingestion of fission 

products, such as those emitted from the damaged Chernobyl reactor  (Price 

1990, p371,372). 

 

It is also important to note that uranium itself is hardly dangerous.   

 

An element like uranium that remains active for millions of years is only very 

slightly radioactive.  From the point of view of radioactivity, exposure to 

natural or even concentrated uranium is not very dangerous, and it can be 

handled with just ordinary plastic gloves as a protection. Uranium is 

somewhat chemically toxic, like lead, mercury and other heavy metals, but 

its radioactivity is not dangerous. Uranium emits alpha particles which are 

entirely stopped by a single sheet of paper.  As long as you don’t absorb it 

into the body in significant amounts, it isn’t dangerous (Comby, 1994, 2000, 

p289/290).    

 

As is mentioned at the commencement of this chapter, it is very important to know that as 

a species, humans have evolved with under conditions where ‘our bodies are zapped by 
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billions of particles of radiation every day’.  And while over-exposure can be fatal (such 

as sun-stroke), low-level radiation can be beneficial to health, a phenomenon called 

‘radiation hormesis’ (Luckey 1981 in Keay, 2005).  ‘Such exposure tones up the body’s 

immune system and stimulates efficient biological mechanisms for repairing both DNA 

and cell damage (Keay 2005, 30).   This position has been supported by numerous 

studies, for example:  

 

… accidental exposure to irradiated steel emitting accumulated average 

doses of 400 millisieverts, over twenty-years to 10,000 Taiwanese people 

(some receiving 6 sieverts over the period of exposure - a dose likely to be 

fatal if delivered in one hit), showed a remarkable decrease in the incidence 

of cancer to 3.4 percent of the normal cancer death rate, and a decrease in 

abnormal births – 6.5 percent of the normal rate in Taiwan (Keay, 2005, 33).  

 

It is true that high doses of intense artificial radiation have significant, deleterious, health 

effects.  This knowledge has accumulated from the pioneering days of nuclear science 

when scientists inadvertently exposed themselves to concentrated doses of irradiated 

material through their experience with the evolution of x-rays and radiotherapy, and from 

monitoring the effects of Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Mururowa, Bikini Atoll, Maralinga and 

Chernobyl.   Today it is recommended that intense, artificial exposure to radiation should 

not exceed the equivalent to the average yearly dose of natural radiation adults are 

exposed to annually.  Intense radiation below this level has no observable effect on 

health, but after this level, the first symptoms occur: nausea and vomiting.  An intense 

dose of twice the average annual exposure could cause amnesia and coma.  An intense 

dose of four-and-a-half times the annual natural level of exposure is called “LD-50: 

50%” where it is expected that it will be a lethal dose with 50% mortality in the absence 

of treatment.  Higher dosages have fairly immediate intestinal and respiratory effects.  

But high doses delivered overtime can have little or no effect ‘because the human body 

recovers in approximately two months from most of the damage done by radiation (as for 

a sunburn) (Comby, 1994, 2000, p 262-264). 

 

Our bodies have repair mechanisms to ‘cope’ with a significant amount of radiation 

bombardment: Keay’s work tells us that a daily radiation dose of four times the average 

daily ‘natural’ exposure (from the Earth’s molten core’s spontaneous decay and the sun’s 

radiation) adds ‘only 20 additional events (bombardments) per day per cell’ and each 

human cell undergoes ‘100,000 spontaneous alterations per day from metabolic and 

other bodily functions’ (2004, p11). This additional exposure is well within the 
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capabilities of the repair mechanisms associated with the body’s immune system, but it is 

likely to cause perhaps 40 times more-than-normal double-strand breaks in the cells’ 

DNA.  Keay advises that the human body even has a coping mechanism for more 

intensive exposure:  

 

‘The worst damage comes from double strand breaks (in DNA), of which 

there are very few spontaneous ones’. … ‘In such cases, the damage is 

difficult to repair and a mammalian cell becomes dysfunctional.  Amazingly, 

it is then self-programmed to die; a process called apoptosis, whereupon it is 

discarded along with millions of other cell deaths everyday.  It is nature’s 

clever - not to say, ruthless - technique for getting rid of cells with badly 

damaged DNA before they can turn cancerous or pass on a mutation.  These 

benefits are supported by studies of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors who 

display only slightly greater incidence of lifetime cancers compared with the 

unexposed population.  Or with their children where there is little evidence 

of greater than normal genetic damage’ (Keay, 2004, pp10 – 12). 

 

10.6.7 Disposal of nuclear wastes  

 

For managing the nuclear power-generating reactions to produce localised kinetic energy 

for electricity production, minimising harm includes controlling the amount of radiation 

to which we are exposed: and scientists have devised three categories to quantify the 

radiation found in the ‘waste’ material generated by nuclear power plants – ‘low, 

intermediate and high’.  These categories help to simplify the management of the man-

made nuclear by-products. 

 

The bulk of the waste produced in a nuclear power station is low level waste.  Low level 

waste can be handled by a gloved and appropriately-dressed person.  It can be stored until 

the emitted radiation is equal to that of its surrounding environment, then it can be 

disposed of normally, after ten years when the radiation emanating from it is less than 

that which emanates from the natural world.   

 

Intermediate waste contains some levels of gamma and beta radiation and so usually 

requires remote handling and longer term storage.  Storage time depends on the rate of 

decay, and the amount of radiation emitted: for intermediate waste it is ready for normal 

disposal in less than thirty years.  Intermediate waste can be stored above-ground in 

waterproof structures.  
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High level waste, such as the depleted fuel which harbours short-lived daughter isotopes, 

spent fuel-rods and the reactor proper, continue to generate thermal power.  This form of 

waste requires both shielding and cooling (DEST 2006), but even this waste, when it is 

eventually stored well below ground and encased in ‘synthetic rock’ provides no 

radiation hazard to those above it.  Synthetic rock storage is the invention of Australian 

Professor Ted Ringwood. It is a mineralisation disposal method which binds radioactive 

material into a crystalline structure so that it does not leach into the surrounding 

environment (the leaching is less than that emitted by a kitchen granite bench, (Keay, 

2003, p22)).  This is important because the radiation hazard can be transferred to living 

creatures through organic particulates in water.  Synroc is impervious to water and this 

form of contamination, water transferring radioactive isotopes that might adhere to 

organic particles, can be contained.  Synroc storage happens after the fuel rods have been 

allowed to ‘cool’.  This is a tremendously exciting development.  Also, much of the high 

level waste can now be recycled and reused as a source of fuel. In fact, ‘the spent fuel still 

holds 97 percent of the original potential energy, but could be even more valuable for the 

fission products it contains’ (Keay, 2005, p14).   Waste plutonium, technetium and iodine 

in particular, are fissionable products and as such are already a resource, particularly in 

Japan, France and the UK.  The new generation four reactors will recombine plutonium 

with depleted uranium in situ and this advance can prolong the uranium resource, perhaps 

indefinitely.  There are 1.2 million tonnes of depleted uranium available for such use 

today (Australia’s Uranium, 2006).  Cohen says all uranium mining could be stopped for 

200 years if the world commenced to use its plutonium in breeder reactors now (1990, 

1992 p227).  The products that cannot be reused because of the current prohibitive 

technological costs associated with building appropriate infrastructure, can be stored in 

geological repositories, until the technical problems associated with utilising their 

radioactive decay potential are overcome.   

 

It is also worth noting that the amount of high level waste is very little.  Its disposal does 

not present a massive-scale problem.   

 

‘Because the amounts of radioactive waste are tens of thousands of times less than 

normal community wastes their disposal sites can be much smaller, even allowing for 

adequate radiation shielding and isolation from the biosphere’ (Keay, 2003 p11).   
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Keay quotes Beckman, 1979, who calculated: ‘For the same power, nuclear wastes are 

some 3.5 million times smaller in volume; and in the duration of their toxicity, the 

advantage ranges from a few percent to infinity’ (in Keay, 2003 pp10,11). 

 

An even more exciting waste reprocessing development is attributed to 1984 Physics 

Nobel Laureate, Carlo Rubbia:  

‘who has developed a proposal for a prototype cyclotron-activated nuclear reactor which 

will burn up waste, stripping it of most of its radioactivity…. The device is variously 

known as an ‘energy amplifier’ and a ‘Rubbiatron’ (Keay, 2003, p26).  

When commercialised, this development will generate electricity and make the idea of 

nuclear waste entirely redundant. 

 

Perhaps the most persuasive aspect of nuclear power is that it will not contribute to 

climate change induced by increased atmospheric carbon dioxide.  Nuclear power ‘has 

the great advantage of producing no greenhouse gases or pollution during operation 

(remember the wastes from nuclear power plants are contained and isolated from the 

environment’ (Keay 2005, p35)) The carbon dioxide emissions from all of a nuclear 

power facility’s input sources has recently been calculated to be 2.7g/kWh.  In 

comparison, carbon dioxide emissions from other energy sources were in g/kWh, wind = 

10, hydro = 7, coal = 700, gas combined cycle = 400, back-up gas turbines = 1300  

(Sevoir 2006).  There may be a concern with the amount of radiant energy produced 

globally by street lighting, but this is an eminently reducible pollution if energy-

conserving innovations are implemented.   

 

Another excellent source of greenhouse effect comparisons can be found in Chapter Four 

of Australia’s Uranium, 2006 where it is shown ‘that Australia’s uranium export 

displace some 395 million tonnes of carbon dioxide each year, relative to black coal 

generation, and this represents some 70 percent of Australia’s total GHG emissions for 

2003.  Evidence suggests that the cumulative carbon savings from nuclear power over 

three decades to 2030 will exceed 25 billion tonnes’ and this is without Australia 

adopting nuclear power.  Imagine the savings if we were to do so!  Moreover:  ‘Evidence 

suggests that renewables and energy efficiency measures alone have no prospect of 

meeting rapidly growing demands for energy and abating greenhouse emissions to the 

degree required.  The weight of evidence points to the need for a mix of low-emission 

energy sources and technologies (and hydro is continually show to be such a 

contributor), in which nuclear will continue to play a significant part (Australia’s 

Uranium, 2006, 206, 207). 
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10.6.8 Political and strategic concerns with nuclear technology 

 

Oilism’s potential for destabilising peace and, conversely, nuclear power’s potential for 

furthering peaceful relations is extended by Comby in the following manner:  

 

The fuel consumed by a nuclear power plant is only a few metric tons of 

uranium per year, while the consumption of an oil-fired plant amounts to 

millions of metric tons per year.  This makes it easier for a country to build 

up uranium fuel stocks sufficient to shelter it from any economic, military, or 

other kind of blockade for decades; whereas the storage of only a three 

month’s supply of fuel oil represents an enormous volume. Therefore, the 

continuity of electric power supply can be guaranteed with nuclear energy 

and the ‘energy blackmail’ that we have seen between oil producing and oil 

consuming countries is impossible with nuclear power.  The mineral 

resources of uranium are also more uniformly distributed around the globe 

than oil deposits, which are concentrated in a few privileged areas.  Thus the 

price stability of the raw material is guaranteed over long periods of time, 

and all countries find themselves more or less on an equal footing with 

respect to uranium ore deposits (Comby 1994, 122). 

 

Comby’s last sentence is not quite true.  Some ore bodies hold more concentrated 

supplies of uranium, hence more of the precious, isotope uranium235 is available.  

Australia has 40 percent of the world’s supply of naturally enriched, above-ground 

uranium ore, ‘recoverable at low cost’, and it is a much sought-after resource (Lambert 

and McKay 2005).  Comby’s work recognised in 1990 that for a country like France, 

more dependent on nuclear power than any other nation is at present, it was then ‘much 

less expensive to buy newly mined and enriched uranium than to recycle spent fuel, but 

the available [concentrated] uranium reserves’ were ‘being consumed rapidly’ (1990, 

p275).  That this situation has evolved is because the plutonium produced as a by-product 

of nuclear power generation is not yet utilised for its potential to generate more 

plutonium, hence more power, from the currently unusable depleted uranium.  If 

plutonium’s potential for ‘enriching’ the uranium ore body in its entirety - making it all 

useful for power production - were recognised and understood more widely, it would 

appear logical to conclude that both uranium ore and plutonium have been significantly 

undervalued.  
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So a position has developed which has allowed several nations to procure uranium very 

cheaply and following utilisation, store the precious by-products, depleted uranium and 

the miniscule amount of plutonium generated (only half of one percent of the by-

products), for use in the near future when the plentiful, easily recovered concentrated ore 

bodies are exhausted.  This position can actually be interpreted as a form of far-sighted 

‘market manipulation’ and seems to be the intended result of clever political and strategic 

manoeuvring of information, coupled with scaremongering tactics and actual 

misinformation, which has allowed nuclear-information-rich governments to acquire vast 

quantities of the incredibly valuable enriched uranium ore, from which they have been 

able to manufacture the valuable plutonium, very cheaply.  

 

 The evolution of this position is more fully investigated in the discussion in the 

ethnographic memoir, produced in Section four, Chapter thirteen. 

 

The misleading information includes manufacturing fear about plutonium for its potential 

to be incorporated into atomic weaponry and for its toxicity.  For example:  

‘… terrorist groups will construct atomic bombs from stolen nuclear materials, … 

Statement in the book ‘Nuclear Madness’ by Dr Helen Caldicott, Jacaranda Press, 1978, 

p23. … [a position contradicted by Mr Justice Parker in the Windscale Inquiry in Britain 

1978, who pointed out that…] ‘Although plutonium has been produced and moved 

intrastate and internationally for more than 25 years, there has never been any terrorist 

threat’ (Keay, 2005 p26).   

And,  

‘Given the plutonium, a student could build an atomic bomb in a garage 

workshop’ according to media stories based on an attempt by a Princeton 

University student, John Phillips, to design a nuclear weapon.  His sketches 

were crude and did not constitute a feasible design … More to the point, using 

non-weapon-grade plutonium from a civil nuclear electricity reactor would be 

quite useless for the construction of any home-made nuclear device (Keay 

2005, p27).            

Also note:   

‘Plutonium is one of the most toxic substances known.’ Statement on p224 of 

‘Cosmos’ by Carl Sagan. Paul Brown of ‘The Guardian Weekly’ (2000 May 

18) goes further, branding plutonium as ‘the most toxic substance in the 

world’, while the 1995 edition of the popular ‘Hutchinson Encyclopedia’ 

describes it as the most toxic substance known (Keay 2005, p15). 
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And the world’s general publics have largely believed that this sort of information is true.  

But this information is incorrect.  Firstly, enriched uranium is much more accessible to 

terrorists, less expensive and does the same, horrible, totally condemnable job, so fearing 

plutonium for this reason is unreasonable.   Reprocessing fuel rods is not a ‘backyard 

undertaking’, it is a complex process requiring highly sophisticated equipment and 

knowledge.   It is true that plutonium has been used for nuclear weapons development by 

nuclear super powers but this use, wherever and whenever it happens, is totally 

reprehensible and is a political mis-application of the technology.  Plutonium’s only 

legitimate use it in mixed-oxide or breeder-reactors and there it can be totally consumed 

to produce energy for electricity production.   

 

In relation to plutonium’s potential to aid terrorists, the following observations are 

pertinent. The United States Ford Foundation Report of 1974, authored by an 

international group of national science policy leaders, presented the following 

information: 

 

The most severe risks from reprocessing and recycle are the increased 

opportunities for the proliferation of national weapons capabilities and the 

terrorist danger associated with plutonium in the fuel cycle. 

In these circumstances, we believe that reprocessing should be deferred 

indefinitely by the US and no effort should be made to subsidise the completion 

or operation of existing facilities.  The US should work to reduce the cost and 

improve the availability of alternatives to reprocessing worldwide and seek to 

restrain separation and use of plutonium (Yager and Steinberg 1974, p333) 

 

Australia followed this advice (and the United States didn’t: it still has the greatest 

number of nuclear weapons of this sort in the world and it has continued to reprocess 

waste, especially in its military applications (Albright, Berkhaut et al. 1996)) soon after it 

was made available, but this information is actually false.  It is well recognised in the 

literature that the recovery of ‘fissile’ material (plutonium specifically) from nuclear 

waste, for the production of atomic weapons, is very difficult, if not impossible without 

elaborate and expensive and specialised infrastructure, and so: ‘it is very much simpler 

for terrorists to steal a nuclear weapon (Keay, 2005, p12).  In a spent fuel rod, 96 percent 

of the material remaining is ‘depleted uranium’ and only one of the three percent of 

‘fissionable products’ present is plutonium.  The plutonium remaining in a ‘spent’ fuel 

rod is not concentrated enough to be useful for the manufacture of weapons (Comby 
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1994, p276, 277).  It is incongruous that ‘plutonium’ has been represented as the fodder 

for nuclear terrorists.   

 

Plutonium is toxic, like any heavy metal equivalent to that of lead oxide (Australia’s 

Uranium 2006), but in relation to its irradiating potential, it is one of the least harmful 

radioactive elements because its decay rate is so slow.  Cohen, a nuclear physicist and an 

expert advises the following information to dispel this particular ‘myth’: 

 

I have been closely associated professionally with questions of plutonium 

toxicity for several years, and the one thing that mystifies me is why the anti-

nuclear movement has devoted so much energy to trying to convince the 

public that it is an important public health hazard.  Those with scientific 

background amongst them must realise that it is a phoney issue.  There is 

nothing scientifically special about plutonium that would make it more toxic 

than many other radioactive elements.  Its long half life makes it less 

dangerous rather than more dangerous, as is often implied; … (Cohen, 1990, 

1992 p256). 

 

Plutonium’s toxicity would seem to be vastly over-inflated.  Cohen’s considered opinion 

is that the radiation hazard and fear associated with plutonium specifically is politically 

manufactured:  

 

No other element has had its behaviour so carefully studied, with 

innumerable plant and animal experiments, copious chemical research, 

careful observation of exposed humans, environmental monitoring of fallout 

from bomb tests, and so on.  Lack of information can therefore hardly be 

called an issue.  I can only conclude that the campaign to frighten the public 

about plutonium toxicity must be political to the core.   … the deception of 

the American public on this issue is essentially complete. Lincoln was wrong 

when he said. ‘You can’t fool all the people all the time’ Cohen, 1990 1992 

p256). 

 

It would appear that Australia ‘let her guard down’ in relation to securing the value of her 

uranium resource and in not pursing a nuclear-power future some thirty-years ago.  But it 

is not particularly productive to dwell on past errors or judgement and mistakes.  It is the 

military use (should we say abuse?) of uranium 235 and plutonium 239 that is totally 

condemnable, not plutonium itself.  Here, Cohen’s thought are inspiring, for if plutonium 
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was used for the peaceful generation of electricity, he thinks this could become one of 

humanities greatest accomplishments: 

 

… its [plutonium’s] existence is the only guarantee we have that this world can 

obtain all the energy it will ever need forever at a reasonable price.  In fact, I 

am personally convinced that citizens of the future will look upon it as one of 

God’s greatest gifts to humanity (Cohen, 1990,1992  p225). 

 

If we are intent on encouraging the peaceful harnessing nuclear energy for power 

generation, Hardy’s ‘cradle to grave’ concept for the processing and sale of Australia’s 

uranium has significant appeal (Hardy 2006). Hardy proposed an international integrated 

nuclear fuel complex which:  … would take Australia’s uranium through the front end of 

the nuclear fuel cycle to the production of fuel elements which would be leased to 

overseas nuclear power programs. The spent fuel would be returned to Australia, stored, 

reprocessed and the unused uranium and plutonium recycled in mixed oxide fuel for 

lease to overseas nuclear power plants (Australian Nuclear Association 2005).   

 

It is refreshing that this development is now seriously being considered for incorporation 

into Northern Territory Country Liberal Party policy.   

 

10.7 Conclusion 

 

Safely managing nuclear energy production has required us to harness knowledge from, 

and refine knowledge for, all facets of nuclear activity and involvement, and there has 

been no other ‘road’ for humans ‘to hoe’ to acquire this knowledge except through that 

of trial and error.  Our ability to minimise the hazards associated with this technology is 

the considered application of the discoveries made in the science’s pioneering, error-

filled experimentation and application.   The same principle applies to our grappling the 

serious carbon dioxide pollution legacy of our ‘foray’ into industrialisation.  We must 

learn from our mistakes.  If we don’t we perish.  It has always been thus. 

 

This section of the research project has sought to provide the information required to 

allow Australia and her leaders to more confidently ‘know what to do’ in relation to 

creating a sustainable future.  It is a scientific interpretation effort, not an academic 

discourse.  Before the next section of project work began, working with politicians and 

policy-makers to accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability, it became apparent 

that while recommending the installation of modest nuclear reactors could help alleviate 
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the emerging energy crisis with its associated global propensity for extreme aggression 

and provide the requisite stable, high grade energy that will enable a sustainable private 

transport fleet to evolve, there was a danger that nuclear power might be simplistically 

thought of as the panacea to the ‘crisis in the biosphere’: it produces only a small amount 

of carbon emissions from stages in the fuel cycle and from materials used to build the 

nuclear reactor; waste can be managed to remove it’s environmental influence totally and 

thus minimise potential harm; and it will help stimulate economic productivity and aid 

the potential for future global prosperity to emerge.   Ideologically pre-empting this 

potentially complacent ‘panacea’s’ emergence was thought to be important. The required 

ideological circumvention is able to be addressed theoretically by extending Elkington’s 

‘triple bottom line’ natural resource management conceptual device to a ‘quintuplet’ of 

guiding principles as described in the following chapter. 
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Chapter eleven 
 

The rational supporting the quintuple bottom line 

 
 

The particular applied research in this thesis has sought to establish confident and 

correct, ‘grounded’ (Charmaz 2000) advice on what would contribute to the 

emergence of a sustainable private transport sector.  Logical analysis of the 

generative workshop findings resulted in advocating public transport and small 

electric vehicles for personal use and hydrogen gas power for heavy and/or long-

distance road haulage, rail, sea and air travel and concluded that targeting 

development towards these ends would enable a sustainable private and public 

transport fleet to emerge.  However, small electric vehicles and the production of 

hydrogen gas require a reliable high-grade supply of electricity and this research 

project found that the only realistic, ecologically-sustainable alternative for city-

based populations is hydro or nuclear power. Australia’s potential for hydro-

electricity generation is limited, so nuclear power infrastructure development is 

required. 

 

It was interesting to discover that this determination is not necessarily supported 

by referring to the ‘triple bottom-line’ conceptual device for aiding the 

formulation of public policy. The decision-makers who find this device most 

useful are possibly not trained ecologists and are likely to be those whose 

decisions would be improved by a more sophisticated rhetorical device. Unless 

the identified additional principles are articulated (in this instance energy-

efficiency and bio-diverse biomass), opportunities to respect them, or enact them, 

will continue to be forfeited.  To counter this, one significant recommendation 

emerged, that of expanding the concept and advocating a quintuple, not triple, 

bottom line conceptual framework.   

 

11.1 Extending the triple bottom line conceptual device 

 

The ‘triple bottom line’ framework for social policy decisions asks us to refer to 

the ‘economic, environmental and social’ considerations associated with our 

management of natural resources (Elkington, 1998 in Wikipedia 2006).  It may 

have had its genesis in 1978 in the writing of Holling, whose Adaptive 

Environmental Assessment and Management Text recommended that relevant 
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management would need to refer to social, economic and environmental effects 

(Holling, 1978, 37).  It is a widely applied concept as the following quote from 

the 2003 Western Australian State Sustainability Strategy illustrates. 

 

Sustainability requires that economic, social and environmental 

factors be integrated by simultaneous application of these principles, 

seeking mutually supportive benefits with minimal trade-offs (WA 

2003). 

 

But by using the triple bottom line formula our scientists have been happily 

advocating solar-, wind- and even coal-power as equally feasible alternatives to 

nuclear energy. The inability to determine the best course of action from these 

alternatives highlights the inadequacy of the formula.  If, however, in the first 

instance, we were to include the idea of ensuring energy efficiency we could 

make a more confident assertion about which form of energy-generation will be 

more suitable. In the second instance, achieving genuine ecological sustainability 

requires the human family’s decision-making, globally, to emphasis the need to 

replenish and maintain bio-diverse biomass.   

 

11.1.1 The inclusion of energy efficiency considerations 

 

The principle of energy conservation is fairly simple:  

‘It looks to us using energy efficiently.  This means that in the 

process of applying or converting the energy there should be 

minimal waste.  Waste is most often generated in the form of heat.  

Highly efficient energy applications result in minimal heat waste (a 

concept referred to as the First Law of Thermodynamics Efficiency: 

high efficiency reduces the heat-pollution burden).  Energy 

conservation also requires that we minimise the amount of energy 

used to do the required work.  We see this idea working when we 

replace a 100-watt globe with a 60-watt globe, or dig our gardens 

with a shovel rather than a small earth-moving machine.  This sort of 

efficiency (called the Second Law of Thermodynamic Efficiency) is 

often expressed in terms of a ratio between the amount of energy 

available and the amount of energy actually needed to do the job.  

Low percentiles mean that there is a great deal of room for 
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improvement, so we look for high percentiles (Carr, 1976, Hammond 

et al , 1973, and Foley & Nissan, 1973, in Atkinson 2002).  

 

When we apply these principles to our deliberations we find that nuclear power 

generation is by far the most sensible, evidence-supported course of action.  For 

example:  

The energy released by the nuclear fission of uranium is more than a 

million times greater than the yield of chemical reactions such as 

coal-burning.  So, one tonne of uranium, if fully consumed in a 

breeder reactor, provides as much energy as more than a million 

tonnes of coal.  That much coal releases more than two tonnes of 

uranium in its wastes’ (Keay 2002). 

 

To note and apply energy efficiency and energy conservation equations as physicist’s 

use the concepts would also, for example, enable us to minimise the waste associated 

with infrastructure development. 

 

The number of 660 kilowatt wind turbines needed to provide the same energy 

output as a 1 gigawatt nuclear plant, assuming a generous 25 percent 

capacity factor, is roughly 6,000.  The amount of steel in the nacelle and 63 

metre high tower is 93 tonnes (we won’t count a further 7 tonnes of other 

materials, particularly in the massive rotor).  The amount of concrete in the 

massive base needed to anchor the structure in high winds ranges from 130 

to 260 tonnes depending on the nature of the terrain.  So for the 6000 wind 

turbines we are considering, a total of more than half-a-million tonnes of 

steel and around a-million tonnes of concrete are required. … 

 Thus we find for a wind farm to produce as much energy as a nuclear power 

station requires around fourteen times as much steel and five times as much 

concrete.  It is inescapable that constructing a wind farm is much more 

demanding on materials – and hence greenhouse gas contribution from their 

manufacture – than a nuclear installation of equal output (2005 Supplement 

in Keay 2002, pS4).  

 

Similarly, boosting a low-voltage-grade source of energy (as is currently geenrated by 

wind and solar power generating devices) to a higher grade is also wasteful of energy. In 

this instance the inefficiency is compounded by the need to duplicate infrastructure from 

more conventional power sources, such as coal, hydro or nuclear. The Danish experience 
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with wind power, also able to be applied to intermittent solar power, illustrates this 

superfluity:   

 

Early in 2004 Denmark was reported to have decided to build no more wind 

farms on land or sea because wind power has given them the most expensive 

electricity in Europe. … Why is Danish power so dear?  Because wind is so 

fickle and the Danes became too reliant on it.  When, due to lack of wind, 

there is a shortage of electricity they have to import power at well above 

market prices.  Often it cannot be imported from neighbouring Germany, 

where there is usually a shortage of wind power at the same time.  That 

leaves Denmark reliant on power from the Nordic grid – where it is 

generated by hydro-plant in Norway (Supplement, 2005 in Keay 2002, S1). 

 

This hidden energy cost surfaced in Germany where it was found:  

 

‘… that a twenty percent wind power contribution results in a net saving of 

only six or seven percent overall simply because base load plant has to be 

kept on-line, at considerable expense, to absorb sudden wind power 

shortfalls (Supplement 3, 2005 in Keay 2002).  

 

11.1.2   The triple bottom line’s strategic shortcomings 

 

Another weakness associated with the triple bottom line conceptual device emerges 

when we study its application in what was self-proclaimed as Australia’s first state 

sustainability strategy, Western Australia’s Hope for the Future (WA 2003).  Without 

the stipulation of energy-efficiency to guide energy conservation ideas, positions 

contrary to genuine ecological sustainability are advocated. For example, energy issues 

receive attention in the Settlement chapter but nominating that which will be 

sustainable is not specified: 

 

Energy is central to all aspects of human activity.  Whether the energy is 

used for domestic, commercial or industrial purposes, there are 

opportunities to practice energy conservation and to utilise alternative 

fuels, technologies and energy sources to provide an efficient and 

sustainable service to the economy while helping to build communities in a 

healthy environment.  
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Developing a pathway to a more sustainable energy system will position 

Western Australia to respond and adapt to changing environmental 

imperatives as well as profit from any opportunities that arise.  Achieving 

this will depend on encouraging and facilitating movement away from our 

current reliance on combustion of fossil fuels to practices that conserve 

energy and encourage the use of more benign alternative forms of energy, 

including renewable energy (WA 2003 p 206) 

Yet on the same page we find the said ‘energy strategy’ lauding the following: 

• the hydrogen fuel cell bus project, and 

• an innovative 1MW integrated wood processing plant at Narrogin using 

oil mallee biomass that has the potential to provide sustainability benefits to 

rural Western Australia. 

 

Unfortunately both of these proposals will contribute to increasing atmospheric carbon 

dioxide.  The hydrogen fuel cell bus project in Western Australia derives its hydrogen 

from fossil fuels (it is sourced from an oil refinery (Corrigan 2006)), not the electrolysis 

of water which is eminently more sympathetic to the idea of genuine ecological-

sustainability.  In relation to the wood processing plant, globally it would appear from 

atmospheric particulate carbon analysis that today, despite the shortcomings of the 

research having to have applied the methods of scaling and retrospective projections, 

the burning of biomass is as much a contributor to CO2 build-up as is the burning of 

fossil fuels and in the last decade has exceeded fossil fuels emissions (Ito and Penner 

2005).  Increased atmospheric carbon dioxide means diminished free oxygen.  The 

work by Charles Keeling’s team in recording the almost exponential rise in 

atmospheric carbon dioxide over the last forty years (Keeling, Bacastow et al. 1989) is 

more than cause for alarm.  The heat retention properties of carbon dioxide and its 

subsequent influence on climate change (Bowman 2006) beg human beings to take 

immediate steps, not only to reduce and eliminate its production, but to reverse the 

build-up.  

 

The world has lost or severely degraded more than fifty percent of her forests and this 

is a most conservative estimate for if degraded forest is included it is more likely to be 

a figure greater than eighty percent for the following reasons:   

• Nearly all the forests in Europe and the United States [and Australia and 

New Zealand] are under management and support reduced levels of biodiversity. 
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• Loss and degradation of tropical forest is more severe than official 

estimates imply because zones of mixed forest and agriculture are spreading 

rapidly at the borders of formerly intact forests; these zones usually support 

enough trees to classify as forest although their capacity to provide the full range 

of forest goods and services may be greatly reduced. 

• The world’s growing road network poses a major threat to forest 

condition because they provide access for development and increase hunting and 

poaching. 

• Logging continues to degrade mature forests, despite the growing 

importance of wood plantations as a source of supply. 

• Demand for wood pulp is growing rapidly, and could lead to exploitation 

of currently remote forests, especially Siberia, Central Africa and the Amazon 

basin (WRI 2000) 
 

This degradation and destruction of forest is also a huge contributor to the growing 

desertification and climate modification many simplistically attribute to increased 

atmospheric carbon.  Yet the situation is not irreversible.  Complex forest biomass, 

harnessing numerous trophic layers, provides us with the most wonderful, long-term 

carbon sequestration opportunity, especially if sustainably harvested.  A strategy that 

sought carbon sequestration through restoring complex and biologically diverse 

biomass (which also has the capacity of simultaneously ameliorating climatic extremes) 

would not be comfortable advocating the processing of mallee biomass, unless it was 

balanced by, indeed, exceeded by, significant forest plantation establishment1.  
 

So, while the framework provided by the State of Western Australia is equivalent to 

constitutional guidance and eminently worthy, it is still slightly platitudinous and does 

not clearly proffer what one could consider to be foundational ecological-sustainability 

principles.  The sort of shortcomings described above highlight, in particular, the need 

for a fifth principle to be included in the conceptual device to guide public policy 

decision-making: that of restoring bio-diverse biomass. 

 

 

  

                                                 
1 This situation has been rectified.  Following the presentation of this information to the 
Hon Susan Ley, Parliamentary Secretary to the Federal Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Forestry, the candidate was advised by personal letter that the Federal Government 
was supporting a massive afforestation effort in Western Australia’s South East, 25 
million trees to be established over the next two years 31 October 2006. 
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11.1.3  The inclusion of bio-diverse biomass replenishment 

 

The inclusion of the restoration of bio-diverse biomass enables us to genuinely apply 

ecological-sustainability requirements beyond that represented by the triple bottom 

line’s ‘environmental factors’ because ‘environmental’ can too easily be equated with  

utilitarian ‘resource’ considerations: water, forest product, fish for food and mineral 

resources. It is (I think) interpreted in this fashion in the Western Australia State 

Sustainability Strategy.  An ecological perspective is required, that is one which 

respects the integrity of the biosphere’s constituents, in particular, the life-supporting 

functions of the myriad of diverse ecosystems. Although the Western Australian State 

Sustainability Strategy’s nominated foundational principle ‘Biodiversity and Ecological 

Integrity’ states: 

Sustainability recognises that all life has intrinsic value, is interconnected 

and that biodiversity and ecological integrity are part of the irreplaceable 

life support systems upon which the earth depends (WA 2003).  

There is no statement specifically nominating that the preservation of biodiversity and, 

more importantly, the restoration of complex biomass, is fundamental to ensuring that 

genuine, not platitudinous, ecological-sustainability be achieved.  The failure of the 

strategy, and others like it, to specify the crucial importance of biodiversity 

maintenance and biomass restoration results in serious omissions, confusion and 

problems with the recommendations, the worst of which is the failure, and we see this 

in government policy all around the world, to enact the requisite replenishment.    

 

The ‘bottom line’ conceptual device, to ensure its ability to help policy-makers 

comprehensively protect the biosphere in its entirety, would be more sophisticated if it 

made provision for, not only energy efficiency considerations but also the idea of 

‘environment’ being more than natural resources.  The idea of a ‘quintuple bottom 

line’, as described here, has done this, but simplistically.  Eventually, more 

sophisticated forms of inclusion are possible and the work of Daniel Kiag begins to 

describe this comprehensive inclusiveness: it involves a metamorphosis of the human 

spirit and our ways of being in the world, that is our organisational infrastructures.  It 

does so because to replenish the ecosystems of the world and reforest the world calls 

upon all of humanity to be far more response-able than hitherto has manifest: that 

humanity respond appropriately to both the parlous condition of the biosphere and in so 

doing exercise responsibility to themselves, their fellow humankind and future 

generations.   These sort of ideas actually expand the social and economic 

considerations of the triple/quintuple bottom line formula.  For example, Kiag’s 
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company, Habitat Creation, in association with Australia’s First Treaty, begins to 

illustrate how more considerate ways of living may be achieved in business enterprises: 

the Treaty’s mission being, ‘To unite and grow Australia together for multicultural 

peace, harmony and holistic sustainability;  to be the first organisation in Australia's 

history to be functioning in equal partnership in Indigenous Law and Corporate Law - 

initially Victoria-wide then Australia-wide’  (Kiag, pers. comm. 2007, (Kiag and Booth 

2003)).   

 

The metamorphosis of human character that is required for us to restore the biosphere 

entails, in Daniel Kiag’s words, a ‘Second Coming’, that is, actually doing what Jesus 

Christ asked us to do.  We have heard the story, now is the time to live as he asked us 

to live.  This presumably must involve ‘stop sinning’ and ‘love one another’ and ‘do 

unto others as you would have them do unto you’.  There is a remarkable tendency for 

humans to unite and work together when confronted with adversity; perhaps the now 

undeniable ‘crisis in the biosphere’ will be the catalyst for such a ‘metamorphosis’ 

globally.   
 

11.2  Corollary developments to achieve sustainability 

 

There was another motivating concern for recommending that the ‘triple bottom line’ 

conceptual device be extended to a quintuplet of factors to guide policy deliberations. 

The cheap, plentiful power promised by the nuclear industry is such an alluring 

proposition that Australia’s predominantly economic and business-minded policy-

makers could be beguiled into thinking that we are meeting our responsibility to 

combat the ecological crisis by that particular development alone. For example:  the 

generation of nuclear power will allow us to stop burning coal to generate electricity, 

enabling an immediate and significant reduction in Australia’s carbon dioxide 

emissions and thus provide a significant environmental benefit.  But advocating nuclear 

energy alone will not ensure ecological sustainability (Atkinson and Van Der Sommen 

2006).    

 

It is critical that if nuclear power is to be adopted, other ecologically-sustainable 

measures need to be implemented as corollaries. Several sustainability principles were 

nominated at the commencement of this research (Appendix one) but other ideas to 

accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability have emerged from the workshops 

to support specifically the transition to ecological sustainability.  They include: 
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• The creation of incentives for automobile and vehicle manufacturers to 

produce electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles.  

Studies show that more than half of the oil consumed by the transport sector is 

accounted for by private cars, and in 1998, transport was responsible for more 

than a quarter of CO2 emissions in Europe.  In addition, road safety remains a 

concern, with more than 40,000 people killed each year in road accidents. (Europa 

2005) 

We are not without genuine alternatives: the Dutch Evo (TU 2006) epitomises the 

technological innovations now available; Toyota’s Prius, a combination gas and electric 

vehicle has proved a ‘sell-out’ (at least in Darwin, NT); there are numerous small, 

electric ‘golf-buggy’ style vehicles which after modification could in part fulfil the 

requisite small electric car for private transport; but these alternatives are only ‘the tip 

of the iceberg’.  Manufacturers still churn-out petroleum-dependent cars.  Industries 

will need help to convert their machinery and re-skill their ‘manpower’ to immediately 

commence producing the alternatives. 

• The creation of incentives for owners to purchase and use alternative 

vehicles. 

The Australian Federal Government is currently (2006) reviewing fuel-use incentives.  

Those previously offered included conversion grants of between 50 to 80 percent of the 

cost to commercial vehicles (Commonwealth of Australia 2003), which was generous, 

but the grants were provided for compressed natural gas, liquid petroleum gas and duel-

fuels and bi-fuels, all of which still contribute to exacerbating carbon dioxide 

emissions.   Generous concessions are now available (2007) for converting vehicles to 

gas consumption, but similarly generous incentives need to be offered for designing, 

purchasing and using the advocated electric and hydrogen vehicles and extended 

beyond commercial vehicles to include the entire private transport fleet. 

• The industry-wide transfer of coal-burning and gas-burning 

infrastructure to the development of that which will allow the complex carbon 

molecules to be extracted for the purposes of manufacturing plastics, synthetics 

and polymers.   

One notes here Keay’s stricture: 

 

The reckless consumption of the world’s petrochemical resources for 

electricity production (and transport) represents an irrecoverable loss of 

feedstock for the needs of future generations in the areas of pharmaceuticals, 
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plastics production and other organic chemical manufacturing processes 

(Keay 2002). 

 

Private enterprise is profit-driven.  They are not likely, of their own volition, to fund 

the necessary conversion while good profit is made from ‘the old way of doing things’.  

People are frightened of change, of re-skilling, of effort required to re-learn how to earn 

a livelihood.  Responsible government could alleviate such fears by asserting 

responsibility for the change and invest public monies in the creation of genuinely 

sustainable enterprises and essential public infrastructure.  It is hard to imagine a more 

important role for Governments than to do so in a fashion respectful of all the liberties 

and accomplishments democratic living has thus enabled to flourish in the developed 

world.  

• Reversing the exponential (or greater) rise in carbon dioxide can also be 

aided by the acceptance of responsibility for the recreation of bio-diverse biomass.   

If we study the Keeling Curve (Keeling, Bacastow et al. 1989), which shows an almost 

exponential rise in CO2 production in the last 40 years compared to the last 400,000 

years, it is inspiring to discover that re-establishing forest strategically will actually 

help reverse the build-up of CO2.  If the annual boreal production of leaves results in 

such a huge amplitudinal variation (the rise in sequestration associated with leaf 

production and maturation, then the steep fall associated with decomposition: the 

pattern resembles our regular inhaling and exhaling, hence the notion that forests are 

the lungs of the earth!) there must also be a significant amount of carbon locked-up and 

stored as ‘wood’.  This woody carbon-atom-rich tissue can be preserved and not 

returned to the atmosphere by using it as timber in manufacturing, building 

construction, home furnishings and so forth.  The idea of re-establishing forest on a 

massive scale, when coupled with abandoning the fossil-fuel dependent private 

transport fleet, going over to electric and hydrogen vehicles and producing nuclear 

power from ‘generation four’ installations (breeder reactors which recombine 

plutonium and depleted uranium to produce more energy-yielding plutonium (ANA 

2005)), provides genuine assurance that the damage we have done inadvertently to our 

biosphere through the industrial era’s activities, can be reversed.  

• Using the ‘Commoner Principle’ and the idea of a ‘tithe for the natural 

world’ to guide bio-diverse biomass restoration and replenishment (Atkinson 1990; 

Atkinson 2002). 

It is imperative that we begin massive, global replenishment and restoration of bio-

diverse biomass.  To do so I advocate what I call the Commoner Principle (in respect of 

Barry Commoner 1972): that is to judiciously and strategically planting one-third of 
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our farms, our public lands and landscapes with bio-diverse biomass for the generation 

of a sustainable forest/shrub-based resource designed for habitat creation, carbon 

sequestration and wealth generation.  Where we have done this on the plains in Western 

Victoria, production has sometimes doubled (and even trebled in the case of lambing 

rates).  Wealth production opportunities from shrubs and trees not only relate to being 

able to harvest timber and manufacture veneers and other fibrous materials, there are 

honey, flower, bark, seed production, essential oil extraction, and domestic and wildlife 

food sustenance opportunities.  Trees and shrubs provide shelter and shade and 

ameliorate climatic extremes.  Planted on a macro-scale they will modify climates and 

help stabilise rainfall and climatic thresholds (Atkinson 1990).     

 

A minimal ‘tithe’ to protect wildlife is a practical way to include, find and create 

opportunities for massive effort we must make to protect what is left of global 

biodiversity: this means dedicating one tenth of our land’s various landscapes to habitat 

and wildlife protection.  The range of habitats can be artificially extended to include the 

areas strategically dedicated to protecting bio-diverse bio-mass by planting wildlife 

corridors to connect the preserved conservation and the other planted areas.  

 

• Employment and training of a workforce to implement the Commoner 

Principle (Atkinson 2002). 

There are two immediate opportunities that might enable the fulfilment of the 

Commoner Principle:  

 i    Australia-wide to extend the Green Corps to be an adjunct defence force (by 

providing appropriate pay and promotional opportunities: real incentives for 

committed people to join) with primary duties for ecosystem restoration and forestation 

in Australia and abroad. 

ii     Supplementing the pension of indigenous and local unemployed people to enable 

the Northern Territory and other Australian states to make significant afforestation 

efforts. The illiterate and those disadvantaged by short-attention spans, poor education 

and ‘light-fingeredness’ can all be supervised and employed and given a ‘new start’ 

through the employment opportunities associated with forestation on the scale we now 

require.   (Atkinson 2006d).   

 

Perhaps neither of these ideas is particularly new.  Dr Richard St Barb Baker 

established an organisation called Men of the Trees which actualised similar ideas early 

last Century:  
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In Kenya, in 1922, with the help of 3,000 Kikuyu warriors, he launched The 

Men of the Trees, which became an international movement that advanced 

tree planting and conservation in 108 countries.  He conceived the Civilian 

Conservation Corps for U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt and helped 

lead the efforts that saved the California coastal redwoods.  He travelled the 

world as an advocate for trees and to share his plan for reclaiming the 

Sahara desert through tree planting (Man of the Trees Organisation 2006). 

St Barb Baker’s maxim: ‘Planting increasing quantities of trees is the scientific 

solution to the Earth’s environmental dilemma’ (1981) is amazingly apt given both the 

micro and macro contributions trees and forests make to stabilising soils, water tables, 

and temperature regimes. Strategic planting means judicious choice of species and 

appropriate locations.  Stony outcrops can become productive; water seepages, 

salination and erosion can be arrested and reversed; tremendous wealth can be 

generated.   

 

Important employment and training opportunities, for both men and women, can be 

created for:   

• seed collection, provenance identification and selections of appropriate 

genotypes and phenotypes 

• basic silviculture of nursery-man-ship, such as protection from rusts and fungi   

• germination and establishment of seedlings  

• site preparation and planting 

• tree guard creation 

• guarding the actual plantings.  

The experience of Australian forestry workers abroad demonstrates that 

where the seedlings are not ‘owned’ and ‘guarded’, loss from grazing, 

fire, insect invasion, weed competition and un-seasonal conditions 

normally results in plantation failure.  However, where ‘guards’ are 

employed to maintain the plantations, successful forests can be 

established (Campbell, G & Atkinson, B pers. comm. on tour in Nepal, 

1983).  

• the expertise that is developed in these undertakings can be extended to our 

neighbours through community aid abroad efforts, and so create more 

employment opportunities. 
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Some of these ideas can be refined further with reference to the objectives established 

by Centre for International Forestry Research’s Medium Term Plan (CIFOR 2005): 

The research undertaken by CIFOR and its partners can play a central 

role in allowing poor families to take advantage of the opportunities 

forests offer and overcome their difficulties, to get policymakers to change 

their policies and take forests seriously in their poverty reduction 

strategies and to rehabilitate and manage forests more sustainably 

balancing conservation and development.  

11.3 Conclusion 

 

To conclude: The application of energy efficiency and energy conservation measures, 

coupled with the restoration of biomass and replenishment of biodiversity are the keys 

to creating future prosperity. 

 

In Chapter ten, which concentrated on developing a rationale to support the adoption of 

nuclear energy, it proffered considered reasoning  to show that nuclear power could 

provide the developed world with the opportunity to stop burning carbon and depleting 

the atmosphere of free oxygen and cause exponential increases in heat-absorbing 

carbon dioxide. Solar power and wind power also provide this opportunity, but without 

considering the energy and resource efficiency principles, as advocated in ‘the 

quintuple bottom line’ concept, genuine ecological sustainability is not likely to be 

achieved.  Our civilisation requires a high-grade reliable form of energy to sustain 

itself, and it is difficult and costly and not resource- and energy-efficient to translate 

wind and solar energy into the requisite high-grade power.  But nuclear power alone 

will not enable us to achieve ecological sustainability.  We must replace the world’s 

forests.  The blanket of carbon dioxide enveloping the world is not likely to rapidly 

disperse and its heat retention properties will remain influential in disturbing what were 

stable climatic parameters pertaining to seasonal and daily temperature thresholds as 

long as the excess Carbon dioxide remains there.  But its absorption can be aided by 

recreating the conditions of the Carboniferous Period through massive reforestation and 

afforestation efforts.   So, for managing our world to aid genuine ecological 

sustainability to be realised, instead of the continual saga of the legacy of banishment 

from the Garden of Eden, it has been important to extend the triple bottom line concept 

to a quintuplet of principles that encompass these two particular concerns, nuclear 

power and replenishing complex biomass. 
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The next critical step, one which requires further research, is to engage in the more 

grounded ethnographic practice of translating these ideas into policies that actually link 

Federal Government employment initiatives with tree planting and thus create 

opportunities for economic participation of the significant sector of Australian society 

that has suffered displacement, life-style deprivation and feelings of failure as result of 

not being able to secure employment in these times of serious, readily-exploited, 

environmental resource depletion.   
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Chapter twelve 

The Quintuple Bottom Line Concept 
by 

Bernardine M.C. Atkinson1 and Frank van der Sommen2 

http://72.14.253.104/search?q=cache:9agM5yCE3L4J:www.dpmc.gov.au/umpner/submis

sions/27_sub_umpner.pdf+Quintuple+bottom+Line&hl=en&gl=au&ct=clnk&cd=6 

See also Enviroinfo 2006 URL for confirmation of peer-reviewed publication at 

http://enviroinfo.know-center.tugraz.at/program/short_papers 

 

Abstract  

 

The processes of moving our world towards an ecologically-sustainable phase of human 

activity may be aided by extending the ‘triple bottom line’ concept of economic, 

environmental and social concerns, to a quintuplet of guiding principles that includes 

energy-efficiency and energy-conservation assessments and makes provision for 

replenishing bio-diverse biomass.  An investigation in how to accelerate the transition to 

an ecologically-sustainable private transport fleet concluded that nuclear power 

generation would enable a sustainable future. While advocating this position satisfied the 

design criteria provided by the ‘triple bottom line’ concept and could satisfy the energy 

efficiency considerations advocated in the ‘quintuple’ concept, it neglected the critical 

need to restore bio-diverse biomass. Redressing this neglect can be demonstrated by a 

case study advocating a ‘functional’ landscape approach using GIS technology to 

replenish diminished forest resource, not only in rural areas, but also in densely populated 

urban areas. 

 

12.1 General context  

 

A preparatory analysis of papers submitted to an integrated sustainability forum 

(Brinsmead 2005) established the hypothesis that there were two significant impediments 

to accelerating the transition to ecological sustainability (Dovers 2005). The first was a 

lack of political will; the second, that people, politicians in particular, do not know what 

to do.  In addressing the first impediment by asserting political will through active 

membership in a socially conservative opposition political party (harnessing the 
                                                      

1 Charles Darwin University, Institute for Higher Education, School of Environmental 
Research, Darwin, NT, 0909. 
2 Charles Darwin University, Faculty of Education Health and Science, School of Science and 
Primary Industry, Darwin, NT, 0909 
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participatory action research model of Sayer and Campbell 2004; Campbell, Hagmann et 

al. 2005), it was discovered that, in fact, a great deal of co-operation was forthcoming 

from both policy-makers and politicians, and the climate receptive to ecological 

sustainability ideas was most encouraging. This brought the second consideration, ‘not 

knowing what to do’, into greater prominence.  This second consideration, determining 

‘what to do’, was addressed by work-shopping with informed and knowledgeable people, 

using the idea of ‘story for sustainability’ (Eckstein and Throgmorton 2003) and a 

futuristic ‘scenario’ (Muller 1997, 2006).  The workshops investigated how to accelerate 

the conversion of the fossil-fuel-dependent private transport fleet to one which was more 

ecologically-sustainable, and a sound, logical pathway emerged. It led away from bi-

fuels, bio-fuels and natural gas (amongst other concerns, these all contribute to 

exacerbating the increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide) to advocating small electric 

vehicles for local private transport, and, for long-distance, heavy-haulage private 

transport, air and sea travel, advocating hydrogen gas (Forester & Atkinson 2006).  

Physicists hold hope for the maturation of nanostructured carbon technology and polymer 

films for the containment and transportation of hydrogen (Pinkerton and Wicke 2006).  

The raw ingredients for these carbon-based molecules may be derived from fossil fuels 

such as natural gas, petroleum and coal. One notes here Keay’s stricture: ‘The reckless 

consumption of the world’s petrochemical resources for electricity production (and 

transport) represents an irrecoverable loss of feedstock for the needs of future generations 

in the areas of pharmaceuticals, plastics production and other organic chemical 

manufacturing processes’ (Keay 2002). 

 Because hydrogen can be produced by the electrolysis of water (a high-grade energy 

source is required) and an electric private transport fleet requires a stable, sustained 

supply of electricity - not supplied by wind or solar power technology which require 

‘boosting’ to supplement their inherent intermittent status (see The Perils of Part-time 

Power, 2005 in Keay 2002) - it seemed sensible for Australia to reconsider nuclear power 

generation. Nuclear energy has also developed far greater appeal given the improvement 

in waste management through synthetic rock technology, the use of plutonium and 

depleted uranium in generation iv, mixed oxide reactors (Keay 2005), and the theoretical 

development of high temperature incineration/recombination to significantly lessen the 

half-life of the most dangerous actinides (C. Griffith, ANA 2005). The conclusion one 

comes to is that nuclear power-generation will be more resource and energy-efficient than 

coal-fired, wind-powered or solar-generated infrastructures: ‘The energy released by the 

nuclear fission of uranium is more than a million times greater than the yield of chemical 

reactions such as coal-burning.  So, one tonne of uranium, if fully consumed in a breeder 

reactor, provides as much energy as more than a million tonnes of coal.  That much coal 
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releases more than two tonnes of uranium in its wastes’ (Keay 2002). The decision for 

Australia to move from coal-power to nuclear-power is aided by energy-efficiency 

considerations more than material resource considerations (for other efficiency 

comparisons see Keay 2002; Keay 2003; Keay 2004; Keay 2005).  But in adopting this 

perspective, we might be lulled into thinking we were achieving greater ecological 

sustainability. Such progress would be so only if we concurrently replenish bio-diverse 

biomass, hence a five-fold paradigmatic framework is preferable. 

 

12.2          Expanding the triple bottom line concept  

 

The ‘triple bottom line’ framework, a phrase coined by Elkington, 1998 (Wikipedia 

2006), can easily ignore two important dimensions of ecological responsibility.  The first 

is the need to conserve and use energy effectively; the second is the restorative 

imperative we have to replenish the biosphere’s biomass and conserve biodiversity. The 

‘quintuple’ decision-making framework includes ‘energy conservation and energy-

efficiency’ concerns and ‘bio-diverse biomass’ to help us more readily to achieve 

sustainability.  

A real danger is that the environmental spectrum of values in the triple bottom line 

concept can be equated with ‘natural resources’ and be reduced to being interpreted in a 

utilitarian fashion as: firstly the natural resources we use; and, secondly, the physical 

environment. These interpretations can neglect the critical functional and life-supporting 

roles of complex biodiversity and biomass. Arguably, the idea of environment being 

equated with ‘natural resources’ is found in a Sustainability Framework Policy created 

for the State of Western Australia (WA 2003) and illustrates the need for a ‘quintuple’ 

approach. 

The world has lost fifty percent of her forests and degraded a further thirty percent: a 

huge reduction in biodiversity and biomass.  This sort of ‘ecosystem simplification’ 

(Atkinson 1990; 1992), globally, is accelerating the process of desertification.  Deserts 

are characterised by extremes of temperature: extremely cold at night and extremely hot 

during the day.  The global loss of forest and the build-up of CO2 contribute to the 

parameters of stable climatic thresholds being extended, top and bottom, resulting in 

conditions inimical to life. Global climate change and its consequences are happening 

now (Henderson-Sellers and Blong 1989; Mitchell, Hennessy et al. 1994; Karl, Nicholls 

et al. 1997; Nunn 1997; Meehl, Washington et al. 2003).  Note that the build-up of carbon 

dioxide in our atmosphere, particularly recently, includes the consequences of burning 

biomass and bio-fuels, not only fossil fuels (Ito and Penner 2005).   
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Neglecting the need to cater for replenishing bio-diverse biomass results in technical or 

engineering solutions which are seen as a panacea for dealing with a wide range of 

environmental problems: these include flood and erosion control through runoff 

engineering measures as well as dam construction, chemical usage for pest control, 

fertiliser nutrition, and building stronger structures for dealing with storms and cyclones, 

all of which are energy demanding (and pollution-generating) as well as costly. We 

should also look for opportunities to protect, if not enhance,  biodiversity while aiding 

carbon sequestration as well as dealing with other environmental perturbations resulting 

from technometabolism (Boyden 1992) by restoring complex biomass systems at every 

possible opportunity.  Enhancing terrestrial biomass is vital for di-oxide production, and 

it makes a small (relative to the marine environment), but important, contribution to 

greenhouse gas assimilation (Economics 1996; Lisson, Keating et al. 2000). The localised 

benefits worth pursuing include the amelioration of heat cells, the assimilation of energy 

from high intensity, low frequency rainfall, reducing localised flooding, and providing 

protection from cyclonic winds.  Such a functional approach, involving householders and 

local and regional government landholders, requires a paradigm shift in the way urban 

landscape policy is developed.  

 

12.3 The functional urban landscaping approach  

 

This approach gives priority to the protective value of vegetation (in tree architecture and 

anatomy) with production, biodiversity conservation, greenhouse gas assimilation 

potential and aesthetic values providing important supplementary benefits.  It accepts that 

periodic commercial harvesting and replanting may even be essential to maintain 

optimum effective protective cover and minimise the risk of wind damage and treefall 

associated with overmature and oversized trees (harvesting is also necessary for optimum 

carbon dioxide assimilation).  Such urban afforestation strategies can provide 

opportunities for the processing of tree products which will have additional socio-

economic benefits for the community. 

A study exploring the functional, urban landscaping approach is in progress at Charles 

Darwin University in cyclone-prone Darwin, the capital of the Northern Territory.  The 

first phase in this study, has involved a detailed spatial analysis of the Darwin landscape 

and a statistical, spatial analysis using Geographic Information System (GIS) -based data 

of interrelationships between cyclone distribution, topography, land unit attributes, house 

type and cyclone damage to tree cover attributes (from aerial photos),  together with 

sociological data  (ownerships, builder era),  in order isolate critical interactive 

determinants of tree-related housing damage and protection. Preliminary results suggest 
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that tree cover generally plays a positive role in house protection from cyclone debris, 

even following defoliation, this role being more significant for vulnerable buildings and 

on more intermediate, exposed parts of the landscape. The second phase of the analysis 

examined the post-cyclone tree damage of both cultivated and uncultivated (monsoon 

vine forest) trees to determine relative vulnerability traits to provide some preliminary 

indication of potential cyclone resistant and resilient species.   

 

12.4       Conclusion  

 

The world does not have the requisite tree-husbandry knowledge documented to 

confidently restore or even replace biomass most effectively.  Twenty years of field trials 

might help provide this confidence, but in that same time we could have established the 

semblance of forest entering the mature tree phase.  How to circumvent this twenty-year 

delay provides a challenge. The functional urban landscaping proposal for Darwin City, 

using GIS, has wider application in relation to the ecologically-sustainable development 

of urban landscapes.  For example, tree cover, health and vigor, and urban habitat value, 

as well as urban heat cell development, and soil conditions affecting tree growth, can all 

be evaluated using this technology and increase the resources we have at our disposal 

globally to begin forest replenishment on the massive scale now required. More 

importantly, the results of this sort of analysis, when translated into an interactive internet 

site designed to assist the public and authorities to select appropriate species with 

particular functions for specific site conditions, will help us to fulfill the Club of Rome’s 

injunction to ‘think globally and act locally’. Planning for such bio-diverse biomass 

replenishment is aided by using the quintuple bottom line formula to ensure ecologically 

sustainable strategies and developments happen. 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 
Section four 
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Chapter thirteen 

The ethnographic memoir pertaining to this study 
 

13.1   Asserting political action 

 

The crisis in the biosphere is so serious that it requires ‘all hands as grist to the mill’ and I 

thought the only realistic solution to accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability, 

beyond the communication of requisite information through the media and academic or 

educational institutions (and I was experienced as a professional communicator in all of 

these realms and knew their strengths and limitations), was to seek to contribute directly 

to the development of more appropriate public policy. In direct response to Dover’s 

(2005) observation that one huge impediment to achieving ecological sustainability was 

lack of political will was my own decision to ‘assert political will’ to accelerate the 

transition to ecological sustainability.  If the politicians were afraid to do so, I was not.  I 

would do it for them by taking the research findings into the political arena and try to 

have the findings incorporated into policy initiatives for more responsible government. 

 

I determined to do so, in the final instance, through the decision to stand as a candidate 

for the Federal Parliament.  In so doing, I shall seek to profile a new vision for the future 

of Australia, one sympathetic to the notion of achieving genuine ecological sustainability, 

in all policy-making arenas.  

 

This confident, assertive stance was made possible by the conceptual soundness of the 

‘problem/solution dynamic’, a thought construct developed by the candidate in the 

dissertation developed for another research degree (Atkinson 1990).  In essence, this idea 

advocates that the problem and solution are part of the same mental construct.  When we 

can articulate the dimensions of a problem accurately, then we are able to generate 

solutions: ‘it is when we do not know what is wrong that we are confounded’. This same 

idea has been more recently represented by Dan White as ‘somersault questions’: when 

one has asked ‘what is wrong?’ the next question to ask is ‘how can we make it right?’ 

(O'Brien and White 2001; O'Brien, White et al. 2003).  For example: if we know that 

burning fossil fuels and clearing forests results in increasing atmospheric concentrations 

of carbon dioxide, then the solution is to stop burning fossil fuels and to sequestrate 

carbon dioxide by planting trees, en masse! Another example: while we are unable to 

explain how between five and thirty percent more energy is sometimes generated when 

an electric current passes through a solution of palladium chloride in water enriched with 
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deuterium, and sometimes is not, (Daviss 2003), the idea of developing cold fusion will 

remain mystical.  The problem/solution dynamic is nearly always that simple. 

 

At the time of establishing and collating the results of the generative workshops, 

described in Chapter eight, it was apparent that there was little or no political support for 

tackling the problem of introducing a sustainable transport fleet directly. It was too 

massive and threatening a change for politicians to advocate as attainable for the general 

public.  This led to the recognition that the problem had to be tackled in stages and that it 

was important to establish policy-stepping stones. One such stepping stone was to find a 

sustainable replacement for fossil-fuels, one perhaps achievable through the development 

of a nuclear power generating facility.   

 

Before I could advocate this in public, I would have to be certain that this was true for 

myself.   So I commenced to investigate more thoroughly the nuclear energy option over 

a period of twelve months, attending conferences, analysing school science texts and 

reading more widely on this issue, until I could confidently say this was a sustainable, 

economic and manageable alternative with far less potential for harm than is yet 

understood by the public at large. 

 

All throughout 2005 and early 2006, the nuclear waste disposal issue was continually 

bandied about in the press and wider community as a potentially divisive political issue.  

Pamphlets were letterbox dropped to anti nuclear waste dump rallies and an anti-nuclear 

film was promoted by the local Environmental Centre.  I was invited to view the David 

Bradbury film, Blowin’ in the Wind, and resolved to keep an open mind about the 

information presented.   

 

Blowin’ in the Wind was a very good film.  It highlighted many potential dangers and 

many past wrongs associated with the development of nuclear technology.  But it also 

used propaganda to good effect, confusing nuclear power generation with nuclear 

weaponry and all the horrible effects of nuclear war.  Waste disposal was also associated 

with the effects of exposure to massive doses of radiation with horrible, disfiguring 

consequences.   

 

That which was not considered in the film was the question of which nation on Earth 

could be trusted to store the waste that already exists, responsibly, without any thought of 

harvesting rare isotopes for the manufacture of weapons?  Australia has the stable 

geology, climate, political environment and the necessary isolation that would enable this 
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nation to provide a responsible solution to the nuclear waste problem.  The nuclear 

science fraternity’s raison d’etre, through the Nuclear Association of Australia, is to 

develop nuclear science for peaceful purposes.  Our successive governments since the 

1970s have also been steadfast in this undertaking.   No thought was given to the need for 

this assumption of responsibility in the film, instead it left the usual legacy of fear firmly 

associated with anything nuclear. 

 

Because the media seemed to stay polarised around sensationalising and through 

ignorance, misrepresenting the issue of disposing of waste safely and no inroads were 

made into seeing nuclear power-generation being responsibly debated by the media, I 

thought a higher level of political influence was needed to elevate the political debate to 

where it would begin to herald nuclear power facilities for Australia.  This required me to 

assert political activity. 

 

The first political participatory step was to, a) begin to circulate my research findings as 

widely and as influentially as possible.  The second assertion of political participatory 

action was to, b) produce the discussion paper, Dispelling nuclear myths. The third, c) 

was to commence to speak publicly on this issue to service groups, political parties and 

the general public.  The fourth political participatory action step, d) the decision to stand 

as an independent candidate in the next Federal election was made to make use of the 

electioneering platform and the publicity it attracts to elevate public awareness and 

acceptance of a nuclear-powered future for Australia.   To be totally truthful, it was a 

decision also aided by Dr Nietzsche’s advocacy of euthanasia in the Northern Territory, 

an extraordinarily hypocritical position to adopt from one who should be familiar with 

the Hippocratic Oath.  The fact that we can ground ethics in the domain of objective 

discourse enables me to intellectually support the alternative position which is to value 

life, provide palliative care that treasures life in all stages and nurture conditions that 

fosters hope, not despair, for those whose journey on Earth seems unbearable – for 

nothing is more assured than the fact that this time is preciously finite for all of us. 

 

13.2   Results of Political Participatory Action 

 

All one can conclusively say about the effect of sharing ideas which showed a nuclear 

future to be the logical next, high-grade energy source, was that following this attempt to 

distribute the recommendations to some of the most influential people in the land, nuclear 

matters, which were only sketchily represented (and always as either a confrontation 
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between cautious, proponents and vehement anti-nuclear protestors or promulgating the 

myths that surround nuclear power generation as described in Chapter ten), came into 

more prominent political debate in Australia with the Prime Minister announcing through 

ABC classical Breakfast News on 8th April 2006 that he would not preclude Australia 

developing nuclear power.  Later, in May, the Prime Minister met with President Bush in 

Washington and his advocacy of Australia adopting nuclear technology was widely 

televised in the United States (ANA 2006).  On the sixth of June, 2006, the Prime 

Minister announced a high level task force of six persons assigned with the task of 

reviewing uranium mining, processing and nuclear energy (UMPNER).  And 

accordingly, this project’s  initial recommendations, as reported in Chapter nine 

(Atkinson and Forester 2006), together with a cautionary note not to neglect other 

elements of ecological sustainability, such as the quintuple bottom line, were submitted to 

the taskforce before submissions closed on 18 August 2006.  Another report from the 

House of Representatives Standing Committee, entitled Australia’s Uranium – 

Greenhouse friendly fuel for an energy hungry world, was published in November 2006. 

It recommended that state government bans on uranium mining should be reviewed, that 

a communication strategy be prepared to obviate public fear about nuclear issues, and 

that a conversion and reprocessing facility be seriously considered with legislative 

impediments removed (ANA 2007).   Other sound research was also published at about 

the same time, including the report from the Uranium Industry Framework Committee 

which circulated its findings in November 2006 soon after UMPNER published its draft.  

‘All of these reports supported the expansion of the uranium industry in Australia and the 

first two reports discussed the possibilities of upgrading uranium and of introducing 

nuclear power in Australia’ (ANA 2007).  

 

That the Federal Government, through the Prime Minister is cautiously advocating a 

nuclear future for Australia, perhaps rather than reflecting my political activity’s 

influence, more certainly reflects the fact that advocating nuclear power generation is an 

idea that has ‘come of time’. Logic and careful research supports this position.  So, the 

presentation of information from this thesis coincides with it being ‘the right idea, in the 

right place, at the right time’ (Atkinson 2006c). 

 

It is also appropriate to note that the announcement by the Prime Minister supporting 

nuclear power generation coincided with the Australian Nuclear Association’s 15th 

Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference, a gathering in Sydney of four hundred of the world’s 

most informed nuclear scientists presenting papers on the theme of A Pacific Nuclear 

Future: Nuclear Science and Engineering for a Sustainable Future.  At this conference, 
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the significant management achievements, innovations and future plans for nuclear 

engineering, science and technology in the Pacific Region were described.   

 

13.3  Pondering about the possibility of Australia having been ‘hoodwinked’ 

 

Although this communication strategy is an on-going ‘work-in-progress’, it seems 

appropriate to provide some considered thoughts relating to the goal of accelerating the 

transition to ecological sustainability through this sort of political-action-oriented 

research project.   I have not yet spoken of the matters I now write about in public for 

initially I was not confident enough to do so.   As I have researched this field and 

pondered upon it: it would appear that Australia has been significantly manipulated by 

offshore powers, nuclear-informed powers, and as a result has been selling for little 

money the amazing geological heritage of the country, the incredibly rare concentrated 

uranium ore body.  This is tantamount to having almost given away a great deal of this 

nation’s own potential for the generating incredible wealth required to achieve 

ecologically-sustainable development and provide energy security for the future.   This 

has happened because we have allowed ill-informed opinion to govern, instead of 

harvesting the fruits of intellectual endeavour for developing wiser, factually-informed 

policy positions.  This has led me to suggest that two significant communication elements 

are needed to inform any strategic effort to educate, first politicians, then the general 

public, on these matters.  The first is the critical need to obviate the unreasonable fear the 

public retain on all matters nuclear.  The second relates to the empowering implications 

of becoming alerted to the importance for our nation’s leadership not to be swayed by 

popular (but ill-informed) opinion.  

 

It is known in sophisticated communication discourse that if we can ‘trigger’ emotional 

responses from the public in our communiques, we can predict certain attitudes and 

behaviours emerging (Werkmeister 1948).  This sort of manipulation is the aim of the 

propagandist.  Cunning propagandists will use images to stimulate particular emotions to 

influence our attitudes and behaviours.  Emotional responses can cloud and occlude 

rationale thought.  The political spin doctors, employed now to manufacture and 

manipulate news (McGaffin, 1968, McGarry, 1967) have largely replaced the voice of 

well-informed, sincere leadership.  Nuclear matters do, and can be contrived to, ‘trigger’ 

fear, repulsion and rejection.  Nuclear energy is the unseen force very often associated 

with highly dangerous developments, like mutations and gross disfigurement, cancers, 

leukaemia and death, rather than anything clean, green, useful, profitable and 

manageable. The fearful reaction to nuclear energy inhibits rationale discussion and 
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causes people to remain close-minded and prejudiced to its implementation.  It is very 

important that all communication effort in relation to nuclear power advocacy be directed 

towards dispelling unreasonable fear. 

 

 

The second consideration relates to the need for national leadership to be well-informed 

and assert this informed position to steer the nation sensibly, without pandering to the 

lowest common denominator of information on all controversial policy issues. In 

researching the history of proposed nuclear power for Australia, it was alarming to 

discover that this same decision, the decision to generate nuclear electricity, was actually 

made by the Australian Government in 1969.  The then Federal Minister for National 

Development, David Fairbairn, in a confidential submission to Federal Cabinet (number 

759), recommended the establishment of a wholly Commonwealth-owned nuclear power 

station with fuel supplied and owned by Australia. The Commonwealth was to retain the 

spent fuel containing plutonium.  Keay (2005) has concluded that had this reactor, at 

Jervis Bay, been built it would now be supplying the cheapest power of any utility in 

Australia.  For this retrospective costing, it is important to note that the submission 

mentions, ‘In establishing revenue no account has been taken of the value of the 

plutonium in the spent fuel’(6). The Cabinet document (National Archives of Australia 

1969) proposing the reactor also quantified the exact amount of plutonium to be 

generated by the proposed Jervis Bay reactor over 25 years: six tonnes. It was this 

exactness that alerted me to trying to understand the incredible value of plutonium – why 

was it important to know the precise quantity?  Why was this fact particularly mentioned?   

 

While the submission acknowledged plutonium as a valuable commodity, perhaps able to 

increase Commonwealth revenue from the facility by nine percent, it simply said that at 

that time, it was difficult to estimate its value – ‘inestimable’. This research project has 

reached the conclusion that plutonium is of almost ‘invaluable’ worth, a fact of which all 

Australians should be aware.  It is its potential for power generation and prolonging the 

life of the common, unenriched uranium ore resource (ninety-nine percent of the ore 

body) in fast breeder reactors makes uranium a sustainable resource for tens of thousands 

of years and not a fifty- to 100-year finite resource.   The scientists of that day must have 

understood its value, why else would they quantify this substance? 

 

What happened to cause the abandonment of nuclear power generation and plutonium 

production as Australian Government policy? 
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The timeline provided by the Four Corners’ investigators (Australian Broadcasting 

Corporation 2005) shows that in 1969 ‘plans for a nuclear reactor at Jervis Bay, NSW’, 

were approved, and that ‘it was proposed as a power plant but by the late 1960s there is 

a considerable drive for Australia to become a fully-fledged nuclear power, with many 

nuclear reactors and weapons capability’. But then, there was a change of Government 

and the report says in 1971: ‘Growing anti-nuclear demonstrations and the possibility of 

Australia producing nuclear weapons sink the project.  New Prime Minister William 

McMahon cancels the Jervis Bay reactor.’  Then, ‘the Labor Government decides that 

any uranium mining should be delayed until Aboriginal claims to the affected land are 

investigated’; and later in 1975, ‘To allay serious community opposition to new uranium 

mines and concern over nuclear weapons, the Government establishes a public Federal 

inquiry into all aspects of the nuclear industry – the Fox Inquiry, also known as Ranger 

Uranium Inquiry’ and ‘After the ALP loses office, the party adopts a policy of banning 

uranium mining and export until problems with weapons proliferation and waste disposal 

are addressed’. In 1976 ‘the new Liberal Government gives conditional approval for the 

Ranger, Olympic Dam/Roxby Downs and Narbarluk uranium mines to proceed’.  Finally, 

the Commonwealth disposes of all its shares in the company Energy Resources Australia 

which is eventually bought wholly by the multinational Rio Tinto conglomerate.  

 

In reading this sequence of events it became clear that ‘uranium mining’, ‘bomb-

production’ and ‘nuclear power generation’ were all regarded as one and the same by the 

general public and public antipathy thus prevailed.  The Four Corners timeline of events, in 

1977, shows that ‘In nationally co-ordinated demonstrations, the anti-nuclear movement 

attracts up to 50,000 marchers in the major cities. Sections of the anti-uranium movement 

campaign for marginal seats in the federal election’. These were not anti-atomic weaponry 

protests, but ‘anti-uranium’. It would have been appropriate to inaugurate a public 

education campaign then, for the subsequent decisions to hold nuclear power in abeyance 

have held back the development of this country and possibly seen her forfeit the true value 

of the exported ore. And in that position we have remained for thirty years, during which 

time, CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere have risen exponentially, along with hundreds 

and thousands of tonnes of other toxic atmospheric pollutants.  Without possessing a rich 

knowledge base, it is impossible to evaluate policy recommendations: this has implications 

for the sort of person Australians should choose to lead the nation.   

 

That we continue to be ‘hoodwinked’ is not an unlikely proposition as it stands, 

Australia’s incredibly small uranium ore resource, potentially a source of energy for 

the entire globe for thousands of years, eminently able to be safely managed in 
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modern power plants, must be worth untold billions and to infiltrate and manipulate a 

political system as shoddily-supported and flimsily constructed as is the Australian 

one to obfuscate this ore’s potential value and manageability, is actually, and has 

been, a fairly simple undertaking.   

 

For example: it is difficult to believe that the editorial incongruities and anomalies in 

a book such as Australia’s Uranium, 2006, (failure to define Mixed Oxide Fuel 

correctly1 and starting chapters with fallacious, sensationalist scare-mongering 

positions but refuting them well-into the chapter, without making value judgements 

as to the correctness of either position) and the omissions in the influential Future 

Directions International Study: Australia’s Energy Options, 2005, are not deliberate, 

well-placed and well-timed artefacts designed to maintain Australia’s almost 

unbelievable national ignorance on this issue (and further, for example, Washington’s 

strategic interests at our expense). For example, why would Future Directions 

International advocate increasing exports of this incredibly precious ore body and 

suggest that uranium exploration companies be provided with 150% tax deductible 

expenses in relation to finding more ore for export, when it is clearly not in our best 

national interests to accelerate mining and export or uranium without at the very least, 

value-adding or utilising the ore for power production here in Australia?  I am not 

suggesting we stop all exports, but it is a ridiculous situation that such a scarce and 

incredibly valuable resource is being exported in its entirety.  Why does the FDI 

Report suggest we continue to burn our precious coal reserves, which could be used 

as the feedstock for industries that will provide the world with the synthetics, plastics 

and polymers needed to make the transition to the hydrogen economy a viable 

proposition and simultaneously create wonderful industry, employment and wealth-

generation opportunities for Australia?  Why do they not advocate adopting nuclear 

power immediately?  I am not convinced that the material presented in summation, 

editorially overseen by a President of an International Strategic Studies Association, 

based in Washington is, entirely, a bona fide attempt to suggest a course of energy 

power generation that will be in Australia’s best future interests.  

                                                 
1 The specific, incredibly influential, typographical error, the only one discovered in the book, 
Australia’s Uranium, causes the reader to be distracted from understanding the actual 
definition and hence be alerted to the value of depleted uranium.  It reads: ‘A fuel fabricated 
from plutonium and depleted ora natural uranium oxide which can be used in standard light 
water reactors’ (page xxxii of Australia’s Uranium, 2006).  It should read: ‘A fuel fabricated 
using plutonium with either depleted uranium ore or a natural uranium oxide (such as can still 
be extracted from mine tailings) which can be used in standard light water reactors’.  If it were 
defined thus, I believe the value of the 1.2 Million tonnes of depleted ore stored largely in the 
USA would become apparent to the interested reader: it is ore able to provide them with 
energy generating fuel for the next, almost 5,000 years.   
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Furthermore, the selling of essential services’ public infrastructure, such as State 

Electricity Commissions, allowing them to be bought by overseas companies, such as 

General Electric and Westinghouse – the same companies that operate the nuclear 

power utilities that manufacture depleted uranium (gobbling our scarce uranium ore)  

and the same companies that vehemently and influentially advocate the continued 

burning of coal to generate power here, always suggesting sequestration will be 

viable in twenty years time, coincidentally when the bulk of our uranium ore will be 

gone from our shores - is rhetorical and political positioning in the interests of the 

United States, not in Australia’s best interest at all.    Similarly, selling the largest 

uranium ore bodies in the world, for less than market value, and divesting our 

Commonwealth interests  are developments indicative of the significant degree to 

which off-shore interests have infiltrated and determined our Federal and state 

governments’ decision-making processes. 

 

To be fair, there has been merit in Australia delaying nuclear power adoption: the 

Australian Nuclear Association (ANA) has strengthened its position of pursuing nuclear 

science for peaceful purposes and as a nation we continue to take a strong stance against 

the development and use of nuclear weapons. The other notable benefit from the delay 

has seen, amongst many wonderful managerial and regulatory initiatives, Australian 

nuclear physicist, Ted Ringwood’s ‘synroc’ mineralisation disposal method emerging to 

provide the safest possible storage of radioactive ‘waste’ material (although ‘waste’ is 

now seen to be a fuel source for the future).  By binding the radioactive material into a 

crystalline structure, there is no leaching into the surrounding environment, although it 

still emits radiation, none whatsoever will reach the living biosphere when it is buried 

deeply underground. 

 

To explain why the abandonment of nuclear power is a travesty for sound long-term, 

responsible public policy in Australia, it is, firstly, important to know that both uranium 

and plutonium are incredibly valuable.  Uranium because its concentration is the results 

of millions of years of weathering and then ponding to accumulate in naturally slow 

water channels or dams, now called paleo-channels.  Plutonium is even more valuable for 

it is only produced in a reactor as a fission product. 

 

Plutonium is a man-made element, a product of the chain reaction of atomic alterations 

started by concentrating the isotope uranium-235 in power reactors. It is the change in the 

atomic composition of the unstable radioactive material, the ‘atomic reactions’, that 
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produces the heat harnessed to create steam to turn the turbines used to generate 

electricity. Most uranium does not have the mass of 235, only 0.74%, less than one 

percent of this form, is found in ore bodies naturally; rather, most uranium is a slightly 

heavier isotope, uranium-238, and this common form of uranium is not useful for power 

generation.  However, in the reactor, if enough uranium-235 is present, its fission by 

neutrons emits atomic particles, more neutrons, and this activity causes heat and the heat 

causes more atoms to become agitated, and more neutrons are produced as it breaks 

down.  Some of these ‘free neutrons’ combine with the more plentiful uranium-238 

producing the heavier substance and changing the atomic form of uranium into a 

distinctly different man-made isotope, plutonium-239.   

 

Plutonium production depends on the rare radioactive isotope of uranium-235 being 

present in concentrated form to start the chain reaction of freeing the neutrons that, in 

turn, facilitates their recombination to make plutonium. Hence, the emphasis on 

‘enriching’ uranium ore, to concentrate this particular, rare, slightly lighter form of 

natural uranium and thus make it more accessible for commercial use. Concentrating 

uranium-235 is largely achieved through centrifugal spinning, the slightly heavier isotope 

concentrates at the bottom of the centrifuge.  Less than five percent concentration is 

needed to begin generating heat (bomb production requires a concentration of the rare 

isotope of more than 90 percent) if this concentrated ore is placed in a moderating 

environment, the moderator helps to redirect the neutrons to react with other nearby 

atoms, instead of allowing them to disperse into the environment.  Radioactive plutonium 

is a miniscule proportion of the radioactive by-products produced in a reactor. It has the 

remarkable property that it too can undergo fission and will emit heat through a similar 

chain reaction process. If it is combined with the common form of uranium, uranium-238, 

it is able to cause that isotope of uranium to change its atomic structure by 

bathing/bombarding it with neutrons, causing it to absorb more neutrons and one of the 

eventual, main products of the recombination is more plutonium which, in turn, 

disintegrates and causes more of the stable uranium to become plutonium, and so 

generates more power. This is what happens in the breeder reactors, and explains the 

name given: more energy producing, reactive plutonium is produced than is consumed, 

enough to prolong the life of uranium as a resource as much as a hundred times or more!  

‘About as much as one hundred times as much energy is thus derived from the same 

initial quantity. That means that instead of lasting for only fifty years, our uranium supply 

will last for thousands of years (Cohen 1990 p226).’ Non-breeder reactors only consume 

1 – 3% of the uranium present, concentrated uranium-235. The bulk of the uranium-238 

ore does not ‘burn’.  However, if uranium-238 is combined with plutonium in a breeder 
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reactor, or a mixed-oxide reactor, the 95% plus of the now misnamed waste - depleted 

uranium ore - can be used to produce electricity.  In the absence of enrich uranium-235 

the depleted uranium ore needs the unstable isotope of man-made plutonium to start the 

critical mass chain reaction that generates heat and can be transformed into power.  Spent 

fuel recycling is a way of harvesting plutonium, but it can also be manufactured in 

breeder reactors. 

 

Breeder reactors were able to be developed in the 1970s, but in the US, the Ford 

Foundation Report of 1974 recommended that production from commercial breeder 

reactors be discontinued and their advice ricocheted around the world. A commercial 

reprocessing plant, near Barnwell, South Carolina, was actually built, but never allowed 

to operate.  A great deal of invested money was lost. Cohen says: On the surface, the 

opposition to US breeder reactor is based on the fact that uranium supplies are plentiful 

and cheap, leaving little incentive for an expensive development program (p227).  But I 

think that this is very much a ‘superficial’ evaluation of the implications of this decision. 

 

In the assessment so far made, one can speculatively conclude that fast breeder reactors 

would have made every other power-generating utility in the US non-competitive cost-

wise, and thence, redundant.  This, in turn, would have had huge economic repercussions 

and would have been hugely destabilising.  But there could be another reason: the US and 

other nuclear powers have continued to buy concentrated uranium ore from all around the 

world and use this in regular reactors and military reactors, the by-product of which is 

plutonium.  The largest stockpiles in the world, tonnes plutonium and 1.2 million tonnes 

of depleted uranium are now held in storage by the United States.  They have acquired, 

incredibly cheaply, enough potential energy to provide their energy requirements for at 

least five-thousand  years (Australia’s Uranium, 2006).  

 

The unfortunate result of this period, for Australia, is that we continued to sell a huge 

proportion of this nation’s supply of uranium ore, rather than use and stockpile plutonium 

for ourselves and future generations of Australians, at perhaps seriously undervalued 

rates (if one agrees that plutonium is ‘invaluable’), a very precious resource, the rare, 

concentrated, below-ground uranium ore body. 

 

While we can’t retrospectively change this situation, it is important to learn from the 

evolution of the interplay between responding to popular opinion and exercising or not 

exercising informed leadership.  We ‘let our guard down’ as a nation when the most 

informed opinions were, in fact, not those which prevailed to dictate policy. This was the 
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result of several developments, but especially a reflection upon the inadequate  

parameters of the 1975 - 1977 Fox Inquiry. The parameters of the Fox Inquiry actually 

sought to establish and respond to public opinion, not expert national policy opinion 

(such as that previously established by Fairbairn in the Department of National 

Development).  Consequently, see Chapter ten, the Fox Inquiry relied upon the US 1974 

Ford Foundation’s ‘expert’ report that recommended the abandonment of nuclear power 

to create plutonium, cautioning that plutonium presented a potential terrorist hazard for 

its usefulness in atomic weaponry (Yager and Steinberg 1974).  

 

This recommendation had enormous influence for a number of years, stopping the 

development of new nuclear energy facilities here and, in particular, a commercial 

enrichment plant in the US. It is actually questionable if this exacerbated risk of terrorism 

could be at all a real reason for shelving the breeder reactors; for uranium-235 is just as 

useful for atomic weapon production, and significantly cheaper to produce, and is used 

for this purpose by the US, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, France and China (Cohen 

1990 p231) and all the while, ironically, the US has continued to produce plutonium 

through ‘reprocessing in its military applications program’ (Cohen, 1990, 236). Cohen 

thus advises ‘The link between nuclear power and the proliferation of nuclear weapons is 

a weak and largely insignificant one’ (1990 p234). But the Ford Foundation report and 

our reliance upon it, provides the pivotally influential statement (p333) that it would 

seem, retrospectively, when incorrectly coupled with righteous, vehement anti-war 

sentiment (nuclear power production is not the same as nuclear bomb production – they 

are two entirely different processes) to have determined our nuclear policy for the 

subsequent thirty, nearly forty years.  That this information was fallacious tells me that it 

could even have been deliberate propaganda.  The real story is (again I quote Cohen) that 

plutonium’s ‘existence is the only guarantee we have that this world can obtain all the 

energy it will ever need forever at a reasonable price.  In fact, I am personally convinced 

that the citizens of the future will look upon it as one of God’s greatest gifts to humanity 

(Cohen, 1990, 1992, p225).  

 

The Ford Report recommendations were made by ‘national science policy advisors’, 

presumably a group of people not only expert in scientific matters, but also expert in 

planning for long-term national interest – the United State’s national interest, not ours.  

One must judge policy not only by what is stated, but by its resultant effects. The effect 

of this reliance on ‘overseas’ opinion and of following our own prevailing, skittish public 

sentiment, governed by fear and lack of knowledge, has had several ramifications, some 

very costly. 
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Our own budding nuclear physicists from that point on have largely had to migrate to 

pursue their studies and professional careers.  We, as a nation, have lost our position of 

being leaders and being at the cutting edge of this indispensable technology. It is 

indispensable technology, not only for power production, but because radioactive 

isotopes ‘are used in medicine, agriculture, industry, education, etc’. They ‘provide 

neutron beams for studying the properties of materials ranging from metals to biological 

molecules. They provide the most sensitive means available for measuring tiny quantities 

of material such as gunpowder residue on a criminal’s hand from firing a gun, or 

mercury in fish. There are many other applications…(Cohen, 1990, p233).  The 

technological innovations that were unique and able to be patented by Australia have 

been taken up abroad.  This means that we have to pay licence fees for technology that 

once was, or could have been, ours.  And we have totally sold our Australian interest in 

our two largest Uranium mines2.  This, in turn, has contributed to the US being able to 

create the largest stockpiles of plutonium in the world – and with that energy-production 

security for thousands of years.  Well, they are our ally and one would hope only for their 

best, but Australians have to lookout for their best interests as well, and those of our 

Asia-Pacific neighbours.  Stable, wise economic planning in the Asia-Pacific region is 

important for us all to prosper. 

 

The real message here, one cannot condemn the US for their cleverness, is that 

Australia’s political leadership needs to take a firmer grip on the management of our 

nation and her resources. Was divesting the Australian Commonwealth of her interest in 

the Ranger and Beverly ore bodies wise? Similarly, Canada has McArthur River and 

BHP Billiton has Olympic Dam.  It has certainly helped their interests, but can we say the 

same result has been achieved for our own long term best interests?  

 

It is also important to absorb that popular sentiment is not a rational basis for effective 

governance.  It may be the basis for being re-elected, but this is a weakness of democracy 

as it has evolved to this point in time. A stronger form of democracy would allow 

informed opinions to prevail and organise for logically sound explanations to accompany 

unsavoury, sensible, decisions leadership must at times exercise if it is to lead our nation.  

This means more public information, more education and greater political-decision-

making transparency, not less.  It also requires the adoption of greater social 
                                                 

2 The Commonwealth Government divested itself of its half-ownership in the Ranger ore bodies in 1980. A 
subsequent public float has allowed RioTinto (since its 2000 acquisition of North Ltd) to own ERA (Energy 
Resources Australia).  The company continues to mine and export a rare concentrated form of the uranium 
resource that may have been seriously undervalued. 
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responsibility by our mass media for effectively disseminating the requisite information, 

which in this case entails dispelling nuclear myths.  Accepting responsibility for this 

educative function of the media is the real manifestation of the ideal Hunt called ‘the 

fourth estate’ – where a free press is able to provide a strong voice of, and for, the people 

(Hunt 1850).  It is the fourth pillar of democracy, the others being an independent 

judiciary, the Senate (the monarchy and House of Lords in Britain) and the House of 

Representatives. Telling the real nuclear story is incredibly important to enable the public 

to support, with a clear conscience, the adoption of nuclear power.  Nuclear physicists are 

the experts in nuclear matters and it is important that their informed opinions lead us 

rather than continue to forfeit utilising this critical-to-our-civilisation advanced technical 

knowledge.  Understanding the rudiments of nuclear science would now seem mandatory 

for all schools of journalism to build into their curricula.  It is amazing to me to think that 

politicians themselves have not undertaken self-education on this absolutely critical 

matter.   

 

13. 4  Conclusion 

 

Hence, in this ethnographic memoir, I have tried to supply the rationale behind the 

decision of the candidate to assert a strong and independent political voice, particularly 

on the nuclear power issue.  It would appear that such a political approach presents a 

novel idea in the literature relating to participatory action attempts thus far described to 

bridge the science/policy divide, according to the comprehensive review of other such 

efforts provided by McNie (2006 (in press)) and van Kerkhoff and Lebel (2006).     

 

Theoretically, this decision was based on the premise that I believed a time had emerged 

when political leadership was required of politicians, rather than politicians allowing 

opinion-polls to govern the policies they develop (McGaffin 1968).   The study of 

persuasion per se has yielded insight into this phenomenon.  According to Nilsen (1958) 

political issues are developed to create an intended predetermined electoral effect.  In 

harnessing votes, the adroit use of the mass media by ‘spin doctors’ encourages and 

facilitates a very simplified and uncontentious message being delivered to the voting 

public.  If today, a part of any party’s policy platform is contentious, it has probably been 

designed to harness the swinging voters’ loyalty, not the vote of the mainstream who 

habitually vote either Labor or Liberal (Dennis Power, pers comm., 2004). Wilson’s 

research exposing the statistical methods used to predict and create ‘social profiles’ 

reinforces this insight (Wilson 2004).  The ensuing simplification of the political debate 

and the electioneering spin doctors’ manipulation of election issues to create predictable 
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outcomes results in a failure to advocate new, sophisticated or challenging courses of 

action.  Informed leadership, that which would be able to inspire the public’s trust in the 

nuclear initiative, is now, perhaps more than ever before, needed.  

 

Leadership is also required because research has shown that by assuming leadership one 

can provide more responsibility-laden decisions than the decisions reached by groups, a 

phenomenon known as ‘group think’ (Irving Janis in Griffin 1997, Sargeet Gill, pers 

comm 2005).  This phenomenon manifests where group loyalty causes principles to be 

compromised and devolve to the least contentious position.  Persons alerted to this 

phenomenon will be able to assert the best, most informed decisions that our intellectual 

resources collectively make possible, rather than compromise to qualitatively less 

responsible choices.   

 

As one final, significant conclusion, it seems important to reiterate the dangers of 

allowing misplaced fear to govern national policy.  Fear is a most powerful emotion and 

it will always foster misunderstandings: 

 

 When struck by deeply felt emotions, such as fear, anger, loss, grief and 

greed, we will have no (or at least a highly atrophied) informal public 

means for understanding why we have such different views for processing 

our emotional reactions collectively, or for resolving the conflicts that 

come with them.  We will find ourselves crying and shouting at one another 

in more formal settings, completely unable to understand our different 

points of view (Throgmorton, 2003, p57). 

 

Hence the decision to centre my political communication efforts on dispelling the fear 

associated with both nuclear power and the changes our transition to an ecologically-

sustainable society will entail.  This essentially describes the main thrust of the 

communication strategy to emerge from the deliberations of this thesis in its entirety and 

explains the title I have provided to this work, An emergent communication strategy to 

accelerate the transition to ecological sustainability.   

 

To complete this conclusion according to academic convention, it is useful to provide an 

indication of the specific achievements and the opportunities for further useful academic 

work and possible publications able to emerge from this thesis and this information is 

presented in Chapter fourteen.   
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Chapter fourteen 
Important findings and opportunities for further research 

 
 

 
In each chapter of this thesis the author has attempted to follow the guidelines presented 

to all Doctor of Philosophy candidates at Charles Darwin University.  These were: 

a) that it be an original investigation or testing of ideas; 

b) that it demonstrate competence in independent work; 

c) that it illustrate an understanding of appropriate techniques; 

d) that it reflects the ability to make critical use of published work and source 

materials; 

e) that it can be thematically contextualised in relation to wider knowledge; 

f) that it be worthy, at least in part, of publication;  

g) that it forms a distinct contribution to knowledge.  

 

To demonstrate that this work has fulfilled this qualitative criteria, it is important to 

provide a cursory summary of some of the original contributions, and hence opportunities 

for continued contribution, through publication, to the endeavours of the intellectual 

academy. 

 

The project in its entirety is original.   At the time it was commenced, there were no 

policies in computing science literature or in Australian Government policy with the 

direct objective of aiming to accelerate our transition to ecological sustainability.  The 

philosophical inquiry associated with articulating an ethical application of captology to 

aid the achievement of this aim yielded a more profound philosophical basis than that  

required for its original purpose.   This thesis confidently asserts that it is possible to have 

an objective, empirical grounding to our ethical positions and dismisses the notion that all 

truth is subjective: a belief which has, since its significant promulgation in the 1970’s, 

notably after the publication of Situation Ethics (Fletcher, 1966), undermined confidence 

in the assertion of factual objectivity in our schools of philosophy and science.  Refuting 

Fletcher’s and other post modernists’ positioning could form a most pertinent and useful 

addition to modern philosophical discourse.  The philosophical positioning of this thesis 

also finds itself at odds with another recent contribution, Rethinking Science (Nowotnyi 

et al 2001) and an interesting critique of this work is now possible.  Bridging the 

philosophical impasse between humanities’ relativism and science’s objectivism is a 
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notable and original academic achievement.  There are other significant contributions to 

academic discourse made throughout the thesis in its entirety.  

 

In Chapter one, the idea of incorporating the need to replenish the living biosphere into a 

definition of what constitutes ecological sustainability, through incorporating the ideas of 

accelerating the transition and replenishing bio-diverse biomass, is a useful and 

constructive extension of the prevailing definitions.  It is arguably more accurate, for it 

reflects the sense of urgency created by acknowledging the chain reaction of destruction 

associated with the depauperate condition of the biosphere caused by simplification of 

ecosystems all around the world.   

 

Chapter two’s discussion of the theoretical and philosophical underpinnings used to 

guide the questions asked and the ideas developed in this thesis demonstrates the 

competence required of the candidate in relating one’s work to the wider field of 

knowledge.  It would be hard to eclipse the work of Werkmeister (1948) because without 

a doubt, his introduction to critical thinking helped to refine the author’s ability to apply 

logical thought and determine antecedent ideas.  Nonetheless, his tome was written quite 

some time ago, and there is now an opportunity to review critically some of his chapters 

in light of more recent insights.   The idea of oilism, as presented in this chapter, is a new 

paradigmatic construct invented by the candidate, and has proved useful for more 

constructively understanding the international relations that forced Australia to 

participate in two recent wars. It rather debunks the influential assertions of Huntington 

in his Clash of Civilisations theory (1993).  That it has demonstrable academic merit and 

makes a new contribution to knowledge is evidenced by the paper drafted by the 

candidate, A woman’s way of ending the war in Iraq, being accepted as a paper for a 

British International Studies Association (BISA) conference Britain in December 2007.   

 

The selection of methods used to guide, in particular, the applied and ethnographic 

dimension of practical research, as described in Chapter three, was a weighty and novel 

exercise for the participant, necessitating her absorbing the fruits of several new 

disciplines foreign to her previous academic training, notably sociology’s ethnography.  

Nonetheless, this was a particularly empowering professional endeavour, for it has 

provided the candidate with the ability to confidently organise ethical, ideationally 

generative workshops for solving other problems.  The use of story and futuristic scenario 

proved to be particularly rich tools for unshackling imaginative power, but, in particular, 

the novel application of the techniques of the Global Management Approach (Gannon), 

through harnessing different groups of expertise between the idea generation phase and 
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the idea evaluation phase instead of working with the same group of people in both idea 

generation and appraisal proved to be a productive methodological adaptation.  I was 

fortunate that the analysis workshop was able to recruit an most knowledgeable expert in 

this area, the then president of the Northern Territory Branch of engineers Australia.  

Although it will be expensive for researchers to apply the method in this fashion, it 

provided a valuable extension of expertise.  This is a new application of the method and 

an innovation worthy of publication. 

 

There is an opportunity to continue to apply rigorous logic to the analysis of 

developments emerging from the new discipline Captology and to apply similar 

antecedent ethics to another school, Affective Computing.  I am particularly interested in 

examining the role of motivation in relation to the user’s receptivity to persuasion and in 

examining the ethical connotations associated with understanding our emotional 

responses.  The several publications achieved in this area, reproduced as Chapters five, 

six and seven, demonstrate the requisite aptitude of the candidate to produce more work 

worthy of publication. 

 

The theoretical usefulness of ‘the quintuple bottom line’ idea, a term invented and 

described by the author and presented in Section three, underpinned the rationale 

developed to support substantially the advocacy of a nuclear-powered future for 

Australia.  It is likely to prove a useful extension of the ‘triple bottom line’ conceptual aid 

for other policy deliberations and initiatives.  It has been published in an individual 

submission to the UMPNER 2006 inquiry and as a conference paper, see Chapter twelve. 

 

The conclusion to advocate a nuclear-powered future for Australia was not new.  The 

new contribution to knowledge in this particular area was the scientific interpretive 

writing exercise entitled ‘dispelling nuclear myths’, presented as Chapter ten.  It is hoped 

by the author that she can soon rework this and supplementary material into a small 

publication, Dispelling Nuclear Myths, for public dissemination.  This material has been 

distributed widely through the candidate’s personal political networking and political 

participatory action and public speaking endeavours.  As such, it forms the basis of the 

thesis’ emergent communication strategy to accelerate our transition to ecological 

sustainability.  It has been well-received and the eventual publication will be a ‘notable 

outcome’ of the candidature.  

 

Finally, the political participatory action undertaken by the candidate proved to be a 

wonderful, personally rewarding endeavour, with many new friends being made, 
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wonderful debates attended, and new insights gleaned into how policy-making actually 

happens.  It provided her with the opportunity to describe why it was important for 

informed leadership to be asserted, rather than pandering to the lowest common 

denominator of information and wisdom: that which emerges from canvassing in public 

opinion polling. It is an activity that culminated in her decision to stand as a Independent 

Senate Candidate in the 2007 Federal election.  The alternative to pursuing the 

development of a political participatory action strategy was to complete the thesis ahead 

of schedule and perhaps see all of the proposed ideas and recommendations remain 

entombed on library shelves with other unpublished dissertations.  Such an occurrence 

would not have furthered the project’s aim of accelerating our socio-cultural transition to 

ecological sustainability.   

 

 

 

The end. 
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Appendix one 
 

PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT 
 
Project:  Captology (Persuasive computing) for Ecological Sustainablity 
 
Chief investigator:  Bernardine Atkinson,  email: Bernardine.Atkinson@cdu.edu.au  
Tel: 08 8946 6384 
 
Purpose of Study: To investigate obstacles and constraints to accelerating a principle 
sustainability goal.  Then to apply this information to design computers-mediated 
communications. 
 
Benefits of study: the findings will be useful for: 
• the refinement of media communication strategies,  
• practical implementation 
 
What would be expected of you? 
 
• To attend workshops 
• To “brainstorm” ideas to identify constraints and opportunities to assist the   
             transition to an ecologically sustainable socio/cultural/economic infrastructure 
• To provide a brief personal profile 
• To participate in a manner with which you are comfortable 
• To consider and record whatever motivational thoughts you associate with  
             providing a particular perspective through the eyes of several possible fictitious  
             “personas”.  
 
Risk or discomfort:  There are no specific risks associated with this research.   
The proceedings will be recorded to provide verifiable material for analysis. This might 
be a little disconcerting for some people initially. 
 
Confidentiality: Any information provided will be kept strictly confidential.   
Your name will be codified for reference purposes in any report of the proceedings so it 
will not be possible to identify specific, individual contributions 
 
Your participation: You may choose to have your workshop participation 
acknowledged as such on any published results or, if you prefer, you may remain an 
anonymous contributor. 
 
Should you choose to participate, you may withdraw from the research at any time. 
 
Results of Study: The research will be incorporated into a thesis and bound and placed in 
the Charles Darwin University Library.  Some of the research findings, but none of the 
original data, will be the subject of reports and academic papers and published in 
accordance with academic convention. 
 
Persons to contact:  If you have any questions about the research, please contact me, the 
principle researcher, Bernardine Atkinson, or the researcher’s academic supervisor, Dr 
Nicola Bidwell (Email: Nicola.Bidwell@cdu.edu.au  Tel: 08 8946 6090), or the Charles 
Darwin University Ethics Officer, Hemali Seneviratne (Email 
hemali.seneviratne@cdu.edu.au  Tel: 08 8946 7064). 
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WORKSHOP CONSENT FORM 
 
 
 
I, ……………………………………………………………………….   Of,  
 
 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
Hereby consent to participate in a study undertaken by Bernardine Atkinson PhD 
candidate, Faculty of Science, Charles Darwin University. 
 
I acknowledge that: 
 
• The aims, methods, anticipated benefits, and possible risks of the study, as 
outlined in the Plain Language Statement, have been explained to me by Bernardine 
Atkinson. 
 
• I voluntarily and freely give my consent to my participation in the study 
 
• I accept the need for the proceedings to be recorded electronically or digitally or 
via video 
 
• I understand that the aggregated results will be used for research and educational 
purposes and will appear in the researcher’s thesis, or may reappear in other published 
material, such as academic journals according to academic tradition. 
 
• I understand that my individual contribution will be codified and remain 
confidential. 
 
• I am free to withdraw my consent to participate at any time during the study. 
 
• I will be entitled to gratuitous, modest, gift vouchers as token appreciation for my 
participation. 
 
 
I choose to    have / not to have    my name as a workshop participant acknowledged on 
any documentation of these results. 
 
 
Signature: ………………………………………………………. Date: …………… 
 
 
Sample Advertisment 
 
Charles Darwin University: Request for Volunteers  
 
Volunteers are required to assist in designing ethical communication strategies to 
facilitate changing behaviour to accelerate ecological sustainability. 
 
The results will be implemented through computer-mediated communication 
opportunities. 
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Involvement will require workshop attendance for three hours.  Refreshments will be 
provided. 
 
For further information please contact the Principle Researcher 08 8946 6384 during 
office hours, this week. 
 
Draft Invitation 
 
Dear ………. 
 
I am writing to request your assistance with a very specific research project  which will 
workshop the actual and motivational impediments to implementing several ecologically 
sustainable strategies in the Northern Territory. 
The project will involve a series of workshops for up to three hours duration.   
Your assistance is sought to: 
• To attend workshops 
• To “brainstorm” ideas to identify constraints and opportunities to assist the 
transition to an ecologically sustainable socio/cultural/economic infrastructure 
• To provide a brief personal profile 
• To participate in a manner with which you are comfortable 
• To consider and record whatever motivational thoughts you associate with 
providing a particular perspective through the eyes of several possible fictitious 
“personas”.  
 
Refreshments will be provided. 
 
Please find enclosed a copy of the project outline.  The research is part of my PhD 
candidature. My supervisor is Dr Nicola Bidwell. 
 
If you believe you would like to be involved, or have any questions relating to the 
project, please contact me at work on Tel:  08 8946 6384 or email 
Bernardine.Atkinson@cdu.edu.au 
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter, 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
(B.M.C. Atkinson) 
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Appendix two 
 

Refutation of the misinformation contained in the  
Engineers Australia Draft Discussion Paper:  

Should Australia Develop Nuclear Energy Sources in the Future? 
 

Emails as sent for distribution and discussion to consulting engineer, Brian Forester and 
later, the Secretary of the Darwin Branch of Engineers Australia. 
 
From: Brian Forester [mailto:bforester@acerdarwin.com.au]  
Sent: Wednesday, 26 April 2006 12:15 PM 
To: Bernardine Atkinson 
Subject: Draft Discussion Paper Nuclear Energy april.doc 

Hi Bernardine,  

Thought you might be interested in this IE Aust draft paper.  

Regards  

Brian  

<<Draft Discussion Paper Nuclear Energy april.doc>>  

From: Bernardine Atkinson  
Sent: Wednesday, 26 April 2006 6:30 PM 
To: 'Brian Forester' 
Subject: RE: Draft Discussion Paper Nuclear Energy april.doc 
 
Dear Brian,   
 
For what it is worth, I have now had a chance to quickly read through the draft discussion 
paper.  Between you and me, I think it is lopsided and ill-informed. 
 
These are my thoughts, but I think the last couple (a), b), c), d), are the most relevant and 
perhaps are the real issues that Engineers Australia needs to consider. 
 
The paper does not appear to have kept up-to-date with Colin Keay’s work, nor the 
position presented by the ANA (and they would be the most informed body in Australia, 
their mission advocated nuclear for peaceful purposes).  This position can be found in a 
publication in the library here called: The Facts on Nuclear Science and Engineering in 
Australia, Nov 2005.  I have a copy if you need one.  
 
The other thoughts that come to mind, in view of the factual misrepresentations made, 
are these … 
 
1. new technology can now prologue the life of uranium reserves by a factor of five, 
100 years becomes at least 500 years of resource, not a few decades. 
2. Australia has 40 of the world’s enriched uranium ore – that with 2% uranium, that 
argument that it all needs enriching does not apply to our use of the raw material. 
3. Wind power is not cheaper. Denmark sells windpower turbines, but no longer 
builds them because they require boosting from regular power grid and this has made the 
cost of their electricity the most expensive in Europe (Keay). 
4. Coal should be used to produce plastic, polymers and synthetics and not more 
climate changing greenhouse gases as in electricity production 
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5. All costings of nuclear power plants include decommissioning and waste disposal 
– by international law/convention (I think). 
6. Helen Garnett and ANA say the search is on for a reactor to be refined (gen iv) 
and sold in standardised form, licensed appropriately, so in fact while we may not have 
all the expertise to build a plant safely from scratch, we can licence one and follow the 
operating manuals?!  That we have forfeited remaining at the cutting edge of this 
technology is much to our shame. 
7. There is dispute about disposal – it is anticipated that it will be able to be used as 
fuels in the future (even the worst material that will be encased in synroc), so waste 
storage is not for ‘hundreds and thousands of years’. 
8. Plutonium is the fuel of the future (in mixed oxide reactors – I think that’s what 
they are called) so it is not a waste, it is now seen by nuclear industry as an incredibly 
valuable fuel and will be used by gen iv reactors.  
9. No mention of how helpful synthetic rock will be for containment of the worst 
wastes until they too can be used. 
10. Keay says that if the proposed Jervis Bay nuclear plant had gone ahead it would 
be supplying the cheapest electricity in Australia.  
11. For energy production purposes: one tonne of uranium is equivalent to one 
million tonnes of coal. 
12. All comparative costings may be spurious (particularly with overseas costs) 
because they don’t factor in privatisation’s profits (me thinks). 
 
I think there are other more important questions for engineers to address than those 
raised in the paper.  There’s no doubt we have to go that way (nuclear) to minimise 
hardship associated with loss of petroleum.  We can still conserve electricity, but we 
cannot do without it, and greenhouse is getting worse not better, so the quicker we go 
over to nuclear the better.  
 
a) A real concern I haven’t seen answered is what is the hazard to the ore miners and ore 
transport drivers?  How can that be contained/reduced? 
b) When we go nuclear (and the PM said we would on April 8th ABC FM classical radio 
news 8am bulletin) will we be able to use the existing grid, or would it make economic 
sense to build new infrastructure to transport the nuclear-generated electricity, 
particularly underground?  Wouldn’t that be nice underground power!  Lots of jobs 
generated to make it happen.  No unemployment in the bush!  How can Engineers 
Australia help plan for the world’s best infrastructure to distribute this electricity? 
c) We need to maintain employment in coal industry.  But how can we convert its burning 
to generate power, to extraction plants to squash it and use the complex carbon 
molecules to make plastics, polymers and synthetics?  Can we develop that sort of 
manufacturing industry here to generate employment and serve the world by providing 
these materials, given that we have huge coal reserves and burning them is ‘squandering 
them’ (Keay 2005)?  What incentives are needed from Government to industry and 
engineers to make this sort of transition happen?  How can engineers Australia help 
here?  With design?  With actual industrial development projects?   
d)  How can we contain and safely transport and use hydrogen gas for our future 
transport needs? How can we accelerate the development of that infrastructure? 
 
Please, I am not a member.  I would love to be an observer, but I have a meeting earlier 
with a Doctor here to discuss research projects for next semester (if I am not with the 
Police).  You might consider these thoughts and be able to refine them as part of the 
NT’s submission.  I’ll do my best to get to the meeting to be a ‘fly on the wall at the back’ 
– I am curious to know what form the discussion takes, where prejudices or stumbling 
blocks might emerge and what it will conclude. 
 
Isn’t this dreadful?  I am working back late.  I shall be a sleepyhead in the morning and 
probably crawl in quite late.   
Thanks for thinking of me Brian,  ciao from Bernardine.  
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Dear Brian, 

 
It occurred to me that because the PM has said we will go down the track to pursue 
nuclear power generation, that in fact a humungous opportunity has created, perhaps for 
an Engineers Australia collaborative venture to supply electricity to our own in this 
fashion. 
 
This development alone means that the discussion paper is totally out-of-date. Nuclear 
power will happen. The PM has spoken.  A group of innovators need to decide what 
support they need from government to make it happen. 
 
The ten-year development program can be short-circuited to five if we were to harness 
the South African pebble bed reactor technology, and develop in tandem with them, us in 
the back seat.  The countries developing nuclear power outside of the big five have all 
been looking at utilising the plutonium waste for power generation and they are further 
ahead in that technology than the big five.  Dr Hardy says to go with the South African 
model and I tend to trust him.  Helen Garnett was his protégée, and though she is well 
informed, she has been away from it all for a couple of years and Dr Hardy has stayed 
involved to the hilt.  
 
I rather like the thought of Australia retaining a little autonomy in this matter and moving 
with the nations who have been responsible about plutonium use.   
 
Now the rest is your area and I will give my laypersons thoughts on the matter for your 
refinement…. 
 
This opportunity means that the questions for Engineers Australia to discuss could go 
something like:   
1. Decide to either go with pebble-bed reactor or nominate a better alternative, preferably 
a home-grown version 
2. Decide where it will be built, here and in other states.  
3. How can engineers make sure it is earthquake-, cyclone- and flood-proof 
4. Plan for power distribution infrastructure, does this have to be entirely new or can the 
old grid/powerlines do the job? 
5. Plan for associated industry development (One good idea: I spoke to my Dad, he’s 
going to speak to the Wool Council re the scouring of our wool and weaving of blankets 
and fabrics – bales could be railed up.  The reason we export our clip is because we 
don’t have the water to wash it.  NT has the water.  It then makes sense for us to process 
it here too and generate employment – we then have something wonderful to export to 
the world.  Textile design opportunities, fashion etc… it will be all good.  If we have cheap 
power and air-conditioning, we can do this up here) 
 
 
There now, I hope that these are useful thoughts to begin with.  I would ignore the 
recalcitrants – they are always there being miserable saying it can’t be done.  Then when 
it does happen they suddenly become less quiet, but mostly never apologise for their 
destructive, obstructive ways.  That’s my experience anyway and my Polyannerish nature 
is now tainted with cynicism.  
 
Cheerio from your friend,  Bernardine 
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Appendix three 
 

The Seven Sustainability Principles 

as First Proposed by the Candidate 

  

 

 

There are seven immediate fundamental principles to embrace that will help us 

become truly ecologically sustainable (Atkinson 2004) - and they need to be embraced 

by every Australian in every community, city, town and farm. 

 

The first I call the Commoner Principle (Atkinson 1990, 2002). This requires us to 

judiciously replant at least thirty percent of Australia’s landmass to replace Australia's 

complex biomass (we have lost approximately 80 percent of forest cover since European 

settlement), and we do so to provide sustainable and productive food, timber, fuelwood, 

fragrant oils, honey, flowers, but emulate nature in reconstructing biomass and bio-

productivity, simultaneously enriching biodiversity. Suggested name for overall strategy: 

Reversing the Edge Effect.   

 

There is an ancient saying, trees and forests bring the rain.  This is now being proven 

scientifically.  Not only do forests help maintain water tables and soil moisture, they 

create cool green blankets on the surface of the land and these cool spots cause 

convection currents in the atmosphere which bring the rain.  As air over the surface of the 

ocean and land heats it will cause the more dense cool air to follow the wind and this air 

rising brings the rain.  If we replant the whole continent, strategically and working within 

existing natural parameters, we will undoubtedly cause the climate to be less arid and less 

hot. 

 

(Jobs, sponsored by government investing in our future, must be provided to those who 

have worked harvesting the forest.  Old-growth harbours what is left of the natural 

world's real biodiversity - for that reason alone their conservation is now required.) 

 

I call this the Commoner Principle because Barry Commoner in his book, The Closing 

Circle, described his experience in Britain where farms which strategically planted one 

third of the land area for sustainable timber/forest products values significantly 

improved, sometimes doubled their other production capacities, especially things like 
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lambing rates.  Where this has been done in Western Victoria –Don Jouert, John Fenton - 

and where farms have incorporated rotation forestry, Protea flower production, etcetera, 

farm income has greatly increased.  The plantations, strategically located provide shelter 

for stock and successful lambing can double or even treble.   

 

This sort of strategic planting is already part of the Victorian “Whole farm planning” 

scheme, but the objective is that one third of Australia’s land area being planted for 

sustainable production (including wildlife protection values – the ten percent ‘tithe’ for  

wildlife – me again – all land should have this ‘tithe’ as mandatory and provide corridors 

with wildlife access to shelter. food and water) 

 

In the top end there is opportunity for sandalwood, cedar, Callitris and other wonderful 

shrub/trees to be strategically planted.  Of course, to do so requires co-operation with 

Aboriginal people, but they are pragmatic people too.  

 

The second principle is for every household, and town and country municipality to 

recognize and act on the need to turn our effluent, our sewage, into fertilizer and 

distribute this affordably to increase the fertility of our soils. (This distribution would 

assist in any replanting/planting projects)  No more dumping effluent in the ocean - the 

scarce resources (such as phosphoros) concentrated in effluent are needed critically to aid 

the establishment of really productive soils note phosphoros in particular). 

 

The third principle is to introduce permaculture back into our home-scapes and onto 

our townhouse patios.  Even more importantly and ambitiously, the ideal of permaculture 

requires all of our cities and towns to accelerate this becoming our reality by establishing 

public and private school (needed to teach the basic of plant husbandry – the gardening of 

vegetables and fruit trees -  to children) and hospital gardens, both for pragmatic reasons 

and for the potential educative benefit. Bill Mollison's idea applied will not threaten 

Woolies or Safeway, but it will provide more food and even an opportunity for city-based 

boutique production.   

 

The fourth principle is for every town and city to have a sustainable form of energy 

to power its energy requirements for lighting, heating, cooling, manufacturing and 

public transport. We have talked about this for thirty years - now is the time to do it.  

The more diversity we can harness to generate this power the better for our future 

influence in the region.  We have geothermal, tidal, wind, solar, hydro and hydrogen (and 

photovoltaic hydrogen) resources to harness.  My readings and experience suggest that  
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this transition must be accomplished within a decade.  The know-how we attain in 

harnessing and implementing these sustainable forms of energy will be of almost 

inestimable benefit for our neighbours and earn Australia wonderful opportunities to 

trade for commodities and produce that might be needed or appeal to us. 

 

The fifth principle requires us to make a similar transition from fossil fuel dependency 

in the private transport arena. The goal will be for Australia to have electric cars and 

hydrogen-powered private transport within a decade.  Suggest it is appropriate to 

dedicate what is left of our independent petroleum reserves to defense purposes and 

introduce sustainable environmentally friendly transportation. (It is my prediction that 

resource scarcity wars such as Afghanistan, Iraq and the angst of hungry, disaffected 

people provoking and diverting hostility to an inappropriate, but politically convenient 

target – Bali and Djakarta bombings sort-of-incidents will only increase for the 

foreseeable future and we must not only be in a position to feed and trade with hungry 

neighbours, share our sustainable know-how, but also be ready to defend ourselves to the 

hilt.  Wars are mostly caused by hunger, greed or human egos – all three causes will be 

magnified because of the population pressures and environmental degradation we now 

face globally).   

Government, more than private industry has the responsibility to oversee this transition 

so no person now dependent on that energy and technology will loose their livelihood.   

 

The sixth principle once more relates to food production.  Our coastline requires 

attention for defense purposes and for the creation of sustainable fisheries.  The 

exploitation of the world’s oceans has possibly reached and even surpassed the zenith of 

its productivity and now appears to be in rapid decline worldwide.  The brave pioneers of 

marine fisheries and students of marine biology require support to implement their ideals 

of what we can achieve to actually farm sustainably our shorelines and ocean-beds.  We 

have a hungry world to help feed. 

 

 

The seventh I call the principle of aesthetics or beautification.  Enhancing our living 

environment with street planting projects, window-boxes and street boxes, and through 

art and culture enriching community life at all levels.  It is emphasizing the lovely, 

precious, rare, fragile and de-emphasizing utility and economic rationalism.  It is the 

encouragement of artistry and civility in all of our civic endeavours. It includes 

embracing the ideal that all Australian's matter and that their lives can be happy and 

productive. This principle supports the necessity of full and suitable employment for 
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everyone according to their capability. It does not support the economic rationalist notion 

of a proportion of the population must be unemployed to create the competition necessary 

for business to maintain a committed and exploitable workforce, not shunting people 

through employment agencies with the threat of their subsistence unemployment 

allowance being stopped, into jobs for which they are eminently unsuited to allay 

Government statistics.   
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